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1. Introduction

Cybersecurity technologies have been researched extensively in the last few years in
order to face the current threat landscape, which has shown a continuous growth in the
quality and quantity of attacks that are oriented toward any potentially vulnerable items
(people, software, firmware, hardware, etc.). Thus, there is a need for more sophisticated
cybersecurity services that are able to combine different technologies to cover all the
different aspects that such attacks may utilize.

These advanced cybersecurity services must enrich the different areas of cyberse-
curity, including cyberattacks prevention, detection and response, as well as advanced
supporting infrastructures for these services. Nowadays, most of the prevention initiatives
rely on increasing users’ awareness, in order to prevent social engineering attacks, but
there are also some technological areas that can complement a security architecture for
the prevention of cyberattacks. In the area of attacks detection, machine learning-based
algorithms are one of the most promising techniques for anomaly detection, as well as the
use of Cyber Threats Intelligence in order to share knowledge about the attacks. In the
area of supporting infrastructure, there is an increasing interest in leveraging traditional
cryptographic algorithms with new approaches, such as homomorphic encryption when
privacy is concerned, quantum and post-quantum cryptography, and the use of blockchain
technologies for different advanced cybersecurity services.

2. The Present Issue

This Special Issue includes 14 contributions that cover these areas. It includes two
review contributions: [1] provides a survey with an overview of the state of the art in
detecting and projecting cyberattack scenarios, i.e., approaches that automate the analysis
of alerts to detect large-scale attacks and predict the attacker’s next steps, with a focus on
evaluation and the corresponding metrics. On the other hand, Ref. [2] reviews a specific
application area, namely the identification and discussion of the relation between the safety
of Autonomous Haulage Systems in the mining environment and both cybersecurity and
communication; furthermore, the article highlights their challenges and open issues.

The Special Issue also includes 12 research contributions. It includes several contribu-
tions related to advanced services for Intrusion Detection Systems. In [3], the use of different
machine learning models depending on the specific scenarios and datasets is addressed,
as well as the design of an automatic dynamic model selector for anomalies detections
scenarios. The article in [4] focuses on the use of deep learning techniques for the detection
of zero-day attacks, with an autoencoder implementation that is able to monitor the rate
of false-negative detection rates. In [5], an integrated scalable framework is proposed
that aims at efficiently detecting anomalous events on large amounts of unlabelled data
logs. Detection is supported by clustering and classification methods that take advantage
of parallel computing environments using two models: one based on K-Means and the
other based on a XGBoost system implementing a gradient tree boosting algorithm. In [6]
a spatiotemporal characterization of cyberattacks for detecting cyberattacks is proposed
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using a stochastic graph model to represent these cyberattacks in time and space. In [7],
the area of industrial control networks is addressed with a two-stage intrusion detection
system, including a traffic prediction model and an anomaly detection model. A chatbot is
proposed in [8] for detecting online sex offenders, based on an Artificial Conversational
Entity (ACE) that connects to different online chat services to start a conversation. The ACE
was designed using generative and rule-based models in charge of generating the posts and
replies that constitute the conversation from the chatbot side. The proposed solution also
includes a module to analyse the conversations performed by the chatbot and calculate a
set of 25 features that describes the suspect’s behaviour. Finally, Ref. [9] introduces Insight2,
an open-source platform for manipulating both streaming and archived network flow data
in real time in order to understand normal activity and identify abnormal activity.

This Special Issue also contains two protection-related research contributions: [10]
proposes a countermeasure for on-off web defacement attacks with a random monitoring
strategy, designing and validating two specific strategies for such a purpose. On the other
hand, Ref. [11] addressed the evaluation of multi-path routing as a protection feature
against network attacks and failures, with the study of the following two different models:
first-hop multi-path and multi-hop multi-path routing.

The Special Issue also includes several contributions about related technologies for
providing support to the design of advanced cybersecurity services: [12] provides an
analysis of a partially homomorphic encryption algorithm for the design of services needing
privacy-preserving functionalities. In [13] a system for using blockchain technologies for the
accountability of cybersecurity audit results is proposed in order to boost the automation
of both digital evidence gathering, auditing, and controlled information exchange. The
study in [14] focuses on the area of Cyber-Threat Intelligence Sources, and Formats and
Languages, while investigating the landscape of the available formats and languages, along
with the publicly available sources of threat feeds, how these are implemented and their
suitability for providing rich cyber-threat intelligence.

3. Future Directions

Cybersecurity is nowadays a race between the attackers and the different digital
technologies actors (users, manufacturers, IT companies, etc.). A new technology, or a new
protection system is usually followed by a new attacker method, so there is a need for new
services based on new technologies that might make possible the establishment of a gap
with attackers, increasing the confidence on the usage of business and personal services by
users. Therefore, there is a need to extend the research on these areas with the adequate
support of public and private entities in order to generate new research proposals that
might be able to find the different steps to establish a gap with the attackers. The proposals
in this Special Issue might provide small steps in pursuit of this aim, but there is a need
for many more initiatives to be designed, tested and validated in order to make secure
technologies available for everybody.
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Abstract: With the transformation in smart grids, power grid companies are becoming increasingly
dependent on data networks. Data networks are used to transport information and commands for
optimizing power grid operations: Planning, generation, transportation, and distribution. Performing
periodic security audits is one of the required tasks for securing networks, and we proposed in a
previous work AUTOAUDITOR, a system to achieve automatic auditing. It was designed according
to the specific requirements of power grid companies, such as scaling with the huge number of
heterogeneous equipment in power grid companies. Though pentesting and security audits are
required for continuous monitoring, collaboration is of utmost importance to fight cyber threats.
In this paper we work on the accountability of audit results and explore how the list of audit result
records can be included in a blockchain, since blockchains are by design resistant to data modification.
Moreover, blockchains endowed with smart contracts functionality boost the automation of both
digital evidence gathering, audit, and controlled information exchange. To our knowledge, no such
system exists. We perform throughput evaluation to assess the feasibility of the system and show
that the system is viable for adaptation to the inventory systems of electrical companies.

Keywords: security auditing; permissioned blockchain; scalability; smart grid security

1. Introduction

A smart grid is an energy delivery system that moves from a centrally controlled system,
like the ones we currently have, to a consumer-driven approach, i.e., an iterative system relying
on bi-directional communication to adapt and tune the delivery of energy in the real-time market.
A smart grid includes a broad range of sophisticated sensors that constantly assess the state of the grid
and the electrical power demand and availability, with the aim of optimizing the energy supply.
The power grid is evolving into a cyber physical system where smart devices allow advanced
monitoring and control. This area is developing fast, as one can guess by seeing the 68 active working
groups of the IEEE SA around smart grids. More than half of the EU Member States have reached a
10% installation rate for electricity smart meters, showing the first important step in their large-scale
rollout programs. Seven have already reached 80% like Denmark, or even finished their large-scale
electricity smart metering roll-out like Estonia (>98% in 2017), Finland (100% by 2013), Italy (95% by
2011), Malta (80–85% by 2014), Spain (100% end of 2018), and Sweden (100% by 2009). Some of
them are already proceeding with the second generation rollout, like Italy, or are planning to [1].
Other devices are also expected to be incorporated into the so-called smart grid, such as domestic power
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micro-generators, smart protection and storage devices, and even electric vehicles. Electrical data provided
by such devices will be collected not only by customer applications but also by other stakeholders,
most notably power distribution and power transportation companies. Besides enhanced control,
such data will allow new intelligent features such as self-healing, resilience, sustainability, and will
improve the efficiency of energy critical infrastructure. Near-real time communication between the
power grid subsystems (from the concentrators to the legacy systems) with smart sensors and devices
will be required to achieve optimization, automation and control of the smart grid. These new
features will bring obvious benefits for electrical companies, but also customers are expected to
benefit from smart grids. Specifically, from smart meters they can have three important benefits:
(1) A better customer service comes from (a) fewer and shorter duration of outages as smart meters
report instantaneously and (b) from a faster service (remote operations); (2) viewing energy usage in
near real-time and comparing with current tariffs, which can lead to adjusted monthly bills; and (3)
manual periodic metering no longer being required.

Besides the mentioned benefits of smart grids, the risks are obvious if the system fails.
In this work we address the protection of smart grids as critical infrastructures against cyber
attacks, and we specifically address the security auditing of devices and networks that comprise
smart networks. The security auditing we are referring to in this article is also known as pentesting or
vulnerability testing.

Critical infrastructures require automated security control assessment, as described in
NISTIR-8011 Volume 3 and 4 [2,3]. This can be achieved by the integration of auditing with the
inventory system, so as to have a realistic view of the company assets together with their associated
risks in near real time. We foresee this integration as automatic or semi-automatic auditing procedures
fired from the inventory system. The auditing processes incorporate security metadata to the
inventoried assets of the company: Releases and patch status history, known vulnerabilities and their
respective severity information. The risk metrics incorporate the severity of exposures, and facilitate the
selection of the vulnerabilities that have to be mitigated, according to the risk appetite of the company.

Cybersecurity information sharing and collaboration between organizations can decrease the time
of threat detection and increase the accuracy of detection. Several researches have pursued privacy in
cybersecurity information [4,5]. We aim to contribute in the accountability of this information sharing.

In [6] we described AUTOAUDITOR, a system for automatic or semi-automatic security auditing
to be integrated with power grid companies inventory systems. In this article we address the
accountability of the system via the integration of auditing results records in a permissioned blockchain.
Certainly, in the energy sector there exist a vast set of requirements and needs than can be fulfilled
by an adequate blockchain architecture [7]. In our case, the decentralized nature of the blockchain
is very appealing as the backbone of a least privilege strategy along the chain of custody of digital
evidences. Furthermore, the tamper-resistant nature of blockchain makes it a very good candidate
for protecting the integrity of audit trails. Finally, a permissioned blockchain enables the design of an
adequate access control for the overall process of auditing information systems. Indeed, without a
proper separation of duties this task cannot be satisfied.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 examines related automatic auditing systems,
some of them using machine learning, and related works with a different usage of distributed ledgers
in energy systems. Section 3 presents the previous version of AUTOAUDITOR [6], and discusses the
requirements of an automatic auditing system in the field of smart grids. Section 4 outlines the
benefits of introducing blockchains in the system, analyzes and justifies our selection of distributed
ledger technology. Section 5 gives an overview of the implementation details, explaining the execution
flow, identified roles, and the smart contract implemented. Finally, Section 6 describes performance
results and Section 7 formulates our conclusions.

6
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2. Related Work

2.1. Security Assessment. Works in Automatic Auditing

Security assessment is defined as “a circular process of assessing assets for their security
requirements, based on probable risks of attack, liability related to successful attacks, and costs for
ameliorating the risks and liabilities”, according to the standard developed for handling the security of
power systems and associated information exchange, IEC TS 62351 [8].

The U.S. National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) and the Department of Homeland
Security (DHS) are working in defining capabilities of automation support for ongoing security control
assessments such as software asset management (SWAM) [2] and software vulnerability management
(VULN) [3]. Security control assessment is a crucial part to manage information security risks
across a company. Risk management is a complex and multifaceted activity, which starts establishing
a realistic “risk frame” where assumptions about threats, vulnerabilities, consequences/impact,
and likelihoods are identified, followed by information security assessment and monitoring [9]:

• Software Asset Management capability is defined as part of Continuous Diagnostics and Mitigation
(CDM) process. Its main purpose is to control risk created by unmanaged or unauthorized
software installed on a supervised network. The authorized software installed on every device is
inventoried and can be as small as a line of source code or as large as a software suite made up of
multiple products, thousands of individual executables, and countless lines of code, e.g., firmware,
BIOS, operating systems, applications, services, and malware. Thus, a software asset is usable
and automated, being described in terms of Common Platform Enumeration (CPE) names.
CPE is a standardized method of describing and identifying classes of applications,
operating systems, and hardware devices present among an enterprise’s computing assets.
For that, Software Identification (SWID) tags for identifying software installed is included. A CPE
name includes at least four unique attributes: Part, vendor, product, and version, and four
additional attributes: Language, sw_edition, target_hw, and update. These second group of
attributes are used to identify where software vulnerabilities may be found.
SWAM supports vulnerability management and configuration settings management. Likewise,
it directly supports Hardware Asset Management (HWAM) because checking software asset
requires knowing where it was or should be installed.

• Software Vulnerability Management addresses defects present in software on the network.
Thus, once software and hardware are part of the inventory, VULN capability provides visibility
into the vulnerabilities in software authorized to operate or access to the company’s network(s),
in order to manage and patch them in an appropriate manner. Vulnerable software is software in
use on a system that has a vulnerability, but has not yet been patched or otherwise mitigated, being
a key target of attackers in order to initiate an attack [3]. VULN manages and assesses directly two
kinds of software flaws: Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVEs), whose program works
with software providers, vulnerability coordinators, bug bounty programs, and vulnerability
researchers to provide a list of publicly disclosed vulnerabilities, and Common Weakness
Enumeration (CWE), which provides identifiers for weaknesses that result from poor coding
practices and have the potential result in software vulnerabilities.

Researchers, developers, and industry have developed tools for automating these capabilities.
The project Software Assurance Marketplace (SWAMP) offers a service to provide continuous software
assurance capabilities to researchers and developers. They also offer a self-contained, standalone
version of SWAMP [10]. Besides this tool, there are many other available, some of them as part of the
Black Hat Arsenal or/and Kali, which try to automate mainly vulnerability assessment such as:

• DeepExploit [11] is a fully automated penetration test tool linked with Metasploit. It identifies
the status of all opened ports on the target server and executes an automated attack. Among the
execution possibilities, it may be launched in a self-learning mode (using reinforcement learning);

7
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• VAPT framework [12] is an automated Vulnerability Assessment and Penetration Testing tool that
identifies vulnerabilities, retrieves exploits from open databases, e.g., ExploitDB, and performs
penetration tests. The results are stored in graph-based database, Neo4j, at each stage;

• APT2 [13] is a console-based Automated Penetration Testing Toolkit, whose results are stored
locally and used to launch exploits and enumeration modules. This performs a nmap scan or
import the results of other scanners;

• Archery [14] uses open source web and network vulnerability scanners (e.g., zap, nmap, openvas,
selenium, etc.) to create a vulnerability assessment and management tool;

• Lynis [15] is a shell-script that runs on *NIX-based operating systems. It is an extensible security
audit and vulnerability analysis tool, which performs security tests to check configuration errors,
software vulnerabilities, or weaknesses, in order to perform vulnerability assessments and
penetration tests;

• CROZONO framework [16,17] allows gathering information about possible attack vectors and
performing automated penetration tests from autonomous devices (e.g., drones, robots, etc.) that
could ease the access to the logical infrastructure of an industrial facility [16]. This framework has
a key feature because it generates reports about gathered information identifying weak points
and exposure levels;

• Faraday platform [18] reuses the available tools in the community to perform penetration-tests.
This introduces the concept of Integrated Penetration-Test Environment (IPE), which automates
distribution, indexation, and analysis of the data generated during a security audit;

• Intrigue Core [19] discovers assets (i.e., applications and infrastructure) and vulnerabilities utilizing
APIs and OSINT techniques to discover an attack surface. This can be used from a docker image
or web interface;

• Leviathan framework [20] is a python-based audit toolkit which includes service discovery
(using Shodan and Censys), brute force, SQL injection detection, and running custom exploit
capabilities. This tool allows to do massive scans (using masscan) on several systems at once;

• Trommel [21] is a python tool that sifts embedded device files to identify potential vulnerabilities,
such as, protocol key files, email addresses, shell scripts, etc. It integrates vFeed for in-depth
vulnerability analysis.

A comparison can be found in Table 1, where X indicates that functionality is satisfied and—means
the opposite. We can see that none of the tools support all the analyzed characteristics. In particular,
none are designed for exchanging or sharing logs with security information. Likewise, there is no a
ledger that allows tracking risks over time. As mentioned before, these tools have been designed to
assess vulnerabilities, which is the first step in the life cycle of vulnerabilities management, but these
do not implement or facilitate the remaining steps. Our approach supports the smart grid companies
to design, perform, and integrate their tests in their continuous auditing processes, and the use of
secure procedures to grant access to security logs for the sake of advancing security countermeasures.
This is the base to report, remedy, and verify such threats. Besides we aim at using containers, library
objects, and well known components in pentesting, and to use common network infrastructure to
provide autonomy to the auditing companies.

A practical risk assessment method applied to Austrian smart grid is presented [22]. The method
follows a twofold approach: A conceptual and implementation-based assessment. For the conceptual
assessment it uses a reference architecture based on the Smart Grid Architecture Model (SGAM) [23],
in order to analyze the deployed architectures or, to be deployed in the near future, for mapping
them to SGAM. The outcome of this first phase is a risk matrix and mitigation strategies.
Then, the implementation-based assessment consists in evaluating details of systems, such as poor
configurations and potential software implementation vulnerabilities. This second phase deals with
existing systems that allow a security audit to assess the security with respect to the potential attack
vectors and vulnerabilities, resulting in a set of possible exploits.
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Table 1. Comparison of tools to automate software asset management (SWAM) and/or vulnerability
management (VULN).

Asset Pen. Shared Full
Mgmnt

VULN
Tests Logs Automation

DeepExploit - - X - -
VAPT X X X - -
APT2 - - X - -

Archery - X X - -
Lynis X X X - X (docker)

CROZONO - - X - X (dron & robots)
Faraday - - X - -

Intrigue Core X X - - X
Leviathan X - X - X
Trommel - X - - -

Though in this paper we restrict to network and computer security audits, recent works related to
a broader concept of auditing, and the role of Supreme Audit Institutions, explore the dependency
between auditing and trust [24]. Lack of trust in public organizations can contribute to the necessity
of frequent auditing. Audits can enable auditors to correct errors and irregularities, strengthening
the audited entities, and thus enhancing public trust. In [24], conclusions include that enforcing the
informative function of audit institutions can strengthen SAI’s trustworthiness for their customers.
Blockchain-based architectures can be conceived not as a replacement of auditors but to achieve a less
expensive and more effective auditing of information systems [25].

2.2. Distributed Ledger Technologies in Smart Grids

Researchers have proposed some solutions focused on smart grids and IoT (Internet of Things).
In [26], an ISO/IEC 15408-2 compliant security auditing system based on a blockchain network as
the underlying communication architecture is proposed for IoT. Certainly, the inner characteristics
of blockchains and, in general, Distributed Ledger Technologies (DLT) paves the way to construct
transparent and traceable procedures of major interest for the energy sector [7]. The heterogeneity
of this ecosystem makes cumbersome to deploy management solutions and governance schemes
to ponder security, reliability, but also regulatory compliance. Although blockchain was initially
interpreted as channel to guide arising functional needs in the energy sector (e.g., P2P energy trading),
there exists an increasing trend to handle cybersecurity and cyber safety goals in this ecosystem
by means of blockchain procedures. Continuous cybersecurity management can be perfected with
the guidance of blockchain logics [27], governance, and interoperability matters can be articulated
in a more nuanced way with the assistance of on-chain and off-chain blockchain protocols. In this
sense, it is worth noting current efforts in organizations as the International Association of Trusted
Blockchain [28] or the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) [29] to align efforts
in pursuing standard data models and procedures for a broad set of application contexts, including
the energy sector. Regarding incident management, standardization is crucial to ease the sharing,
traceability, and trust evaluation of cyber threat intelligence sources [30]. Provenance evaluation is
also critical for the identification of threats associated with inadequate software and firmware updates
in the ecosystems of smart and micro grids. Blockchain could be used to leverage the root of trust of
physical devices and get genuine information about critical security updates across the endpoints of
the ecosystem [31].

There are other researches in the interconnection strategy of federated smart grids
(power networks, control systems, market, customer premises). Ref. [32] proposes a three layer
interconnection architecture, being L3 the distributed ledger layer which handles transactions of
type <object><resource><action>. L3 acts thus as a distributed database across all partners of the
federation. The paper argues that: “the own nature of blockchain in L3 already addresses itself”
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(the need to manage provenance measures for traceability). As for auditors, denoted as SECAUD
in IEC-62351-8, they are in charge of verifying the performance of the infrastructure, even ensuring
the correct application of the authorization policies with the verification of access registers (stored as
transactions in L3).

This work is a step towards the deployment of an auditing system aligned with [32]. We address
to improve the interoperability and collaboration between the agents involved in forensic research of
attacks and failures in smart grids, potentially federated.

3. AUTOAUDITOR System Description

Power grid companies hire third parties for performing security analysis. Those third-party
companies have to perform security audits of the critical infrastructures deployed. Our proposal was
to design a system that can be controlled by the power grid companies automatically, using a tailored
and preconfigured system provided by the security company. This system has two main benefits:
(1) The security company is not required to do the bulk work of auditing the whole installation,
and (2) the power grid company does not have to grant access to the critical infrastructures for
periodic auditing. AUTOAUDITOR [6] is designed to test elements of different types: Smart meters,
smart meter concentrators, other smart grid equipment (power chargers, etc.), networking elements
(switches, routers, proxies, gateways), and servers in the core of the company’s network(s).

In AUTOAUDITOR, the security company role is to do an initial fingerprinting of a sample device
or network equipment to test followed by the identification of potential vulnerabilities to test and
the selection of the most suited auditing modules. The fingerprinting process output can be used by
the company to update the company inventory. This will bring two additional benefits: Increase in
the accuracy of the fingerprinting process and improve the automatic inventory with an additional
online source. Inaccuracies in the automatic fingerprinting may be detected manually or in the
reconciliation with the inventory system. This procedure can help the company to confirm the
inventory with respect to production elements at different points of their network. For instance,
imagine we test a smart meter X and end with a fingerprinting test procedure. The company can run
this test to confirm that a given population of smart meters of type X, according to the inventory are
indeed of type X, and have not been replaced by another element type.

Zero-day vulnerabilities and exploits are out of the scope of AUTOAUDITOR. The proposed
approach towards zero-day(s) is to have the devices subject to continuous monitoring processes and
further inspected by behavior analysis. Such a behavior analysis may trigger alerts and subsequent
manual inspection, or even subject to preventive block or quarantine. We expect also to improve the
defenses through the security information sharing and collaboration with other companies.

At this step AUTOAUDITOR offers the possibility of packing the collected information in an attack
plan persisted to a JSON file. The attack plan is encapsulated in a container. The reason why we
use containers is to better scale with the number of potential devices which will be delivered to
the power company. It is up to the power company: (1) To configure the addresses of the devices
to test, and (2) to decide upon the resources devoted for the testing. The result is the test plan
which can include parameters, either manually defined or template based. Those parameters are
useful for defining configurable connections including different network parameters for running the
different tests. AUTOAUDITOR presently uses VPN connections, though other network connection
configurations can be added. The main reason for this is that the equipment of a power grid operator is
scattered along the geography of the region or country supplied by the operator. The operator internal
routers and firewalls ensure the separation of the interconnecting networks. The system must include
the capability of defining configurable connections including different network parameters for running
different tests.

Finally, the encapsulated test plan can be manually or automatically executed, according to the
inventory system needs to update the data regarding the included assets and their related security
information (vulnerability meta-information). The test will fire the instantiation and execution
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of the tests. That may require setting up connection elements according to the defined network
configuration and the concrete parameters of the test. The execution of the system will output
evidences of the vulnerabilities tested. AUTOAUDITOR outputs the tested CVEs, whether successful
or not, and other information obtained in the testing. A link to a supporting video is included as
Supplementary Material.

This information is part of the security assessment to better evaluate the vulnerabilities and
incorporate the success likelihood for the tested attacks. This is the information we propose to improve
its accountability, and to persist and share with other actors involved in the smart grid. The next
section justifies the selection of distributed ledger technologies for such purposes.

4. Evolving AUTOAUDITOR with Blockchains

AUTOAUDITOR was designed with the requirements identified in the previous section for the
protection of critical infrastructures such as power grids. In a first iteration, AUTOAUDITOR was
conceived to automate security audits in power grids [6]. In this second iteration, AUTOAUDITOR

is extended by integrating a blockchain protocol to enable collaboration in cyber threat intelligence.
By forcing a strict AAAA (Access, Authorization, Audit, Accountability) policy on the basis of a
blockchain, a set of functions will be implemented using smart contracts. These functions are targeted
at persisting security trails on a blockchain and to provide access to such evidences according to a
concrete policy. As an append-only log, and taking into account the tamper-proof nature of blockchain,
AUTOAUDITOR is thus enhanced to foster accountability along the life cycle of the continuous security
auditing of power grids.

Among the different types of blockchain, the AAAA goal demands functionality to restrict the
set of users/entities with permissions to write in the blockchain, and to establish the information to
share with other users/entities according to specific agreements and objectives in the construction of
collaborative consortia in the sphere of cyber threat intelligence. In other words, audit information
is not going to be publicly accessible and access is granted on the basis of explicit agreements
among the concerned parties. Therefore, we are going to adopt a permissioned blockchain to extend
AUTOAUDITOR in order to boost the automation of audits in power grids, and to establish accountable
channels for sharing outcomes and insights in concrete investigations about security and safety
incidents in this domain.

HyperLedger Fabric (HLF) provides one of the most adopted permissioned blockchains. As part of
the Hyperledger initiative, HLF entails functionality to create and manage a Public Key Infrastructure
by means of a so-called Membership Service Provider (MSP). The architecture of HLF is deployed
through a meaningful set of nodes, which can have different roles according to their implication in
the underlying execute-order-validate protocol [33]. This separation of duties is very relevant in a
context of collaborative frameworks where information disclosure must be conducted according to
data minimization criteria. Moreover, the throughput, latency, and scalability of HLF is adequate
for the application context of AUTOAUDITOR (https://www.hyperledger.org/learn/publications/
blockchain-performance-metrics [last accessed on 13 September 2020]). Finally, HLF comes with a
mature Software Development Kit that paves the way for prototyping. All in all, HLF has been adopted
in AUTOAUDITOR to extend the first version of the tool and to deploy a platform to favor information
exchange among the different agents and entities involved in the investigation of security threats and
incidents in power grids.

5. Implementation Details

5.1. Scenario and General Workflow

The scenario we address is a failure or an attack, where the affected company can help the forensic
investigation with the details of audit results prior to the incident, i.e. which security audits have
been performed in the organization including all the details about devices and vulnerabilities tested.
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This can narrow the investigation and reveal sooner the details of the attack, so that the systems can
be easily protected from similar attacks. However the most important gain of this accountability is
obtained from sharing some of the audit results with other power grid companies and relevant players,
therefore, learning from the attacks on other companies so as to be better protected.

AUTOAUDITOR workflow is illustrated in Figure 1. It starts with an auxiliary tool CVEScanner [34]
and the list of metadata about potential vulnerabilities in the database, including available metasploit
modules. The list is saved in the JSON format and the expert supervises and configures the attack plan,
which is then encapsulated for execution. The configuration also comprises the VPN connection
including addresses and credentials. AUTOAUDITOR outputs the composition of the containers
including the connection and audit application. The composition is then manually instantiated the first
time so that the expert can verify its correctness. After potential corrections are made, the company
launches the automatic deployment and execution of as many instances as required for the equipment
under test (EUT). Finally, the results are collected, processed, and stored in the blockchain.

Figure 1. AUTOAUDITOR workflow.

5.2. Auditing Objects and Roles

As a first step in the implementation of the blockchain-based AAAA system upon AUTOAUDITOR,
sensitive information has to be protected by defining and implementing a suitable access control
policy [29]. We have identified the following information objects that are subject to access control:

• Network topology information including concrete network addresses;
• Fingerprint of the equipment under test (EUT):

– Hardware architecture;
– Firmware manufacturer and version;
– Operating system version;
– Network address;
– Identified subcomponents.

• Details on the auditing tests execution results:
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– Vulnerabilities tested and their severity;
– Test timestamps;
– Used modules;
– Successful modules;
– Hosts proved vulnerable;
– Information retrieved from the attack (possibly including credentials).

On the ground of the previous classification, we have identified three different roles for access
control to AUTOAUDITOR audit results:

• Role A: Total access to the whole records. This access corresponds to people in charge of security
as the CSO or CISO, and similar staff of the power grid company. It will also be granted to forensic
investigators in case of attack;

• Role B: Partial access to records. This access is envisaged for Critical Infrastructure regional
or national managers. They require some details of the audits to have a clear picture of the
level of risk accepted by the companies, typically including last audit timestamp, periodicity of
audits, vulnerabilities tested, and general information on the equipment (number of devices).
Network topology, network addresses and some details of the devices are hidden;

• Role C: Limited access to records. Power grid companies should share information with this level
of access. Some of the quantitative information granted for the B level like the number of devices
will be hidden, but qualitative information used and successful modules will be available.

5.3. Smart Contract and Distributed Ledger Workflow

AUTOAUDITOR implements storage of reports in a HLF network. The version of HLF of this
prototype is 2.1.1. We have developed a smart contract (chaincode as coined in HLF) compatible with
AUTOAUDITOR, allowing audits reports storage and query by some given identities. This different
access is programmed by defining two different collections, which makes possible to protect private
data and to keep the secrecy of specific types of audit reports. In the blockchain-based AAAA system
of AUTOAUDITOR, these two collections have been defined:

• Collection A: Stores very basic information, i.e. year and month of report and number of machines
affected per vulnerability;

• Collection B: Stores more detailed information, i.e. accurate timestamp of report, metasploit
modules tested, and network address of affected machines.

In addition, each collection stores common information, namely, number of vulnerabilities,
tested vulnerabilities, and vulnerability score.

Developed smart contract exposes multiple functions for storage, querying, and deletion:

• NewReport(): Main functionality of the smart contract. Enables AUTOAUDITOR to store reports in
the blockchain. Makes use of transient map in order to not track input data in a transaction record;

• GetReportById(): To query a report by a given unique identifier. Returns a report in JSON format;
• GetReportsByOrganization(): To query all reports from a given organization. Returns a list of

reports in JSON.
• GetReportsByDate(): to query all reports from a given year and month. Returns a list of reports

in JSON;
• GetReportHash(): Allows data integrity check. Returns data hash;
• DeleteReport(): Sets the status of the register as deleted so that it does not appear in queries.

No evidence is ever deleted from the blockchain.

A general overview of the HLF workflow is presented in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Hyperledger Fabric workflow.

6. Results

To test the correct behavior of the system, we have developed a closed environment including
the EUTs, VPN server, the application performing the audit, and the HLF network. It is orchestrated
as a python application that sets up the configuration and composition, instantiates and connects
the components, and launches the auditing. In addition, it collects the results, and after the analysis,
uploads the relevant information to the blockchain. Such results should be similar to the ones obtained
in a company, without the time required to instantiate the EUTs, which have been modeled as a set of
vulnerable containers.

The auditing process analyzes a list of 10 vulnerabilities. The list contains different vulnerabilities
of software products that can be used in clientes, servers, IoT devices, and other devices in the
smart grid. They are just examples of vulnerabilities with publicly available exploitation modules we
have selected: CVE-2010-2961 correspond to a privilege escalation in Unix filesystems; CVE-2012-2122
is an authentication bypass in mySQL; CVE-2014-0160 is an OpenSSL implementation bug which
leaks data, even the server private key; CVE-2014-6271 is a bash bug that allows attackers to execute
arbitrary commands; CVE-2017-5638 allows attackers to execute remote commands in Apache Struts;
CVE-2017-11610 can be used to issue remote commands by XML-RPC; CVE-2017-12635 is a Apache
couchDB vulnerability which allows attackers to execute commands without being authenticated;
CVE-2018-10933 exploits may lead to unauthorized OpenSSH server access; CVE-2018-15473 allows
attackers to enumerate the users of a OpenSSH server; and CVE-2019-5418 may disclose files
in RubyOnRails.
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The test environment comprises a HLF network with two organizations and each organization
has its own Certification Authority (CA) and both are connected to the same channel. In addition,
there is an orderer with its own CA.

The study was executed in a processor Intel i7-8565U (8) @ 4.600GHz and was divided in
three experiments. The first one studied the performance with 100 reports stored in the blockchain,
second and third ones had 500 and 1000 reports stored, respectively.

Figure 3 presents the time needed for storing the reports in 500 executions of the audit.
The majority of the measurements are depicted in blue, except for the first execution that took
much longer since it required AUTOAUDITOR to gather vulnerabilities information from external
sources, i.e., vulnerability score and related metasploit modules. As soon as AUTOAUDITOR collects
vulnerabilities metadata, a SQLite database is generated and populated with that information, acting as
a cache in subsequent executions. Due to extremely different times between first and following
executions, we opted to add another y-axis on the right side for the first measurement.

Figure 3. Time required to store a report.

Storing a report spent 0.458 s in average with a standard deviation of 0.022. Similar results were
obtained when experimenting with executions storing 100 and 1000 reports, with average times of
0.442 and 0.466 s and standard deviations of 0.05 and 0.028 respectively. That slight penalty during
upload shows that the system is usable for storing the audit reports of even large organizations.
This performance can cope with changes in the number of devices, networks, maintenance operations,
and applicable vulnerabilities published by CERTs, even if continuous monitoring is required.

Figure 4 shows the time spent querying a single report with GetReportById() in
multiple executions. Querying a single report spent 0.665 s in average with a standard deviation of 0.069.

Figure 5 shows the time spent doing a bulk query, calling GetReportsByOrganization() in
multiple executions. We observe a significant improvement in time compared to single report queries,
taking almost the same time for 100 reports.
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Figure 4. Time required to query a single report.

Figure 5. Comparison of time required to query multiple reports at once: Organization.

Figure 6 shows the time spent doing a bulk query, calling GetReportsByDate() in multiple
executions. It can be seen that batch queries by date take slightly less time than queries by organization.

Table 2 compares the mean and standard deviation between the time required to complete a query
in the experiments. As was expected, doing a batch query took significantly less time than querying
reports individually due to the extra time added processing the transactions. We can see that HLF
allows the querying of many reports at the same time without being notoriously affected, keeping the
times low.
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Figure 6. Comparison of time required to query multiple reports at once: Date.

Table 2. Comparison of mean and standard deviation in every experiment.

Query Value
Reports

1 100 500 1000

GetReportById
μ 0.665 - - -
σ 0.069 - - -

GetReportsByOrganization
μ - 0.716 0.872 1.114
σ - 0.105 0.122 0.169

GetReportsByDate
μ - 0.701 0.886 1.083
σ - 0.087 0.123 0.126

The apparent improvement in time of date-query can be attributed to the use of integer
in GetReportsByDate() composite keys, allowing faster query indexing, unlike its counterpart
GetReportsByOrganization() that uses string in composite keys.

7. Conclusions

Similar to other countries, the policies defined by the Spanish National Commission for the
Protection of Infrastructures and Cybersecurity (abbreviated in Spanish as CNPIC) thrust two
driving forces:Information sharing and public-private partnership. Sharing information of security
audits results can bring benefits to the overall system. Our aim is not to substitute other tools that are
already being used for security information exchange. In the case of Spain, we do not want to substitute
neither the PI3 (Platform of Infrastructures-based Information Exchange), nor HERMES. The main
contribution of this paper is enhancing AUTOAUDITOR with a blockchain-based AAAA scheme to
gather audit information and to share in an accountable way cyberthreat intelligence. We provide
AUTOAUDITOR as a new tool that can be integrated as a new source of security information and as
platform to foster collaboration within the community of cyberthreat intelligence.

The tool helps to achieve continuous monitoring by integrating the audit system in a
semi-automated way in the inventory control system of electrical grid companies. The audit result
records are persisted in a permissioned blockchain, since blockchains are by design resistant to
data modification. The results of the performance tests show that the system can be adapted to the
inventory systems of electrical companies.
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Future work will be intended to perfect the tokenization of audit trails and to define more
fine-grained access control policies by leveraging HLF channels and defining more precise access
control lists in the chaincode associated with AUTOAUDITOR. In this way, the set of sharing policies
would be improved, which eventually paves the way for a more fluid habit of collaborative work in
investigations of security incidents.

Supplementary Materials: A supporting video is available at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iAJVCirZFCg.
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Abstract: Standard Ethernet (IEEE 802.3 and the TCP/IP protocol suite) is gradually applied in
industrial control system (ICS) with the development of information technology. It breaks the natural
isolation of ICS, but contains no security mechanisms. An improved intrusion detection system (IDS),
which is strongly correlated to specific industrial scenarios, is necessary for modern ICS. On one
hand, this paper outlines three kinds of attack models, including infiltration attacks, creative forging
attacks, and false data injection attacks. On the other hand, a two stage IDS is proposed, which
contains a traffic prediction model and an anomaly detection model. The traffic prediction model,
which is based on the autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA), can forecast the traffic of
the ICS network in the short term and detect infiltration attacks precisely according to the abnormal
changes in traffic patterns. Furthermore, the anomaly detection model, using a one class support
vector machine (OCSVM), is able to detect malicious control instructions by analyzing the key field
in Ethernet/IP packets. The confusion matrix is selected to testify to the effectiveness of the proposed
method, and two other innovative IDSs are used for comparison. The experiment results show that
the proposed two stage IDS in this paper has an outstanding performance in detecting infiltration
attacks, forging attacks, and false data injection attacks compared with other IDSs.

Keywords: intrusion detection; Ethernet/IP; industrial control networks

1. Introduction

An industrial control system (ICS) is composed of various automatic control components and
real-time data acquisition components together. The main purpose of the ICS is to monitor and
control industrial manufacturing to ensure the normal operation of industrial equipment. The core
components of the ICS include the supervisory control and data acquisition system (SCADA) [1,2],
distributed control system (DCS), programmable logic controller (PLC), remote terminal unit (RTU),
human–machine interface (HMI), and a variety of communication interface technologies [3–5]. The ICS
has been widely applied in the energy industry, transportation, metallurgy, electric power systems, etc.

In the traditional ICS, experienced engineers mainly focus on the physical safety of the
production and ignore the information security because of the natural isolation of industrial
networks, which makes it impossible for malicious hackers to interact with the traditional ICS [6–8].
With the rapid development of information technology (IT), standard Ethernet (IEEE 802.3 and
the TCP/IP protocol suite) has been gradually implemented in the ICS communication interface.
As a consequence,many automation companies designed the standardized industrial field bus and
Ethernet. Schneider Electric also released Modbus/TCP [9] to replace the previous Modbus/RTU [10],
which used the original RS-485 as a communication interface. At the same time, Profinet [11],
which achieved Profibus over industrial Ethernet, was defined by PROFINET International. Rockwell
Automation proposed Ethernet/IP [12], which supports data communications over industrial Ethernet,
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which enlargen the bandwidth of the communication. Ethernet/IP was first introduced in 2001 and now
is the most developed, mature, and complete industrial Ethernet solution available for manufacturing
automation, with rapid growth as users are eager to take advantage of the open technologies and
Internet. Ethernet/IP implements the common industrial protocol (CIP) over standard IEEE 802.3 and
the TCP/IP protocol suite.

Implementing standard Ethernet in the modern ICS improves the interoperability of the ICS and
greatly reduces the cost of application developments. However, it also breaks the natural isolation
of industrial networks. The modern ICS are facing more advanced threats from the Internet outside
the factory. However, the original ICS security mechanisms, such as the industrial firewall and white
list, cannot handle these threats effectively enough. On the one hand, an industrial firewall cannot
dissect industrial communication protocols (e.g., Ethernet/IP), which makes it impossible to inspect
the application layer payloads in packets or automatically generate proper filter rules according to
the specific industrial scenarios [6]. On the other hand, the white list can only function as an access
control list, and it is easy to forge as a result of many brilliant penetration testing tools, such as
Metasploit [13,14].

As a second line of defense, the intrusion detection system (IDS) is an effective approach to detect
malicious intruders, who are trying to disrupt the ICS networks from the Internet. By analyzing the
information collected from the key points in the network, the IDS can find out whether there is a
violation of the security policies and decrease the probability of attack occurrence. According to the
analysis and inspection of the problems, the IDS takes appropriate countermeasures, such as raising
an alarm or blocking the suspicious connections [3].

Without a doubt, there has been also many innovative works in designing the IDS for industrial
networks. The work in [15] designed a telemetry based IDS by measuring the statistical data about client
server sessions from the traffic flow. Although it was practical to detect anomalies in the ICS networks,
it had a strong precondition that the existence of time delays was introduced by spoofing. Apart from
this, the data related to the network protocols, which were more valuable, were not utilized to design
the IDS. The work in [16] constructed an anomaly based IDS according to the normal behaviors of
function control and process data. The behavior extraction algorithm was attractive to researchers
because it considered the information entropy of the function code used by the Modbus/TCP protocol.
However, the IDS used the function code sequence in the time interval as the input. If a packet were
fabricated, which contained the same function code in the same time interval, but at the wrong time
point, it would be impossible to detect the fake packets, which could be a serious threat to the ICS. The
work in [17] built a model for normal system behavior to distinguish the normal and abnormal system
operations. None these methods considered the characteristics of the data traffic and the normality
modeling. In order to overcome the deficiencies of previous works, it is required to construct an
intrusion detection system that could reflect the behavior characteristics in the ICS networks, strongly
correlated to the ICS protocols, and be able to cope with vulnerabilities. Furthermore, it should have a
satisfactory overall accuracy and false alarm rate.

Above all, it is better to think like a hacker before stopping a hacker. This paper firstly considers
the infiltration attacks, forging attacks, and false injection attacks. In addition to this, an Ethernet/IP
structure fabricates explicit messaging that uses the TCP as the transmission protocol. To prevent
the attacks mentioned above, this paper designs a two stage intrusion detection system for the ICS
based on the Ethernet/IP. The two stage IDS has the ability to dissect the Ethernet/IP protocol and
mainly contains a traffic prediction model and an anomaly detection model. The traffic prediction
model based on the autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) can protect the ICS networks
from infiltration attacks. The anomaly detection model based on one class support vector machine
(OCSVM) is able to detect the elegant fabricated Ethernet/IP packets and protect against the.forging
attacks and false injection attacks. Compared with other creative IDSs [15,16], the proposed method
gives satisfactory results in terms of overall accuracy and false alarm rate.
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the related works. Section 3
describes the simulated industrial scenario and gives a brief introduction about the Ethernet/IP
protocol. Section 4 outlines the attack models, especially fabricating malicious Ethernet/IP packets.
Section 5 elaborates on the two stage intrusion detection system, which consists of a traffic prediction
model and an anomaly detection model. Section 6 is the simulations and analysis. Finally, Section 7
gives the conclusions of this paper.

2. Related Works

As a hot research topic, many researchers are focusing on the two stage intrusion detection
approaches. A classical chemical process and went over all the attack vectors were studied in [18].
A data driven approach to detect anomalies was designed for early indicators of malicious
activity. The model of the attack process was built to profile some kinds of fault disturbances.
A machine learning based approach was proposed in [19], which could reduce the amount of manual
customization required for different ICS networks. Furthermore, a series of features for the machine
learning input was selected, and the structure was used for a real industrial process control network.
A SCADA based IDS was designed in [20], which could deal with the denial of service attacks.
The network was investigated to resist response injection and denial of service attacks. A periodicity
characteristic analyzing algorithm was designed for SCADA networks, and this feature was used for
intrusion detection. Similarly, these papers all considered detecting the intrusion by modeling the
normal operation features, which is also the main idea of this paper. Differently, this paper focused
on the traffic of the ICS network based on the control and data stream. Furthermore, the application
scenario in this paper was basic data transmission for the industrial network.

After the normal transmission traffic is modeled, a classifier needs to be designed to judge whether
the receiving data are normal or attack data. Various machine learning algorithms were compared
to reduce the false alarm rate and maintain high accuracy for industrial intrusion detection [21].
The work introduced A machine learning based classifier was introduced to reduce the false alarms
and guarantee the precision for intrusion detection in the industrial area [22]. The work in [23] focused
on the IDS and compared different techniques for the Industrial Internet of Things including machine
learning and non-machine learning methods. The machine learning structure is a widely used method
for industrial intrusion detection. However, as is known to all, the training of the structure requires a
large quantity of labeled data. In this paper, an SVM based structure was designed, and an optimization
problem was formulated to build the classifier, which could make full use of the labeled data.

3. Industrial Scenario

In order to make the proposed approach more effective and practical in the real ICS, an ICS demo
platform was established based on Ethernet/IP. As shown in Figure 1, the platform consisted of three
layers: the process monitor layer, the process control layer, and the plant-floor layer. The process
monitor layer contained the operation station, where engineers could monitor the entire manufacturing
procedure and modify the program or parameters in the PLC. This layer also contained the malicious
attacker and the intrusion detection system (IDS). The process control layer in the middle constituted a
set of devices that served the production, including the PLC, industrial router, and variable frequency
drive (VFD). The PLC was the Allen-Bradley Micro 850 series, and the VFD was the PowerFlex 525
from Rockwell. The plant-floor layer consisted of a whole auto-guided vehicle (AGV) system, which
included an optical-electricity encoder and three phase asynchronous motor encoders.
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Figure 1. Simulated industrial control system (ICS) based on Ethernet/IP. PLC, programmable logic
controller; VFD, variable frequency drive.

In this ICS, the AGV system was regarded as the controlled object, and the controller was the AB
Micro 850 PLC. The feedback from the optical-electricity encoder was used to determine the current
position of the encoder and the speed of the motors. The motions of the AGV system were controlled
by the motors, which were driven by the PowerFlex 525 VFD. The entire process can be summarized
as follows: according to the feedback from the optical-electricity encoder, the PLC made decisions and
sent Ethernet/IP control packets to the VFD, and the VFD adjusted the motors speed and position by
running the motors. This was a precision linear motion mechanism that converted the motor rotation
into linear motion, and it is widely used in various linear motion applications.

The utilized communication protocol was Ethernet/IP. The physical layer and data link layer
were based on Ethernet, while the transport layer and network layer were based on the TCP/IP
protocol suite including the transmission control protocol (TCP), user datagram protocol (UDP),
Internet protocol (IP), address resolution protocol (ARP), etc. The CIP was used as the application
layer, and it defined two primary types of communications: implicit and explicit messaging. Implicit
messaging is often used to transfer real-time control data from a remote I/O device with UDP, while
explicit messaging, which is mainly discussed in this paper, is utilized with the TCP for request/reply
transactions [24].

4. Attack Models

In this section, some kinds of infiltration attacks will be modeled. Besides that, a technique
to fabricate an Ethernet/IP packet containing explicit messaging with the help of scapy, which is
a powerful interactive packet manipulation program, is creatively proposed. The attack platform
was based on Kali Linux, which is an advanced penetration testing Linux distribution. All the
Ethernet/IP packets were parsed out by using the Python scripts. However, this paper mainly focuses
on cyber-attacks and safety protection after entering the network.

4.1. Infiltration Attacks

Port scanning is usually used to identify some services and systems in the traditional network.
By sending a TCP SYN packet to establish a connection at each port, it can be recognized that the
port was opened according to the response. Through the open situation of the port, it was possible to
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understand what services and operating system were running. Utilizing port scanning in the target
ICS system, the results showed that the TCP port number (e.g., port 44818) was open, which indicated
that the Ethernet/IP service was running on this ICS. However, the information collected by port
scanning was incomplete, and device enumeration was needed to identify the ICS devices.

Device enumeration was used to identify the device information in the target ICS, and it was
achieved by sending an Ethernet/IP packet to the remote device that had some TCP port number open.
The packet was a request, using the Ethernet/IP list identity command, whose function code was,
e.g., 0x63. Once a response was received, the information was parsed out, including the vendor ID,
device type, product name, device IP, etc. Having achieved device enumeration in the ICS, the PLC,
VFD, and the corresponding address could be identified.

According to the results of the device enumeration, the ARP spoof can be implemented to hijack
the Ethernet/IP session between the PLC and VFD. The ARP was used to convert an IP address
(network layer address) to the MAC address (link layer address). By sending a malicious ARP reply,
attackers can be disguised as a VFD in front of a PLC, as shown in Figure 2, and spoof the VFD in
the same way. With the ARP spoof, attackers can hijack the Ethernet/IP session and monitor the
data flow between the PLC and VFD. The communication packets between the PLC and VFD were
based on explicit messaging in Ethernet/IP. It mainly included two parts: periodic maintenance and
control instructions. The periodic maintenance packets refer to the read and write messaging for
device parameters, which used the class code (e.g., 0x93) and the whole period including the request.
The control instructions contained rotate clockwise with function code (e.g., 0x2A), rotate anticlockwise
with, e.g., 0x29, stall clockwise with, e.g., 0x01, and stall anticlockwise with, e.g., 0x19. The specific
rotate speed was appended after the function code.

Figure 2. ARP spoof hijack Ethernet/IP session.

In order to avoid raising an alarm and disturbing the production process, it was better to select
the forwarding periodic maintenance packets and discard the control instruction packets at the same
time. Selective forwarding maintenance messages could ensure that the interface of the VFD had
Ethernet/IP traffic and it would not report errors. Dropping the control messages would prevent the
PLC from controlling the VFD and destroy the production process.
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4.2. Forging Attack: Fabricate Ethernet/IP Explicit Message

As mentioned in Section 3, Ethernet/IP defines two kinds of communications: implicit and
explicit messaging. The communication between the PLC and VFD in the ICS was based on explicit
messaging because it used TCP as the transport layer protocol. The TCP provided reliable, ordered,
and error checked delivery of a stream of octets between the PLC and VFD, and it was impossible to
inject fake data [25–27].

However, this paper proposes a technique to inject fabricated Ethernet/IP explicit messaging.
Algorithm 1 shows the principle of the proposed mechanism. The algorithm was realized by writing
a tailored Python script, and the third party library used here was scapy, which is an elegant packet
manipulation tool for networks. The inputs contained the IP addresses of the PLC and VFD and
specific control instruction, which were acquired by the infiltration attacks mentioned above.

The forging attack consisted of three steps. First was capturing any Ethernet/IP packets to get
the session handle in the transaction between the PLC and VFD, where the session handle could be
obtained by dissecting the session handle field in the encapsulation header of Ethernet/IP. Second was
capturing the TCP ACK packet sent by the PLC to obtain some key fields (seq, ack, TCP source port,
IP identification). Third was to forge and send the Ethernet/IP packet according to the information
previously obtained. The forged packet contained certain control instructions (e.g., 0x2A00DC05),
which indicated rotating clockwise at a specific rotation speed.

Algorithm 1 Fabricate Ethernet/IP packet using scapy.
1: function FORGE ENIP PACKET(plc ip, vfd ip, control)
2: enip_pkt← sniff(filter: TCP port 44818)
3: session_handle← enip_pkt[session]
4: ack_pkt← sniff(filter: ip src plc_ip and dst port 44818 and length 64)
5: seq← ack_pkt[TCP][seq]
6: ack← ack_pkt[TCP][ack]
7: sport← ack_pkt[TCP][sport]
8: ip_id← ack_pkt[IP][id] + 1
9: enip_data← unhexlify(control, session handle)
10: forged_pkt← IP(src: plc_ip, dst: vfd_ip, id: ip_id) + TCP(sport: sport, dport: 44818, seq: seq, ack:
ack, flags: PSH and ACK) + enip_data
11: send(forged_pkt)
12: end function

4.3. False Data Injection Attack

As mentioned in Section 3, the Ethernet/IP based network structure would transmit several
kinds of data including an optical-electricity encoder and three phase asynchronous motor encoders.
The false data injection attacks tried to damage the sampled data and change the control instructions
by injecting false data. The attack vector was defined as a = [a1, a2, ..., am]T , and the sampled data
would be changed as:

sa = s + a = Hx + e + a (1)

When the false data injection attack was operating, the attack vector a was non-zero and the
state error vector was c, while the sampled data value would be changed to s + a. The proposed
attack model focused on the data collecting and the motion control instructions. When the attack
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vector satisfied a = Hc, the attack model could bypass the classical attack detection approaches [28].
The attack model is defined as:

ra =||sa − H(x̂ + c)||
=||s− Hx̂ + a− Hc||
≤||s− Hx̂||+ ||a− Hc||
=r + τa,

(2)

in which ra indicates the error sampled after the false data injection attack worked. τa indicates the
error change caused by the attack vector. When τa = 0, the attack could not be detected because no
change would be caused on the real sample data value. Furthermore, the attack strategy could perform
the attack at the data collecting control by changing the sensor ID or even the sensor type.

5. Two Stage IDS

The attack models proposed in Section 4 were feasible and practical because Ethernet/IP does not
define any explicit or implicit security mechanisms. In order to protect the ICS from these threats, a two
stage IDS for the ICS networks based on Ethernet/IP is proposed. The two stage IDS was located in the
process monitor layer, as shown in Figure 1, and its workflow is shown in Figure 3. The inputs were
captured packets in one time slot, which could be modified by users. The two stage IDS had the ability
to capture and analyze all communication packets from the monitoring port on the industrial router.
Besides that, it used the libpcap technique to capture packets and dissected all the Ethernet/IP packets
by running our Python scripts. In the Python scripts, the Ethernet/IP packets layer was dissected by
layer and obtained necessary information according to the key fields, such as the control instructions
in Section 4.

Figure 3. The workflow of two stage intrusion detection system (IDS).

The two stage IDS mainly consisted of two parts: the traffic prediction model and anomaly
detection model. The traffic prediction model based on the ARIMA model was designed to estimate
the number of packets in next time slot according to the captured packet flow previously. It was
feasible to detect the infiltration attacks listed in Section 4 because the infiltration attacks would lead
to an abnormal increase or decrease of the ICS network traffics at a specific time slot. If abnormal
instances did not occur, the packets would be delivered to the anomaly detection model. That was
because it was still possible for a forging attack, which did not lead to traffic changes. The anomaly
detection model based on OCSVM was practical to detect the proposed forged Ethernet/IP packet
because it could acquire essential control instruction by analyzing the Ethernet/IP packets in depth
and detect abnormal behaviors by comparing with the normal pattern.
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5.1. Traffic Prediction Model

A well designed traffic prediction model can precisely reflect the traffic characteristics of the ICS
network. Since infiltration attacks lead to abnormal traffic fluctuations, it is possible to be detected
with the traffic prediction model. The traffic flow data are a kind of time series, and the ARIMA model
is the most commonly utilized model for time series prediction. The ARIMA model is used for short
term forecasting, and the fundamental patterns of the time series should not be changed, which means
the ICS networks should be immutable and the production process stable.

The raw input time series of the ARIMA, which is the count of traffic packets in one time slot, is
not stable and fluctuates periodically. In order to use the ARIMA model, it is required to preprocess
the raw input by using logarithmic transformation and differentiating. Logarithmic transformation is
mainly done to reduce the vibration amplitude of the sequence, making the linear rule more obvious.
Differentiating is able to make the series stable, and the difference periods are the periods of the ICS.
The augmented Dickey–Fuller test is used to test the stationarity of the time series. Furthermore,
the Ljung–Box test for autocorrelation is essential to ensure that the time series is not white noise.
After preprocessing and testing, a stable and non-white noise time series {xt}n

t=1 is obtained, and it is
suitable for the ARIMA model.

The prediction function of ARIMA can be depicted as:

x̂t = ψ1xt−1 + ψ2xt−2 + ... + ψpxt−p + εt + θ1εt−1 + ... + θqεt−q, (3)

where xt is the stable and non-white noise time series and p and q are the order of the autoregressive
(AR) model and moving average (MA) model. ψi and θi are the parameters of the ARIMA model.
The prediction error must be uncorrelated and obey a normal distribution εt ∼ N(0, σ2).

The orders p and q determine the accuracy of the ARIMA model, and they can be estimated by
calculating the autocorrelation function (ACF) and partial autocorrelation function (PACF) [29].

In addition to the ACF and PACF, enumerating many ARIMA models with different orders
and using some criterion can also determine the proper model, i.e., the optimal parameters p and q.
The criterion contains the Akaike information criterion (AIC), Bayes information criterion (BIC), and
Hannan–Quinn information criterion (HQIC). The statistical ideas of these criteria are the same, that is
they consider the fitting of the residuals and imposing punishments related to the number of variables
at the same time. After calculating the predicted value xt, the traffic prediction values are recovered by
the inverse difference and exponentiation. The results also need to be rounded to the nearest integer.

5.2. Anomaly Detection Model

The anomaly detection model acts as a second line of defense after the traffic prediction
model. Malicious attackers may drop the original Ethernet/IP control packet and replace it with
the fabricated one that contains the wrong control instructions. The forging attack and false data
injection attack cannot be detected by the traffic prediction model because it has little impact on traffic
flow. Therefore, it is necessary to establish an anomaly detection model for the forging attack and false
data injection attack.

The anomaly detection model firstly filtered out the Ethernet/IP control packets according to
the field of service. The service name of the control packets was set single attribute, whose code was,
e.g., 0x10. After obtaining the control packets, specific control instructions should be extracted from
the packets. The control instructions had four features, i.e., relative time, action, direction, and speed.
The relative time refers to the packet time stamp relative to the control period, which was a control
cycle for the application. The action refers to rotate, whose value was, e.g., 0x02, or stall (0x01), and the
direction refers to clockwise (0x0A) or counterclockwise (0x09). The speed simply refers to the rotation
speed. After feature selection, the feature samples (control instructions) were obtained {xi}N

i=1 and
each sample xi with the four features.
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In order to detect the forged packets with the wrong control instructions, an OCSVM was
constructed with the collected samples, which were all normal data. The OCSVM was a modified
algorithm based on the SVM and has been widely used for one class classification problems, such
as anomaly detection. According to [30–32], the OCSVM firstly mapped a sample xi from the input
space to the feature space F using the kernel function. The feature space had a higher dimension,
and the separation may be easier in the feature space. Secondly, the OCSVM considered the origin as
abnormal and the training samples as normal and constructed an optimal hyperplane between normal
and abnormal by maximizing the margin.

The OCSVM mainly resolved the following quadratic programming optimization problem:

min
w∈F

1
2
||w||2 + 1

vn

n

∑
i=1

ξi − ρ

s.t. 〈w, φ (xi)〉 ≥ ρ− ξi, ξi > 0, i = 1...n,

(4)

in which w is the normal vector in the feature space; n is the number of training samples; ξi is the slack
variable to handle outliers; and φ(·) is the mapping function mentioned above. ρ is the compensation
parameter, and v defines the upper bound on the fraction of training errors and a lower bound of the
fraction of support vectors.

By utilizing the Lagrangian method, the dual formulation and transformation of the original
problem were obtained calculate the Lagrangian operator {αi}n

i=1. The Lagrangian operator could be
resolved by sequential minimal optimization (SMO) [33–35]. Finally, the decision function could be
obtained by using the kernel method:

f (x) = 〈w, φ (xi)〉 − ρ =
n

∑
i=1

αiΦ(xi, x)− ρ, (5)

where Φ(xi, xj) ==
〈
φ (xi) , φ

(
xj
)〉

is the kernel function. For any new input sample x, if f (x) ≥ 0,
then x was labeled as normal. Otherwise, if anomaly instances were detected, this indicated that the
input control instruction was different from the normal behavior and that it was likely to be a fake
packet. The anomaly detection model was implemented based on OCSVM using Python. The kernel
function selected was the Gaussian kernel, as shown in the following formulation:

Φ(xi, xj) = exp

(
−||xi − xj||2

γ

)
. (6)

6. Simulations

6.1. Scenarios

The two stage IDS was tested in the ICS network based on Ethernet/IP. As mentioned in Section 3,
the ICS platform was built for experiments to testify to the effectiveness of the proposed approach.
The platform consisted of three layers: process monitor layer, process control layer, and plant-floor
layer. The process monitor layer contained the malicious attacker and IDS. The process control layer
was constituted by the PLC, industrial router, and VFD. The PLC used was the Allen-Bradley Micro
850 series, and the VFD used was the PowerFlex 525 from Rockwell. Moreover, the network structure
was used to transmit the AGV localization data including an optical-electricity encoder and three phase
asynchronous motor encoders. In this paper, according to the technological requirements, the time slot
was selected to be 1 s, and the ICS ran for one day including 86,400 time slots.

The packets extracted from each time slot were delivered to the IDS for real-time inspection, which
lasted for less than 10−4 A. One-thousand infiltration attacks, 1000 forging attacks, and 1000 false data
injection attacks were randomly launched during the day. Furthermore, the corresponding 3000 normal
instances were used for the simulation. The simulation results were displayed using a confusion matrix,
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which is shown in Table 1. The confusion matrix was designed for a two class classifier and was useful
to evaluate the performance of the IDS [36].

Table 1. Confusion matrix for the IDS system.

Actual Class Predicted Class

Class Normal Attack

Normal True negative (TN) False Positive (FP)
Attack False Negative (FN) True positive (TP)

6.2. Simulation Results

6.2.1. Metrics

After calculating the predicted value xt, the traffic prediction values were recovered by inverse
difference and exponentiation. The results also needed to be rounded to the nearest integer. The traffic
prediction model in the real ICS network was implemented, and the results of the rolling prediction
are depicted in Figure 4. The root mean squared error (RMSE), which is calculated by:

RMSE =

√√√√√ n
∑

t=1
(xt − x̂t)2

n
, (7)

was used to determine the threshold between normal and abnormal status. At time slot t, if the
difference dt = xt − x̂t was larger than 1.5 ∗ RMSE, the ICS network was suspected to be infiltration
attacked, and the two stage IDS would notify the engineer to check the traffic log. If no anomaly
was detected, the packets would be delivered to the anomaly detection model for the next step of
inspection. The kernel coefficient was set to be 0.1 according to the validation. The training samples
(control instructions) were extracted from the ICS network in normal operation, and the smallest
training error was guaranteed.

To evaluate the performance of the proposed method, four metrics were selected, the overall
accuracy decision rates, false positive rate, false negative rate, and precision rate [36,37].

The overall accuracy is defined as:

OverallAccuracy =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
, (8)

which demonstrates the accuracy of the behavior of the attack detection. Literally, the overall accuracy
denotes all the correct classifications against all the classifications.

The false positive rate (FPR) is defined by:

FPR =
FP

TN + FP
, (9)

which describes the rate of the wrong predictions for the normal instances. The FPR can also be
denoted as the fallout rate [37].

Conversely, the false negative rate (FNR) is defined as:

FNR =
FN

TP + FN
, (10)

which describes the rate of the wrong predictions for the normal instances. The FNR can also be
denoted as the miss rate [37].
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Furthermore, the precision rate (PR) is defined as:

PR =
TP

TP + FP
, (11)

which describes the precision of the prediction when an attack prediction is made [37].
All the above metrics were used for simulations comparing other IDS methods.

Figure 4. The result of the traffic prediction model based on ARIMA.

6.2.2. Performance of the Traffic Prediction Model

The orders p and q determined the accuracy of the ARIMA model, and they could be estimated
by calculating the autocorrelation function (ACF) and the partial autocorrelation function (PACF) [29].
According to the results, both the ACF and PACF had trailing characteristics, and they both had
obvious first order correlations. Therefore, we set p = 1 and q = 1.

The ARIMA model using Python and the fit model by the exact maximum likelihood via Kalman
filter was simulated. After comparing the models by the criteria, the selected model was ARIMA(3,1,1),
where p = 3, q = 1, and d = 1, which indicated the first difference. The given orders p and q were different
from the orders observed by the ACF and PACF. The results of the observation were partly influenced
by the real operation data. Furthermore, the ARIMA model needed to be updated periodically, and
it was more convenient to select the proper model by using the criteria than observing the ACF and
PACF. The criteria of the selected model were small enough and satisfactory.

AIC = −867.42, BIC = −887.15, HQIC = −875.41

The final parameters were as follows:

ψ1 = −0.8561, ψ2 = 0.6794, ψ3 = −0.446, θ1 = −0.7998

Then, the prediction function can be calculated by the following equation.

x̂t = −0.8561xt−1 + 0.6794xt−2 − 0.446xt−3 + εt − 0.7998εt−1, (12)

6.2.3. Performance of the Anomaly Detection Model

In this section, the performance of the OCSVM is tested. As the proposed OCSVM approach is a
kind of classification algorithm, the other two machine learning based methods were selected for the
comparisons, which were called the semi-supervised machine learning method [22] and the boosting
based machine learning method [28].
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The size of the training data seriously affects the performance of each classification approach.
In order to simulate the methods equally, three data sizes were selected to be the labeled training data,
877 (380 min), 3323 (24 h), and 6646 (48 h).

The simulation results are shown in Figure 5. It is depicted in Figure 5 that almost all the
algorithms were improving as the training dataset size increased. When the data size was large,
the overall accuracy and precision rate of all the methods could obtain an acceptable performance; both
the overall accuracy and precision rate were more than 85%, which is shown in Figure 5c. However,
when the data size was small, the proposed method performed better than the others, which is shown
in Figure 5a. Furthermore, when the data size increased by about six times, the FPR of the two
machine learning methods dropped from the highest of more than 20% to below 5%. Furthermore,
the FNR dropped from more than 35% to 6%. This means that as the data size increased, the machine
learning based performed better, and the smallest data size would be selected as 6646. Comparatively,
the proposed method in this paper performed much better when the data size was small. As the data
size increased, the performance even became less effective, which may be because as the training data
size was enlarged, the classification model was overfitted.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5. The classification experiment results between OCSVM and machine learning methods.
(a) Train data size = 877. (b) Train data size = 3323. (c) Train data size = 6646.
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6.2.4. Performance of the Proposed Two Stage IDS

A comparison was made among our two stage IDS, telemetry based IDS [15] and double behavior
characteristics IDS [16]. The simulation results of the confusion matrices are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Confusion matrix results for the IDS system.

Attacks Infiltration Forging False Data Injection

Confusion Matrix Parameters TN TP FN FP TN TP FN FP TN TP FN FP

Proposed two stage IDS 977 980 20 23 967 957 43 33 911 879 121 89
Telemetry based IDS 918 779 221 82 927 789 211 73 768 878 122 232

Double behavior characteristics IDS 982 821 179 18 964 866 134 36 837 855 145 163

Table 2 illustrates that the performance of the proposed method was better than the other two
algorithms. For the infiltration attack, the proposed method obtained the highest precision rate (higher
value of TP), and the double behavior characteristics IDS had the highest TN, which reflected the
overall accuracy; however, the low TP also undermined the overall accuracy. For both forging and
false data injection attacks, the proposed two stage IDS resulted in having the best performances.
Although the defense to the false data injection attack may not have be as good as the other two kinds
of attacks, it still worked much better than the other IDSs. A more detailed analysis is as follows, and
the experimental results are illustrated in Figures 6–8, which was simulated under the proposed attack
model mentioned in Section 4.

As shown in Figure 6, when the simulation was carried out under infiltration attacks, the proposed
two stage IDS approach performed much better than the other two IDS methods, which was because
the proposed method could detect the infiltration attacks by the traffic detection model. For the overall
accuracy, the three selected methods all performed well, and the accuracy of the proposed method
was better than 95%. Correspondingly, the precision rate performance of the proposed method was
about 20% better than the other two methods, which means the proposed method could predict the
attack instance more precisely, as shown in Figure 6a. Furthermore, the double behavior characteristics
IDS method could perform well in FPR metrics, and not very well for FNR, which was because this
method could classify more normal data into the attack group, as shown in Figure 6b. According to
the simulation results, the proposed method could detect the infiltration attacks precisely.

(a) (b)

Figure 6. Experimental results under infiltration attacks.

As shown in Figure 7, when the simulation was carried out under forging attacks, the proposed
two stage IDS approach performed much better than the other two IDS methods, which was because
the proposed method could detect the forging attacks by the traffic detection model. The three selected
methods all had good performance for the overall accuracy. The proposed method performed as well as
the double behavior characteristics IDS, around 90%, which is shown in Figure 7a. It is to be mentioned
that the proposed method could maintain a high precision rate also, because the proposed OCSVM
methods could precisely extract the features of the forging attack. On the other hand, double behavior
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characteristics IDS had a competitive performance in terms of FPR, but the FNR was much more than
that of our two stage IDS because it was impossible to detect the forging attack that was launched
at a malicious time point. The proposed method had an outstanding performance in detecting the
infiltration attacks and forging attack because of its models being strongly related to the ICS scenario,
which is shown in Figure 7b. The two stage IDS processed the data collected from the ICS protocol and
was capable of precisely reflecting the behavior characteristics in the ICS network.

As shown in Figure 8, when the simulation was carried out under false data injection attacks,
it was hard to conclude that the proposed two stage IDS approach performed much better than the
other two IDS methods, which was because the false data injection attacks could conceal themselves
by changing their parameters, and the proposed approach, the traffic detection model, and the other
two methods could not precisely detect the attacks. The proposed method could maintain the overall
accuracy and precision rate over 80%, as shown in Figure 8a. Both the FPR and the FNR were a little bit
higher than the former two kinds of attacks, which is shown in Figure 8b. To discuss this more, the two
stage IDS processed the data collected from ICS protocol and was capable of precisely reflecting the
behavior characteristics in the ICS network. If the attack models performed differently from the normal
traffic, the proposed method would perform better. Otherwise, the method would not detect all the
attack data or misjudge the normal data.

(a) (b)

Figure 7. Experimental results under forging attacks.

(a) (b)

Figure 8. Experimental results under false data injection attacks.

7. Conclusions

This paper proposed a two stage IDS for the ICS based on Ethernet/IP. The two stage IDS
contained a traffic prediction model and an anomaly detection model. Compared with machine
learning methods, the proposed method could distinguish normal data and attack data with much
fewer data. Furthermore, compared with telemetry based IDS and double behavior characteristics IDS,
it offered excellent performance in detecting infiltration attacks and forging attack. It is to be mentioned
that the performance under false data injection attack was not as good as the above two attack models.
Furthermore, the proposed approach could not cope with the situation of asynchronous protocols such
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as the IEC 60870-5 series, which is mainly used in energy distribution networks and others because the
transmission time must be known before two stage IDS is ready to work. Future work can be done in
this specific area.

Future work can be divided into two parts: on one hand, evaluating the two stage IDS performance
in a complex ICS scenario, which contains more controllers and actuators; on the other hand, refining
the two stage IDS to defend I/O data transfers based on Ethernet/IP.
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Abstract: Currently, the use of machine learning models for developing intrusion detection systems is
a technology trend which improvement has been proven. These intelligent systems are trained with
labeled datasets, including different types of attacks and the normal behavior of the network. Most of
the studies use a unique machine learning model, identifying anomalies related to possible attacks.
In other cases, machine learning algorithms are used to identify certain type of attacks. However,
recent studies show that certain models are more accurate identifying certain classes of attacks than
others. Thus, this study tries to identify which model fits better with each kind of attack in order to
define a set of reasoner modules. In addition, this research work proposes to organize these modules
to feed a selection system, that is, a dynamic classifier. Finally, the study shows that when using the
proposed dynamic classifier model, the detection range increases, improving the detection by each
individual model in terms of accuracy.

Keywords: intrusion detection system; dynamic classifier; ensemble machine learning;
multiclass; cybersecurity

1. Introduction

Intrusion detection systems (IDS) are computer systems designed to monitor network traffic.
These systems are capable to find atypical records and attack patterns based on the behavior of the
networks. Thus, the aim of IDS is the early detection or prediction of possible real harm to the network,
host, or cloud caused by a security issue. To perform this, IDS, as a software application, analyze
possible anomalies detected at the network layer. This process is, traditionally, static and linked to
the rules or algorithms used for detecting cyberattacks. Nevertheless, this static process is difficult
to adapt to the detection of new types of attacks because it implies updating it with new rules in the
cases of signature-based IDS [1], or the re-training of the detection model in the case of anomaly-based
IDS [2]. Specifically, anomaly-based IDS are related directly to the application of machine learning
(ML) techniques. These techniques, depending on the underlaying classification model, are capable of
detecting anomalies by means of binary classifiers, or different types of attacks by means of multiclass
classifiers. In general, the aim of ML-based IDS is to increase their ability of attack detection by
reducing the quantity of possible false positives [2]. The reduction of possible false positives is a crucial
issue in the design of IDSs, as the continuous development of automated malware forces the IDSs to be
as accurate as possible, trying to be one step ahead of attackers. Nevertheless, the accuracy of this
software still has important limitations, and therefore, there is a margin for their improvement.
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In recent studies, it is possible to observe this use of ML techniques for detecting possible
cyberattacks in a more efficient way [3,4]. Most of these studies are based on a binary classification,
but some investigations have improved the prediction by establishing a multiclass classification [5].
The main drawback of the systems presented in these studies is that they offer low levels of general
precision [6,7] although they do offer a high level of efficiency in very specific attacks. Thus, it could be
possible to identify and characterize certain types of models that allow a better detection of specific
classes of attacks.

However, IDS performance is impaired and, in combination with the fact that the same algorithm
is applied to a probably complete dataset, a problem to identify certain types of attacks has been posed.
When a model is trained, it recognizes better patterns in some features, usually related to a type of
intrusion. This is the main reason for the need of an adaptable system, to take advantage from the
inclination of each algorithm to detect better some types of attacks over others.

In order to mitigate this disadvantage of current models, this research proposes a dynamic
classification model that can obtain the main contributions in terms of rate detection of each individual
ML model with the aim of generating reliable predictions of attacks from them. To perform this,
the system introduces the separate training, validation, and metrics of different algorithms such as
classical ML models and neural networks, and then join their predictions into a module, which aims to
compare the different outcomes and extract the most suitable one.

This paper presents the related work in the state of the art in Section 2. Furthermore, in Sections 3–5,
we explain the problem statement, the proposed methodology, and experimentation, defining the
new architecture for the dynamic classifier introduced in this research. These sections also include
several tests for different ML learning techniques, including data preprocessing and feature selection.
Section 6 provides the obtained results for the individuals ML models proposed and the application
of the dynamic classifier proposed using the dataset UNSW-NB15, concluding with a comparison
between results obtained by the different tests done and related works. Finally, Section 6 includes the
discussion of the main conclusions and future lines for this article.

2. Related Works

Nowadays, the research related to the selection of the most suitable IDS is addressed from different
perspectives based on the description of the input problem and the analysis of the performance of
underlaying algorithms. In general, the aim of these research works is to study the algorithm selection
problem in order to determine the most proper one.

Some studies are based on basic ML techniques, selecting an algorithm, and training it with a
complete dataset. Such as the case of [8], where the application of a multi-layer perceptron (MLP)
network is applied to detect large scale datasets and predict malicious attacks. In this case, the selection
of the attributes is based on the co-variance, standard deviation, or correlation. The authors of the
paper obtained an accuracy of 0.9935 selecting the attributes with a near perfect correlation. In [2],
Larriva-Novo et al. propose an analysis based on a categorization of a cybersecurity dataset, where they
used a static algorithm based on MLP. The analysis was done in order to select the best hyperparameters
related to the best performance in terms of accuracy. Furthermore, the different characteristics selected
were based on: basic connection, content, traffic statistical and direction characteristics. The model
proposed below presented an accuracy near to 99%, based on anomaly detection.

A typical approach for the design of IDS based on anomalies is the application of the support
vector machine (SVM) algorithm, to predict if the input data represents an anomaly or not. The authors
of [9] improved the results of their system using a non-linear scaling method for data preprocessing.
The classifications conducted were binary and multi class, measured by accuracy (AC), detection rate
(DR) and false positive rate (FPR). The accuracy obtained was 85.99% for binary classification and
75.77% for multi-class classification. In [10], they tried to go deeper in the classification based on
SVM algorithms. The authors developed an efficient IDS, with an improved performance in terms of
accuracy due to the binary gravitational search. The results obtained were 86.62% in terms of accuracy
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without the application of feature selection and 94.4% with its application, improving the results
obtained in [9] for the binary classification.

Another approach based on deep learning techniques such as feed-forward neural networks is
presented in [11]. This method consisted on selecting the optimal activation and features. The authors
conducted three experiments: selecting the best activation function, deploying a feature selection
and applying the obtained results to new data. The optimal results exposed an accuracy of 99.5%.
Despite these results, basic algorithms for anomaly detection are not effective enough to perform the
classification problem in IDS based on ML algorithms because they must be optimized, related to its
hyperparameters and the quality of the data [12].

On the other hand, a large variety of algorithms have been used with the objective of finding a
better performance in IDS multiclass attack detection. This is the case of the extreme gradient boosting
(XGBoost) [13], which was used to deploy better results. The authors experimented with 39 numerical
features, excluding those like IP Address or Protocol Type. The best results were achieved with an
accuracy of 88% for the testing dataset [14]. Furthermore, the research conducted to include a data
preprocessing phase, where the optimal features were reduced from 39 to 23. The same models were
applied, obtaining again the best accuracy by the XGBoost model. However, in this case, the accuracy
rate fell to a 76%. It should be noted that in this case the category “attack analysis” presented difficulties
to be detected.

Recent works proved the effectiveness of different techniques to make predictions in IDS. However,
just a few of them used time-series information and categorical information. This is the case in [15],
where the authors used a long short-term memory (LSTM) network with feature embedding. The model
makes a multi class classification based on chronologically order information. The research presented
multiples combinations in order to deploy the most accurate model: feature embedding selection,
transformation of categorical data, and projection of the features as vectors values in the space.
The results in terms of accuracy was of 83% for a multiclass classification.

Another standpoint to confront the algorithm selection problem is based on the use of a Bayesian
approach, because these models are able to reason under uncertainly. In [16], a static automatic
selection is proposed, designing an expert system that presents knowledge representation, learning,
and inference ability. The methodology presented in that work was based on the identification of
representative characteristics and a list of suitable candidates to generate a random training dataset.
They then use the dataset to analyze the performance of each algorithm. This method obtained an
accuracy of 76.08% in its prediction, which was the best result in comparison with other proposed
candidate algorithms. This approach was also used to select other hyperparameters among a wide
space of choices as kernel functions [17].

Alternatively, a method called HYDRA is presented in [18], which represents a new approach to ML
models setup that combines automated algorithm configuration and portfolio-based algorithm selection
techniques [19,20]. The base of this approach is to join the advantages of techniques, i.e., less domain
knowledge required, mechanization from automated algorithm configuration, and variety of candidate
algorithms. HYDRA accepts five inputs: a parametrized solver, a set of training problem instances,
an algorithms configuration procedure, a performance metric to optimize, and portfolio-based algorithm
selection. During the conducted test, it was proved that HYDRA outperformed in almost every case,
the accuracy of the proposed algorithms.

Over time, completely automatic ML models were developed which tries to outperform the best
accuracy of selected algorithms over a determined output. An example of this is Auto-WEKA [21],
designed to choose the most appropriate algorithm and its optimal hyperparameters automatically,
between a large number of possible combinations (39 WEKA’s algorithms are available) using a
Bayesian optimizer. Since its original release in 2013 some updates were included in Auto-WEKA
2.0 [22].

In [23], the authors discuss the need for a dynamic ML system. The objective they propose is
to avoid the loss of efficiency, characteristic of a static model. This derives from the choice of the
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selected features, inferring that a single model is not sufficient. The authors discuss the need of a
dynamic selection of a model. At first, Ensemble ML is proposed as a solution, but the drawback of
the need for continuous training makes it an inefficient option. The author of the research mentioned
above, introduced a new methodology based on a cloud device operations architecture. The research
proposed different containers to train a model, so each of them made a prediction to be sent to a model
selector. The model selector was able to choose the most suitable one in terms of precision. Analyzing
obtained results based on supervised options, an accuracy of 61% was obtained. This value increased
substantially when the system was integrated with label categorization. Taking into account these
results, unsupervised learning by clustering was only recommended for those attacks with lowest
accuracy. The objective was to select the most accurate model according to real-time data received.
The authors mentioned that it is imperative to automate this task, as there were at least 70 models to
choose from. Furthermore, the dataset used for the researches introduced above was the benchmark
dataset UNSW-NB15 [14]. Finally, [24] introduced a multiclassification approach which combines the
outputs from related classifiers in the state of the art, such as the one proposed in [25], for mobile and
encrypted traffic classification based on hard/soft combiner enhancing up to 9.5% of recall.

As a conclusion, this section has identified and detailed several related works focusing on the
study of statics models for the application of IDSs based on ML algorithms. These studies conducted
several analysis based on the performance of different ML models in terms of accuracy. The models and
ML techniques applied obtained, in the best cases, an overall accuracy of 99% for a binary classification.
Furthermore, some of these researches included the study and application of multiclass classification
evaluation, experimenting a low rate of detection in terms of accuracy. In addition, other works such
as [23], lead to the need of dynamic auto selection ML models with the objective to perform the rate
detection by a dynamic selection of a model. All these works are based on several ML techniques
such as correlation, feature selection, multiclass classification evaluation and dynamic model selection.
Therefore, most of these techniques are covered and evaluated in this proposal.

3. Background

3.1. Cybersecurity Datasets

Nowadays, there exist different cybersecurity datasets that can be used for IDS based ML
experimentation, i.e., UNB-ISCX-1012 [26], CTU-13 [27], MACCDC [28], UGR-16 [29], CICDS [30],
KDD-99, NSL-KDD [31], or UNSW-NB15 [32]. Some of them have been widely used, like for instance
the dataset KDD-99, which has been stablished as the main benchmark dataset for the different studies
cases in the application of ML-based IDS. In [6], there is a representation of the most used datasets
in the last decade for anomaly detection based on ML algorithms. This study points out that the
NSL-KDD and the KDD-99 are the most used, with a 11.6% and 63.8% of use respectively.

In this study, however, the chosen dataset was UNSW-NB15 [14], because it has been considered
as a benchmark dataset for the evaluation of IDS based on ML models thanks to the variety of the
current cybersecurity attacks to date, now being widely used in cybersecurity [32].

3.1.1. Attack Categories in UNSW-NB15

The following are the nine different attack categories considered in the UNSW-NB15 dataset used
in our study:

Fuzzers: Injection of an invalid random data into a program to cause crashes and exceptions.
Analysis: Involves network monitoring i.e., port scanning, spam, or penetration through HTML files.
Backdoor: Action of avoid security mechanisms of a system to access to stored data.
Denial of Service (DoS): Attempt to make a system temporarily unavailable to its users.
Exploits: Take the advantage of a security flaw to gain access of it.
Generic: Technique that works against all blockages, regardless of the encryption used.
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Reconnaissance: Malicious actions that involves the collection of information.
Shellcode: Code used as a payload against an identified vulnerability in a system.
Worms: Replication of an attacker to spread an intrusion to other systems through the network.

3.1.2. UNSW-NB15 Description

This dataset contains information about multiple connections being labeled to differentiate those
data that represent an attack and the normal behavior of the network, making suitable for supervised
learning such as the case of this research.

The UNSW-NB15 includes 47 different features. In addition, it contains two fields that represent if
the traffic flow is an attack or not, and the attack category, being one of those mentioned in Section 3.1.1.
The features of the dataset are classified into flow features, basic features, time features, content features,
additional features, and labeled features [14,32,33].

The dataset is divided in 10 categories including the nine presented before and the normal behavior
among them, as presented in Table 1, where the number of records of each category and the percentage
of records from the total are also shown.

Table 1. UNSW-NB15 distribution by types of attacks.

Type % Records No. Records

Normal 36.092 2,218,761
Fuzzer 9.409 24,246

Analysis 1.039 2677
Backdoors 0.904 2329

DoS 6.346 16,353
Exploits 17.279 44,525
Generic 22.847 215,481

Reconnaissance 5.428 13,987
Shellcode 0.586 1511

Worms 0.067 174

3.2. Machine Learning Applied to Intrution Detection Systems

Nowadays, ML has been incorporated in cybersecurity, specially to the design of IDS. It has been
widely used, involving different levels of complexity, from the choice of an algorithm, to complex
systems with the ability to autoconfigure themselves [23,34]. It is a field which focuses on the
estimation of different mathematical functions with the objective of extract and represent behavioral
generalizations of the data [3]. In addition, ML can be defined as a subset of the artificial intelligence
with the ability to produce desired outputs referred to an input data without being programed.

ML algorithms can be classified into different categories: supervised learning, unsupervised
learning, and semi-supervised learning. In this paper, we focus specifically in supervised learning
methods, as the others are currently out of the scope of our research.

Supervised learning algorithms are based on what they are capable to learn about a set of features
with an explicit label. Therefore, if the function is capable to adequate the input data to a desired output
label, the algorithm is able to predict outputs given inputs in a similar scenario. After the training of
the model, the algorithm can be executed until it reaches an acceptable level of performance [35].

3.3. Machine Learning Algorithms under Study

In the context of supervised learning, ML offers different types of algorithms because each one
presents a different response to a unique input [23]. We have evaluated the results of the works
presented in Section 2, analyzing the algorithms evaluated in those researches, in order to improve
their results with our proposal. Additionally, other algorithms with similar procedures were taken into
account, for those whose working methods fit the requirements of this research. After that evaluation,
the models selected are the following:
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1. K-nearest neighbors (KNN): It is an algorithm that calculates and orders the distance from
new data to the existing one, classifying this input according to the frequency of the labels
of the K-nearest ones. This distance is usually measured by the Euclidian norm presented in
Equation (1). For the correct adjustment of this method [36], a correct value of the number of
neighbors considered is essential.

d(x, y) =

√∑k

i=1
(xi − yi)

2 (1)

2. Decision trees (DT): In the DT algorithm each node represents a test over an attribute, and each
branch is a possible outcome from it. It uses a decision support to show the prediction lead by
features splits [37]. In this case, among the hyperparameters, we can list maximum depth of the
diagram, minimum number of samples required to split an internal node or minimum number of
samples required to be at a leaf node.

3. Random forest (RF): RF is composed by many DT [34], each one created from a subset of features
to be considered. Each one votes and the algorithms compute all of them to choose the best
prediction. The main advantage of this method is the prevention of the over-fitting [38].

4. Support vector machines (SVM): SVM allows find the optimal classification, maximizing the
margin between classes, whose border is defined by support vectors. In case there is not a lineal
separation, the kernel trick is applied to redefine inner products [39].

5. XGBoost: It is an algorithm that starts with weak classifiers over a set of data with the objective to
enhance their results by means of a sequential processing with loss function to minimize the error
with every iteration, obtaining a strong model at the end [40].

6. Multi-layer perceptron neural network (MLPNN): It is composed by a group of linear classifiers
denominated perceptron. The perceptron itself contains a group of layers (i.e., input layer, output
layer and hidden layer). MLPNN is a type of feed forward neural network (FFNN), where the
layers have a non-linear activation function. MLPNN is trained by a back-propagation model
which stablish the relation between the input features and the output features, with the objective
to minimize the error [2]. The different hyperparameters (i.e., number of hidden neurons, layers,
iterations, activation function, etc.) must be optimized in order to achieve better results.

7. Long short-term memory neural network (LSTMNN): LSTMNN are recurrent neural networks
(RNN). These units are capable of connect previous information to the input data, learning
those long-term dependencies. This model is configured to maintain the back-propagation error
constant through the time between the different layers [2]. In this case, the hyperparameters to be
optimized are batch size and number of hidden neurons.

4. Proposal

The dynamic classifier proposed in this research is designed to achieve the objective described
throughout this document, a system capable of obtaining the best prediction results from various ML
algorithms based on a multiclass classification. To develop the dynamic classifier, previously optimized
models are required [41]. The proposed system is presented in Figure 1. As it can be seen in the figure,
we propose an architecture composed of different modules: a series of static ML algorithms manually
preconfigured by means of a study of hyperparameter selection and feature selection, and finally by a
dynamic classifier.
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Figure 1. System proposed, composed by Multi ML (machine learning) algorithms, a real time streaming
data and a dynamic classifier.

In our research work we include the development of that series of static ML models, capable of
predicting possible attacks. Each model will count on its own configuration of hyperparameters and
a specific feature selection. The related work study from Section 2 indicates that not all models are
able to achieve good prediction accuracy for every type of attack. Instead, each ML model seems to be
more suitable for certain attack categories. In the following sections we confirm this, by carrying out
tests using different models to predict different attacks.

The dynamic classifier works by evaluating the incoming information by each one of these static
ML models. The output of each one, consisting on a prediction on the possible attack (based on the
attack categories defined by the UNSW-NB15 dataset, shown in Section 3.1.1 of this paper) is then
used as input data for the actual classifier. The classifier is then able to determine the best prediction
from those generated by the ML models, and select it, regardless of the attack category. This method
improves the accuracy of attack prediction.

5. Methodology and Development

5.1. Dataset Preparation

For this research, the dataset selected was the UNSW-NB15 [14], as was mentioned before in
Section 3.1. In [2], the importance of selecting the most important features between all the features
available is established, as it has an enormous impact in the algorithm’s performance. The less
important features do not bring performance in terms of accuracy while consuming computer resources.
For this purpose, the features were classified according to its type—i.e., numerical values were
transformed into z-score [42] values—and categorical features were transformed into numerical
values [2]. As was presented in Table 1, some attack categories expose a low distribution, what may
not produce accordance results in terms of accuracy. To prevent this, some researches have used
SMOTE [43] to balance the dataset UNSW-NB15, obtaining good results [44]. This algorithm was
applied in this research with the objective to compare the results between a balanced dataset by SMOTE,
and an unbalanced dataset as the original dataset.

Additionally, we have performed a feature selection based on the correlation Kendall coefficient [45],
which has improved the results of the selection task. We improved the tests with both a balanced and
unbalanced dataset. In Figure 2, the features correlation matrices for the UNSW-NB15 are presented.
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For this research, the best results were achieved by removing the features with a correlation higher than
0.8 for both balanced and unbalanced dataset. Table 2 presents the features selected for both datasets.

(a) ( ) 

Figure 2. Features correlation matrix UNSW-NB15: (a) balanced dataset; (b) unbalanced dataset.

Table 2. UNSW-NB15 selected features after correlation Kendall coefficient feature selection.

Balanced Dataset Unblanced Dataset

‘sloss’, ‘dinpkt’, ‘rate’, ‘dwin’, ‘synack’, ‘dmean’,
‘dload’, ‘sjit’, ‘ct state ttl’, ‘stcpb’, ‘ct w http mthd’,

‘djit’, ‘dloss’, ‘ct ftp cmd’,
‘ct dst sport ltm’, ‘ackdat’, ‘dtcpb’, ‘tcprtt’, ‘swin’,

‘dbytes’, ‘sinpkt’, ‘sload’,
‘dpkts’, ‘dttl’.

‘ackdat’, ‘synack’, ‘dpkts’, ‘ct srv dst’, ‘dloss’,
‘dwin’, ‘sload’, ‘sinpkt’, ‘ct w http mthd’, ‘ct dst

sport ltm’, ‘sloss’, ‘stcpb’,
‘tcprtt’, ‘dinpkt’, ‘ct ftp cmd’, ‘dtcpb’, ‘sjit’, ‘dbytes’,

‘ct state ttl’, ‘rate’,
‘djit’, ‘swin’, ‘dmean’

After the selection process, the dataset was divided into training (75%) and testing (25%) data.
The training data was used for the generation of models in each algorithm selected. The testing data
was used for the validation of each algorithm and for testing the dynamic classifier proposed.

In addition, some algorithms present a better performance using less features [45]. To achieve
better results over the correlated feature selection, K-Best [46] function was applied. The final feature
selection is presented in the following section.

5.2. Machine Learning Models Applied

All the considered algorithms were trained both for the balanced and Unbalanced dataset
presented in Table 2, to analyze the performance in terms of rate detection differences of each method.

1. KNN: This model was trained using the six features obtained with K-Best. From the balanced
dataset ‘sbytes’, ‘dbytes’, ‘sload’, ‘smean’, ‘dmean’, ‘ct srv dst’ were extracted, meanwhile for the
unbalanced case, the selected features were ‘dur’, ‘proto’, ‘service’, ‘sbytes’, ‘dttl’, ‘smean’. The best
result was obtained for 12 neighbors (balanced dataset) and 27 neighbors (unbalanced dataset).

2. SVM: Due to the large increase of data from the balanced dataset, the training of this model for
this dataset could not be completed, due to memory restrictions in the experiment environment.
The model was trained for the unbalanced dataset using features from K-Best analysis (‘dur’,
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‘proto’, ‘service’, ‘sbytes’, ‘dttl’, ‘smean’). The best results were obtained with the hyperparameters:
kernel = ‘rbf’, gamma = ‘scale’, C = 50 and max_iter = 50,000.

3. DT: The best results were achieved by using the entire dataset. The best hyperparameters obtained
were max depth = 28 and random_state = 4 for both balanced and unbalanced datasets.

4. RF: The best results were achieved by using the entire dataset. The best hyperparameters
obtained were criterion = ‘entropy’, max_depth = 50 and n_estimators = 50 for both balanced and
unbalanced datasets.

5. XGBoost: The best results were achieved by using the entire dataset. The best hyperparameters
obtained were n_estimators = 500.

6. MLPNN and LSTMNN: The best results were carried by using all the features of the dataset.
The model configuration applied was with the model introduced in [2].

In the case of the KNN, SVM, DT, RF, and XGBoost algorithms the cross validation function with
GridSearch [47] was applied in order to find the optimal hyperparameters.

5.3. Dynamic Classifier

The dynamic classifier, as presented in Figure 3, was designed to aggregate the predictions from
the individual ML models, and make an automatic selection of the optimal prediction obtained from
each one for a single sample, while the models are executed in parallel to make predictions over the
testing dataset.

 

Figure 3. Dynamic classifier system.

Diverse tests were done in order to design the dynamic classifier system i.e., probability analysis,
voter model [48], and ensemble ML model [12,23]. After several tests, the dynamic classifier was
designed by an ensemble ML model based on XGBoost. The ensemble model was more accurate than
the voter model by 3% of difference in comparison with the balanced dataset. In relation with the
probability analysis the results were not relevant, so this method was excluded. Also, the use of a
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ML algorithm permits increasing the detection rate by optimizing its hyperparameters. Taking into
account these results, the ensemble model based on XGBoost was selected for the dynamic classifier.

The goal of the dynamic classifier proposed is to combine opinions of the base experts (individual
ML models) in an ensemble, which is shown in the Algorithm 1. Each expert assigns a dynamic
coefficient based on its own prediction, over the decision taken from the input data. This weight
coefficient (0–1 scale) depends on the general accuracy by each individual model. For this purpose,
an alternative dataset was created with the accuracy of each model presented in Section 5.2. The fitting
was done selecting as input features, the predictions from the individual models mentioned below,
and as outcome the desired classification attack. The proposed system classifies the predictions from
the individual models, and the output is based on the relations that the ensemble model has found
exposing the most relevant one from the individual algorithms.

The goal of the dynamic classifier is to bring together of several individual models to improve the
accuracy of prediction with respect to an individual static model.

Algorithm 1 Ensemble proposed model

1: Ensembleproposedmodel

2: open full dataset file
3: drop incomplete rows
4: application of feature selection
5: for each individual ML model
6: fit each individual machine learning model
7: validate each individual machine learning model
8: save accuracy coefficient
9: fit dynamic_classifier (x_test =accuracy_coefficient, y_test=attack_categories)

10: prediction = prediction each individual ML model (accuracy-multiclass)
11: validate dynamic_classifier (x_validate = prediction)
12: write dynamic_classifier (True Positive Rate and Accuracy (multiclass-attack))

6. System Analysis and Evaluation

6.1. Analysis of Statics Models

The evaluation metrics presented in this research are derived from the elements of the confusion
matrix. The evaluation metric proposed for this research is the true positive rate (TPR) which considers
the proportion of real positives correctly predicted, that is, the portion of attacks correctly identified
over all possible attacks [12]. In Figure 4, we show the obtained results in terms of TPR of each
individual model proposed in the present research for the unbalanced dataset. As we can see some
models present a high detection over some types of attacks such as the case of exploits and generic.
Instead, in the case of attacks such as analysis, backdoor DoS present a low range of detection, even less
than 30% by each class.

In Figure 5, it is presented the obtained results in terms of TPR of each individual model proposed
in the present research for the balanced dataset. It is shown how all the models raised the rate of
detection over the attacks in comparison with the unbalanced dataset. Despite the increase of rates,
in the case of attacks—such as analysis and backdoor exploits—there is still a low rate of detection,
even less than 65% for each class. On the other hand, all the models show a decreased the detection rate
over class exploits in comparison with the unbalanced dataset. In the case of worms, all the models
except SVM (which could not be trained as was exposed in Section 3), raised the rate of detection over
the 99%.
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Figure 4. True positive rate metrics for static models applied to the unbalanced dataset.

 

Figure 5. True positive rate metrics for static models applied to the balanced dataset.

In Table 3, we summarize the best results in terms of TPR peer class of attack. The unbalanced
dataset presents a low rate of detection in different attacks categories such as analysis, backdoor,
and DoS. The improved detection is raised by the balance of the data. All the attack categories improved
their detection rate once the data was balanced, except for the exploits and generic categories.

As can be seen in Table 3, different models are more suitable for each different type of attack.
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Table 3. Best true positive rate detection per class of attack for balanced and unbalanced datasets
applying static models.

Class
Balanced Dataset

TPR
Model

Unbalanced Dataset
TPR

Model

Analysis 0.585 RF 0.127 DT
Backdoor 0.65 DT 0.103 RF

DoS 0.892 RF 0.323 DT
Exploits 0.591 KNN 0.943 LSTMNN
Fuzzer 0.832 RF 0.615 RF
Generic 0.983 KNN 0.982 DT

Reconnaissance 0.843 RF 0.78 XGBoost
Shellcode 0.998 RF 0.7 XGBoost

Worms 0.997 LSTMNN 0.605 XGBoost

6.2. Dynamic Classifier Results

The dynamic classifier model proposed was based on an ensemble ML model, which consists in
obtaining the major benefits per each individual static model, using those introduced in this research
work. In Figure 6, we show the confusion matrices for the balanced and unbalanced dataset. The most
important differences between both datasets appear on worms, DoS, analysis, and backdoor being
practically undetectable using the original dataset. The detection was improved using the SMOTE
algorithm, where the lowest rates of detection belongs for analysis and exploits. According to this
results, balanced model can improve the accuracy of the ensemble model, since it is able to distinguish
better the traffic that is not normal.

 
(a) 

Figure 6. Cont.
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(b) 

Figure 6. Confusion matrix: (a) balanced dataset; (b) unbalanced dataset. The class categories in the
figure corresponds to: analysis “0”, backdoor “1”, DoS “2”, exploits “3”, fuzzers “4”, generic “5”,
normal traffic “6”, reconnaissance “7”, shellcode “8”, worms “9”.

We applied different metrics in order to understand better the results given by the proposed
models. Table 4 show the results given by the metric TPR for both datasets balanced an unbalanced.
In reference to balanced dataset some attacks present a high detection rate over 90% (worms, shellcode,
generic, and DoS). In any case, the dynamic classifier presents an acceptable TPR for some attack
categories (reconnaissance, fuzzer, and backdoor). On the other hand, classes such as analysis and
exploits present the lowest detection rates.

Table 4. True positive rates by class category obtained by the dynamic classifier.

Class
Balanced Dataset

TPR
Unbalanced Dataset

TPR

Analysis 0.551 0.089
Backdoor 0.701 0.09

DoS 0.921 0.030
Exploits 0.577 0.95
Fuzzer 0.819 0.601
Generic 0.981 0.995

Reconnaissance 0.835 0.744
Shellcode 0.998 0.737

Worms 0.999 0.65

Table 4 also shows the results given by the classification of the dynamic classifier. The results
obtained by some attacks are near to 0% (analysis, backdoor, and DoS). These results are related to the
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percentage of data by each class, as can be seen Section 3.1.2. On the contrary, the results for the classes
exploits and generic and worms were improved in comparison with the results shown in Table 3.

Table 5 shows the results obtained by each individual model proposed and the dynamic classifier.
The dynamic classifier improves the results obtained in terms of accuracy up to 5% for the balanced
dataset and 3% for the unbalanced dataset being similar for the results obtained the by the F1Score.

Table 5. Comparison between statics models and dynamic classifier in terms of accuracy for balanced
and unbalanced dataset.

Model
Balanced Dataset Unbalanced Dataset

Accuracy F1-Score Accuracy F1-Score

KNN 0.739 0.7406 0.779 0.7673
SVM - - 0.739 0.685
DT 0.816 0.8066 0.801 0.8062
RF 0.823 0.824 0.828 0.820

XGBoost 0.795 0.796 0.824 0.803
MLPNN 0.709 0.715 0.811 0.784

LSTMNN 0.747 0.754 0.816 0.792
Dynamic Classifier 0.876 0.879 0.851 0.829

As stated in Section 2, there are different approaches for IDS based on ML techniques.
Table 6 compares the proposed dynamic classifier for both applied datasets in this research, balanced
and unbalanced, with related works. This table shows an improvement in multiclass detection for auto
machine learning selection in terms of accuracy in comparison with other studies in the state of the art.
The table mention different aspects such as the model, dataset, TPR by attack, and accuracy obtained.

Table 6. Comparison between proposed solution and related works.

Study Algorithm Dataset Data Preprocessing
Feature

Selection
Selection

Model
Dataset

Balancing
TPR Accuracy

[9] SVM
multiclass UNSW-NB15 Non-linear scaling

method X X X X 75.77%

[13] XGBoost
multiclass UNSW-NB15 X X X X X 86%

[15] LSTM
multiclass UNSW-NB15 One-hot encoding X X X X 83%

[23]
Dynamic
classifier

multiclass
UNSW-NB15 Label encoding K-best Voter

classifier X X 61%

[12]
Dynamic
classifier

multiclass
NSL-KDD One-hot encoding X Ensemble

voting X X 85.2

Proposed
solution

Dynamic
classifier

multiclass
UNSW-NB15 Label encoding

Correlation
Kendall

Coefficient
and K-best

Ensemble
model Smote � 87.6%

7. Discussion and Conclusions

Most of the diverse studies that proposes IDS based on ML algorithms are based on a static model
with an improved performance in terms of accuracy [3,6] with a variation over its hyperparameters.
The dataset proposed for this study is the UNSW-NB15 which is considered up to date a benchmark
dataset [2]. This dataset has been highly used because its relevance to its recent cyberattacks.

This article exposes through several tests that multiple algorithms can detect significantly better
some type of attack over different hyperparameters configurations, as it can be concluded from the
data shown in Table 3. Thus, after experimentation with static ML algorithms described in Section 5.2,
some categories of attacks presented a better rate of detection as well as RF for attacks—such as analysis,
DoS, fuzzers, reconnaissance, and shellcode. However, when comparing these same attacks with the
unbalanced dataset, other models allowed obtaining a better detection such as DT, RF, and XGboost.
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Following this idea, this research proposes a dynamic auto-selection classifier over different
ML models with the objective of obtaining the best capabilities of each individual model to detect
cyberattacks. For this purpose, different models purposed in Section 5.3 were studied and tested,
obtaining as the best option an ensemble ML based on the XGBoost algorithm [48].

The need of different techniques for data preprocessing and data balancing with the objective to
enhance the rate detection was presented in Section 2. We selected the SMOTE to achieve data balancing
in our dataset. Also, a feature selection was applied with a correlation index of 0.8 between different
features which improved rate detection of the models proposed. Furthermore, two datasets—balanced
and unbalanced—were created with the objective to compare the importance of the models proposed.

Several tests and configuration were carried out, with the objective of improving the algorithms’
rate detection proposed in Section 3.3. The metric chosen to expose the results is the TPR, which allows
evaluate the results in terms of correctly predicted individual classes of attacks. In Figure 4, TPR is
taken into account for each individual model for the unbalanced dataset, where the lowest rate of
detection was for the categories analysis, backdoor, fuzzers, and worms. In the case of the category
attack worms; the algorithms XGBoost and DT could obtain a TPR over 0.5. Other attacks—such
as rxploits, generic, and reconnaissance—presented overall an acceptable TPR for each individual
algorithm. Comparing the results between Tables 3 and 4, some attacks—such as exploits, fuzzers,
generic, and worms—enhanced the detection rate. Instead other categories remaining decreased
insignificantly the detection rate. This could be determined by the low numbers of samples for the
unbalanced dataset for each class.

On the other hand, for the balanced dataset, static models showed better results in terms of TPR.
Figure 5 exposes the enhancing rate detection rate detection up to 50% in comparison with Figure 4.
However, the category exploit was the only one decreasing the TPR, up to 40%. The balancing algorithm
was successful because it was able to improve the results obtained by the static models. This comparison
can be appreciated in Table 3. Furthermore, the application of the dynamic classifier proposed in
this research could improve the overall results in terms of TPR. The following classes increased the
detection rate: backdoor 5.1%, DoS 2.9%, exploits 8.5%, generic 0.7%, and worms 0.2%. The shellcode
class upheld its TPR. Classes such as analysis, fuzzers, and reconnaissance decreased the TPR with a
mean of 1.83% which is acceptable, maintaining the highest TPR for the static models proposed.

Finally, Table 5 shows a comparison of the accuracy reached by each individual model and by the
dynamic classifier proposed. The dynamic classifier was able to improve the results in 5.3% and 2.3%
compared with the best static model for the balanced and unbalanced dataset. The key idea of the
model proposed in this research is to auto select, by a ML model, the best rate detection, gathering the
individual advantages of each model. We used the method based on an ensemble model based on
XGBoost to improve the detection rate. Compared with other related works such as the mentioned in
Table 6, it can be seen that our research work achieves a noticeable performance increase in terms of
detection rate for IDS based on multiples classes of attacks.

Although our model increases the detection rate, it takes longer time in execution to detect
an attack. This happens because the data has to be processed by each individual algorithm and
the dynamic classifier model. In a practical scenario, this could delay the time of detection of a
possible attack.

For unbalanced classification scenarios, our proposed model also could enhance detection rate as
was mentioned above. In practical applications in the area of IDS based on ML algorithms, one of
the principal approaches is to improve the quality of the training data, optimizing the features and
apply preprocessed methods in order to improve the data quality for the training of the ML algorithms.
As for future research lines, some future directions can be considered. The main one is the application
of our proposal into a real scenario with real collected data in real-time taking into account the features
applied during this research and the proposed models. This can be done with technologies such as
Apache Spark Structured Streaming [49] which is designed for real time processing data.
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Abstract: Computing and networking systems traditionally record their activity in log files,
which have been used for multiple purposes, such as troubleshooting, accounting, post-incident
analysis of security breaches, capacity planning and anomaly detection. In earlier systems those log
files were processed manually by system administrators, or with the support of basic applications for
filtering, compiling and pre-processing the logs for specific purposes. However, as the volume of
these log files continues to grow (more logs per system, more systems per domain), it is becoming
increasingly difficult to process those logs using traditional tools, especially for less straightforward
purposes such as anomaly detection. On the other hand, as systems continue to become more
complex, the potential of using large datasets built of logs from heterogeneous sources for detecting
anomalies without prior domain knowledge becomes higher. Anomaly detection tools for such
scenarios face two challenges. First, devising appropriate data analysis solutions for effectively
detecting anomalies from large data sources, possibly without prior domain knowledge. Second,
adopting data processing platforms able to cope with the large datasets and complex data analysis
algorithms required for such purposes. In this paper we address those challenges by proposing an
integrated scalable framework that aims at efficiently detecting anomalous events on large amounts
of unlabeled data logs. Detection is supported by clustering and classification methods that take
advantage of parallel computing environments. We validate our approach using the the well known
NASA Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) logs datasets. Fourteen features were extracted in order
to train a k-means model for separating anomalous and normal events in highly coherent clusters.
A second model, making use of the XGBoost system implementing a gradient tree boosting algorithm,
uses the previous binary clustered data for producing a set of simple interpretable rules. These rules
represent the rationale for generalizing its application over a massive number of unseen events in a
distributed computing environment. The classified anomaly events produced by our framework can
be used, for instance, as candidates for further forensic and compliance auditing analysis in security
management.

Keywords: anomaly detection; clustering; k-means; gradient tree boosting; XGBoost

1. Introduction

Hosts and network systems typically record their detailed activity in log files with specific
formats, which are valuable sources for anomaly detection systems. The growing number of hosts per
organization and the growing complexity of infrastructures result in an increasingly massive amount
of recorded logs available—requiring simpler and cheaper anomaly detection methods. While classic
log management applications based on manual or preset rule-based analysis still hold value, they do
not scale well with the large volumes of data that are currently available. Moreover, they are limited
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in terms of exploratory analysis: they fail to detect anomalies not predefined in the rules (i.e., based
on prior knowledge) and/or require considerable operator expertise to reach their full potential.
This opens the way for the introduction of new approaches, which are less dependent on prior
knowledge and human-guided workflows and are able to extract knowledge from large volumes
of log data in a scalable and (semi)automated way. Moreover, taking advantage of the available
computational resources may also contribute to achieving performance and accuracy for identifying
anomalies and retrieving forensic and compliance auditing evidence.

Over the past years, several automated log analysis methods for anomaly detection have been
proposed. However, most of those proposals are not suitable to the scale needed for identifying
unknown anomalies from the growing high-rate amount of logs being produced and their inherent
complexity. In the scope of the ATENA H2020 Project [1,2], we faced this challenge while building
a Forensics and Compliance Auditing (FCA) tool able to handle all the logs produced by a typical
energy utility infrastructure.

To address such challenges, we researched novel integrated anomaly detection methods
employing parallel processing capabilities for improving detection accuracy and efficiency over
massive amounts of log records. These methods combine the k-means clustering algorithm [3] and
the gradient tree boosting classification algorithm [4] to leverage the filtering capabilities over normal
events, in order to concentrate the efforts on the remaining anomaly candidates. Such an approach
may greatly contribute to reducing the involved computational complexity.

The characteristics of abnormal system behaviors were obtained by extracting 14 statistical
features containing numerical and categorical attributes from the logs. Then, the k-means clustering
algorithm was employed to separate anomalous from normal events into two highly coherent clusters.
The previous binary clustered data serve as labeled input to produce a gradient tree boosting algorithm
implemented by the XGBoost system [5]. Its role is to produce a set of simple rules with the rationale
for generalizing the classification of anomalies of a large number of unseen events in a distributed
computing environment. K-means, XGBoost and Dask [6] provide the tools for building scalable
clustering and classification solutions to find out the candidate events for forensic and compliance
auditing analysis.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses background concepts and
related work. Section 3 describes the proposed framework. Section 4 presents the validation work and
discusses the achieved results, and Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Background and Related Work

This section starts by providing the reader with the key base concepts related with the scope of
our approach. Next, we discuss related work (Section 2.2). Finally, we present the algorithms and
tools we adopted in our work, namely k-means (Section 2.3), decision trees (Section 2.4), gradient tree
boosting on XGBoost (Section 2.5) and Dask (Section 2.6).

2.1. Base Concepts

By definition, an anomaly is an outlying observation that appears to deviate markedly from other
members [7]. Anomalies are typically classified into three types: point anomalies, contextual anomalies
and collective anomalies. A point anomaly in data significantly deviates from the average or normal
distribution of the rest of the data [8]. A contextual anomaly is identified as anomalous behavior
constrained to a specific context, and normal according to other contexts [8]. Collection of data
instances may reveal collective anomalies while anomalous behavior may not be depicted when
analyzed individually [9]. Time series data include a significant amount of chronologically ordered
sequence data sample values retrieved at different instants. Their features include high-dimensionality,
dynamicity, high levels of noise, and complexity. Consequently, in the data mining research area,
time series data mining was classified as one of the ten most challenging problems [10].
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Anomaly detection for application log data faces important challenges due to the inherent
unstructured plain text contents, the redundant runtime information and the existence of a significant
amount of unbalanced data. Application logs are unstructured and stored as plain text, and their
format varies significantly between applications. This lack of structure presents important barriers
to data analysis. Moreover, runtime information, such as server IP addresses, may change during
execution. Additionally, application log data are designed to record all changes to an application
and hence contain data that are significantly unbalanced in comparison to non-anomalous execution.
The size and unbalanced nature of log data thus complicate the anomaly detection process.

2.2. Related Work

Various anomaly detection methods have been proposed for applying clustering algorithms to
detect unknown abnormal behaviors or potential security attacks.

Some of those proposals have addressed the usage of log analysis as one of the input sources for
anomaly detection. Chen and Li [11], for instance, proposed an improved version of the DBSCAN
algorithm for detecting anomalies from audit data while updating the detection profile along its
execution. Syarif et al. [12] compared five different clustering algorithms and identified those providing
the highest detection accuracy. However, they also concluded that those algorithms are not mature
enough for practical applications. Hoglund et al. [13], as well as Lichodzijewski et al. [14], constructed
host-based anomaly detection systems that applied a self-organizing maps algorithm to evaluate if a
user behavior pattern is abnormal.

Clustering techniques, such as the k-means algorithm, are often used by intrusion detection
systems for classifying normal or anomalous events. Münz et al. [15] applied the k-means clustering
algorithm to feature datasets extracted from raw records, where training data are divided into clusters
of time intervals for normal and anomalous traffic. Li and Wang [16] improved a clustering algorithm
supported by a traditional means clustering algorithm, in order to achieve efficiency and accuracy when
classifying data. Eslamnezhad and Varjani [17] proposed a new detection algorithm to increase the
quality of the clustering method based on a MinMax k-means algorithm, overcoming the low sensitivity
to initial centers in the k-means algorithm. Ranjan and Sahoo [18] proposed a modified k-medoids
clustering algorithm for intrusion detection. The algorithm takes a new approach in selecting the
initial medoids, overcoming the means in anomaly intrusion detection and the dependency on initial
centroids, number of clusters and irrelevant clusters.

Other authors have used hybrid solutions for log analysis, combining the use of the k-means
algorithm with other techniques for improving detection performance. They realized that despite the
inherent complex structure and high computational cost, hybrid classifiers can contribute to improving
accuracy. Tokanju et al. [19], for instance, took advantage of an integrated signature-based and
anomaly-based approach to propose a framework based on frequent patterns. Asif-Iqbal et al. [20]
correlated different logs from different sources, supported by clustering techniques, to identify and
remove unneeded logs. Hajamydeen et al. [21] classified events in two different stages supported by the
same clustering algorithm. Initially, it uses a filtering process to identify the abnormal events, and then
it applies it for detecting anomalies. Varuna and Natesan [22] introduced a new hybrid learning
method integrating k-means clustering and Naive Bayes classification. Muda et al. [23] proposed
k-means clustering and Naive Bayes classifiers in a hybrid learning approach, by using the KDD Cup’99
benchmark dataset for validation. In their approach, instances are separated into potential attacks
and normal clusters. Subsequently, they are further classified into more specific categories. Elbasiony
et al. [24] used data mining techniques to build a hybrid framework for identifying network misuse
and detecting intrusions. They used the random forests algorithm to detect misuses, with k-means as
the clustering algorithm for unsupervised anomaly detection. The hybrid approach is achieved by
combining the random forests algorithm with the weighted k-means algorithm.

Some research focused on detecting which outliers constitute an anomaly when applying
clustering methods [25,26]. Liao and Vemuri [26] computed the membership of data points to a
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given cluster, supported by the use of Euclidean distance. Breunig et al. [27] stated that some detection
proposals weight data points as outliers.

Hybrid approaches have indeed proven quite interesting. However, in general, proposed solutions
still take considerable amounts of time to generate models for particular datasets, aggravated by the
growth patterns normally associated with log sources in production systems. This situation calls for
alternative strategies that are able to improve speed (as well as accuracy and efficiency) by taking
advantage of innovative algorithmic approaches together with improved parallelism.

Our work focuses on scalability and interpretability, since the aim is to use it in the forensics and
audit compliance contexts already discussed in Section 1. The goal is to be able to sift through data to
select candidates for a more detailed analysis or inspection.

Similarly to other works, we also take a hybrid approach for identifying anomalies for log analysis.
However, unlike other works, we specifically target speed, agility and interpretability. Our approach
allows training and classifying out-of-core datasets in scenarios involving the computation of very large
datasets with limited computing resources, parallelizing their processing by distributing them across
the available nodes. Therefore, our approach is supported by clustering and classification algorithms
that are able to scale and produce interpretable results. Our method works in two stages: first, it starts
with the unlabelled dataset, implementing a binary anomalous event classifier through the use of
unsupervised learning algorithms; the second stage produces a set of simple rules by considering the
previously classified data through the use of supervised learning algorithms. It combines the k-means
algorithm for clustering anomalies and gradient tree boosting to produce a simple set of interpretable
rules to be parallelized in a distributed environment on classifying a large amount of data.

Next, we present the already existing techniques used by our approach in more detail.

2.3. K-Means

K-means remains one of the most popular clustering methods and one of the most relevant
algorithms in data mining [3]. The main advantage of k-means is its simplicity. By starting with a set
of randomly chosen initial centers, one procedure assigns each input point to its nearest center and
then recomputes the centers given the point assignment [28].

Scaling k-means to massive data is relatively easy, due to its simple iterative nature. Given a
set of cluster centers, each point can independently decide which center is closest to it, and given an
assignment of points to clusters, computing the optimum center can be performed by simply averaging
the points. Indeed, parallel implementations of k-means are readily available [28].

From a theoretical standpoint, k-means is not a good clustering algorithm in terms of efficiency or
quality. Thus, the running time can grow exponentially in the worst case [29,30] and even though the
final solution is locally optimal, it can be very far away from the global optimum (even under repeated
random initializations). Nevertheless, in practice, the speed and simplicity of k-means are attractive.
Therefore, recent work has focused on improving its initialization procedure performance in terms of
quality and convergence [28].

2.4. Decision Trees

Decision trees is a popular supervised machine learning method that produces regression or
classification models in the form of a tree structure containing decisions as nodes, resulting in a set
of leaves containing the solution. Decision trees are suitable to be applied to any data without much
effort when compared with algorithms such as neural networks. Trees are built top-down from the
root node and involve recursive binary splitting. In neural networks, the initial dataset is partitioned
into smaller subsets according to their features, while an associated decision tree is incrementally
built. Such a splitting process is driven by a greedy algorithm evaluating the best solution at each
of those steps and evaluating the maximum loss reduction from the cost function in order to make
a split on features. To regulate the complexity of a given model and increase the performance of a
given tree, pruning processes are available. Notwithstanding, decision tree learning does not generally
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provide the best performance in terms of prediction. Some approaches exist in learning decision forests,
including bagging [31], random forests [32] and boosted trees [33].

Tree boosting overcomes the above performance problem by the use of an additive model that
iteratively builds decision trees to learn decision forests by applying a greedy algorithm (boosting)
on top of a decision tree base learner [33–35]. Tree boosting is regarded as one the most effective
off-the-shelf nonlinear learning methods for a wide range of application problems [34]. It is also highly
effective and widely used for achieving state-of-the-art results on many machine learning challenges
hosted by the machine learning competition site Kaggle [36].

Regularized greedy forest is an algorithm that can handle general loss functions with a wider
range of applicability, which directly learns decision forests while taking advantage of the tree structure
itself, while other methods employ specific loss functions, such as exponential loss function in the case
of the Adaboost algorithm [34].

2.5. XGBoost

XGBoost is a scalable system that implements gradient tree boosting and the regularized model
so as to prevent overfitting, and simplifies the objective function—for parallelization of the regularized
greedy forest algorithm [34]. It is suitable for the development of parallel computing solutions
applicable to larger datasets or faster training. Besides processors and memory, it uses disk space
to handle data that do not fit into the main memory. To enable out-of-core computation, the data
are divided into multiple blocks [5]. The system includes cache access patterns, data compression,
and sharding. Its performance relies on a tree learning algorithm, which is able to handle sparse data,
and on a weighted quantile sketch procedure. This procedure enables handling instance weights in
approximate tree learning and is able to solve real-world scale problems using a minimal amount
of resources. Besides the penalty from regularizing the objective function, two techniques prevent
overfitting: shrinkage, introduced by Friedman [37], and feature subsampling retrieved from random
forests to speed up computations. XGBoost works well in practice and has won several machine
learning competitions, such as Kaggle [36], running faster than other popular solutions on a single
machine and scaling in distributed or out-of-core settings. It can be easily interpreted, given the tools
it provides for finding the important features from the XGBoost model.

2.6. Dask

The Dask parallel computing framework leverages the existing Python ecosystem,
including relevant libraries such as “numpy” or “pandas”. Dask capabilities are supported by
executing graphs to be run by the scheduler component, potentially scaling execution to millions of
nodes. Those features are suitable to be applied to out-of-core scenarios (not fitting in memory) on a
single machine [6].

Dask is a Python specification representing the computation of directed acyclic graphs of tasks
with data dependencies to encode parallel task graph schedules. It extends the easy to adopt NumPy
library for leveraging parallel computation over modern hardware. It allows scaling large datasets
by using disks that extend the physical memory as out-of-core and parallelize and linearly speedup
the code by taking advantage of several cores. The main objective is to parallelize the existing Python
software stack without triggering a full rewrite. A Dask cluster includes a central scheduler and several
distributed workers. It starts up a XGBoost scheduler and a XGBoost worker within each of the Dask
workers sharing the same physical processes and memory spaces.

Dask enables parallel and out-of-core computation by including collections such as arrays, bags and
dataframes. It couples blocked algorithms with dynamic and memory-aware task scheduling to achieve a
parallel and out-of-core popular NumPy clone [6]. Sharing distributed processes with multiple systems
allows usaging of specialized services easily and avoiding large monolithic frameworks.

Dask is often compared with other distributed machine learning libraries, such as H2O [38] or
Spark’s Machine Learning Library (MLLib) [39]. XGBoost is available in Dask to provide users with a
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fully featured and efficient solution. The Dask parallel computing approach can handle problems that
are more complicated than the map-reduce problem at a lower cost and complexity when compared
to solutions such as MLLib, given that most of the problems can be resolved in a single machine.
Any function is able to be parallelized by the use of delayed function decorators. Additionally, Dask is
substantially lightweight when compared to Spark.

3. Proposed Framework

Motivated by the related work, we propose an integrated method with filtering mechanisms to
improve detection accuracy and efficiency in scenarios involving large amounts of logs. This method
is supported by the k-means clustering and the gradient tree boosting classification algorithms,
as implemented by the XGBoost system. To overcome the limitations of existing anomaly detection
methods that spend a significant amount of time building the models for the whole dataset, we built
three different tools for improving detection accuracy and efficiency.

This section starts with a formal presentation of the algorithm of the model, followed by a
discussion of the three compounding tools used for implementing the proposed approach.

3.1. Description of the Algorithm

The proposed approach is formalized in Algorithm 1, which describes how to combine k-means
and XGBoost. The algorithm is implemented as a function that takes as input a set of events E and
returns the identification of the anomaly anomalycluster, the classified events ypred1, total classified
events totalevents and the total of those events classified as anomalies totalanomalies.

Algorithm 1 Proposed Algorithm
INPUT: E, Event Set

S← CLUSTER()
C ← CLIENT(S)
G ← DISTRIBUTEDARRAY(E)
k← 2
km← KMEANS(C, k)
km.TRAIN(G)
Y ← km.PREDICT(G)
X ← XGBOOST(X)
X.TRAIN(Y, Y)
ypred← X.PREDICT(G)
for all i ∈ ypred do

if ypredi > 0.5 then
ypred1

i ← 1
k2← k2 + 1

else
ypred1

i ← 0
k1← k1 + 1

end if
end for
if k1 > k2 then

anomalycluster ← 1
totalanomalies← k2

else
anomalycluster ← 0
totalanomalies← k1

end if
totalevents← k1 + k2

OUTPUT: ypred1, Cluster Predictions
OUTPUT: anomalycluster, Identification of the anomaly cluster
OUTPUT: totalevents, Total number of events
OUTPUT: totalanomalies, Total number o anomalies
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It starts by initializing the cluster S and activating the client connection C to the cluster S. Then the
distributed array G is prepared from the received events in E. The next step is to initialize the k-means
model Km for binary classification in the cluster (k = 2) from the distributed array G to separate
events into two distinct clusters in Y. Then, the XGBoost model X is initialized with the previously
predicted events Y being provided as an input for training in the cluster through the use of the client
connection C. The final prediction ypred is achieved from the XGBoost model X. In the next stage, each
of those predictions (i ∈ ypred) is classified according to the cluster they belong to in ypred1. Such a
classification will be determined by evaluating the total number of events in clusters k1 and k2, so as to
decide which corresponds to the anomaly cluster. To that aim, 0.5 was considered as the threshold to
classify events as belonging to clusters 1 or 2 (ypredi > 0.5).

After all events have been classified, the cluster including the fewer number of events (k1 > k2)
will correspond to the anomaly cluster, and such decision will stored in anomalycluster.

3.2. Tools

The framework encompasses three tools that may be independently combined in a cooperative
way for normalizing raw data and for producing a model able to achieve evidence for forensic
and compliance auditing analysis. The “fca_normalization” tool is used to normalize the raw data,
“fca_model” produces the model and “fca_analysis” provides the pieces of evidence for forensic and
compliance auditing analysis.

The normalization tool takes as input HTTP raw data logs and normalizes data into a new file.
Optionally, the encoded features may also be specified. In case encoding is not provided or in the case
of missing feature values, the tool automatically applies an encoding label. The tool can be invoked,
for example, by using the following command:

python fca_normalization
-in NASA_access_log_Jul95
-in_encoding in_encoding.data
-out logs_NASA.csv
-out_encoding out_encoding.data

In this example, “fca_normalization” receives the raw HTTP log data file “NASA_access_log_Jul95”
along with the optional encoding file “encoding.data”. The output normalized file is saved as
“logs_NASA.csv”. Finally, the tool optionally defines the encoding table in the "out_encoding.data" file.

The modeling tool takes as input the previously normalized data and builds the XGBoost
classification model by making use of the gradient tree boosting algorithm after applying the k-means
clustering algorithm. In the example invocation provided next, the input file “logs_NASA.csv” contains
the HTTP raw log data and the output model is saved as “fca_xgboost.pkl”.

python fca_model
-in logs_NASA.csv
-out fca_xgboost.pkl

The forensic and compliance auditing analysis tool takes as input the model and the normalized
events in order to identify the anomalies. In the invocation example provided next, the input model in
read from ‘fca_xgboost.pkl’, and the normalized data is read from ‘logs_NASA.csv’. The final output
containing the anomaly events is saved on ‘outlier_events.csv’.

python fca_analysis
-in_model fca_xgboost.pkl
-in_data logs_NASA.csv
-out outlier_events.csv

Table 1 summarizes the inputs and outputs for each tool.
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Table 1. Tools’ inputs and outputs.

Tool Input Output

Normalization HTTP raw logs data, encoding Normalized data, encoding
Modelling Normalized data Model
Analysis Model, normalized data Anomaly events

4. Discussion and Evaluation

This section addresses the validation of the proposed framework. First, we discuss feature
extraction. Next, based on the extracted features, we describe the initial application of the k-means
clustering algorithm for dividing the dataset into two different clusters. Finally, we discuss how to
use the previous clustered data for training a scalable gradient tree boosting implemented by the
XGBoost system.

For the sake of readability, throughout this section we extensively use as reference a set of
well-known, publicly available datasets [40]. These datasets consist of traces containing two months’
worth of all HTTP requests to the NASA Kennedy Space Center WWW server, involving 1,871,988
logged events. This dataset was selected because it is probably the largest log-based dataset publicly
available, allowing us to assess our scalability claims.

4.1. Feature Extraction and Data Exploration

To capture the characteristics of the system behaviors, 14 features were extracted, containing both
numeric and categorical attributes from the raw log records. The original features in the raw HTTP log
records are “IP”, “Date”, “Request”, “Response” and “length”. By making use of regular expressions,
the most relevant time-related components were extracted from the "date" feature, including “Day”,
“Month”, “Year”, “Hour”, “Minute” and “Second”. From the “Request” field, the “operation”, “page”
and “method” features were extracted. Then, “Month” names were encoded. Therefore “Year”,
“Month” and “Day” were composed in the temporary “date” feature in order to retrieve the day of
the week (“weekday”) and “weekend” features. Next, “Request” and other temporary features were
removed from the dataset. Finally, categorical features such as “IP”, “page”, “operation”, “method”
and “Response” were encoded, and the dataset was saved in a file.

By exploring the dataset we can achieve the first insights. Figure 1 depicts the covariance of the
most representative features, including “length”, “Hour”, “operation”, “method” and “Response”.
This figure shows an interesting covariance between length and other features.

Figure 2 provides a three-dimensional analysis of the number of events that occurred along the
day (from 0 to 24 h) and along each weekday (0 to 6), where days 5 and 6 correspond to Saturday and
Sunday, respectively.

4.2. Clustering

Based on the extracted features, we employed the k-means clustering algorithm for grouping
log events into two different clusters. The larger cluster gathers the normal events, while the smaller
holds the deviations from normal behavior. Therefore, the latter cluster should correspond to the set
grouping the anomaly events. In addition, sparse clusters are possibly caused by anomalous activities,
which can be labeled as anomaly candidates for further analysis.

Our framework model takes advantage of the initialization k-means|| algorithm (largely inspired
by k-means++) to obtain a nearly optimal solution after a logarithmic number of steps. In practice,
a constant number of passes suffices [28].

After training this model with 90% of the total number of records and using just the remaining
10% for testing, the model produces a normal cluster containing 185,897 events while the anomaly
cluster includes 1301 events, corresponding to 0.06% of the total number of events in the normal cluster.
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Figure 1. Feature covariance.

Figure 2. HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol) events over time.

The computed centroids for the two clusters, separating the normal and anomaly events, are the
following:
[[4.41534608e+04, 0.00000000e+00, 8.12115012e+05, 1.14495884e+01,

0.00000000e+00, 0.00000000e+00, 1.26692042e+01, 2.96762857e+01,

2.94179871e+01, 0.00000000e+00, 1.75010380e+04, 2.84859910e+03,

2.82322741e+00, 2.23245109e-01]
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[4.27877328e+04, 1.63161125e-01, 1.53047043e+04, 1.24323538e+01,

0.00000000e+00, 0.00000000e+00, 1.26856431e+01, 2.95910303e+01,

2.94991093e+01, 2.22648078e-03, 1.47567972e+04, 2.84883391e+03,

2.68136168e+00, 1.93607622e -01]]

4.3. Classification

Classification results from the application of the gradient tree boosting algorithm implemented
by the XGBoost system, which is the second and final stage of our model. The resulting tree can be
linearized into decision rules, where the outcome is the content of the leaf node, and the conditions
along the path form a conjunction in the if clause.

The results of this stage were validated by comparing if the number of events classified as
anomalies is equal to the number of events belonging to the anomaly cluster. This condition was
verified for 1301 events. The predict function for XGBoost outputs probabilities by default and not
actual class labels. To calculate accuracy we converted them to 0 and 1 labels, where a 0.5 probability
corresponds to the threshold. XGBoost is able to correctly classify all the test data according to the
k-means clustering algorithm. Figure 3 depicts the importance of the XGBoost features, according to
the F-score metric.

F-score
Figure 3. Features importance.

This classification model produces a set of rules providing the rationale for generalizing to unseen
events, as shown in Figure 4. The leaf values depicted in the figure are converted into probabilities by
applying the logistic function.

Figure 5 depicts the covariance of “length” and “page”, which are the two most important features
computed by the final model. The events tagged as anomalous are highlighted in red color.
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Figure 4. Decision tree.
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Figure 5. Page and length covariance.

4.4. Parallelization

The proposed framework makes use of the k-means algorithm and the XGBoost system, which are
designed to scale in a distributed environment supported by available parallel computing capabilities.
Such an approach comes in line with a Big Data scenario.

Our approach is supported by the use of parallel computing capabilities available in the Python
“Dask” library. More specifically, the “dataframe” component is able to manage out-of-core datasets
along the execution pipeline, since the features are extracted until the clustering and classification
models are implemented. Figure 6 provides an example of the kind of graphs Dask is able to produce
when reading and splitting a dataset. The Dask libraries “dask_ml” and “dask_xgboost” provide the
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implementation of popular machine learning algorithms, such as k-means and XGBoost, which support
the framework models.

Our experiment involved a simple cluster formed by just two workers in a single node with two
cores while the total available memory was 13.66 GB.

To study the framework model’s ability to scale in order to cope with large datasets in a reasonable
time, two experiments were performed using the parsed NASA HTTP logs dataset. Due to constrained
laboratory resources, those experiments were limited to the use of two cores in a single node. As a setup
configuration, the Dask chunk size was set to 50,000 events. The model’s ability to scale was assessed
by comparing its performance under different configurations. To determine the model performance,
running time (in milliseconds) was considered throughout the training and predict steps for both
k-means and XGBoost stages in accordance with the model topology.

check_meta

(‘from-delayed-#0’, 0)

pandas_read_text-#1

pandas_read_text(…)

read_block-0-#2

read_block_from_file

check_meta

(‘from-delayed-#0’, 1)

pandas_read_text-#3

pandas_read_text(…)

read_block-64000000-#2

read_block_from_file

Figure 6. Paralellized Dask graphs.

The first experiment aimed at determining the parallel approach performance, compared with
the sequential approach—considering non-Dask sklearn as the sequential approach and Dask as the
parallel approach. As a setup configuration, the Dask framework included a single worker and two
threads. The running time was measured along the four steps previously defined for the two stages.
Those sequential steps include the train (1) and predict (2) steps for the k-means stage, followed by the
train (3) and predict (4) steps for XGBoost stage. The running time for each framework, along those
running steps, is provided in Figure 7. The achieved results show that the Dask framework outperforms
the non-Dask sklearn framework, especially in the case of the training steps.
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Figure 7. Sequential (non-Dask) vs. parallel (Dask) comparison.

The second experiment evaluated the parallelization capability of the Dask framework under
different configurations, such as the number of workers and threads per worker, by measuring
the aggregated running time along the topological steps. Figure 8 compares the performance for
one and two running workers, while increasing the number of threads per worker from one to
ten. Measurements showed that one worker outperforms two workers. Increasing the number
of workers did not improve performance, while increasing the number of threads contributes to
improved performance until a given threshold is reached. Finally, it was also possible to depict higher
performance running over an even number of threads in comparison to the odd ones—due to the less
optimal parallelization gains that occur when splitting an odd number of threads into two cores.
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Figure 8. Dask parallel comparison.

4.5. Discussion

The presented framework method relies on two stages. The clustering model is the output
of the first stage and serves as the input for the classification stage. Therefore, this approach
allows starting from initial unlabelled data for obtaining the interpretable meaningful rules with
the rationale for classifying unseen events. Those rules are simple to understand, interpret and
visualize, requiring relatively little data preparation effort. Additionally, the described algorithms
can easily handle heterogeneous data containing different features produced by different sources.
Although the initial nature of our problem is not a classification problem, this approach may be
adapted to different scenarios where labeled data are not available. This way, it becomes possible
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to convert an unsupervised into a supervised learning scenario and take advantage of the use of
classification algorithms.

The decision to select the k-means algorithm and XGBoost system, both supported by the Dask
library for parallel processing, was driven by requirements in terms of scaling and interpretability
when working with limited resources. This decision enabled the application of this framework to
larger datasets in order to highlight the anomalous events. Given the inherent nature of the problem
being addressed through the use of the unsupervised learning approach, it is not trivial to evaluate the
framework model’s accuracy in the scope of this paper. An alternative option would be to compare the
achieved results with those provided in the existing literature. However, to the best of our knowledge,
there are no anomaly detection research works addressing the NASA HTTP logs.

The obtained results highlight the obviously normal events in highly coherent clusters, with a
minor subset of events being classified as anomalies for further forensic and compliance auditing
analysis. The model interpretability is indirectly validated by the produced decision rule set already
provided in Figure 4, which implicitly shows how the model identifies classes. Figure 7 also shows the
performance of the parallel approach compared with the sequential approach, and Figure 8 highlights
the parallelization capabilities of the Dask library in processing out-of-core datasets.

Designing the framework with independent tools makes it possible to reuse them over different
scenarios. For example, the same modeling tool can be combined with a different normalization tool
for processing a different data source. Additionally, these framework tools can be applied to the
context of the aforementioned ATENA project in order to identify anomaly events from massive logs.
This approach can be independently applied to different datasets in a first stage, allowing to correlate
them as heterogeneous sources in a second stage.

The achieved results demonstrate the capability of the proposed method in terms of finding a set
of interpretable rules that can parallelized and applied in scale.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we proposed a framework that takes a parallel computing approach for identifying
anomaly events in massive log files. In its first stage, our method uses the k-means algorithm to
separate anomalies from normal events. In the second stage, a gradient tree boosting classification
model, implemented using the XGBoost system, produces the interpretable meaningful rationale rule
set for generalizing its application to a massive number of unseen events. This approach is suitable
for application in the context of out-of-core datasets in cases where log sources are so massive that it
becomes impossible to use more traditional approaches.

The proposed method was presented, and the achieved results demonstrated its applicability to
producing simple and interpretable rules for highlighting anomalies in application log data to scale
and in a distributed environment. Such an approach makes it suitable to be applied in the fields of
forensics and audit compliance.

Regarding future work, we plan to explore the application of collective anomaly detection over
time series summarized data logs and the application of Bayesian networks as the classification model
component, and evaluate the method’s capability of producing scalable and interpretable models.
We also plan to explore the map-reduce model as a way to achieve higher parallelism performance on
data preparation.
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Abstract: Machine Learning (ML) and Deep Learning (DL) have been used for building Intrusion
Detection Systems (IDS). The increase in both the number and sheer variety of new cyber-attacks
poses a tremendous challenge for IDS solutions that rely on a database of historical attack signatures.
Therefore, the industrial pull for robust IDSs that are capable of flagging zero-day attacks is growing.
Current outlier-based zero-day detection research suffers from high false-negative rates, thus limiting
their practical use and performance. This paper proposes an autoencoder implementation for
detecting zero-day attacks. The aim is to build an IDS model with high recall while keeping
the miss rate (false-negatives) to an acceptable minimum. Two well-known IDS datasets are
used for evaluation—CICIDS2017 and NSL-KDD. In order to demonstrate the efficacy of our
model, we compare its results against a One-Class Support Vector Machine (SVM). The manuscript
highlights the performance of a One-Class SVM when zero-day attacks are distinctive from normal
behaviour. The proposed model benefits greatly from autoencoders encoding-decoding capabilities.
The results show that autoencoders are well-suited at detecting complex zero-day attacks. The results
demonstrate a zero-day detection accuracy of 89–99% for the NSL-KDD dataset and 75–98% for the
CICIDS2017 dataset. Finally, the paper outlines the observed trade-off between recall and fallout.

Keywords: autoencoder; artificial neural network; one-class support vector machine; intrusion detection;
zero-day attacks; CICIDS2017; NSL-KDD

1. Introduction

Central to tackling the exponential rise in cyber-attacks [1,2], is Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS)
systems that are capable of detecting zero-day cyber-attacks. Machine Learning (ML) techniques
have been extensively utilised for designing and building robust IDS [3,4]. However, while current
IDS can achieve high detection accuracy for known attacks, they often fail to detect new, zero-day
attacks. This is due to the limitations of current IDS, which rely on pre-defined patterns and signatures.
Moreover, current IDS suffer from high false-positive rates, thus limiting the performance and their
practical use in real-life deployments. As a result, large numbers of zero-day attacks remain undetected,
which escalate their consequences (denial of service, stolen customer details, etc.).

According to Chapman [5], a zero-day attack is defined as “a traffic pattern of interest that,
in general, has no matching patterns in malware or attack detection elements in the network” [5].
The implications of zero-day attacks in real-world are discussed by Bilge and Dumitras [6].
Their research focuses on studying their impact and prevalence. The authors highlight that zero-day
attacks are significantly more prevalent than suspected, demonstrating that, out of their 18 analysed
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attacks, 11 (61%) were previously unknown [6]. Their findings showed that a zero-day attack can exist
for a substantial period of time (average of 10 months [6]) before they are detected and can compromise
systems during that period. Additionally, Nguyen and Reddi [7] refer to a statistical study that shows
that 62% of the attacks are identified after compromising systems. Moreover, the number of zero-day
attacks in 2019 exceeds the previous three years [8]. All of these considerations highlight the clear and
urgent need for more effective attack detection models.

One of the main research directions to detect zero-day attacks relies on detecting outliers
(i.e., instances/occurrences that vary from benign traffic). However, the main drawback of the
available outlier-based detection techniques is their relatively low accuracy rates as a result of both high
false-positive rates and high false-negative rates. As discussed, the high false-negative rates leave the
system vulnerable to attack, while the high false-positive rates needlessly consume the time of cyber
security operation centres; indeed, only 28% of investigated intrusions are real [9]. Ficke et al. [10]
emphasise the limitations that false-negative could bring to IDS development, for example, it reduces
IDS effectiveness.

Sharma et al. [11] proposed a framework to detect zero-day attacks in Internet of Things (IoT)
networks. They rely on a distributed diagnosis system for detection. Sun et al. [12] proposed a Bayesian
probabilistic model to detect zero-day attack paths. The authors visualised attacks in a graph-like
structure and introduced a prototype to identify attacks. Zhou and Pezaros [13] evaluated six different
supervised ML techniques; using the CIC-AWS-2018 dataset. The authors use decision tree, random
forest, k-nearest neighbour, multilayer perceptron, quadratic discriminant analysis, and gaussian naïve
bayes classifiers. The authors do not fully detail how these supervised ML techniques are trained on
benign traffic solely to be utilised for unknown attacks detection or how zero-day (previously unseen)
attacks are simulated and detected. Moreover, transfer learning is used to detect zero-day attacks.
Zhao et al. [14] used transfer learning to map the connection between known and zero-day attacks [14].
Sameera and Shashi [15] used deep transudative transfer learning to detect zero-day attacks.

Furthermore, ML is used to address Zero-day malware detection. For example, Abri et al. evaluated
the effectiveness of using different ML techniques (Support Vector Machine (SVM), Naïve Bayes,
Multi-Layer Perceptron, Decision trees, k-Nearest Neighbour, and Random Forests) to detect zero-day
malware [16], while Kim et al. [17] proposed the use of Deep-Convolutional Generative Adversarial
Network (DCGAN).

In this paper, we propose utilising the capabilities of Deep Learning (DL) to serve as outlier
detection for zero-day attacks with high recall. The main goal is to build a lightweight intrusion
detection model that can detect new (unknown) intrusions and zero-day attacks, with a high recall
(true-positive rate) and low fallout (false-positive rate). Accordingly, having a high detection capability
of zero-day attacks will help to reduce the complications and issues that are associated with new attacks.

The contributions of this work are threefold;

• Proposing and implementing an original and effective autoencoders model for zero-day
detection IDS.

• Building an outlier detection One-Class SVM model.
• Comparing the performance of the One-Class SVM model as a baseline outlier-based detector to

the proposed Autoencoder model.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows; the background is presented in Section 2, Section 3
discusses the related work showing the results and approaches of recent IDS research. Section 4
describes the datasets that are used and how zero-day attacks are simulated. In Section 5, the proposed
models are explained. Section 6 presents the experimental results and findings. Finally, the paper is
concluded in Section 7.
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2. Background

In this section, the models utilised in this investigation are discussed. Section 2.1 describes the
deep-learning based autoencoder model and Section 2.2 describes an unsupervised variant of a support
vector machine model.

2.1. Autoencoders

The model that is proposed in this manuscript principally benefits from the autoencoder
characteristics and attributes. The objective is that the autoencoder acts as a light-weight outlier
detector, which could then be used for zero-day attacks detection, as further discussed in Section 5.2.

Rumelhart et al. [18] first introduced autoencoders in order to overcome the back propagation in
unsupervised context using the input as the target. Autoencoders are categorised as self-supervised,
since the input and the output are particularly the same [19]. As defined by Goodfellow et al. [20],
an Autoencoder is “a neural network that is trained to attempt to copy its input to its output” [20].
Figure 1 illustrates the basic architecture of an autoencoder. The architecture of an autoencoder and
the number of hidden layers differ based on the domain and the usage scenario.

Encode Decode

Figure 1. Autoencoder Architecture.

Formally, given an input X , an autoencoder is trained in order to minimise the reconstruction
error, as demonstrated in Equation (1) [19].

φ : X → F
ψ : F → X

φ, ψ = argmin
φ,ψ

||X − (φ ◦ ψ)X ||2
(1)

such that φ and ψ represent the encoding and decoding functions, respectively.
Commonly, the reconstruction error of an input x is represented as the difference between x and

x′, such that:
x′ = g( f (x))

where f (x) is the encoding function, constructing the encoded vector of x; g(x) is the decoding
function, restoring x to its initial value
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The reconstruction error is defined by a function that represents the difference between the input x
and the reconstructed input x′. Mean square error and mean absolute error are common functions that
are used in order to calculate the reconstruction error, as shown in Equations (2) and (3), respectively.

MSE =
N

∑
i=1

(x′ − x)2 (2)

MAE =
N

∑
i=1
|x′ − x| (3)

Supposing that the encoding function f (x) is single layer network with a linear function,
the Autoencoder is viewed as equivalent to Principal Components Analysis (PCA) [21].

Autoencoders were originally used for dimensionality reduction and feature learning [22,23].
However, many other applications have been recently proposed. These applications include:
word semantics [24], image compression [25], image anomaly detection [26], denoising [27], and others.

2.2. One-Class SVM

The SVM is one of the most well-established supervised ML techniques. Given the training
samples, an SVM is trained to construct a hyperplane in a high-dimensional space that best separates
the classes [28]. This hyperplane is a line in two dimensions case, a plane in the case of three dimensions
(3D) or higher dimensions (n-dimensional). When data are not linearly separable, a kernel is used to
map the input features/data to a non-linear higher dimensional space, in which a hyperplane would
best separate the classes. The SVM kernels include; linear, polynomial, Gaussian, and Radial Basis
Function (RBF).

Formally, given two classes, the minimisation problem of SVM is represented, as shown in
Equation (4) [29].

min
w∈Rd

‖w‖2 + C
N

∑
i

max(0, 1− yi f (xi))

f (xi) = (wTxi + b)

(4)

where C is a regularisation parameter to represent the trade-off between ensuring that xi is on the
expected side of the plane and increasing the margin. Based on Equation (3), the data points fall in one
of three places based on yi f (xi). If yi f (xi) is greater than 1, then the point is outside the margin and it
does not contribute to the loss. If yi f (xi) equals 1, then the point is on the margin. Finally, if yi f (xi) is
less than 1, then the point contributes to the loss, as it is on the wrong side [30].

In contrast to its supervised counterpart, the One-Class SVM is an unsupervised variant. It is
defined as a model that is capable of detecting “Novelty” [31]. The goal of One-Class SVM is to fit a
hyperplane that acts as a boundary which best includes all the training data and excludes any other data
point. The result of training a One-Class SVM is seen as a spherically shaped boundary [32]. Because
One-Class SVM is considered to be one of the most established outlier-based ML techniques, it provides
an ideal comparison for assessing the performance of a deep neural network based autoencoder.

Formally, given a class with instances {x1, ..., xN}, and a mapping function ϕ() that maps the
features to a space H, the goal of One-Class SVM is to fit a hyperplane Π in H that has the largest
distance to the origin, and all ϕ(xi) lie at the opposite side of hyper-plane to the origin [33].

3. Related Work

IDS is defined as “a system or software that monitors a network or systems for malicious activity”.
Generally, IDSs can either be Network Intrusion Detection System (NIDS) or Host Intrusion Detection
System (HIDS). NIDS monitors the network and communication while HIDS monitors the internal
operation and log files [34]. Based on their detection techniques, IDSs are classified into Signature-based
IDS, which relies on known signatures of prior and known attacks, and Anomaly-based IDS,
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which relies on patterns [35]. When compared to signature-based IDS, anomaly-based IDS perform
better with complex attacks and unknown attacks.

In the past decade, researchers developed multiple techniques in order to enhance the robustness
of anomaly-based IDS. Subsequent to a long period of using statistical methods to detect cyber
anomalies and attacks, the need for ML emerged. Because of the sophistication of cyber-attacks,
statistical methods were rendered inadequate to handle their complexity. Therefore, with the
advancement of ML and DL in other domains (i.e., image and video processing, natural language
processing, etc.), the researchers adopted these techniques for cyber use. Nguyen and Reddi [7]
discuss the importance and benefit ML can provide to cybersecurity by granting a ‘robust resistance’
against attacks.

Based on the analysis of recent IDS research [36], ML has dominated the IDS research in the
past decade. The analysis shows that Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), SVM, and k-means are the
prevailing algorithms. Buczak and Guven [37] analyse the trends and complexity of different ML and
DL techniques used for IDS. Moreover, recent research is directed towards the use of DL to analyse
network traffic, due to the DL capabilities of handling complex patterns. Due to the complexity and
challenges that are associated with encrypted traffic, building robust and reliable DL-based IDSs is
crucial. Aceto et al. [38] describe this advancement in traffic encryption, as it ‘defeats traditional
techniques’ that relies on packet-based and port-based data. At the beginning of 2019, 87% of traffic
was encrypted [39], which emphasises on the growth and, thus the need for corresponding IDs.
Research has utilised flow-based features as the building block for training and analysing IDSs in order
to handle encrypted and non-encrypted traffic. The benefit of flow-based features, when compared to
packet-based ones, relies on the fact that they can be used with both encrypted and unencrypted traffic
and also they characterise high-level patterns of network communications. New DL approaches have
recently been used to build robust and reliable IDS. One of these techniques is autoencoders.

In the cyber security domain, autoencoders are used for feature engineering and learning.
Kunang et al. [40] used autoencoders for feature extraction, features are then passed into an SVM for
classification. KDD Cup’99 and NSL-KDD datasets are both used for evaluation. The evaluation of
the model, using autoencoder for feature extraction and SVM for multi-class classification, has an
overall accuracy of 86.96% and precision of 88.65%. The different classes accuracies show a poor
performance, as follows: 97.91%, 88.07%, 12.78%, 8.12%, and 97.47% for DoS, probe, R2L, U2R,
and normal, respectively; a precision of 99.45%, 78.12%, 97.57%, 50%, and 81.59% for DoS, probe, R2L,
U2R, and normal, respectively.

Kherlenchimeg and Nakaya [41] use a sparse autoencoder to extract features. The latent
representation (the bottleneck layer of the autoencoder) is fed into a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN)
for classification. The accuracy of the IDS model while using the NSL-KDD dataset is 80%. Similarity,
Shaikh and Shashikala [42] focus on the detection of DoS attacks. They utilise a Stacked Autoencoder
with an LSTM network for the classification. Using the NSL-KDD dataset, the overall detection
accuracy is 94.3% and a false positive rate of 5.7%.

Abolhasanzadeh [43] used autoencoders for dimensionality reduction and the extraction of
bottleneck feature. The experiments were evaluated while using the NSL-KDD dataset. In a similar
fashion, Niyaz et al. [44] used autoencoders for unsupervised feature learning. They used the
NSL-KDD dataset. Additionally, AL-Hawawreh et al. [45] used deep autoencoders and trained
them on benign traffic in order to deduce the most important feature representation to be used in their
deep feed-forward ANN.

Shone et al. [46] use a Stacked Non-Symmetric Deep Autoencoder to refine and learn the complex
relationships between features that are then used in the classification using random forest technique.
The authors used both the KDD Cup’99 and NSL-KDD datasets.

Farahnakian and Heikkonen [47] used a deep autoencoder to classify attacks. The deep autoencoder
is fed into a single supervised layer for classification. Using the KDD Cup’99 dataset, the highest
accuracies are 96.53% and 94.71% for binary and multi-class classification respectively.
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In agreement with our manuscript, Meidan et al. [48] utilised the encoding-decoding capabilities
of autoencoders to learn normal behaviour in IoT networks setup. Subsequently, IoT botnet and
malicious behaviour are detected when the autoencoder reconstruction fails. Bovenzi et al. [49]
emphasised the need for adaptive ML models to cope with the heterogeneity and unpredictability
of IoT networks. The authors propose a two-stage IDS model, where they leverage the autoencoder
capabilities in the first stage of their IDS.

4. Datasets

Two mainstream IDS datasets are chosen in order to evaluate the proposed models. The first is
the CICIDS2017 dataset [50], which was developed by the Canadian Institute for Cybersecurity (CIC).
The CICIDS2017 dataset covers a wide range of recent insider and outsider attacks. It comprises a
diverse coverage of protocols and attacks variations and, finally, it is provided in a raw format which
enables researchers the flexibility of processing the dataset. Therefore, the CICIDS2017 dataset is
well-suited for evaluating the proposed models.

The CICIDS2017 dataset is a recording of a five-day benign, insider and outsider attacks traffic.
The recorded PCAPs are made available. Table 1 summarises the traffic recorded per day. The raw
files of the CICIDS2017 dataset are pre-processed, as described in Section 5.1. The full CICIDS2017
description and analysis is available in [51,52].

Table 1. CICIDS2017 attacks.

Day Traffic

Monday Benign
Tuesday SSH & FTP Brute Force

Wednesday DoS/DDoS & Heartbleed
Thursday Web Attack (Brute Force, XSS, Sql Injection) & Infiltration

Friday Botnet, Portscan & DDoS

The second dataset is the NSL-KDD [53]. NSL-KDD was released by the CIC in order to overcome
the problems of the KDD Cup’99 dataset [54]. The KDD Cup’99 dataset was the dataset of choice for
evaluating more than 50% of the past decade IDS [36], followed by the NSL-KDD dataset, which was
used for evaluating over 17% of IDS. However, the KDD Cup’99 has multiple drawbacks, as discussed
thoroughly in [55]. These drawbacks include class imbalance and redundant records. Additionally,
Siddique et al. [56] discussed the warnings provided to the UCI lab advising not to use KDD Cup’99
dataset in further IDS research. Consequently, NSL-KDD fits for the evaluation purpose of this
manuscript, as well as the comparison with relevant research.

The NSL-KDD dataset covers normal/benign traffic and four cyber-attack classes, namely,
Denial of Service (DoS), probing, Remote to Local (R2L), and User to Root (U2R). The NSL-KDD
dataset is available in two files ‘KDDTrain+.csv’ and test file ‘KDDTest+.csv’. Similar to the KDD
Cup’99, the NSL-KDD dataset is provided in comma separated value (csv) feature files. Each instance
is represented with its feature values alongside the class label. The feature files undergo categorical
features encoding to be appropriate for ML usage. The KDD Cup’99 and NSL-KDD datasets are
analysed in [54]; furthermore, NSL-KDD is studied in [57].

5. Methodology, Approach and Proposed Models

In this section, the pre-processing of the datasets is discussed, followed by the explanation of the
proposed, showing both the training and evaluation processes. Subsequently, Section 6 details the
evaluation and results.
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5.1. CICIDS2017 Pre-Processing

The process that is involved in preparing the CICIDS2017 dataset for use is described as follows.
Firstly, ‘.pcap’ files of the CICIDS2017 dataset are split based on the attack type and the timestamps
provided by the dataset. This process results in a separate ‘.pcap’ file for each attack class. Secondly,
the ‘.pcap’ files are processed to generate bidirectional flows features. As highlighted by Rezaei and
Liu [58], with the advancement and complexity of networks and relying on encrypted traffic, features
need to be suitable for both encrypted and unencrypted traffic analysis. The authors also indicate
that flow-based features are better-suited for modern IDS development. Based on the analysis of
recent IDSs by Aceto et al. [38], flow and bidirectional flow features are the most commonly used.
Thirdly, features with high correlation are dropped in order to minimise model instability. Algorithm 1
describes the process of dropping highly correlated features. A threshold of ‘0.9’ is used. Features with
correlation less than the threshold are used for training. Finally, features are scaled using a Standard
Scalar. It is important to mention that only benign instances are used in selecting the features and
scaling in order to ensure zero influence of attack instances.

Algorithm 1 Drop correlated features
Input: Benign Data 2D Array, N, Correlation Threshold
Output: Benign Data 2D Array, Dropped Columns

1: correlation_matrix ← data.corr().abs()
2: upper_matrix ← correlation_matrix[i, j] {i, j ∈ N : i <= j}
3: dropped← i{i ∈ N : correlation_matrix[i,∗ ] > threshold}
4: data← data.drop_columns(dropped)
5: return data, dropped

As aforementioned, the goal is to train models using benign traffic and evaluate their performance
to detect attacks. Therefore, normal/benign traffic solely is used for training. The normal instances
are divided into 75% for training and 25% for testing/validation [59] by using sklearn train_test_split
function with the shuffling option set to True (https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/
sklearn.model_selection.train_test_split.html). Furthermore, each of the attack classes then mimics a
zero-day attack, thus assessing the ability of the model to detect its abnormality. Because the NSL-KDD
dataset is split into training and testing, attacks in both files are used for evaluation.

5.2. Autoencoder-Based Model

The building block for the proposed Autoencoder is an Artificial Neural Network (ANN).
For hyper-parameter optimisation, random search [60] is used in order to select the architecture
of the network, number of epochs, and learning rate. Random search is known to converge faster
than grid search to a semi-optimal set of parameters. It is also proved to be better than grid search
when a small number of parameters are needed [61]. Finally, it limits the possibility of obtaining
over-fitted parameters.

Once the hyper-parameters are investigated, the model is trained, as detailed in Algorithm 2.
First, the benign instances are split into 75%:25% for training and validation, respectively.
Subsequently, the model is initialised using the optimal ANN architecture (number of layers and
number of hidden neurons per layer). Finally, the model is trained for n number of epochs. The loss
and accuracy curves are observed in order to verify that the autoencoder convergence.

Once the model converges, as rendered in Figure 2, the model is evaluated using Algorithm 3.
An attack instance is flagged as a zero-day attack if the Mean Squared Error (MSE) (reconstruction
error) of the decoded (x′) and the original instance (x) is larger than a given threshold. For the purpose
of evaluation, multiple thresholds are assessed: 0.05, 0.1, 0.15. These thresholds are chosen based on
the value that is chosen by the random search hyper-parameter optimisation. The threshold plays an
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important role in deciding the value at which an instance is considered a zero-day attack, i.e., what MSE
between x′ and x is within the acceptable range.

Algorithm 2 Autoencoder Training
Input: benign_data, ANN_architecture, regularisation_value, num_epochs
Output: Trained Autoencoder

1: training = 75% i ∈ benign_data
2: testing = benign_data ∩ training
3: autoencoder ← build_autoencoder( ANN_Architecture, regularisation_value)
4: batch_size← 1024
5: autoencoder.train(batch_size, num_epochs, training, testing)
6: return autoencoder

Algorithm 3 Evaluation
Input: Trained Autoencoder, attack, thresholds
Output: Detection accuracies

1: detection_accuracies← {}
2: predictions← model.predict(attack)
3: for th ∈ thresholds do
4: accuracy← (mse(predictions, attack) > th)/len(attack)
5: detection_accuracies.add(threshold, accuracy)
6: end for
7: return detection_accuracies

Figure 2. Autoencoder Convergence Curves.

5.3. One-Class SVM Based Model

One-Class SVM is trained using the benign instances. In order to train the One-Class SVM, a ‘ν’
value was specified. As defined by Chen et al., “ν ∈ [0, 1], which is the lower and upper bound on
the number of examples that are support vectors and that lie on the wrong side of the hyperplane,
respectively.” [62]. The ν default value is 0.5, which includes 50% of the training sample in the
hyperplane. However, for the purpose of this experiment, multiple ν values were chosen (0.2, 0.15, 0.1).
These values were used in otder to evaluate and assess the autoencoder performance.
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Algorithm 4 shows the process of training the One-Class SVM mode. Similar to the model that
is discussed in Section 5.2, 75% of the benign samples are used to fit the One-Class SVM model.
Unlike the Autoencoder model, where the evaluation relies on a threshold, a One-Class SVM trained
model outputs a binary value {0,1}. The output represents whether an instance belongs to the class to
which the SVM is fit. Hence, each attack is evaluated based on how many instances are predicted with
a ‘0’ SVM output.

Algorithm 4 One-Class SVM Model
Input: benign_data, nu_value
Output: Trained SVM

1: training = 75% i ∈ benign_data
2: testing = benign_data ∩ training
3: oneclasssvm← OneClassSVM( nu_value, ‘rb f ′)
4: oneclasssvm. f it(training)
5: return oneclasssvm

6. Experimental Results

6.1. CICIDS2017 Autoencoder Results

As mentioned, 75% of the benign instances is used to train the Autoencoder. The autoencoder
optimised architecture for the CICIDS2017 dataset is comprised from an ANN network with 18 neurons
in both the input and the output layers and 3 hidden layers with 15, 9, 15 neurons respectively.
The optimal batch size is 1024. Other optimised parameters include mean square error loss,
L2 regularisation of 0.0001 and for 50 epochs.

Figure 3 summarises the autoencoder accuracy of all CICIDS2017 classes. It is crucial to note that
accuracy is defined differently for benign. Unlike attacks, for benign class, the accuracy represents the
rate of instances not classified as zero-day (i.e., benign) which reflects the specificity and for the attack
classes it represents the recall.

Figure 3. CICIDS2017 Autoencoder Detection Results Summary Per Class.

By observing Figure 3, benign accuracy is 95.19%, 90.47% and 81.13% for a threshold of 0.15,
0.1 and 0.05 respectively. Moreover, for the different attack detection accuracy, it is observed that there
are three categories. Firstly, attacks that are very different from benign (for example, Hulk and DDoS),
the detection accuracy is high regardless the threshold [92–99%]. Secondly, classes that are slightly
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different from benign (for example, SSH Brute-force and Port scanning), an accuracy rise is observed
for lower thresholds. This emphasise the threshold’s role. Thirdly, classes that are not distinguishable
from benign traffic, they are detected but with a lower accuracy (for example, Botnet, SQL Injection
and DoS-SlowHTTPTest).

By observing Figure 3, different categories can be seen, (a) classes with a stable detection
accuracy (i.e., line), and (b) classes with a prompt rise in detection accuracy in the right-most
slice (0.05 threshold). Finally, the benign accuracy (top left) falls within an acceptable range with
different thresholds.

6.2. CICIDS2017 One-Class SVM Results

Table 2 summarises the One-Class SVM results. By observing the One-Class SVM results,
two assertions are identified, (a) the detection accuracy is not affected significantly by changing
ν value, and (b) the classes with high detection accuracy in the Autoencoder results (Figure 3 are also
detected by the One-Class SVM; however, the One-Class SVM fails to detect the two other categories
(rise in detection accuracy with small thresholds and low detection accuracy). This is due to the
limitations of the One-Class SVM algorithm which attempts to fit a spherical hyperplane to separate
benign class from other classes, however, classes that fall into this hyperplane will always be classified
as benign/normal.

This can further be visualised in Figure 4. One-Class SVM is well suited for flagging recognisable
zero-day attacks. However, autoencoders are better suited for complex zero-day attacks as the
performance rank is significantly higher. Furthermore, Figure 4 shows a class by class comparison of
the performance of autoencoder versus One-Class SVM. Figure 4a plots the results using One-Class
SVM ν = 0.2 and autoencoder threshold of 0.05, while Figure 4b plots the results using One-Class
SVM ν = 0.09 and autoencoder threshold of 0.1.

Table 2. CICIDS2017 One-Class Support Vector Machine (SVM) Results.

Class Accuracy

ν 0.2 0.15 0.1

Benign (Validation) 89.81% 84.84% 79.71%
FTP Bruteforce 10.19% 15.16% 20.29%
SSH Bruteforce 79.51% 80.26% 80.95%
DoS (Slowloris) 7.66% 8.38% 10.37%

DoS (GoldenEye) 71.87% 72.39% 72.85%
DoS (Hulk) 90.69% 91.35% 91.55%

DoS (Slowhttps) 98.59% 98.66% 98.71%
DDoS 39.35% 39.94% 40.96%

Heartbleed 99.49% 99.54% 99.58%
Web BF 21.1% 23.41% 35.84%

Web XSS 9.58% 9.76% 10.13%
Web SQL 5.77% 6.31% 6.85%

Infiltration - Dropbox 1 38.89% 38.89% 38.89%
Infiltration - Dropbox 2 29.41% 35.29% 35.29%
Infiltration - Dropbox 3 57.14% 57.14% 57.14%
Infiltration - Cooldisk 92.15% 93.8% 94.91%

Botnet 44.23% 46.15% 50%
PortScan 59.27% 60.04% 63.43%
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(a) SVM (ν = 0.2), AE (Threshold = 0.05)

(b) SVM (ν = 0.09), AE (Threshold = 0.1)

Figure 4. CICIDS2017 Autoencoder, One-Class SVM Comparison.

6.3. NSL-KDD Results

The autoencoder optimised architecture for the NSL-KDD dataset is comprised from an ANN
network with 122 neurons in both the input and output layers and three hidden layers with 100, 60,
100 neurons, respectively. The optimal batch size is 1024. Other optimised parameters include mean
absolute error loss, L2 regularisation of 0.001, and for 50 epochs.

Table 3 shows the autoencoder results for the NSL-KDD dataset. As aforementioned, attacks in
both the KDDTrain+ and KDDTest+ files are used in order to evaluate the model. Similar to the results
that are discussed in Section 6.1, the trade-off between the threshold choice and the true negative rate
is observed.

Furthermore, when compared to the most recent available autoencoder implementation for
detecting zero-day attacks in the literature [63], the autoencoder that is proposed in this manuscript
largely outperforms the performances of [63]. The work proposed by Gharib et al. [63] used a hybrid
two stage autoencoder to detect normal and abnormal traffic. Training on KDDTrain+ file and testing on
KDDTest+, the overall accuracy of their proposed model is 90.17%, whereas the proposed autoencoder
in this manuscript the overall accuracy is 91.84%, 92.96%, and 91.84% using a threshold of 0.3, 0.25,
and 0.2, respectively. It is important to highlight that Gharib et al. [63] do not mention details regarding
how they define anomalies or zero-day attacks or the classes they use in the testing process. Moreover,
as summarised in Table 4, it is shown that the proposed approach in this manuscript outperforms the
Denoising Autoencoder that is proposed in [64], specifically with the KDDTest+ instances with the
authors accuracy is capped by 88%, while this manuscript reaches 93%.
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Table 3. NSL-KDD Autoencoder Results.

Class Accuracy

Threshold 0.3 0.25 0.2

KDDTrain+.csv

Normal (Validation) 78.81% 77.63% 78.81%
DoS 98.15% 98.16% 98.15%

Probe 99.89% 99.94% 99.89%
R2L 83.12% 96.48% 83.12%
U2R 84.62% 100% 84.62%

KDDTest+.csv

Normal 84.82% 84.42% 84.82%
DoS 94.67% 94.67% 94.67%

Probe 100% 100% 100%
R2L 95.95% 96.5% 95.95%
U2R 83.78% 89.19% 83.78%

Table 4. NSL-KDD Performance Comparison with Recent Literature. (Highest accuracy in Bold).

Year Reference Approach
Train:Test % of

KDDTrain+
KDDTrain+

Accuracy
KDDTest+
Accuracy

This paper
AE th = 0.3
AE th = 0.25
AE th = 0.2

75 : 25
88.92%
94.44%
88.92%

91.84%
92.96%
91.84%

2019 [63] 2 AEs - - 90.17%

2017 [64] AE
Denoising AE 80 : 20 93.62%

94.35%
88.28%
88.65%

Table 5 summarises the NSL-KDD One-Class SVM results. The results show a similar detection trend.
This is due to the limited number and variance of attacks that are covered by the NSL-KDD dataset.

Table 5. NSL-KDD One-Class SVM Results.

Class Accuracy

ν 0.2 0.15 0.1

KDDTrain+.csv

Normal (Validation) 89.9% 85.14% 80.54%
DoS 98.13% 98.14% 98.14%

Probe 97.74% 98.77% 99.52%
R2L 49.35% 52.26% 81.71%
U2R 78.85% 80.77% 82.69%

KDDTest+.csv

Normal 88.12% 86.02% 84.72%
DoS 94.67% 94.67% 94.69%

Probe 99.55% 99.91% 100%
R2L 80.17% 82.22% 90.31%
U2R 78.38% 78.38% 83.78%

7. Conclusions and Future Work

The work that is presented in this manuscript proposes a new outlier-based zero-day cyber-attacks
detection. The main goal was to develop an intelligent IDS model that is capable of detecting zero-day
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cyber-attacks with a high detection accuracy while overcoming the limitations of currently available
IDS. This manuscript purposes and evaluates an autoencoder model to detect zero-day attacks.
The idea is inspired by the encoding-decoding capability of autoencoders.

The results show high detection accuracy for the autoencoder model for both the CICIDS2017
and the NSL-KDD. The CICIDS2017 zero-day detection accuracy reaches 90.01%, 98.43%, 98.47%,
and 99.67% for DoS (GoldenEye), DoS (Hulk), Port scanning, and DDoS attacks. Moreover,
the NSL-KDD detection accuracy reached 92.96%, which outperforms the only available zero-day
autoencoder-based detection manuscript [63].

Furthermore, the autoencoder model is compared to an unsupervised outlier-based ML technique;
One-Class SVM. One-Class SVM is a prominent unsupervised ML technique that detects outliers.
The one-class SVM mode presents its effectiveness in detecting zero-day attacks for NSL-KDD datasets
and the distinctive ones from the CICIDS2017 dataset. When compared to One-Class SVM, autoencoder
demonstrates its surpassing detection accuracy. Furthermore, both of the models demonstrate low
miss rate (false-positives). Future work involves evaluating the proposed models with datasets that
cover special purpose network IDS (e.g., IoT and Critical Infrastructure networks), which will comprise
insights into adapting the proposed models, as well as proposing and adapting other ML techniques
to use for zero-day attack detection. The source code for building and evaluating the proposed models
will be made available through an open-source GitHub repository.
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Abstract: Recent cyberattacks armed with various ICT (information and communication technology)
techniques are becoming advanced, sophisticated and intelligent. In security research field and
practice, it is a common and reasonable assumption that attackers are intelligent enough to discover
security vulnerabilities of security defense mechanisms and thus avoid the defense systems’ detection
and prevention activities. Web defacement attacks refer to a series of attacks that illegally modify web
pages for malicious purposes, and are one of the serious ongoing cyber threats that occur globally.
Detection methods against such attacks can be classified into either server-based approaches or
client-based approaches, and there are pros and cons for each approach. From our extensive survey on
existing client-based defense methods, we found a critical security vulnerability which can be exploited
by intelligent attackers. In this paper, we report the security vulnerability in existing client-based
detection methods with a fixed monitoring cycle and present novel intelligent on-off web defacement
attacks exploiting such vulnerability. Next, we propose to use a random monitoring strategy as
a promising countermeasure against such attacks, and design two random monitoring defense
algorithms: (1) Uniform Random Monitoring Algorithm (URMA), and (2) Attack Damage-Based
Random Monitoring Algorithm (ADRMA). In addition, we present extensive experiment results
to validate our idea and show the detection performance of our random monitoring algorithms.
According to our experiment results, our random monitoring detection algorithms can quickly detect
various intelligent web defacement on-off attacks (AM1, AM2, and AM3), and thus do not allow
huge attack damage in terms of the number of defaced slots when compared with an existing fixed
periodic monitoring algorithm (FPMA).

Keywords: web defacement attack; on-off strategy; random monitoring algorithm; web security

1. Introduction

Web defacement attacks refer to a series of attacks that illegally modifies web pages in unauthorized
manners for malicious purposes. According to recent statistics provided by ZONE-H [1], 500,000
websites over the world were defaced only in 2018, and around 100,000 defaced-websites were reported
during the first quarter of 2019. Detail reports on major web defacement incidents can be found in [2].

Typical types of web defacement attacks vary from changing main images of websites to launching
drive-by-download attacks that stealthily inject a malicious link into a web page through which
malwares are automatically downloaded to web users’ devices which accessed the defaced web
pages [3,4]. Recently, the latter type is more often reported because the attacker can construct a
large-scale botnet that consists of compromised personal computers, laptops, smartphones, appliances,
and Internet of Things (IoT) devices. With the botnet, attackers can easily achieve their intended goals,
such as launching distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks to certain websites.

In general, web defacement attacks are performed as follows (see Figure 1). First, the attacker
(A) maliciously modifies one or more web pages (or source codes) stored in the web server (WS) by
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exploiting security vulnerabilities of the WS. For example, A injects a malicious link (downloader) to
malwares stored in malicious server (M) which cooperates with A. Such malicious link is injected in a
way that system administrators or normal users cannot easily identify its existence within the defaced
web page. Next, when a web user (U) accesses the WS, U is automatically connected to the external
malicious server M through the injected malicious link and then malwares are downloaded to U from
M; these processes proceed such that U does not know that they are happening, and the number of
U (victims) can be hundreds, thousands, or even more depending on the popularity of web services
provided by the WS. Once the U is infected with downloaded malwares, U becomes a bot which is
under the control of A (or a bot master). After that, A starts launching its actual intended secondary
attacks such as extracting critical information from U or DDoS attacks by using the botnet that consists
of many Us (bots) [4].

 

Figure 1. An illustration of web defacement attacks and existing detection systems; WS: web server; A:
attacker; Ds: server-based detection system; Dc: client-based detection system; M: malicious server.

As shown in Figure 1, existing detection approaches against web defacement attacks can be
classified into either server-based detection approach or client-based detection approach [5–21].

In the server-based detection approach [5,6], the detection system (DS) is installed in the WS, and
it regularly monitors web pages in the WS and checks if they are modified in unauthorized ways.
Once the DS detects modified web pages by attackers, the DS raises an alarm and reports it to a server
administrator or CERT (Computer Emergency Response Team) for further investigation and timely
response. To check unauthorized modification of web pages in the WS, various file integrity monitoring
methods [22–25] can be used. However, when the attacker successfully defaced web pages of the WS,
the WS cannot be trusted because the attacker may have some or full control over the WS in that it is
common for attackers (hackers) to try to obtain the root privilege of the WS, and then install backdoors
in the WS after hacking applications of the WS. For example, the attacker can obtain operating system
root privilege by launching various privilege escalation attacks [26,27]. Once the attacker gains root
privilege of the WS, the attacker can disable security software such as the file integrity checker or
local monitoring tool. Consequently, there is no guarantee that server-based detection methods work
properly when web defacement attacks are successfully launched.

On the other hand, in the client-based detection approach [7–21], the client-based detection system
(DC) is located outside the server WS and monitors web pages in the WS remotely. DC behaves as
a common web user U; DC periodically accesses the WS and collects web pages from the WS. After
downloading web pages from the WS, DC checks if they are defaced by using various detection
techniques. Since DC is located outside the WS, its detection process can be more trustful compared
with the server-based approach. In addition, the client-based approach has some advantage over the
server-based approach such that it can detect web defacement attacks performed in man-in-the-middle
position between the web server WS and the client U.

Meanwhile, most existing researches on client-based detection mainly focused on either proposing
new detection methods or improving attack detection accuracy [7–21]. Interestingly, to the best of
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our knowledge based on our extensive survey, there are no studies that explain how frequently their
monitoring and detection processes should be performed. Most existing client-based detection methods
simply monitor web pages with a fixed periodic monitoring cycle (interval) or they do not even mention
about the monitoring cycle. However, such fixed monitoring cycles can be seriously vulnerable to
intelligent attackers because detection systems with a fixed monitoring cycle can be completely avoided
by intelligent attackers. In this paper, we first justify why fixed periodic monitoring should not be
used by introducing intelligent on-off web defacement attacks that can completely avoid client-based web
defacement detection systems with a fixed monitoring cycle. Since we introduced intelligent on-off
web defacement attacks newly in this paper, we cannot provide real industry incident cases and reports.
The primary goal of this study is to let security researchers and engineers understand this potential
cyber threat to the Internet, and thus let them motivate more research and develop effective security
mechanisms to defend against such attacks in advance.

Our contributions in this paper are as the following:

• We introduce a new intelligent on-offweb defacement attack model that can completely avoid
existing client-based detection methods using fixed periodic monitoring.

• We propose to use a random monitoring defense strategy against intelligent on-offweb defacement
attacks as a promising countermeasure, and conduct a simple probabilistic analysis that shows
how random monitoring defense strategy can be effective in detecting such attacks.

• We devise two random monitoring algorithms, the Uniform Random Monitoring Algorithm
(URMA) and the Attack Damage-based Random Monitoring Algorithm (ADRMA), against
intelligent on-off web defacement attacks and provide extensive experiment results that show
their detection performance by comparing with a fixed periodic monitoring algorithm (FPMA).

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review existing client-based
detection methods against web defacement attacks. In Section 3, we introduce a new intelligent
on-off web defacement attack. In Section 4, we justify that the random monitoring strategy can
effectively defend against the intelligent on-off attack strategy, and propose two random monitoring
detection algorithms (URMA and ADRMA). In Section 5, we conduct extensive experiments to show
the performance of our proposed algorithms by comparing an existing fixed periodic monitoring
algorithm (FPMA). Finally, we conclude with future research directions in Section 6.

2. Related Works

In this section, we briefly introduce previous studies on client-based monitoring and detection
methods against web defacement attacks. With the recent advancements and popularity of machine
learning (ML) techniques, many studies using various ML techniques have been conducted in this area
as follows.

Borgolte et al. [10] proposed Meerkat which is a web defacement detection system using various
techniques used in the computer vision field. In the training stage, Meerkat extracts high-level features
from screenshots of monitored web pages by using image processing techniques and ML techniques
together, and then generates a set of features of monitored web pages; Meerkat works based on a deep
neural network in this stage. In the monitoring stage, Meerkat uses generated features of monitored
web pages to examine whether current monitored web pages are defaced.

Medvet et al. [12] used a genetic programming technique to learn monitored web pages without
any prior knowledge (learning phase), and to monitor the corresponding web pages at pre-determined
intervals (monitoring phase). In addition, Bartoli et al. [16,17] proposed Goldrake which is a framework
that uses sensors and alarms to automatically check remote web resources’ integrity.

Kim et al. [9] proposed an n-gram based detection method that uses N-Gram-based Index Distance
(NGID) to validate dynamic web pages. In [19], they proposed a defense mechanism for detecting web
pages in a remote site and two threshold adjustment methods to lower false alarm rate.
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Hoang and Nguyen [18] proposed a hybrid defacement detection model that is designed based
on the combination of the ML-based detection and the signature-based detection.

Davanzo et al. [4] assessed the performance of several anomaly detection approaches designed
based on ML techniques in terms of false positive ratio and false negative ratio. They conducted
extensive experiments by using around 300 dynamic web pages for three months.

In addition to ML-based detection methods, various client-based detection methods have been
proposed as follows.

Kim et al. [7] proposed a website falsification detection method in which web crawlers regularly
collect web pages from a website, extract codes and images from the collected web pages, and determine
whether web pages are defaced by analyzing the extracted codes and images in terms of similarity.

Masango et al. [13] proposed a WDIMT (Web Defacement and Intrusion Monitoring Tool) that
operates like a web vulnerability scanner. When web defacement is detected, WDIMT can automatically
recover the defaced web page by using its original web file stored before it is defaced. Similarly,
Kals et al. [14] proposed Secubat, which is designed based on penetration testing techniques.

Park and Cho [11] proposed CREMS (Client-based Real-time wEb defacement Monitoring and
detection System) that periodically examines web pages to see if they are defaced. Specifically, CREMS
compares each web page’s source codes every second and measures similarity after comparison. If the
measured similarity value is below a certain threshold, CREMS raises an alarm and reports it to system
administrators for further investigation. In addition, by using its source code matching algorithm,
CREMS can locate the exact place where malicious codes are injected within a defaced web page.

According to our extensive survey, most previous works can be classified into either proposing new
web defacement detection methods or improving detection accuracy of existing detection approaches.
Interestingly, we observed that no studies clearly described how their monitoring cycles are set or
should be set. For example, some detection methods [8,11,16,20,21] monitor web pages with a periodic
or fixed monitoring cycle without clear explanations, and some works [7,9,10,12,15,18,19] did not even
explain in detail about their monitoring method and cycle.

Meanwhile, recent advances of information and communication technology (ICT) techniques
including AI (artificial intelligence) and ML (machine learning) techniques make cyberattacks more
intelligent and sophisticated. Consequently, we should not ignore the possibility that attackers can
avoid or nullify existing security systems by exploiting vulnerabilities that can be discovered by
analyzing their operational patterns and behaviors [4].

For this reason, in this paper we introduce intelligent on-offweb defacement attacks in order to
show how existing client-based web defacement detection systems using fixed monitoring cycle can be
vulnerable and then discuss our defense strategy and methods against such attacks.

3. Intelligent On-OffWeb Defacement Attack

In this section, we explain why existing client-based detection approaches with fixed monitoring
cycle can be easily, completely nullified by on-off attack strategy, and then we introduce a new
intelligent web defacement attack model based on the on-off attack strategy.

3.1. The Security Weakness of Client-Based Detection Methods with a Fixed Monitoring Cycle

First, we describe a general description of client-based defense approaches with fixed monitoring
cycle. Figure 2 shows an example of a web defacement detection system with a fixed monitoring
cycle c = 10 seconds, which means that the detection system monitors and examines a web page
every 10 seconds. We assume that the monitoring cycle c necessarily exists since no detection systems
can monitor continuously due to their limited computing resources, the complexity of monitoring
algorithms, etc. In this example, we assume that the unit is second for simplicity, but depending on
detection systems, the unit of monitoring cycle can be second, milli-second, or even smaller. In addition,
if we consider each monitoring cycle as a monitoring round (MR), then one MR consists of 10 time
slots. As described in Figure 2, if the first monitoring activity is done at the first monitoring slot (ms1),
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every (10t + 1)-th time slot will be examined by the detection system where t = 1, 2, . . . , ∞. A simple
fixed periodic monitoring algorithm (FPMA) is described in Algorithm 1.

Figure 2. An example of a client-based web defacement detection system with a fixed monitoring cycle
c (c = 10 seconds).

Algorithm 1: Fixed Periodic Monitoring Algorithm (FPMA).

Input:

Number of slots: n
Current time: tcurrent

Start time of current monitoring round (MR): tMRstart

Fixed monitoring slot: msfixed
Output:

Detection result: detection_result

1: begin

2: while (tMRstart ≤ tcurrent ≤ (tMRstart + n − 1)) :

3: if tcurrent == (tMRstart +msfixed − 1):
4: //monitor( ) checks if web pages are defaced
5: detection_result ← monitor()
6: else:

7: //monitor( ) is not performed
8: continue

9: end

Next, we describe how an intelligent web defacement attacker with an on-off attack strategy can
avoid and nullify the above monitoring mechanism. We have the following assumptions (AS1-AS4):

• AS1: Attacker can discover some security vulnerabilities of its target web server such as WS

• AS2: Defender (client-based web defacement monitoring system located outside WS) monitors
web pages stored in WS periodically (every 10 seconds)

• AS3: Attacker can modify web pages in WS by AS1
• AS4: Attacker can figure out monitoring cycle c and previous monitoring slots at the time t

Based on the above assumptions (AS1-AS4), the attacker can also figure out the next monitoring
slots (blue-colored slots) at t. Figure 3 shows every possible monitoring slots (red-colored slots) at
which the attacker can safely launch web defacement attacks to the victim server. Thus, except for the
monitoring slots, the attacker can deface web pages at the red-colored time slots (non-monitoring slots).

When we define Attack Success Rate (ASR)(%) = Num. o f de f aced time slots
Num. o f all time slots × 100, ASR is 90% in this

example; in other words, the attacker is able to deface its target web pages for 90% of time even without
being detected by the monitoring system. Note that a defaced (time) slot means that the web deface
attack is successfully launched at that time slot, and we use the term for the rest of this paper. Moreover,
instead of defacing web pages for all time slots, the attacker can selectively choose some part of time
slots for defacement in an on-off manner. In this case, ASR will decrease according to the amount
of chosen attacking slots, but it will become more difficult to detect such attacks. In this paper, we
name this type of attack as intelligent on-off web defacement attack and describe the attack model with a
generalized algorithm (Algorithm 2) in Section 3.2.
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Figure 3. A description of an intelligent on-off web defacement attack; this intelligent attacker defaces
web pages only for the red-colored time slots safely by avoiding the blue-colored monitoring slots.

3.2. Attack model: Intelligent on-off web defacement attacks

When the intelligent on-off web defacement attacker successfully defaced a certain web page
WP, let WPoriginal be the original web page of WP and WPdefaced be the defaced web page of WP.
To avoid being captured by a client-based web defacement detection with a fixed monitoring cycle,
the intelligent on-offweb defacement attacker acts as follows (see Algorithm 2).

• Attacker stores WPoriginal before defacing it;
• To avoid a monitoring slot, the attacker calculates (or estimates) the next monitoring slot msnext

by a detection system based on current time tcurrent, monitoring cycle c, and previous monitoring
slot msprevious;

• When tcurrent is not msnext, attacker defaces WP;
• When tcurrent is msnext, attacker does not deface WP; if the web page is already defaced, attacker

replaces WPdefaced with WPoriginal to avoid being captured by defender.

Algorithm 2: Intelligent On-OffWeb Defacement Attack

Input:

Current time: tcurrent

Previous monitoring time (slot): msprevious
Monitoring cycle (fixed): c
Original web page: WPoriginal
Defaced web page: WPdefaced

Output:

State of web page: WPstate

1: begin

2: while (true):

3: if (tcurrent − msprevious) != c:

4: WPstate ← WPdefaced # attack mode is on
5: else:

6: WPstate ←WPoriginal # attack mode is off
7: end

4. Random Monitoring-Based Defense Strategy and Two Detection Algorithms

In this section, we claim that a random monitoring strategy can effectively defend against
intelligent on-offweb defacement attacks by conducting a simple probabilistic analysis, and design
two web defacement attack detection algorithms based on the random monitoring strategy.

4.1. Defense Strategy: Random Monitoring

In many computer and network security problems, it is often assumed that attackers are in superior
positions than defenders. For example, defenders have limited resources but need to care for many
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defense spots (weak points) of their assets while attackers are able to successfully launch attacks if they
can exploit at least one vulnerability of defenders’ assets. For this reason, many computer and network
security problems are formulated as unfair games between the attacker and the defender [28–30].

One of the effective defense strategies is to assign defenders’ limited small defense resources
to large defense spots in random ways, so that attackers cannot figure out which spots will be
monitored [29,30]. For example, in [30], a defender uses a random patrol strategy to capture attackers
in many defense spots because the defender cannot patrol all patrol spots at the same time, and a
fixed periodic patrol method can be easily avoided by attackers. As another effective defense method,
moving target defense (MTD) has been actively studied to defend against attackers targeting our
assets, such as network devices and data, by moving the assets (or changing the locations of the assets)
randomly and frequently and to thus make it very difficult for attackers to accurately target assets
when they want [31–34]. In this paper, we will use the former random defense strategy to detect the
intelligent on-off web defacement attacks because our research focus is to detect attackers rather than
avoiding attackers; we note that studying the latter MTD in this research problem is out of the scope of
this paper, but MTD techniques can be very effective for protecting our assets from attackers.

We now justify why the random monitoring strategy can effectively defend against the intelligent
on-offweb defacement attacks by using a simple probabilistic analysis. Variables and notations used
in the analysis are as follows:

• n: the size of monitoring round (MR) or the size of the monitoring cycle; thus, n is the number
of slots that consist of one MR. Each slot in MR can be identified by an index such as s1, s2, . . . ,
si, . . . , sn. As we explained in Section 3.1, n can vary depending on the performance of defense
systems. Given n, detection system can monitor only once at sj where j ∈ [1, n].

• SDS: A finite set of all possible slots from which the defender chooses one slot during one MR;
Thus, given n, SDS = {s1, s2, . . . , sn} and the cardinality of SDS (|SDS|) = n.

• SAS: A finite set of all possible combinations of slots from which the attacker chooses one or more
slots for launching defacement attacks during one MR. Thus, given n, SAS = {s1, s2, . . . , sn, (s1, s2),
(s2, s3), . . . , (sn-1, sn), . . . , (s1, s2, . . . , sn)} and |SAS| = 2n – 1; SAS = the power set of SDS - null set ∅.

• Random variable X: slots that the attacker chooses
• Random variable Y: one slot that the defender chooses
• Let P [X = si

+] be the probability that X contains si.

By the definition, two random variables X and Y are independent each other. Since the total
number of elements of SAS is 2n – 1, the probability p that the attacker will be detected during one MR
can be obtained by:

p =
∑

i∈SAS
P[Y = i]P

[
X = i+

]
=

(
2n−1 − 1

)
(2n − 1)

. (1)

By using Equation (1), the probability p(r) that the attacker will be detected during r consecutive
MRs can be obtained by:

p(r) = 1− (1− p)r = 1−
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝1−

(
2n−1 − 1

)
(2n − 1)

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
r

= 1−
(

2n−1

2n − 1

)r
(2)

When n = 10, p � 0.4995 according to Equation (1). According to Equation (2), p(r) becomes
higher than 0.87 when r ≥ 3. As shown in Figure 4, as r grows, p(r) grows quickly and eventually
converges to 1. Meanwhile, even if the intelligent on-off web defacement attacker knows that the
defender is monitoring only one slot during one MR, it is very unlikely for the attacker to avoid being
detected for a long time (many MRs) when the attacker keeps defacing web pages in on-offmanner.
Consequently, the random monitoring strategy can effectively defend against intelligent on-offweb
defacement attacks.
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Figure 4. P(r), the probability that the attacker will be captured by random monitoring method when
the number of MR = r and the size of MR (n) = 10.

4.2. Design of Two Detection Abased on Random Monitoring Strategy

Based on the random monitoring strategy, we design two detection algorithms against intelligent
on-off web defacement attacks: 1) Uniform Random Monitoring Algorithm (URMA) and 2) Attack
Damage-based Random Monitoring Algorithm (ADRMA). In this study, our goal is not to design the
best random monitoring algorithm in terms of detection performance, but to show you various ways
of designing random monitoring algorithms. For the detection performance of our algorithms, we will
explain in Section 5.

4.2.1. Uniform Random Monitoring Algorithm (URMA)

The uniform random monitoring algorithm (URMA) chooses one slot per one MR in a uniform
manner and checks if web pages are attacked in the chosen slot.

As described in Algorithm 3 below, when each MR starts, URMA first selects one slot from n slots
according to the uniform distribution; the probability that each slot is selected is 1/n. Next, if current
time t is equal to the chosen slot, monitoring operation is performed to see whether web pages are
defaced. For remaining slots, monitoring operation is not performed by assumptions we mentioned in
Section 3.

Algorithm 3: Uniform Random Monitoring Algorithm (URMA)

Input:

Number of slots: n
Current time: tcurrent

Start time of current MR: tMRstart

Output:

Detection result: detection_result

1: begin

2: if tcurrent == tMRstart − 1:

3: ms ← choose one slot for detection slot
4: according to uniform (1, n)
5: while (tMRstart ≤ tcurrent ≤ (tMRstart + n − 1)):
6: if tcurrent == (tMRstart +ms − 1):
7: //monitor( ) checks if web pages are defaced
8: detection_result ← monitor( )
9: else:

10: //monitor( ) is not performed
11: continue

12: end
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4.2.2. Attack Damage-Based Random Monitoring Algorithm (ADRMA)

When defenders’ resources are limited, they need to wisely use their resources to defend against
attackers. One of such ways is that defenders use their defense resources such that the amount of
attack damages introduced by attackers can be minimized. Based on this rationale, unlike URMA
using uniform randomness against attackers, we design a different random monitoring algorithm
ADRMA that considers a factor of attack damage introduced by attacks.

For simplicity, let us consider a case where the size of MR is three (that is, n = 3). Then,

• SDS = {1, 2, 3}
• SAS = all subsets of SDS – null set ∅ = {1, 2, 3, (1, 2), (1, 3), (2, 3), (1, 2, 3)}.

In this example, the total number of attack combinations that can be selected by the web defacement
on-off attacker is 7 (= 23 – 1) except ∅; we do not consider ∅ because it means that the attacker does
not launch attacks. When the defender chooses defense slot d and the attacker chooses attack slots
SAS(i) from SAS where i is an index of attack combination, let DAttack=SAS(i)

(d) be the amount of attack
damage introduced by the attacker. Then, given d and SAS(i), DAttack=SAS(i)

(d) is obtained by summing
up the amount of attack damage introduced by each attack slot of SAS(i) as:

DAttack=SAS(i)
(d) =

∑
i∈SAS

DAttack=i(d) (3)

For example, assuming that the amount of attack damage for a single slot is 1, if the attacker
launches web defacement attacks at slot 1 and slot 3 and the defender monitors slot 3, DAttack=SAS(5)

(3) =

DAttack=1(3) + DAttack=3(3) = 1+ 0 = 1 (see the blue-colored column in Table 1). That is, the amount
of attack damage (DAttack=1(3)) is 1 since the attack slot 1 is not monitored and thus attack at slot 1 is
valid, and the amount of attack damage (DAttack=3(3)) is 0 since the attack slot 3 is monitored and thus
attack at slot 3 is invalid. On the other hand, when slot 1 is chosen for defense slot, DAttack=SAS(5)

(1) =

0 because the attacker will be captured at slot 1 which is monitored by the defender (defense slot = 1).
Table 1 shows the attack damages calculated for each combination of d and SAS(i) by this manner.

We can see that DAttack(1) = 4, DAttack(2) = 6 and DAttack(3) = 8, and as d grows, DAttack(d) also grows.
Meanwhile, a rational defender should not always choose the first slot for monitoring since the attacker
may not choose the first slot always.

Table 1. Attack damages given a defense slot and attack slots (when the size of MR = 3).

d
SAS(i)

DAttack(d)
SAS(1) SAS(2) SAS(3) SAS(4) SAS(5) SAS(6) SAS(7)

1 2 3 (1,2) (1,3) (2,3) (1,2,3)
∑

ratio

1 0 1 1 0 0 2 0 4 2
2 1 0 1 1 2 0 1 6 3
3 1 1 0 2 1 1 2 8 4

When n is given, the attacker can consider choosing one from at most 2n – 1 combinations of
attack slots. Given n and d, DAttack(d) can be easily, efficiently calculated by the below Equation (4),
which operates in O(1) in terms of algorithmic time complexity. Derivation of Equation (4) is shown in
Appendix A.

DAttack(d) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
(n− 1)2n−2 f or d = 1,

(n + d− 2)2n−2 f or 2 ≤ d < n,
(n− 1)2n−1 f or d = n.

(4)

� Design of Attack Damage-based Random Monitoring Algorithm (ADRMA)
Now we design a random monitoring algorithm by using DAttack(d). As shown in Table 1,

DAttack(1) = 4, DAttack(2) = 6 and DAttack(3) = 8. The ratio of DAttack(1) , DAttack(2) , DAttack(3) is 2
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: 3 : 4. The higher DA(d), the larger damages the defender will be likely to get. ADRMA chooses a
defense slot according to the inverse ratio of DAttack(d). In this approach, a slot with lower DAttack(d)
will be more likely chosen as a defense slot than a slot with higher DAttack(d).

As shown in Algorithm 4, ADRMA works in two steps. In Step 1, given d and n, ADRMA
calculates attack damage DAttack(d) for each slot according to the Equation (4). In Step 2, each time
MR starts, ADRMA chooses one from n slots randomly according to the inverse ratio of DAttack(d).
After that, ADRMA checks if web pages are defaced at the chosen defense slot and does not check for
the remaining slots.

Algorithm 4: Attack Damage-Based Random Monitoring Algorithm (ADRMA)

Input:

Number of slots: n
Current time: tcurrent

Start time of current MR: tMRstart

Output:

Attack damage DA

Defense slot ds
Detection result: detection_result

1: begin

2: // Step 1: Calculate DAttack to choose a defense slot
3: for each d in [1, n]:
4: if d == 1:

5: DAttack(d) = (n− 1)2n−2

6: if 2 ≤ d < n:

7: DAttack(d) = (n + d− 2)2n−2

8: if d == n:

9: DAttack (d) = (n− 1)2n−1

10: // Step 2: Choose a defense slot and Monitor
11: ds ← choose one slot randomly by using DAttack (d)
12: such that a slot with lower DAttack(d) will be
13: more likely chosen as a defense slot than a slot
14: with higher DAttack(d).
15: while (tMRstart ≤ tcurrent ≤ tMRstart + n− 1):
16: if tcurrent == (tMRstart + ds − 1):
17: //monitor( ) checks if web pages are defaced
18: detection_result ← monitor( )
19: else:

20: //monitor( ) is not performed
21: continue

22: end

5. Experiment Results

5.1. Experimental Objectives and Methods

5.1.1. Purpose of Experiments

The main purpose of conducting experiments here is to show how effectively our two
random monitoring algorithms (URMA and ADRMA) work against various intelligent on-off web
defacement attacks.

For this purpose, with Python 3 programming language, we implemented three intelligent
on-offweb defacement attack models (AM1, AM2, and AM3) based on Algorithm 2 as we described
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below in detail. In addition, we implemented our two random monitoring algorithms URMA and
ADRMA according to Algorithm 3 and Algorithm 4, respectively. Moreover, to compare with our
random monitoring algorithms, we implemented a simple fixed periodic monitoring algorithm (FPMA)
according to Algorithm 1, and for simplicity FPMA always monitors the first slot of each monitoring
round (MR).

5.1.2. Three Intelligent On-Off Attack Models

• AM1 (most aggressive): In this attack model, we assume that the attacker knows how FPMA
operates but does not have any knowledge about our random-monitoring algorithms. In AM3,
the attacker is very aggressive such that it tries to deface all slots except the first slot of each MR
monitored by FPMA.

• AM2 (moderately aggressive): In this attack model, we assume that the attacker knows not only
FPMA but also the existence of our random-monitoring algorithms. Unlike AM1, the attacker in
AM2 does not attack all safe slots. Instead, the attack tries to deface one or more slots randomly
until he/she is detected. Specifically, the attacker will decide whether it deface each slot according
to attack rate RA. For example, if attack rate RA = 80%, the attacker will launch defacement attack
at each slot with the probability = 0.8. Thus, the higher RA is, the more aggressively the attacker
defaces. In our experiment, we used RA = 80%, 60% and 40%.

• AM3 (least aggressive): Like AM2, we assume that the attacker knows not only FPMA but also
the existence of our random-monitoring algorithms. Unlike AM2, the attacker in AM3 randomly
chooses only one slot for each MR until he/she is detected by our random monitoring algorithms
as the following. Assuming that the size of MR = n and slot 1 is the monitoring slot by FPMA,
slot i will be more likely chosen by the attacker than slot j where i ≥ j and 2≤ i, j ≤ n. This attack
model is designed by considering that the attacker may think that slot 2 just after slot 1 is the
most safe slot for launching defacement attacks because slot 2 is the most distant slot to the next
monitoring slot (slot 1 + n) while slot n is the most dangerous slot at which the attacker may be
detected by FPMA.

5.1.3. Experimental Methods and Metrics

In our experiments, one experiment proceeds as follows. First, each monitoring round MR (whose
size |MR| = n) starts, the attacker randomly chooses one attack combination that consists of one or more
slots for launching the defacement attack according to three attack models (AM1, AM2, and AM3),
and also the defender chooses one defense slot according to three monitoring algorithms (FPMA,
URMA, and ADRMA). After that, each experiment checks whether the launched attack is monitored
at the chosen defense slot; that is, we conclude the launched attack is monitored if any slot of the
chosen attack combination by the attacker matches the chosen defense slot by the defender. Finally,
each experiment terminates either when the attack is monitored by all three monitoring algorithms
(FPMA, URMA and ADRMA) or when the number of monitoring rounds reaches 100 rounds; as we
will explain later in Section 5.2, the latter condition is necessary since FPMA could not detect any of
implemented intelligent attack models while our random monitoring algorithms URMA and ADRMA
could detect all attack models successfully within a couple of monitoring rounds. We conducted all our
experiments on our laptop (with Intel 7th Gen Core i5 and RAM 4GB) by running simulation programs
which we implemented with Python 3.

For experiment result analysis, we use the following experiment metrics (NMR, NES, NDS, NAD,
and AADR) to compare three monitoring algorithms in the presence of three attack models:

(1) The number of elapsed monitoring rounds until the attacker is detected (NMR) and the

number of elapsed slots until the attacker is detected (NES): These two metrics explain how quickly
a monitoring algorithm can detect the attacker in terms of attack detection speed; recall that one
monitoring round consists of n slots.
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(2) The number of defaced slots until the attacker is detected (NDS): This metric explains how
long the attacker can successfully launch the web defacement attack until he/she is detected by a
monitoring algorithm. That is, NDS indicates the amount of damage caused by the attacker and NDS is
measured by counting the total number of slots that the attacker has defaced successfully until the
attacker is detected by a monitoring algorithm.

(3) The number of successful attack detections for each monitoring round m (NAD(m)) and

accumulated attack detection rate by monitoring round m (AADR(m)): These metrics measure how
successfully and quickly a monitoring algorithm can detect the attack as monitoring round m increases.
By using NAD(m), we can obtain AADR(m) by

AADR(m) =

∑m
i=1 NAD(i)

Total num. of launched attacks
(5)

Then, by definition, if a monitoring algorithm could successfully detect the attacker by monitoring
round k,

∑k
i=1 AADR(i) = 1. We will use this metric to see how attack detection rate changes as the

monitoring round m grows.
We conducted 10,000 experiments and measured the average value of the above metrics. For the

size of monitoring round MR (|MR| or n), we used 5 and 10. We consider one slot as the base time unit
in our experiments (e.g., one slot = one second).

5.2. Experiment Results and Analysis

Table 2 shows results obtained by conducting extensive experiments according to the experimental
methods described in Section 5.1. We explain the results and our analysis on them as follows.

Table 2. Experiment results.

Size of Monitoring Round |MR| |MR| = 5 |MR| = 10

Attack
Models

Metrics FPMA
Proposed Algorithms

FPMA
Proposed Algorithms

URMA ADRMA URMA ADRMA

AM1

Elapsed MR (NMR) Not detected 1 1 Not detected 1 1
Elapsed Slots (NES) Not detected 3.5 3.31 Not detected 6.05 5.48
Defaced Slots (NDS) 400 1.5 1.31 900 4.05 3.48

AM2
(RA = 80)

Elapsed MR (NMR) Not detected 1.25 1.24 Not detected 1.24 1.24
Elapsed Slots (NES) Not detected 4.73 4.5 Not detected 8.38 8.38
Defaced Slots (NDS) 323.24 1.8 1.63 727.57 4.76 4.37

AM2
(RA = 60)

Elapsed MR (NMR) Not detected 1.64 1.63 Not detected 1.63 1.64
Elapsed Slots (NES) Not detected 6.66 6.46 Not detected 12.23 12.01
Defaced Slots (NDS) 244.75 2.08 1.98 545.57 5.43 5.3

AM2
(RA = 40)

Elapsed MR (NMR) Not detected 2.27 2.31 Not detected 2.47 2.46
Elapsed Slots (NES) Not detected 9.84 9.85 Not detected 20.72 20.11
Defaced Slots (NDS) 174.29 2.38 2.37 364.36 6.38 6.12

AM2
(RA = 20)

Elapsed MR (NMR) Not detected 3.31 3.34 Not detected 4.61 4.64
Elapsed Slots (NES) Not detected 15.03 15 Not detected 42.07 41.86
Defaced Slots (NDS) 121.34 2.81 2.83 195.16 7.2 7.19

AM3

Elapsed MR (NMR) Not detected 3.91 3.69 Not detected 8.9 8.6
Elapsed Slots (NES) Not detected 17.55 16.27 Not detected 84.34 80.91
Defaced Slots (NDS) 100 2.91 2.69 100 7.9 7.6

First, FPMA could not detect all intelligent on-off web defacement attacks (AM1, AM2, and
AM3) in our experiments as shown in Table 2. This is because all intelligent attack models in our
experiments are designed according to Algorithm 1 such that the attacker knows exactly which slots
FPMA will monitor and thus is able to avoid FPMA’s monitoring. As shown in Table 2 and Figure 5,
the average NDS (defaced slots) varies according to attack models. As we explained in experimental
methods, although FPMA could not detect attacks, we measured the average NDS when 100 monitoring
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rounds elapsed because without this condition, experiments will not stop and NDS will continue to
grow endlessly.

The result shows that AM1 has the highest NDS because it is the most aggressive attack model
in our experiments while AM3 has the lowest NDS because it is the least aggressive attack model.
For AM2, as attack rate RA decreases from 80% to 20%, NDS also decreases almost linearly because RA

for each slot decreases. In addition, except AM3 where only one slot is attacked regardless of the size
of MR, NDS when |MR| = 10 is much larger than NDS when |MR| = 5 because the number of successful
defaced slots per one MR is 4 when |MR| = 5 and 9 when |MR| = 10, respectively. Consequently, we can
see that as the size of MR grows, the attack damage will also grow.

 

Figure 5. The number of defaced slots until the attacker is detected (NDS) by FPMA in the presence of various
attack models (AM1, AM2(RA = 80, 60, 40, and 20%), and AM3); FPMA cannot detect all type of attacks.

Second, unlike FPMA, all our proposed algorithms (URMA and ADRMA) can successfully detect
all type of attacks (AM1, AM2, and AM3) in our experiments. For attack detection speed, as shown in
Figure 6, as the attack rate for each lot grows (AM3 → AM2(RA = 20%) → AM2(RA = 40%) → AM2(RA

= 60%) → AM2(RA = 80%) → AM1), NMR also decreases. This means the attack detection speed of
both our monitoring algorithms also increases. This result is clear because as the number of attack
slots grows according to the attack rate, the possibility that the attacker will be detected also increases.
Meanwhile, regardless of |MR| (= 5 or 10), NMR is the same when AM1 is used because the AM1-based
attacker defaces all slots except slot 1 and all our algorithms capture the attacker at slot 2. On the other
hand, as the attack rate for each slot decreases (AM2(RA = 80%) → AM2(RA = 60%) → AM2(RA =

40%) → AM2(RA = 20%) → AM3), the difference of NMR when |MR| = 5 and |MR| = 10 becomes lager
as described in Figure 6. When AM3 is used, the attacker launches web defacement attacks randomly
at only one slot per one MR, the detection speed is relatively slow, but the attack damage is not very
high; we will explain the reason below in detail. Figure 7 shows the number of elapsed slots until the
attacker is detected (NES) when |MR| = 10, which is similar with the results of NMR.

 

Figure 6. The number of elapsed monitoring rounds until the attacker is detected (NMR) when |MR| = 10.
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Figure 7. The number of elapsed slots until the attacker is detected (NES) when |MR| = 10.

Third, in addition to NMR and NES, NAD(m) and AADR(m) show the attack detection speed
of monitoring algorithms according to monitoring round m, and as shown in Figures 8 and 9, our
monitoring algorithms could detect most of attacks in early stage of monitoring rounds, especially in
the presence of aggressive attacks models (AM1 or AM2(RA = 80%)). In particular, Figure 9 shows
how the accumulated attack detection rate AADR(m) of our two monitoring algorithms changes when
AM2 is used. We can see that as m grows, AADR(m) converges to 1 quickly although the growth rate
of AADR(m) can vary according to attack models. Intuitively, as the attack rate increases, the growth
rate of AADR(m) also increases.

 

Figure 8. The number of successful attack detections for each monitoring round m (NAD[m]) by URMA
and ADRMA when |MR| = 10.

 

Figure 9. Accumulated attack detection rate by monitoring round m (AADR(m)) in the presence of
AM2-based attacks.
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Fourth, as shown in Table 2, NDS (the number of defaced slots until the attacker is detected) shows
that all attack models could not make huge damage (many defaced slots) in the presence of our random
monitoring algorithms, especially compared with the case where FPMA cannot detect attacks at all and
thus the attack damage (NDS) continue to grow endlessly. As shown in the below Figure 10, regardless
of |MR|, all attack models could not deface more than eight slots in our experiments. Among all attack
models, AM3 could make the largest attack damage, but even AM3-based attacker could deface only
7.9 slots at most and then captured by our monitoring algorithm (URMA). This is because random
monitoring defense strategy works effectively against intelligent on-off web defacement attack models
by quickly capturing such attacks.

 

Figure 10. The number of defaced slots until the attacker is detected (NDS) by URMA and ADRMA.

Fifth, ADRMA allows slightly smaller attack damage (the number of defaced slots) than URMA
in most attack models used in our experiments (see Table 2 and Figure 10). This is because ADRMA
was originally designed to randomly choose a defense slot such that the amount of attack damage
can be reduced as we discussed in Section 4. For example, as you can see in Table 2, for |MR| = 10,
when compared with URMA, ADRMA could reduce NDS by 8.19% and 14.07% when AM2(RA = 80)
and AM1 was used, respectively. This means that the detection performance of random monitoring
algorithms can vary according to their design characteristics. Nevertheless, we can see that both our
random monitoring algorithms could effectively defend against all attack models in our experiments
by allowing very small deface slots.

Last, AM3-based attack, which is the least aggressive attack used in our experiments, could
keep launching attacks successfully about 3.69~8.7 times longer than AM1-based attack before being
detected by our random monitoring algorithms (see NMR in Table 2 and Figure 6). This is because AM3
is designed to choose only one slot for each monitoring round and thus the possibility that it can be
captured is much smaller than other aggressive attack models that choose one or more slots according to
their design characteristics. Consequently, AM3-based attacks were able to make larger attack damage
by at most 118% than AM1-based attacks in terms of the number of defaced slots NDS. For attackers,
the stealthy attack strategy like AM3 can be better to make larger attack damage to defenders than the
aggressive attack strategy like AM1 or AM2(RA = 80). Nevertheless, they will be caught quickly if
they continue to launch attacks even in the presence of random monitoring algorithms.

6. Conclusions and Future Works

In this paper, we first reported that existing client-based web defacement detection methods
with a fixed monitoring cycle can be vulnerable to intelligent on-off web defacement attacks. Next,
we proposed to use random monitoring defense strategy as a promising countermeasure against the
intelligent on-offweb defacement attacks by providing a probabilistic analysis on how such strategy
can be effective in detecting on-off attacks. In addition, we devised two random monitoring algorithms
based on the random monitoring strategy and provided extensive experiment results to validate our
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approach and to show the detection performance of our random monitoring algorithms. According to
our experiment results, our proposed random monitoring algorithms can detect various intelligent
web defacement on-off attacks very quickly while their detection performance slightly vary depending
on their design characteristics.

Our future research directions are as follows.
First, we will develop a client-based web defacement detection system with our random monitoring

algorithms after further advancing and optimizing their detection performance. To this end, we
will deploy it in a real network environment and conduct real-time case studies to see how serious
intelligent on-offweb defacement attacks can be in the real network environment. Based on the analysis
results and findings of case studies, we will further improve our random monitoring detection methods
to make our system more feasible and efficient. In addition, we will study a hybrid web defacement
defense mechanism that combines client-based methods and server-based methods to better defend
against various web defacement attacks.

Next, we will further investigate potential security vulnerabilities of current web defacement
detection systems that can be exploited for intelligent attackers to avoid them including our random
monitoring algorithms. For example, intelligent attackers may try to find the security weaknesses of
random function (or randomness extractor) used in random defense systems. If we inappropriately
use a random function with a fixed seed value or use a weak random function with known security
vulnerabilities carelessly, it can be possible for the attacker to figure out next random monitoring
slots with high probability in advance and then simply avoid random monitoring detection systems.
Therefore, we should not only use a strong random function but also protect the random function from
intelligent attackers.

Last, we would like to extend our research by investigating more broad range of detection and
surveillance systems used in various networks. We want to see if our random detection strategy and
algorithms can help them better defend against adversaries who want to actively avoid such defense
systems. Especially, we are interested in examining various detection and surveillance systems used in
VANET (Vehicular Ad-hoc NETwork) and IoT (Internet of Things) environments [35–37].
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Appendix A

Derivation of DATTACK(d) in Equation (4)
Let the size of MR be n and AD(i) be the summation of attack damage that is made by every

possible attack combination at a certain slot i (see Figure A1). Recall the definition of DAttack(d) in
(3). If there is no defense slot, for all i, AD(i) = 2n−1 because there are no attack damage for the half of
slots that the attacker will not choose (when attack combination = 1, 2, 3, 4). For example, Figure A1a
shows an example when n = 3 and there is no defense slot, and in this case AD(1) = AD(2) = AD(3) = 4(
= 23−1

)
.

(1) for d = 1

Figure A1b shows an example when n = 3 and d = 1. When the slot 1 is chosen as the defense slot,
AD(1) = 0 because either the attacker is captured at the slot 1 (when attack combination = 5, 6, 7, 8) or
there is no attack damage (when attack combination = 1, 2, 3, 4). In addition, for each of remaining
slots, the amount of attack damage is reduced to 2n−2 because there are no attack damages for the half
of attack combinations since the attacker will be captured at the slot 1 (when attack combination = 5, 6,
7, 8). Consequently, since the number of the remaining slots except slot 1 is n – 1, DAttack(d = 1) =∑n−1

i=1 AD(i) = (n− 1)2n−2.
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(a) d is not chosen (b) d = 1 

(c) d = n (d) 1 < d < n 

Figure A1. An example that shows how DAttack is calculated given n (=3) and d (=0, 1, 2, 3). For example,
in (b), the yellow-colored slots are valid attack slots when d = 1, and thus DAttack can be calculated as
the number of yellow-colored slots by assuming the base unit of attack damage for defacing one slot
is 1.

(2) for d = n
If the last slot n is chosen as a defense slot, the attack can make attack damage for all previous

slots from slot 1 to slot n – 1 except the last slot n. Therefore, the total amount of attack damage
DAttack(d = n) is (n− 1)2n−1 which can be calculated by multiplying 2n−1 (the amount of damage from
each slot) by n – 1 (the number of previous slots). Figure A1d shows an example when n = 3 and d = 3
(the last slot in this case).

(3) for 2 ≤ d < n
As shown in Figure A1c, if the defender chooses one slot j between slot 2 and slot n – 1 for defense,

we need to consider attack damage before and after the slot j as follows. First, the amount of attack
damage for each slot before slot j is 2n−1 and the number of slots before slot j is j – 1. Next, the amount
of attack damage for each slot after slot j is 2n−2 which is the half of the former case because attack
combination 3, 4, 7 and 8 are excluded additionally and the number of slots after the slot j is n – j.
Therefore, DAttack(2 ≤ d < n) = (d− 1)2n−1 + (n− d)2n−2 = (n + d− 2)2n−2.
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Abstract: The complexity and throughput of computer networks are rapidly increasing as a result of
the proliferation of interconnected devices, data-driven applications, and remote working. Providing
situational awareness for computer networks requires monitoring and analysis of network data
to understand normal activity and identify abnormal activity. A scalable platform to process and
visualize data in real time for large-scale networks enables security analysts and researchers to not
only monitor and study network flow data but also experiment and develop novel analytics. In this
paper, we introduce InSight2, an open-source platform for manipulating both streaming and archived
network flow data in real time that aims to address the issues of existing solutions such as scalability,
extendability, and flexibility. Case-studies are provided that demonstrate applications in monitoring
network activity, identifying network attacks and compromised hosts and anomaly detection.

Keywords: visual analytics; cybersecurity awareness; incident response; anomaly detection

1. Introduction

One of the prominent issues security analysts and researchers face when analyzing network data,
whether archived or real-time streaming flow data, is finding tools that can extract, enrich, index, filter,
process, and visualize the large-scale network data. For exploratory visual analysis in threat hunting
and forensic study, a tool that allows processing of network flows filtered by a complex pipeline is
important to find threats and events for proper incident response and decision-making. Flow data
enriched with Open Source Intelligence (OSINT) as well as proprietary information provide valuable
information for the analysis. Intuitive visualizations can help the human analysts not only understand
the typical behaviors but also detect anomalies and further investigate them.

Furthermore, when generating datasets to develop novel analytics researchers also have to
implement the frameworks to manipulate flow data and generate visualizations since general purpose
data analysis tools are not designed to connect to network sockets to read different formats of streaming
flow data and process flows at gigabit speeds. Existing works focus on providing visualizations and
analytics for specific networks and applications and may not be ideal for real-time visual flow data
analysis for large-scale networks. By learning past behavioral patterns, future states of the network can
be predicted such as bandwidth utilization patterns to detect anomalies. These functional requirements
for situational awareness are critical for identifying incidents and threats, investigating anomalies and
making decisions [1–4]. A flexible platform that can provide a framework for researchers to read and
manipulate flow data and augment them with contextual information such as geolocation and known
threat labels can improve and streamline analytics development.
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1.1. Motivation

InSight2 is conceived as a platform specifically designed for flow data analysis that creates a
synergy between researchers who develop analytics and analysts that make use of them. This led to the
development of InSight2 with the goals to monitor networks in real time for cybersecurity awareness,
visually analyze archived flow data for incident response, augment and extract a subset of flow data
for the development of novel analytics such as anomaly detection and deploy said analytics back in the
system for continued growth of its capabilities. These goals require a common efficient flow processing
back-end and a software architecture that overcome issues with existing solutions.

Network flow data are used for the analysis in this work as most networks collect and store some
form of flow data. A network flow summarizes the attributes of a communication between two nodes in
a computer network, such as size of the data transferred during a given session, source and destination
identifiers, protocol used, etc. Capturing and processing network flows instead of network packets has
many advantages. Since flow records do not contain any payload data, they are dramatically smaller
in size and offer better user privacy as well as efficient storage and faster processing. In most cases,
network packet processing techniques, such as deep packet inspection, are becoming less effective
due to the widespread use of end-to-end encryption and privacy concerns. Enriching flow data with
attributes such as geographic location, Domain Name Service (DNS) hostname, domain name, known
malicious status, Autonomous System (AS) number, etc. provides vital information for real-time
monitoring and analysis. Enriched flow data can be filtered, sorted and aggregated to generate
real-time interactive visualizations to provide comprehensive network visibility. Visualizations based
on port, protocol, geographic location, and custom attributes allow for detection of anomalies more
effectively [5,6]. It is essential for modern networks to have an operational tool to visualize this data in
real time to obtain situational awareness.

While most cybersecurity incidents are caused by intentional malicious activities, some firewall
misconfigurations, software bugs, human errors, etc. can degrade the security posture of a network
and leave it vulnerable for attackers. Comprehensive data about the network usage down to each
device including attributes, such as traffic characteristics, communication with known threats, and use
of restricted ports and protocols, can uncover risk factors proactively. Researchers and network
operators can gain a vast amount of knowledge through exploratory visual analytics on datasets such
as penetration testing data and Capture the Flag (CTF) competition data.

Development of flow analytics requires access to comprehensive datasets. Publicly available
benchmark datasets such as KDD-99 may not be suitable in certain cases [7]. Due to the lack of an open
platform to collect, enrich, organize, and manipulate flow data to develop flow analytics, each research
group has to develop their own code to perform these functions. An open platform that provides such
capabilities while facilitating the implementation of the developed analytics as plugin modules and
see their output using a unified visualization framework, has the potential to lower the barrier to entry
as well streamline the development for researchers.

1.2. Related Work

In this section, we examine current state-of-the-art of network situational awareness in large-scale
networks and identify their shortcomings and challenges when adapting them to analyze flow datasets,
streaming flow data, and developing analytics. To reduce the amount of data to be processed for
large-scale networks, preprocessing steps such as filtering and sampling have been suggested in
the literature [8]. These lossy preprocessing steps may, however, eliminate important data. In fact,
it has been shown that anomaly detection algorithms can degrade when data are sampled [9,10].
We have analyzed 14.6TB of network traces from the Global Ring Network for Advanced Applications
Development (GLORIAD) project [11,12]. Operational from 2012 to 2015, GLORIAD was one of the
largest Research and Education (R&E) networks of its time, connecting researchers and scientists at a
global scale. We found the GLORIAD traffic to consist of many small flows less than 100 kB in size with
a relatively small number of larger ’elephant flows’ accounting for the majority of data transmitted.
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Only by amalgamating the many small flows can a complete picture of the traffic be obtained. Even
though accuracy with sampling may be adequate for operational measurements, detection of malicious
activity such as slow port scan traffic may go undetected. We developed a novel multi-threaded flow
processing back-end to process all flow data that scales well on modern CPU architectures to overcome
this problem.

A number of purpose-built flow data tools have been developed for deployment on specific
networks. The GLORIAD team based at the University of Tennessee had previously developed a
tool called InSight for their internal operational measurement purposes. InSight sampled Argus flow
data [13] and filtered out flows smaller than 100 kB. InSight2 was inspired by this work, and archived
flow data from the GLORIAD R&E network was used for testing prior to deployment on live university
networks. Other than the name and lineage, InSight2 does not have any relation with InSight as the
code bases and capabilities are completely different. Details are provided in Section 2.

Network monitoring using In-band Network Telemetry (INT) is one of the recent developments in
network monitoring [14]. However, it requires the maximum number of hops in the INT reports to be
six or less and an INTCollector to be placed on every sink switch which takes the switch resources away
from its core functions and may be infeasible in certain situations. Another network operations related
tool, NetSage [15,16], focuses on visualizing the R&E network infrastructure of the National Science
Foundation. NetSage filters out flows smaller than 100 MB. The current implementation consists of a
web portal for visualizations of the traffic measurements. Internet2 provides the Deepfield Analytics
Service (DAS) [17] for visualization and analysis of cloud and network data and Network Diagnostic
Tool [18] for network diagnostics. DAS is only available to Internet2 members. ESNet that is part of the
U.S. Department of Energy has a visualization tool for displaying network bandwidth utilization [19].
SiLK [20] is a collection of Unix command-line tools for querying and analyzing converted NetFlow
records. It requires the conversion of flow data to SiLK data-structure and additional software are
needed for their visualization such as Analysis Pipieline [21]. NVisionIP [22], VisFlowConnect [23],
and NfSen [24] provide visualization capabilities for NetFlow data generated by Cisco routers, but none
of the projects appear to be active. Tstat visualizes traffic patterns at the network and transport
levels [25] and is used by NetSage. However, Tstat also appears to be inactive. Commercial products
are considered outside of the scope of our work.

1.3. Outline

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the software architecture from the modular
scalable processing back-end and the visualization front-end to the deployment mechanism. We also
explore the design decisions that address the issues with existing systems for network situational
awareness. Section 3 presents case-studies relating to real-time situational awareness, incident response
and anomaly detection. Section 4 provides the conclusions.

2. System Architecture

The core of InSight2 is a novel and flexible multi-threaded system architecture. Multi-threaded
software can increase the throughput by delegating tasks to separate processor cores making the
software more scalable. It also employs an optimized data flow control mechanism, uses a redundancy
based indexed schemaless distributed database and a search engine, and visualizations to present
the information using a web-based front-end. Compared to relational databases, schemaless indexed
databases can significantly reduce the time needed to process queries (to the point of supporting
real-time). They also allow custom attributes to be added without having to recreate the data tables.
These functionalities are required for the generation of in-depth visualizations and running analysis
tasks on complex filter pipelines.

InSight2 incorporates up-to-date security features to protect from unauthorized access such
as server-side authentication and encryption using Transport Layer Security (TLS). Furthermore,
its platform nature allows researchers to collect, enrich, organize, and manipulate flow data from
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real and virtual environments, such as Software Defined Networks (SDN), to aid flow analysis
research. The modular architecture allows such analytics to be implemented within InSight2 as
modules extending its functionality. This modular nature also allows the sharing of these modules
for extendability.

We studied the proof-of-concept InSight tool in-depth developed by GLORIAD at the University
of Tennessee. It was designed to be an internal tool for the visualization of archived Argus flow data.
The code base consisted of Perl 5 scripts that were invoked as Unix cronjobs at set intervals. Each script
would carry out a specific task such as reading archived Argus data, extracting elephant flows, adding
geolocation information, host attributes, etc. A ZeroMQ publisher-subscriber queue was used to share
data between scripts. MySQL and SQLite databases were used for intermediate data storage of host
attributes. During this study, we discovered issues with scaling, due to the use of single-threaded
enrichment back-end and the use of SQL databases to hold contextual information and temporary flow
records. It had issues with usability due to the lack of a proper installation mechanism and a run-time
data-flow structure. It also had timing alignment issues due to being a collection of independent
scripts that passed data between each other asynchronously. It was not extensible due to the lack of a
core enrichment engine nor a mechanism to add modules to further process the enriched data to bring
out more insights from the data.

InSight2 was inspired by InSight but has been built from the ground-up addressing the above
issues. InSight2 consists of a core enrichment engine written in Python 3 along with peripheral
modules that allow further management, processing, and analysis of the flow data. It uses an indexed
schemaless database structure and does not depend on intermediate databases to hold temporary
results. These design decisions enable better maintainability of the code-base as well as minimize the
bottlenecks present in InSight architecture. The system runs in containerized environments, which
simplifies the installation, streamlines updating, and eliminates dependency conflicts with the host
operating system while allowing it to run on a wide range of hardware and virtualized environments,
including standard commodity computers, Virtual Machines (VM) and SDNs. InSight2 uses the
open-source Elasticsearch database, Kibana visualizations [26], and Docker containers but does not
rely on any commercial software.

2.1. Overview

The flow data are processed through InSight2 as shown in Figure 1. Network packets are converted
to network flows and are enriched using different information sources such as OSINT or proprietary
information. They are stored in the database which has a search-engine functionality capable of
on-the-fly data manipulation without storing an intermediate copy of the results. They are used to
build the real-time visualizations and are further processed by the flow analysis plugins. Final results
of the flow analysis plugins are added back to the database so that they can also be visualized in the
same manner. Each component of the system function as modules as described below, providing data
ingestion, database maintenance, and further analysis.

Figure 1. Data-flow overview.
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Furthermore, the web-based Graphical User Interface (GUI) hosts the dashboards that allow for
visual filtering of the displayed data in real-time. They react in unison according to the filters specified
for the particular dashboard. Visual filtering includes limiting the scope of the displayed data based
on the parameters such as time-range, IP/port range, geographic location, etc. Once the filters are
defined the filtered data can be exported in CSV format to facilitate the use of third-party data analysis
tools for further study. This facilitates extraction of critical enriched data as well as the outputs of
the analysis modules. Below, we discuss the system modules in detail with reference to Figure 2,
the system architecture.

Figure 2. System architecture.

2.2. Input Module

The Input Module (IM) carries out flow data generation, storage, and presentation to the other
modules. IM uses the Argus client ‘rabins’ to process six widely used flow standards in real time:
NetFlow, sFlow, JFlow, IPFIX, Flow-tools, and Argus itself. IM also supports ingesting data from raw
network streams such as network mirrors, which also are converted into Argus format. Furthermore,
generated flow data can be archived for future enrichment and archived flow data can be re-enriched
with new information such as updated threat-lists and host attributes at any time for forensic study.

Network packets are converted into bi-directional network flows. They are subjected to time-series
binning which allows real-time stream block processing to synchronize the enrichment process. In this
method, a network flow record is not only created when a FIN or RST flag is seen in the packet header
but also at the end of each time bin. This method is lossless and retains all the information in every
network flow. The flow data created at this step are enriched in-memory for efficiency and then are
sent to the database for indexing. It facilitates the generation of real-time visualizations when a flow
does not terminate at or before the time boundary. Even though this fragments a flow record at the
boundary, they are re-aligned based on the timestamp for accurate flow reconstruction for analysis.

2.3. Enrichment Module

The Enrichment Module (EM) augments the raw flow data with contextual information and
is crucial in visualizing relationships between end-points in the network. End-points consist of
user-devices in the network and critical infrastructure such as network equipment and servers.
These connections, and statistics about them, can be filtered to obtain detailed information, as explored
in detail in Section 3, providing network administrators and security analysts the capability to evaluate
the data from various perspectives for situational awareness. The contextual information can be
intrinsic, such as the hostname, the institution associated with the end-point, physical location, type and
the owner of the end-point, or extrinsic, such as whether the IP address has been involved with botnet
activity, compromised hosts, distribution of malware, as well as the geographical location if it is a
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public IP address. Intrinsic information is maintained by the network administrators while extrinsic
information such as OSINT is kept up-to-date by different organizations that specialize in a particular
task such as tracking botnet activity on the Internet.

EM is multi-threaded, so that it scales well with the processor speed as well as the core count
to handle any incoming flow rate to deliver real-time visualizations. EM synchronizes with the bin
duration provided by IM to capture its output at the time boundaries and the flow records are passed
in memory. Once the records are extracted, it delegates the data into each core of the CPU by invoking
process threads. Each thread augments the flow records with the contextual information and queues
them for indexing into the database. When indexed, they are made available in the Main Index, which
is used for generating visualizations as well as providing ground level data for further analysis by
analytics modules.

Each database is divided into multiple shards and stored across multiple distributed servers.
Shards are duplicated into backup shards providing data redundancy and faster access.

2.4. Updater Module

The Updater Module (UM) keeps the contextual information up-to-date by tracking changes to
contextual data, both intrinsic and extrinsic, so that flow data enrichment is always carried out with
the most up-to-date information. This allows on-demand enrichment of past flow data with new
contextual information for forensic study.

2.5. Maintenance Module

Storage of enriched flow data is limited by the storage capacity of the host system.
The Maintenance Module (MM) routinely prunes the Main Index by deleting older indexes when
the system begins to run out of space. As a part of the pruning process, MM extracts and stores
security incidents and flagged events in a separate index named Events Index. Enriched data are
furthermore summarized to retain high level information about the performance of the network in the
Summary Index. In the long term, MM contributes to retaining high level summarized information
while retaining highly granular information in the short term.

2.6. Plug-in Modules

Plug-in Modules (PM) extend the core functionality of InSight2 provided by the aforementioned
core modules. The Main Index, Summary Index, and the Events Index are all made accessible to
the plug-in modules to enable flow analysis. Novel analytics are implemented and incorporated as
modules, extending the capability of the system. Dashboards specific to the output of each plug-in
visualize the results. When a plug-in module is created, a dashboard is created that reads data from
the relevant index.

2.7. Front-End Functionality and Security

Figure 3 illustrates web-based GUI and security features of InSight2. The GUI consists of various
tabs that are created per use case and each tab has one or more dashboards. A Dashboard consists
of a set of modular visualizations and can be configured to show a particular aspect of the data.
For example it can be, a bar chart of the traffic of top ten countries sorted in descending order along
with a line chart showing total traffic variation over time. Information shown in the dashboard can
be filtered visually from the GUI limiting the displayed data to a given scope—for example, filtering
all Secure Shell (SSH) traffic from outside the network to a particular host in the network during the
past hour. When this filter is applied to the previous scenario it will result in a bar chart showing
the top incoming SSH traffic from outside the network to that particular host during the past hour
sorted in descending order by the country as well as in the line plot spanning over the last hour.
New dashboards can be created to group frequently used visualizations together or by a specialized
purpose. Dashboards can be saved for later use as well as for reporting purposes. Data displayed in
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the dashboard after being filtered according to the filter pipeline can be exported and saved to the disk
in CSV format to create new datasets. Furthermore, when accessing data in time ranges past current
retention, an option to re-enrich the data is provided.

Figure 3. Web-interface security.

The dashboards are capable of detecting the user agent of the web-browser, either mobile or
desktop, and serving the appropriate format of the dashboard that fits the available screen real-estate.
The visualizations are created on-demand within the web-browser. The web-interface is secured with
modern authentication and encryption standards to restrict access only to authorized users. It uses TLS
(HTTPS) encryption to thwart man-in-the-middle (MITM) attacks. Based on the user type, relevant
dashboards are loaded when each user logs in, controlling access to information. This also allows
dashboards to be modified only by authorized users, making it possible to delegate monitoring and
generate reports to less privileged users. It also facilitates collaborating with remote analyst teams for
network forensics.

2.8. Deployment Mechanism

Virtualization allows InSight2 to be installed on a wide range of operating systems, hardware,
and virtual environments such as SDN [27,28]. Using InSight2 with SDNs is not tested as of writing of
this paper, but the Ingestion Module is designed to connect to either a supported network flow source
such as Argus with the default port 561 over the network or convert network packets from a network
mirror port to Argus format. Modular structure of the system provides better maintainability as well
as deployability of the system. They can be installed in either hardware computers or VMs. InSight2
modules use application level abstraction that packages code and dependencies together, and shares
the operating system (OS) kernel. InSight2 packages each of its modules as a separate Docker image
and connects them using the Docker network. This is an abstract network that enables each image
to be installed on either a single host or across multiple hosts as they communicate using network
sockets. Figure 4 illustrates the connectivity between the containers.

Figure 4. Deployment mechanism.
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The database is distributed using shards which can be installed in separate containers. Duplicate
shards aid in mitigating data loss in case of container failure or reachability issues. Furthermore,
duplicate shards are searched in parallel during a search query to produce faster results.

3. Case Studies

In this section, we illustrate how we used InSight2 for situational awareness in three different
scenarios: real-time situational awareness, incident response, and anomaly detection. Network packets
are converted into Argus flow data which contain information extracted from the packet headers
as well as measurements computed for the packets associated with each flow including number of
bytes transmitted, start and end times, etc. The flow data are enriched using information available
from other sources—for example, the mapping of IP addresses to geolocations using MaxMind GeoIP
databases [29]. The enriched flow data are stored in a searchable indexed database. Plug-in modules
add data analysis capabilities. Data are visualized using intuitive dashboards that combine different
metrics by common needs such as measurement and security. InSight2 is currently deployed at
Stanford University, Queen’s University, Canada, and the University of Tennessee, Knoxville with
plans underway for further deployments at additional universities and research institutes. The data
for the case studies discussed here were obtained from the deployment at Stanford University. There,
InSight2 is connected to a 10 Gbps mirror port in one of the School of Engineering (SoE) primary
datacenters connecting over 200 physical servers and approximately 100 virtual machines, handling
both administrative applications and research computation. Up-stream connectivity to the campus
backbone is provided via 2 × 10 Gbps (Link Aggregation Control Protocol) LACP connection.

3.1. Real-Time Situational Awareness

Flow data are enriched in real time and the resulting visualizations are used for network situational
awareness. Dashboards group a set of web-based visualizations that show information about the status
of the network for current or past time periods. Each dashboard represents a particular aspect of the
network traffic. Figure 5 illustrates the first page seen when the web-based GUI is loaded. Sensitive
information such as IP addresses and country names are pixelated to preserve privacy. This dashboard
gives a high-level view of the network traffic using gauges that display average network bandwidth
utilization, packet loss, packet retransmissions, and producer-consumer ratio (PCR). Number of bytes
transmitted as a function of time is shown along with four histograms displaying the top fifteen IP
addresses and protocols for flows that originate from both source and destination. Tag clouds show
the top ten countries sorted by the amount of traffic generated, while the segmented pie-chart provides
organization name, project, and department information. Geographic heat-maps provide a geo-spatial
breakdown of flows. Figure 5 shows a second dashboard that gives a more detailed view of the
network traffic including connectivity between organizations, traffic heat-map, and composition by
country, average number of hops, TCP handshake times, average packet sizes, etc. The connectivity
map shows the top three organizations with the highest amount of traffic utilization and what other
top organizations they communicated with. This is useful to identify the “top talkers” in the network.
The sent and received traffic per country is plotted in a matrix on a time axis which allows for
understanding traffic breakdown per country in the given time-frame. PCR is plotted in more detail
on the time axis that visually shows the ingress and egress traffic ratio. TCP connection times, packet
drops, and packet retransmissions indicate potential network congestion. Other visualizations include
packet size and number of packets sent by country. Data enrichment capabilities and the ability to
manipulate the data in real time from within the web interface enable interactive visualizations that do
not require writing manual queries to the database.
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Figure 5. Network traffic overview dashboard.

Visualizations discussed in Figures 5 and 6 were built to understand the various aspects of
the particular traffic under inspection. Filters can be applied to limit the scope within that data.
For example, by applying outgoing port to port 80, the visualizations will adjust on-the-fly to show
only the flows with HTTP requests that are exiting the network. This allows for understanding how
the network handles web traffic as the flows are bi-directional. Furthermore, existing visualizations
can be modified. For example, the country can be replaced with city for more granular visualizations.
Finally, new dashboards can be created and saved to be re-used at any time.
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Figure 6. Network performance dashboard.

An important factor when exploring flow data is having the ability to filter and sort data according
to one or more criteria, such as isolating all traffic to certain source or destination hosts or countries,
ports or protocols, flows of given sizes, Internet Service Providers (ISPs) with the most packet losses,
hosts that communicate with suspicious IP addresses, etc. This has been a core objective in the
development of InSight2. For example, all visualizations within a dashboard can be focused on traffic
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originating from the host currently generating the most traffic simply by selecting it via the dashboard.
More sophisticated and granular filtering is possible via the advanced controls in the dashboard.
This method allows for selecting traffic based on any one or more features associated with each flow
including augmented features added during enrichment. For example, the network operator can
create a filter that isolates all traffic to SSH traffic on port 22. In such cases, visualizations made
for displaying source and destination hosts are sorted by the number of flows in descending order.
Additionally, other sections of the dashboard will show where they are coming from geographically
and topologically along with other attributes such as whether they have been previously tagged as
malicious. A workflow such as this allows the network administrator to find potential threats that try
to infiltrate critical systems in the network, and learn more information about them.

Furthermore, in conjunction with numerical and categorical filters, geographic areas can be easily
isolated as well, either by clicking on countries in the tag cloud or by drawing a region of interest
on the global map. To filter information based on an organization, project, or department of interest,
the user simply clicks on the desired section on the segmented pie chart. The dashboards can be
customized by modifying, adding, removing, relocating, and resizing visualizations to meet the needs
of each deployment site.

3.2. Incident Response

We used flow data from Western Regional Collegiate Cyber Defense Competition 2019
(WRCCDC) [30] for visual analysis of the attacks and to find compromised hosts. Here, we discuss
the process of knowledge inference that can be used in incident response and decision-making from
the point of view of the participating Stanford University team. A simple forensic study workflow is
followed in order to find compromised IPs in the network as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. A simple forensic study workflow.

The WRCCDC competition consisted of eight blue teams whose objective was to defend network
services such as web and email servers. The blue teams operated on subnets 10.47.x.0/24, where x
denotes team numbers 1 through 8. A red team operating on a wide network range of 10.128.0.0/9
attacked the blue team servers using various techniques. A service check engine predominantly
operating at 10.0.0.111 (and various other IPs) periodically checked the status of the blue team services
to see if attacks had successfully disabled their critical network applications. Archived network traces
are analyzed in this subsection using InSight2 to explore the attack sequence to demonstrate the
network forensics capability of the platform.

Figure 8 shows the initial dashboard created for the analysis which contains the top IP addresses
of both attackers and defenders before applying any filters. This visualization provides a starting
point for the analysis when determining which services were attacked. We can discern some details of
the attacks based on the destination port numbers and protocols. For example, port 3389 is used for
RDP (Remote Desktop Protocol) connections in Windows systems, port 5900 is used by VNC (Virtual
Network Computing), port 22 for SSH, port 80/443 for web services, etc. Analyzing the source and
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destination IP addresses associated with these ports, we observed ports 137 (NetBIOS) and 445 (SMB)
were under sustained attack by the red team. After a successful attack we see a connection initiated
from the victim to port 4444 back to the attacker. Being the default port for the Metasploit [31] reverse
shell, we can reasonably conclude the attacker has taken control of the target system and is engaged in
post-exploitation techniques. This is shown in the Figure 9, where the reverse shell traffic is filtered
to show the timeline, statistics of associated IP addresses and port numbers, as well as blue and red
team IPs.

Figure 8. Attack statistics before filtering.

Figure 9. Attack statistics after filtering.
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This case study illustrates how security analysts and incident response teams can find the
end-points associated with network attacks, gauge what attacks are being launched, and isolate
the command and control traffic to and from the compromised host(s).

3.3. Anomaly Detection

Plug-in modules that extend the functionality of the system reuse the data ingestion, enrichment,
indexing and visualizing capabilities of InSight2 to do further analysis. With reference to Figure 2,
a plug-in module reads data from the Main Index, the Events Index, and/or the Summary Index and
writes its results to its own index. Dashboards tied with the analytics module visualize the output of
that index.

Flow analysis is critical to identify anomalies automatically [32,33]. To illustrate the modular
analytics capability of InSight2, we describe Markov chain prediction of network bandwidth utilization
to detect anomalies. A Markov chain is a probabilistic finite-state machine for which future transitions
depend only on the present state and not the states visited before reaching it. States here are defined
by a simple three-level discretization of the network bandwidth utilization: low, medium, and high.
The state transition matrix which makes up the Markov chain is inferred from observed transition
frequencies when going from each state to every other state. The expected number of transitions
needed before going from one state to another and the standard deviation associated therewith can
be calculated from the transition matrix. Analyzing the bandwidth utilization data of the Stanford
University for one week shows the daily mean time before high bandwidth usage is replaced by
low bandwidth usage is about six hours with a standard deviation of about 1.3 h. Once the module
was deployed on InSight2, we were able to detect a statistical anomaly where almost 16 h of high
bandwidth usage was reported as shown in Figure 10. This simple module demonstrates an example
of automating the analysis to detect anomalies.

Figure 10. Network bandwidth utilization prediction.

Plug-in modules such as this can be developed and shared by the community of InSight2 users.
They are language agnostic since they query, process, and insert data to the ES database without
requiring any message passing between the core modules.

4. Conclusions

InSight2 is open-source software [34] that aims to fulfill the need for a platform for real-time
situational awareness, incident response, and development and deployment of flow analytics in
large-scale networks. We discuss the novel software architecture that addresses the issues with current
solutions such as scalability, extendability, and flexibility. We discuss three case studies from one of
its deployments at Stanford University on real-time situational awareness, anomaly detection and
incident response using WRCCDC dataset. In these situations, we use real-time graphs to understand
its behavior under normal conditions, infer knowledge from visual analysis for incident response that
can be used to make decisions to improve the security, and detect abnormal behavior using automated
anomaly detection.

The intuitive web-based front-end allows analysts and researchers to explore the data quickly,
reducing the effort and time needed to monitor network traffic compared to querying databases
followed by manual visualization of each result. A novel system architecture is developed for efficient
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flow data enrichment leveraging modern multi-core CPUs. The modular architecture allows users to
develop their own extensions to the platform. Finally, a container-based installation mechanism allows
for ease of deployment and seamless maintenance of the software.
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Abstract: Prevention of cybercrime is one of the missions of Law Enforcement Agencies (LEA) aiming
to protect and guarantee sovereignty in the cyberspace. In this regard, online sex crimes are among the
principal ones to prevent, especially those where a child is abused. The paper at hand proposes C3-Sex,
a smart chatbot that uses Natural Language Processing (NLP) to interact with suspects in order to
profile their interest regarding online child sexual abuse. This solution is based on our Artificial
Conversational Entity (ACE) that connects to different online chat services to start a conversation.
The ACE is designed using generative and rule-based models in charge of generating the posts and
replies that constitute the conversation from the chatbot side. The proposed solution also includes
a module to analyze the conversations performed by the chatbot and calculate a set of 25 features
that describes the suspect’s behavior. After 50 days of experiments, the chatbot generated a dataset
with 7199 profiling vectors with the features associated to each suspect. Afterward, we applied an
unsupervised method to describe the results that differentiate three groups, which we categorize as
indifferent, interested, and pervert. Exhaustive analysis is conducted to validate the applicability and
advantages of our solution.

Keywords: chatbot; online child sexual abuse; criminal profiling; natural language processing;
law enforcement agencies

1. Introduction

Human or drug trafficking, sexual abuse, child bullying, animal cruelty or terrorism are examples
of realities that should not exist. Unfortunately, they are still present in our societies causing irreparable
harm to innocent beings. Another problem that is also detected today and affects minors is the
production, possession, and distribution of online child sexual abuse content, an offence clearly
defined by the Luxembourg Guidelines (http://luxembourgguidelines.org) and supported by 18
organizations interested in the protection of children from sexual exploitation and sexual abuse.

During the last decades, this scourge has been magnified by the proliferation of forums,
online communities, and social networks [1,2]. The content derivated from child sexual abuse is now
more accessible than before and, in turn, more present than ever [3]. In this sense, the Child Sexual
Exploitation database of INTERPOL registered almost three million images and videos containing
child sexual abuse content to the date of July 2020. This database has been useful to identify 23,100
victims worldwide (more than 3800 in 2019), and to chase 10,579 criminals.
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The current era of the information facilitates the formation of criminal groups that share and
spread sexual content. As a result, many sex offenders can directly see or download such illegal
multimedia that would once have been much harder to come by. According to [4], 75% of all
exploitation cases were linked to the possession and distribution of child sexual content, 18% was
related to child sex trafficking, and 10% to production itself.

Law Enforcement Agencies (LEAs) are making a great effort to pursue these criminals and seize
child sexual content [5]. Analyzing P2P networks to measure the existing child sexual abuse content [6],
blocking the access to specific illegal webpages [7] or automatically detecting suspect material with
visual recognition techniques [8] are some of the dimensions that have been considered to uncover
pedophiles and protect the rights of children. Nevertheless, despite those praiseworthy trials of
chasing sexual offenders, there is still work to be done to have a sophisticated and effective system to
avoid online child abuse [9]. Due to the problem severity, new approaches scaling to such magnitude
are needed.

Fortunately, Artificial Intelligence (AI) is being developed by leaps and bounds and constitutes
a new pillar on which to build more refined solutions. This paradigm is being implemented,
for example, to assist in decision-making, to extract patterns in datasets, or to predict future events.
Nonetheless, considering that child abuse content is mainly distributed through the immersion of
the Internet and especially frequent in online communities, we are particularly interested in tools
adaptable to World Wide Web scenarios.

Natural Language Processing (NLP) is one of the most used AI techniques for social media
applications and aims to analyze and understand human language, or even to replicate it with
empathetic responses. One of the most common NLP applications is the Artificial Conversational
Entities (ACE), also known as chatbots, which do not require human intervention for maintaining
a conversation with a user. On the other hand, it faces some challenges such as response
blandness (tendency to generate uninformative responses), speaker consistency (possibility of
making contradictory interventions), word repetitions, lack of grounding (responses out of context),
empathy incorporation or explanation capacity [10]. According to the Hype Cycle for emerging
technologies by Gartner [11], conversational AI platforms remain in the phases of “innovation trigger”
and “peak of inflated expectations”, meaning that they are currently getting substantial attention from
the industry.

The paper at hand proposes C3-Sex, an AI-based chatbot that automatically interacts with Omegle
(https://www.omegle.com) users to analyze their behavior around the topic of child illegal content.
The analysis of messages from a suspect that follow the tone of the conversation produces a vector
with features that allow to describe the suspect behavior. This tool could be potentially useful for
Law Enforcement Agencies (LEAs) who work in chasing and putting an end to child sexual abuse.
In particular, this chatbot is an enhanced version of the one presented in [12], indeed including more
sophisticated techniques, support for mobile apps and a more refined behavior.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 3 describes some remarkable related
works found in the literature. In Section 4, the key goals and components of C3-Sex are introduced,
while the main aspects of the data science lifecycle and the achieved proposal are presented in
Section 5. Section 6 discusses the different features that support the profiling of a suspect based on
his/her interaction with the C3-Sex. Then, in Section 7 we perform an exhaustive evaluation of the
proposal and analyze the obtained results. Finally, Section 8 contains some highlights derived from the
work done and mentions some future research directions.

2. Background

A chatbot is generally built upon the following elements, as shown in Figure 1:

• Interaction channel, the front-end interface with the end-user in the form of an email agent,
instant messaging service, web page or mobile app.

• Natural Language Processor (NLP), the component in charge of understanding the human peer.
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• Natural Language Generator (NLG), responsible for responding to human interventions.
• Knowledge-based data, the element that brings the contextual information of the chatbot.
• Business logic, which defines how to interact with the end-user.
• Machine learning models, those parts of the system that enable automatic operating and simulates

human behavior.

ChatbotPeople

Business logic

Listening (NLP)

Chatting (NLG)

Knowledge
-based data

Machine
Learning

Interaction channel

Webpage

Email

Messaging

Mobile App

Figure 1. Anatomy of a chatbot.

Chatbots are used in a variety of fields for different purposes. The most common ones are support
bots, which assist customer requests related to the delivery of a service or use of a product; financial
bots, which resolve inquiries about financial services; or information bots that help new users on
a page or disoriented people around a topic. Recently, they are also being applied to innovate in
cybersecurity through the form of training bots or guide bots. The formers are a productive tool to
educate end-users [13] and cyber analysts [14] in security awareness and incident response, whereas the
latter informs the end-users about terms of security and privacy, such as Artemis [15].

In our context, a chatbot could be trained to pretend being an adult person interested in
acquiring child sexual abuse material and then be deployed on the web to seek perverts, interact with
them, and infer a possible possession of illicit content in an automatic and scalable manner.
The software-driven agent(s) can automatically log in to communities, social networks, and forums to
interact with large numbers of users. It is worth mentioning that LEAs would not be as effective in
doing this manually, having the whole Internet at their disposal and few resources. As far as we know,
the use of chatbots to profile suspects in an active way of child sexual content has been investigated
little. Only a few approaches [16,17] employ them to emulate a victim, such as a child or a teenager.

3. State of the Art

Several scientific works have been conducted so far in the field of chatbots. Thus, for instance,
Gapanyuk et al. [18] propose a hybrid chatbot model composed of a question–answering module and
a knowledge-based scheme. The question-answering module contains a list of pairs of questions and
answers so, when a user asks a question that matches one of the lists, the corresponding answer is
returned to the user. This work’s main contribution is the implementation of a rule-based system that
is encapsulated in a meta-graph as multiple agents.

Most early works about conversation systems are generally based on knowledge and designed
for specific domains. These knowledge-based approaches require no data to be built, but instead,
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they require much more manual effort and expert knowledge to build the model, which is usually
expensive. Thus, [19] proposes a deep learning hybrid chatbot model, which is generative-based.
This proposal is composed of 22 response models, including retrieval-based neural networks,
generation-based neural networks, knowledge-based question–answering systems, and template-based
systems. In addition, it develops a reinforcement learning module based on estimating a Markov
decision process.

The integration of an emotional module to chatbots is one way to engage users, i.e., to give the
conversational system the ability to be friendly and kind depending on the user’s current emotional
state. Following this approach, Reference [20] builds a complex embedded conversational agent
system, capable of doing high-quality natural language processing and sophisticated manipulation of
emotions based on the Plutchik Model [21]. This chatbot analyzes and synthesizes the actual emotional
status and the emotional expression depicted on the user messages so that a response can be generated
in a customized way.

With the assumption that linguistic style can be an indicator of temperament, a chatbot with
an explicit personality was proposed in [22]. The objective of this chatbot is to generate responses that
are coherent to a pre-specified disposition or profile. The proposal uses generic conversation data from
social media to generate profile-coherent responses, representing a specific reply profile suitable for
a received user post.

Heller et al. [23] describe another related work, where a chatbot named Freudbot was constructed
using the open-source architecture of Artificial Intelligence Markup Language (AIML). This chatbot
aimed to improve the student–content interaction in online learning ecosystems. Explicitly, this chatbot
technology is promising as a teaching and learning tool in online education.

In turn, Sabbagh et al. [14] present the HI2P TOOL, which is focused on encouraging
an information security culture and awareness between users. This tool incorporates different types of
learning methods and topics like incidents, response, and security policies. The interaction with the
user is based on the ALICE chatbot using the AIML, making the solutions efficient and straightforward.

Another case of a chatbot used for security training is presented in [13], where the chatbot Sally
can interact with some groups of employees in a company with different education or experience on
security. Sally was able to provide security training, which was evidenced by a growing knowledge of
the target users.

Furthermore, the work presented in [24] investigates the behavior of people when they are
aware that they are interacting with chatbots. The results show that the conversation can become
pure and composed of short messages in such a situation, even if it can be extended in time.
Conversely, conversations with a human can become complex and composed of long messages,
but shorter in time. Additionally, the same research found that language skills, such as vocabulary and
expression, are easily transferred to a machine.

Emotional Chatting Machine (ECM) [25] is a proposal with a machine learning approach that
considers the emotional state of the conversation to generate appropriate responses in content (relevant
and grammatical) and in emotion (emotionally consistent).

Particularly related to the topic of sexual harassment and online child sexual abuse,
Zambrano et al. [16] present BotHook, a chatbot to identify cyber pedophiles and catch cybercriminals.
In this work, a module of attraction of pedophile interests and characterization was developed.
Likewise, the work introduced in [17] discusses the efficiency of current methods of cyber perverts
detection and proposes some futuristic methods such as metadata and content data analysis of VoIP
communications, as well as the application of fully automated chatbots for undercover operations.

In the same direction, a system to detect online child grooming is proposed in [26], which uses Bag
of Words (BoW) to select words in the context of grooming, and Fuzzy-Rough Feature Selection (FRFS)
for the selection of the most important features. Finally, a fuzzy twin Support Vector Machine was used
for text classification using two training datasets: one from Perverted Justice (http://www.perverted-
justice.com/) and another one from PAN13 https://pan.webis.de/data.html#pan13-author-profiling.
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Likewise, an alternative method for detecting grooming conversations is proposed in [27] where
a group of 17 characteristics associated with grooming conversations are identified and then used for
text classification. Such proposed method exposes a low-computational cost and an accuracy (96.8%)
close to the one obtained with more computational-demanding classifiers like Support Vector Machine
(SVM) (98.6%) or K-nearest neighbor (KNN) (97.8%).

The authors of [28] propose a classifier for the detection of online predators, which employs
Convolutional Neural Networks. Such proposal gets a classification performance (F1-score) that is
1.7% better than the one obtained with an SVM approach. Two datasets were used for the training of
the model: PAN-2012 (https://pan.webis.de/data.html#pan12-sexual-predator-identification) and
conversations gathered by the Sûreté du Quebec (Police for the Canadian province of Quebec).

A model that employs user reactions coming from different social networks to detect cyberbullying
incidents is proposed in [29]. Such proposal argues that not all text with profanity addressed to a
person may be actually considered as proof of bullying, as it depends on the reaction of the person.
A dataset composed of 2200 posts were manually labeled as bullying or not-bullying and used to train
a Support Vector Machine classifier.

A conversational agent pretending to be a child is proposed in [30], which aims to prevent
cybercrimes associated with pedophilia, online child sexual abuse and sexual exploitation.
This conversational agent uses game theory to manage seven chatter-bots that address a conversation
strategy with the aim of identifying pedophile tendencies without making the chatter to suspect about
the agent.

Grooming Attack Recognition System (GARS) is a system that calculates dynamically the risk
of cybergrooming that a child is exposed to along a conversation [31]. The risk is calculated using
fuzzy logic controllers, which consider the exchanged dialogs, the personality of the interlocutors,
the conversations history of the child and the time that the child profile has been exposed on
the Internet.

A study of different computational approaches to forecast social tension in social media
(Twitter) is defined in [32], which is accompanied by a comparison of approaches based on
precision, recall, F-measure, and accuracy. The considered approaches are tension analysis engine,
which is their own proposal based on the conversation analysis method MCA (Membership,
categorization, analysis) [33], machine learning approach with Naive Bayes classifier and sentiment
analysis with the SentiStrength tool [34]. Conversational analysis and syntactic and lexicon-based text
mining rules showed a better performance than machine learning approaches.

The proposal designed in [35] tries to detect whether an adult is pretending to be a child as part of
an online grooming abuse. The proposal identifies a person as an adult or a child based on the writing
style, and then it determines if a child is a fake child or not. That paper suggests that it is challenging
to separate children from adults in informal texts (blogs or chat logs). Such proposal uses a set of
735 features gathered from the literature, which are used to build models based on algorithms like
Adaboost, SVM, and Naive Bayes.

In rows 1–8 of Table 1 we found different literature efforts concerning the development of chatbots
(conversational agents) that mainly uses rule-based and generative-based models, aimed to resolve
different industry requirements or to improve the quality of bot conversation. Only works at rows 9–10
propose solutions that integrate conversational agents and classificators to detect cyber pedophiles.
On the other hand, rows 11–18 contain different works that propose classificator models that employ
different artificial intelligence techniques to detect sexual crimes, cyber bullying and harassment
conversation. In the paper at hand, we propose a chatbot to face child abuse with a different approach
that has not been considered before: in essence, our chatbot C3-Sex emulates an individual interested
in acquiring child sexual abuse material and then evaluates the responses and behavior to profile
the suspect using 25 different features, which altogether provide essential information to LEA in the
hunting of perverts.
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Table 1. Comparative table of the analyzed related works.

Related Work Year Type Main Component(s) Aim

1 Gapanyuk
et al. [18] 2018 Conversational

model

Question and Answering model
using cosine distance, metagraph

model

Develop a bot that
provides information

about goods

2 Serban et al.
[19] 2017 Conversational

model
Recurrent, sequence-to-sequence

and latent variable NN Develop a social bot

3 Tatai et al. [20] 2003 Conversational
model

Emotional state generator, Plutchik
emotional model

Develop an emotion
sensitive social bot

4 Qian et al.
[22] 2018 Conversational

model
Identity coherent conversation

machine

Develop a social bot
with a predefined

personality

5 Heller et al.
[23] 2005 Conversational

model AIML Knowledge base
Develop a bot to
support on-line

education

6 Sabbagh et al.
[14] 2012 Conversational

model AIML Knowledge base Develop a bot for
education in security

7 Kowalski et al.
[13] 2013 Conversational

model Question and Answering model Develop a bot for
security training

8 Zhou et al.
[25] 2018 Conversational

model
Sequence-to-sequence model with

emotion category embedding
Develop an emotion
sensitive social bot

9 Zambrano
et al. [16] 2017 Conversational

model
Sequence-to-sequence model

(Planned but not implemented)
Detect cyber
pedophile

10 Laorder et al.
[30] 2013 Conversational

model
Question-answering based on AIML

and game theory

Detect Paedophile,
online child sexual
abuse and Sexual

exploitation

11 Anderson
et al. [26] 2019 Classificator

model
Fuzzy-Rough feature selection

(FRFS) + Fuzzy Twin SVM Detect grooming

12 Gunawan
et al. [27] 2018 Classificator

model SVM and KNN Detect grooming

13 Ebrahimi et al.
[28] 2016 Classificator

model Convolutional Neural Network Detect juvenile abuse,
Sexual solicitation

14 Dadvar et al.
[29] 2012 Classificator

model SVM Detect cyberbullying

15 Michalopoulos
et al. [31] 2014 Classificator

model
Fuzzy logic controllers to

evaluate risk Detect grooming

16 Burnap et al.
[32] 2015 Classificator

model

Own tension analysis algorithm
based on MCA (Membership,

categorization, analysis), Naive
Bayes and SentiStrength

Detect social tension

17 Meyer et al.
[35] 2015 Classificator

model Adaboost, SVM and Naive Bayes Detect grooming

4. Goals and Taxonomy of C3-Sex

The implementation of an Artificial Conversational Agent (ACE) encompasses many
challenges [10]. It is an arduous task bringing along a substantial technical complexity. On the other
hand, it is crucial to define the context in which a chatbot will operate and the objectives it pursues.

The primary purpose of this agent is to chase pedophiles on the web and the detection of sexual
content. To this end, we intend to introduce the software-controlled instrument into suspicious chat
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rooms to interact with other users. Therefore, for the proper functioning of the tool, C3-Sex should
comply with the following properties and directives:

1. Appropriateness: C3-Sex should manage those situations in which the conversation is out of scope.
It should be programmed to bring the subject back into our field of interest, that is, minors’ sexual
content. To this end, C3-Sex has to emulate a human behavior accurately, being pragmatic in
interpreting the suspect’s intent, and responding accordingly. It is essential to be consistent with
the created answer, depending on whether it is being asked, ordered, or affirmed. In essence,
our software-controlled agent should not be revealed.

2. Platform flexibility: The ACE has to change scenarios from chat rooms to other environments
dynamically. To date, C3-Sex operates in Omegle rooms and is able to smoothly migrate at any
time to Snapchat or Telegram sessions. The latter is a requirement directly extracted from our
specific experience, where Omegle’s suspects used to ask for a change of application. In this sense,
Snapchat and Telegram are frequently used for sexting as it lets users transfer media files without
limitations and without saving the conversation.

3. Illegal content holders hunting: C3-Sex should exhibit the behavior of a human interested in
acquiring online child sexual abuse content in order to pinpoint suspects possessing illegal content
(such as images or videos) who are willing to share it with others.

4. Illegal content bidder hunting: The chatbot should also exhibit the behavior of a human interested
in distributing online child sexual abuse content to identify suspects eager to obtain and consume
this kind of illegal content.

5. Suspect profiling: The solution should produce a vector of features that characterize the
conversation maintained between the chatbot and the suspect to help in the profiling of the latter.

C3-Sex combines two main parts to fulfill these goals and achieve a functional conversational
model, namely: the interactive module and the analysis module. The interactive module holds
some interaction interfaces, a knowledge-based system, and a machine learning generative model.
The analysis module, in turn, includes an emotional classifier and an opinion classifier. As a result of
both modules execution, the chatbot finally outputs a vector of 25 features that characterize the ended
conversation. The components and the overall functioning workflow of C3-Sex can be observed in
Figure 2 and they are further described next.

Chatbot

Retrieval-based
model

Rule
match?

Generative
model

Post

Response

Suspect

No

Yes

Emotion 
Classifier

SNAPCHAT

OMEGLE

TELEGRAM

Reply & 
Store

Opinion 
Classifier

INTERACTIVE MODULE ANALYSIS MODULE

Analyze

PROFILING FEATURES VECTOR

f1 f25.  .  .

Figure 2. C3-Sex overview depicting the workflow of posts and replies.
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4.1. Interactive Module

The interactive module is active throughout the conversation with the suspects. Concretely, it is in
charge of emulating a human behavior and consequently storing information of the suspect. This part
is directly linked with the aforementioned properties 1, 2, 3, and 4. The main elements making this
module work are explained below:

• Interaction channel: This is the front-end of the chatbot enabling the communication link with the
users. This channel can dynamically switch to the different available interfaces. Thus, the default
initial Omegle interface can migrate to Snapchat or Telegram interfaces. It is worth mentioning
that this change is transparent to the rest of the system, which in turn continues running
uninterruptedly. That is to say, the conversation continues naturally despite the change of
platform.

• Retrieval-based model: It contains the context’s information and leads the conversation when
the theme of child content is in the air. In this model, the knowledge is expressed using a set of
rules in AIML (Artificial Intelligence Markup Language). Therefore, the response to a question is
selected according to the match with one rule. Next, Listing 1 shows an example of an AIML rule
within our context, where the pattern is checked against the received post, and template contains
the associated response to be sent if the post actually matches the pattern.

This model is executed whenever the chatbot receives a post from the suspect. When a post
matches a defined rule, it means that the conversation has reached the context of interest.
As a result, the corresponding reply is provided to continue the proper flow of the interactions.
More details are discussed in depth in Section 4.

However, and despite the effective management of controlled posts by the retrieval-based model,
this component is unfortunately not suitable for out-of-context situations. The knowledge base
is not infinite, and there may be cases where no answer can be found (there is not a matching
rule for a received post). As C3-Sex should be able to send valid responses, even in the absence of
matching rules, a second model comes into play to alleviate such a shortcoming.

• Generative model: This component is activated whenever the model mentioned above does not
know how to respond in the first instance. In this case, the generative model can reply to requests
out of our scope of online child sexual abuse content, allowing C3-Sex to still send valid responses
and not get blocked when the conversation goes sideways.

This model uses memory to maintain the learned patterns, and when a question (post) comes
from the chat, the algorithm replies with the patterns saved in memory. The specific configuration
of the model is addressed in Section 5. Note that responses from a generative model may be
more natural than those from a retrieval-based model, but may contain grammatical failures or
sometimes have no sense. Some examples can be appreciated in Table 2.

Listing 1. Example of Artificial Intelligence Markup Language (AIML) Rule.

1 <aiml version="1.0">

2 <category >

3 <pattern >* DO * WANNA * WITH ME

4 </pattern >

5 <template >actually im looking

6 for some hot content , do you

7 have?</template >

8 </category >

9 ...

10 </aiml>
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Table 2. Example of replies from the generative model of C3-Sex.

Post Reply

I need some good content I will make this one more!
I want weird porn material I don’t think so. Weird?
What are you doing now? I am chatting with you.

I want to offer you something, however it is a little weird and illegal Is it weird that I want to be the case?

As seen before, the three elements (interaction channel, retrieval-based model and generative
model) are strongly linked to the chatbot functionality. Additionally, it is crucial to store the
conversation maintained by the interactive module in a database so that the next module can
sucessfully operate.

4.2. Analysis Module

The analysis module is activated once the conversation has finished, that is, when the suspect
leaves the chatroom/app or C3-Sex receives (but does not download) media content. This module is
responsible for characterizing the conversation. Specifically, there are two models which process and
analyze the stored messages:

• Emotional classification model: It assesses the underlying emotions within a given conversation.
This model classifies each suspect’s response into one of the following six emotions:
anger, disgust, fear, joy, sadness, and surprise. The emotional classifier makes use of a Support
Vector Machine (SVM) as classification and supervised learning paradigm (see Section 5).

• Opinion classification model: It extracts the opinion inclined towards (or against) specific
topics. In this case, a message is categorized as a positive claim or as a negative statement.
The opinion classification model is an excellent complement to the emotional classification model
for comparing results and guaranteeing consistency. The opinion classifier uses a Multinomial
Naïve Bayes algorithm, as specified in Section 5.

Once the conversation managed by the interactive module has finished, and the consequent
emotional and opinion metrics have been obtained, the chatbot returns a vector of features that
describes suspect’s behavior. These features are detailed in Section 6. Nonetheless, before studying
the profiling vector, we will detail exactly how each of the mentioned AI models has been built
and developed.

5. Artificial Intelligence Models in C3

Every AI-based model of our proposed chatbot has followed a generic data science life cycle to
enable a custom, automatic, and intelligent Artificial Conversational Entity. Specifically, each model
has gone through the following phases [36]:

1. Business understanding: Definition of the data context where the solution will be deployed
and executed.

2. Data acquisition: Step focused on obtaining data that will be used and applied in the
modeling phase.

3. Modeling: Specific technologies, algorithms, or paradigms are selected to achieve the defined
goals. The selected models should be configured and trained to adapt them to the use case
(defined in step 1) through useful information (collected in step 2).

4. Deployment: The AI elements are jointly embedded in the system to enhance the effectiveness
and efficiency of the tool. The modeled tool (developed in step 3) is launched in real scenarios as
a validated product that works according to its mission. This phase involves continuous updating
and maintenance of the application.
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Table 3 shows this data science life cycle for the C3-Sex models.

Table 3. Data science life cycle for C3-Sex models.

Model
Business

Understanding
Data Acquisition Modeling Deployment

Retrieval-based
model Child illegal content Context information 100 AIML rules Context

responses

Generative model Child illegal content

Cornell Movies
(https://www.cs.

cornell.edu/
~cristian/Cornell_

Movie-Dialogs_
Corpus.html)

LSTM-NN Out-of-context
responses

Emotion classifier Pedophiles SemEval [37] Support Vector
Machine

Sentiment
extraction

Opinion classifier Pedophiles Opinion dataset [38] Multinomial
Naive Bayes

Opinion
extraction

5.1. Business Understanding

Social media has brought many advantages to our society, but it has also led to the generation of
comfortable spaces for dishonest, beguiler, and deceitful people [39]. Apart from social networks [40],
other services have been successful in recent years, such as the Deep Web or anonymous chats due to
their private nature. These virtual environments mask users interested in certain crimes, such as child
sexual abusers, protecting them from being arrested.

Given that C3-Sex is designed to explicitly detect criminals related to child sexual content, it is
interesting to deploy it in those websites or scenarios where it is most likely to interact with suspects.
In this regard, our context is defined by the Omegle platform where there are chatrooms under the
‘sex’ topic, with the possibility of migrating to other anonymous applications such as Telegram or
Snapchat. Therefore, our software-driven agent should operate correctly in holding conversations in
those platforms, considering their jargon, common patterns, and specific properties.

The retrieval-based model and the generative model should be prepared to manage conversations
around sex and minors, whereas the emotion classifier and opinion classifier should work adequately
to categorize the behavior and mood of potential pedophiles. The combination of the four models
should guarantee:

• Maintenance of a fluid conversation in an anonymous chatroom that is primarily about sex,
even if a change of platform is required.

• Analysis of the stored messages to characterize the suspect’s interest in obtaining or distributing
illegal child content.

• Profile the suspects depending on their level of interest towards online child sexual abuse content.

5.2. Data Acquisition

AI models should be trained with datasets to configure their operation. Given those datasets,
AI models, and particularly machine learning algorithms, learn from observations and extract patterns.
Once the model is configured, validated, and ready, the data of our context feeds those technologies to
produce the desired outputs.

The retrieval-based model is used for knowledge representation and is built upon a series
of rules focused on maintaining a conversation pivoting around the topic of online child sexual
abuse. It is worth noting that this model is built with handmade rules, so it is not explicitly
trained. However, a previous data acquisition is essential before creating rules for the context.
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The more sophisticated the rules, the better the agent’s simulation. In this regard, it is vital to
understand the use case and analyze conversations in order to create custom, effective and valid rules.

Secondly, the generative model has been trained with the Cornell Movie Dialogs dataset [41].
This dataset contains conversations between characters from more than 600 movies. In this sense,
the model gets configured with a naturalness attractive for the bot to respond in casual or jovial
situations, for which a very elaborated response is not expected.

The emotion classifier is a model trained with the SemEval dataset [37]. This dataset contains
news headlines from major newspapers (e.g., The New York Times, CNN, BBC News), each of them
labeled through a manual annotation with one of the following six emotions: anger, disgust, fear, joy,
sadness, and surprise. Therefore, this classifier is able to categorize a sentence or text in one of those six
possible feelings.

In turn, the opinion classifier was trained with a dataset [38] containing reviews of movies,
restaurants, and other products labeled as positive (1) or negative (0). Thanks to this classifier, we can
categorize chat interactions.

5.3. Modeling

Once the data has been selected, found, or collected, the AI models should be configured,
trained, and validated for the use case. To this extent, it is necessary to define the hyperparameters
of the models (their configuration) to determine their behavior. Subsequently, they are trained with
labeled datasets so that they learn to predict or classify. In the production environment, each model
responds following the patterns learned from the training phase.

The retrieval-based model has been build with 100 AIML rules. These rules are used for different
phases of the interaction: the formation of the friendly relationship (focused on capturing suspect’s
interest), the establishment of the sexual relationship (which already conveys an interest in the exchange
of sexual material) and the assessment of risk (to gain the trust of the suspect). The old version of
C3-Sex [12] used a set of 60 AIML rules, so it has been augmented from a deeper review of experienced
conversations between the C3-Sex and suspects. Particularly, 40 additional AIML rules that consider
new terms used in sexual-related conversations were created, giving the C3-Sex the capacity to answer
properly in more situations. Also, this new set of AIML rules hinders an easy identification of C3-Sex
as a chatbot by the suspects. Some examples of new AIML rules are shown in Listing 2.

The generative model responds according to the message sent by the suspect. This model was
built using a Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) Neural Network (NN) [42] and trained with the Cornell
Movie Dialogs dataset, where each instance of data is preprocessed by eliminating additional blank
spaces, numbers and special characters, and treated as a Post-Reply message. Thus, to train this model,
50 epochs (top-down analysis of the datasets) and approximately four days of continuous execution
were necessary. In addition, different manual validations were performed over the chatbot to analyze
the error generated in the training of the LSTM-NN, avoiding both overfitting and underfitting.
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Listing 2. Example of added AIML Rules.

1 <aiml version="1.0">

2 <category >

3 <pattern >* FEEL *</pattern >

4 <template >cool , u know whats more exciting? pics haha</template >

5 </category >

6 ...

7 <category >

8 <pattern >* link to * child *</pattern >

9 <template >

10 i d like but i prefer in private add me snap , my nickname

11 is p\_ramirezxxx

12 <template >

13 </category >

14 ...

15 <category >

16 <pattern > * bored * bit horny </pattern >

17 <template >

18 I m horney and bored , do u wanna shared some content

19 </template >

20 </category >

21 </aiml>

The emotion classifier is based on the supervised method of Support Vector Machine (SVM). Given
the SemEval dataset of sentences labeled with associated emotions (among the six possible), SVM is
trained to seek those hyperplanes that separate the groups of sentences of each class. Consequently,
the emotion classifier learns to interpret the emotion of future inputs with a rate of 0.5, which indicates
how much the model changes in response to the estimated error each time that the model weights are
updated [43]. The model can map a message within a specific hyperplane, that is, within an emotion.

The opinion classifier uses a Multinomial Naïve Bayes solution [44] with a simple preprocessing
(steaming, removing stopwords, among other techniques) and an alpha of 1. It calculates the sentiment
of texts considering the joint probabilities between the appearing words and existing sentiments (in
our case, negative or positive). The representation of messages is based on a matrix with the words
as columns.

5.4. Deployment

The deployment of C3-Sex (https://github.com/CrkJohn/Snapchat, https://github.com/
Santiago-Rocha/PGR) may be done through a connection with an online chat service where it can be
possible to interact with different suspects. The four designed models should work together within
the same system as a unique entity. In this manner, suspects directly interact with C3-Sex through
the interaction channel, remaining unaware that the communication is actually conducted with its
AI-powered software modules.

In the interactive module, the communication with Omegle is done through a Chrome
driver handled by functions of the Python library Selenium (https://pypi.org/project/
selenium), which allows manipulating the DOM tree of the Omegle interface. On the other hand,
the Snapchat management was implemented in the Snapbot (https://github.com/CrkJohn/Snapchat)
module with the usage of Appium (http://appium.io/), Selenium, and Android Studio (https:
//developer.android.com/studio). Appium and Selenium allow us to manipulate the application as if
automation tests or unit tests were conducted, and Android Studio allows us to know the identifiers of
each component like login button, text entry, or send button. Therefore, we could achieve smooth and
error-free navigation on the Snapchat. A physical mobile device was employed to install the Snapbot
module and manage Snapchat conversations.

The implementation of the retrieval-based model was based on AIML (Artificial Intelligence
Mark-up Language). Such model makes use of the library python-aiml (https://pypi.org/project/
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python-aiml/), which serves as an inference engine to read XML files in the AIML way, which
compose the entire knowledge base of the retrieval-based conversational module. Additionally,
the generative model of C3-Sex was implemented using Python 3 with a variety of libraries: (i)
TensorFlow (https://www.tensorflow.org) as Machine Learning library used to build the recurrent
neural network (RNN) which simulates the generative conversational agent, (ii) Sklearn (https://pypi.
org/project/scikit-learn/) for the adoption of ML algorithms, such as the Bayesian network in the
opinion classification model, and (iii) Pandas (https://pandas.pydata.org ), a data analysis library
used to manage and read data structures, such as CSV and dataframes.

Concerning the analysis module, the opinion classifier has been developed with Pandas Section 5.4
and the emotion classifier has been developed with R (https://www.r-project.org/).

The chatbot should be coherent, cohesive, and tolerant against unforeseen situations. To this
end, C3-Sex interventions are handled by the generative and retrieval-based models, generating trust
with the suspect and subtly giving direction to the conversation to finally guess the possession of or
expectation about possessing illegal content. In those cases where there is an imminent delivery of
multimedia, a change of online chat service should be suggested in the conversation since Omegle does
not allow to exchange images or videos. In fact, the change of platform must not affect the operation
of the modules.

At the final step, the chatbot should be able to analyze the suspect’s mood in his/her messages and
his/her opinion on specific topics. For this purpose, C3-Sex uses the emotion and opinion classification
models to analyze the conversation once it has ended. This analysis of the suspect’s behavior in
conjunction with other metrics will be used to definitively build the profiling vector of the suspect.

6. Profiling Vector of the Suspect

Once a conversation is completed in both Omegle and Snapchat platforms, the entire record
of such conversation is thoroughlyanalyzed to extract metrics about the the suspect’s interest in
child sexual abuse content. Finally, the profiling vector is completed with 25 features extracted and
calculated from the interaction with the suspect. These features are shown in Table 4.

Features f1−6 refer to metrics of time for the conversation maintained between the C3-Sex and the
suspects. These metrics are important to identify how much a suspect is interested in a conversation.
This due to the conversation time could be considered as an indicator of the interest of the suspect in
the conversation topic. Features f8−11 aims to identify the activity of the suspect, and the subsequent
activation of the generative or retrieval models to generate a response from the C3-Sex to the suspect.
Analyzing the number of responses generated by each model is critical to understand the behavior of
the C3-Sex.

If the proportion of replies from the retrieval model f9 is bigger than the proportion of replies
from the generative model f10, for a total suspect posts ( f8), it is possible to deduce that the suspect has
an affinity with child sexual abuse content, as the retrieval model only gets activated when a message
coming from the suspect matches an AIML rule built specifically for the child sexual abuse context.

Features f12−13 refer to the amount of links to external sites that the suspect shares, which is
useful to quantify the grade of confidence that the suspect has gained, as the existence of more external
URLs implies a bigger willing to share content.

In turn, features f14−19 and f24 allow to determine how pleasant or enjoyable a conversation was
for the suspect according to the emotions identified in the suspect posts by the emotion classifier.
Positive emotions (Joy, Surprise) imply that the suspect is comfortable with the conversation topic.

Features f20−23 represent the general opinion of the suspect about the conversation topic
maintained with the C3-Sex . This also helps to identify the affinity of the suspect with a specific topic.

At last, f25 allows to identify the response time between a message of the C3-Sex and a reply from
the suspect, which is also an important aspect to determine the interest of the suspect in a conversation
topic, due to the fact that a shorter response time may imply a greater interest.
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Table 4. Suspect profiling features.

Feature Name Domain Description

f1
Initial timestamp

in Snapchat Time Full timestamp (year, month, day, hour, minute, second) of the start of the
conversation in Snapchat

f2
Initial timestamp

in Omegle Time Full timestamp (year, month, day, hour, minute, second) of the start of the
conversation in Omegle

f3
Final timestamp

in Snapchat Time Full timestamp (year, month, day, hour, minute, second) of the end of the
conversation in Snapchat

f4
Final timestamp

in Omegle Time Full timestamp (year, month, day, hour, minute, second) of the end of the
conversation in Omegle

f5
Snapchat
duration Q+ Total time on the Snapchat website in seconds, subtraction between metrics f1

and f3

f6 Omegle duration Q+ Total time on Omegle in seconds, subtraction between metrics f2 and f4

f7
Conversation

length N+ Number of interactions by suspect and bot.

f8 Suspect posts N+ Number of times that the suspect interacted with our bot

f9
Suspect posts

about sex [0–1] Proportion of times that child sexual abuse rules (from the retrieval-based
model) matched the total of suspect posts. ( f8)

f10
Suspect posts not

about sex [0–1] Proportion of times that the generative model responded because the retrieval
model could not respond over the total of suspect posts ( f8)

f11 Received bytes N+ Total number of bytes of text received by the suspect

f12
URLs from
Snapchat N+ Number of hyperlinks received by the suspect in Snapchat

f13
URLs from

Omegle N+ Number of hyperlinks received by the suspect at Omegle

f14 Anger [0–1] Rate between the number of times that the anger emotion was identified in the
suspect posts and f8

f15 Disgust [0–1] Rate between the number of times that the disgust emotion was identified in the
suspect posts and f8

f16 Fear [0–1] Rate between the number of times that the fear emotion was identified in the
suspect posts and f8

f17 Sadness [0–1] Rate between the number of times that the sadness emotion was identified in
the suspect posts and f8

f18 Joy [0–1] Rate between the number of times that the joy emotion was identified in the
suspect posts and f8

f19 Surprise [0–1] Rate between the number of times that the surprise emotion was identified in
the suspect posts and f8

f20 Negativity [0–1] Rate between the number of times that a negative post was identified by the
opinion model and f8

f21 Positivity [0–1] Rate between the number of times that a positive post was identified by the
opinion model and f8

f22 Neutrality [0–1] Rate between the number of times that a neutral post was identified by the
opinion model and f8

f23
Opinion about

sex [0–1]
Average of the opinions found in the suspect’s posts about sex, where 0 is a

negative opinion and 1 is a positive opinion. Not neutral opinions
are considered.

f24
Emotion about

sex [0–1]
Average of the emotions found in the suspect’s posts about sex, where 0 is a
negative emotion (anger, disgust, fear, sadness) and 1 is a positive emotion

(joy, surprise)

f25 Response speed Q+ Average time between C3-Sex messages and suspect responses

7. Experiments

Our proposal’s suitability has been validated through different experiments that aim to verify
the chatbot’s effectiveness in (i) holding a conversation with a human, (ii) characterizing the suspect’s
behavior with features, and (iii) automatically contacting a big number of users. Figure 3 shows the
design of the experiments.
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Figure 3. Experiments launched with C3-Sex.

The settings of the experiment are described in Section 7.1, while the analysis of results is carried
out in Section 7.2.

7.1. Experimental Setup

Experiments were conducted by running an instance of a C3-Sex that connects to the online chat
platform Omegle. Omegle was chosen because it allows to easily start communication with a peer in
some place of the word around a common interesting topic. For these experiments, the interesting
topic that was configured was “sex”. In this way, the C3-Sex may start a conversation with a suspect,
who has also typed “sex” as interesting topic during the access to the Omegle chat service.

In the experiments, C3-Sex simulated the behavior of a person interested in online child sexual
abuse material, building trust for the suspects to transfer content and allowing profiling them according
to the previously defined metrics based on the conversation performed.

The chatbot was executed for 50 days to contact and profile suspects through Omegle
automatically. The workflow of each interaction of the C3-Sex with a suspect is detailed in the
left of Figure 3:

1. C3-Sex joins into an Omegle chat room typing sex as an interesting topic.
2. Suspect i also logs in to the chat room.
3. The conversation starts between the user and the chatbot. In case the suspect is willing to exchange

multimedia content, the C3-Sex suggests to use Snapchat to exchange the multimedia content.
4. At some point, suspect i leaves the chat room.
5. Accordingly, C3-Sex closes the conversation.
6. Finally, C3-Sex analyzes the conversation using the profiling metrics and AI models (emotional

classification and opinion classification model), calculates the features, and saves the associated
profiling vector in a dataset for further analysis. Then, the C3-Sexreturns to step 1 to start a new
conversation with another suspect.

As a result of 50 days of experimentation, the chatbot has built a dataset of n profiled suspects
composed by the associated n vectors of features. In the following section, we will study in-depth the
results of the experiments, executed for 50 days (from 19-04-2020 to 07-06-2020), time in which the
C3-Sex was able to contact 7199 suspects.
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7.2. Classification of Suspects

After completing the 50 days of activity, we had a database containing the information about 7199
suspects, including the 25 features from f1 to f25 calculated for each of them. The operation of the
chatbot has finished, and the investigator should inspect the dataset to detect pedophiles. In our case,
the high complexity of analyzing these unlabeled users by hand led us to propose an unsupervised
learning method to provide a first aggregated description of the results. This analytical procedure may
support the competent authorities with the manual exploration and identification of sex offenders.

Since our ultimate goal is to detect perverts, we individually pursued those users who
demonstrated suspicious patterns in obtaining or transmitting sexual content. With this aim, a possible
solution was to differentiate various groups within our dataset, which shared common ways of
thinking, behaving, and acting, that is, with similar metrics. Thanks to our subsequent expert analysis
of the groups that emerged, we could infer different types of suspects according to their features.
One or more groups could share aspects related to pedophilia.

In this context, we chose the K-Means clustering method [45] due to its simplicity and efficiency,
linear computational complexity, and convergence in detecting clusters. Our dataset did not present
particularities to force us to use a specific algorithm in this sense, and K-Means maintains an excellent
accuracy–complexity ratio.

K-Means algorithm classified each instance of the dataset in the most similar cluster among
the existing K groups. In particular, this method is based on the distances between instances’
features, so the cluster assigned was the one in which the centroid was closest to the instance in
the feature multidimensional space. Due to this algorithm’s nature, it operates better as there are fewer
dimensions (features).

In our specific use case, the original set of 25 features would have produced a large
multidimensional space and subsequent inaccurate clusters. For this reason, we performed a feature
selection process in which we tested several combinations among the 25 features, always standardizing
them and reducing the dimensionality with a Principal Component Analysis (PCA, limited to 95% of
explained variance). As a result, we obtained that the configuration with lower values of distortion
was formed by the features f5 (Snapchat duration), f6 (Omegle duration), f9 (Suspect posts about
sex), f23 (Opinion about sex), f24 (Emotion about sex) and f25 (Speed of response). Fortunately, those
metrics aggregate other (discarded) features and are, from our intuition, truly relevant for the search
of perverts.

Finally, considering only the selected features, we calculated the optimal number of clusters K
with the distortion score elbow method [45]. Assuming that a larger number of clusters always groups
more precisely (in its maximum case, each instance would belong to its own cluster), the idea is to
find the lowest possible K that guarantees the best balance between the average distance of the cluster
points to its centroid (distortion) and the total number of clusters. Figure 4a shows that K = 3 is the
optimal number of groups in our dataset to divide the suspects faithfully. On the other side, Figure 4b
represents the inter distances between the cluster centers as a result of a Multidimensional Scaling
(MDS). The clusters’ size is proportional to the number of elements they contain, in particular 1489,
1673 and 4037 instances.

Based on the formed groups, in the following sections, we characterize and compare each group
of suspects according to their features.
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(a) Distortion scores per number of possible clusters (b) Clusters with the best accuracy and performance

Figure 4. Application of K-Means to generate groups of suspects.

7.3. Comparative of Detected Groups

Once we detected groups of similar suspects, we compared them according to the selected features.
To provide a clear and homogeneous view of the differences, we applied a quantile-based scaler to
the features (where values go from 0 to 1). Note that this transformation is applied to each feature
independently and maps the original values to a uniform distribution using quantiles information.
Another type of transformation could significantly offer bad visualizations for comparison, alter the
data distribution, or suffer a lot from outliers. Conversely, the quantile transform respects the essence of
the variability of the data and maintains the so valuable outliers. Despite some distribution distortion,
the conversion facilitated a great comparison. Note that we did not want to remove anomalies because
those specific antipatterns might potentially expose pedophiles.

In this regard, Figure 5 shows the high-level comparative of each group according to the scaled
features. For this particular experiment we have deducted that the three found groups refer to the
categories of indifferent, interested, and pervert as we will explain next. These assigned names for each
cluster come from the analysis of the features of the included conversations, but it is not a judgment
25 statement, and must just be considered as a way to qualitative describe the results.
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Figure 5. Comparative of the different types of profiled suspects.

7.3.1. Indifferent

We have considered the green group, the cluster with 1489 elements, to be the indifferent users.
In terms of online child sexual abuse, they have a bad opinion about it, demonstrate bad emotions
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when dealing with child abuse topics, and do not send sexual messages. Moreover, they are also the
quickest to respond, which could demonstrate an apparent devotion to rejecting the transmission of
compromised content. Another proof of the latter is that they spend all the conversation on Omegle,
the platform that does not allow sending multimedia, and when the change to Snapchat is made,
they leave.

7.3.2. Interested

The cluster denoted in blue, composed of 4041 suspects, demonstrates a higher interest. In general,
they have a favorable opinion about child abuse proposals and present positive emotions in their
sexual interactions. Nevertheless, in this group, there are users with different frequencies in posting
sexual content. In this sense, one could say that these suspects might be interested in reading or talking
about sex, without welcoming the transmission of content. Therefore, they are not fast to respond,
which might indicate skepticism when talking about sex, although they do not reject it. Also, they
focus their activity in Omegle, where no photos or videos are allowed.

7.3.3. Pervert

Finally, the red-colored group is formed by 1669 suspects and presents a similar interest in child
sex content as interested users. However, the main difference with the rest of the groups is their
predisposition for the transmission of sexual content. They demonstrate a receptive attitude to having
a conversation about sex as the interested group, but they take little time to respond, they spend
a short time in Omegle and register a high activity in Snapchat, the platform to which users move to
exchange multimedia.

Therefore, having described the different types of profiled suspects, in the following section,
we analyze in-depth the values of the different metrics by groups to precisely characterize
their behavior.

7.4. Behavior of Profiled Suspects

Considering the principal differences among the distinguished groups, it is worth analyzing each
group’s specific behavior in detail. Figure 6 compares the distribution of values per detected group
for the selected features. Note that it is a more accurate perspective than Figure 5, which served us to
categorize each group.

OPINION ABOUT SEX TIME OF RESPONSE

POSTS ABOUT SEX

EMOTION ABOUT SEX

Suspects Behavior

OMEGLE DURATION SNAPCHAT DURATION

INDIFFERENT INTERESTED PERVERT

Figure 6. Behavior of profiled groups.

First of all, interested and pervert suspects maintain a positive tendency around 0.4, reaching
even a 0.7 of positivity, in child abuse interactions. On the other hand, as indifferent users practically
do not send messages about child sexual aspects, it demonstrates a totally negative opinion against
minor contents.
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Moreover, interested and pervert suspects experience very positive emotions within sexual
messages, more than 0.75 of emotional positivism for the former in most cases, and more than 0.50 in
the latter. On the contrary, indifferent users also show strong negative emotions since they do not post
about sex.

In terms of response time, indifferent users generally take less than 2 s to respond. On the other hand,
interested users typically require 2 and 3 s to respond, eventually reaching 4 s. Surprisingly, perverts spend
exactly two seconds, on average, to interact with our chatbot. This non-variable value makes us suspect
that these users, apart from being interested in sex, were actually programmed to interact automatically,
that is, they were probably bots controlled by software. Nevertheless, these numbers demonstrate that all
users using Omegle are interested in chatting and go away from keyboard.

As mentioned before, indifferent users do no usually send messages with sexual content.
Regarding interested users, there is a continuous uniform distribution at all levels, from suspects
who barely post about sex to others who mention sexual topics within almost 100% of their messages.
Additionally, most perverts send sexual messages in over 50% of their interactions.

Finally, the differences in chatroom duration are significantly disparate. In the Omegle
conversation, indifferent users spend up to 200 s (3–4 min) in most cases, while interested and pervert
suspects do not usually reach 50 s in the best cases. When moving to Snapchat, both the indifferent
and interested users definitely leave the conversation. Yet, perverts remain online in Snapchat for
a considerable period of 2 to 4 min in predisposition to broadcast or receive multimedia.

With these results, C3-Sex is proven to be a powerful tool for profiling suspects based on
premeditated metrics. The following sections show how long the chatbot has been running in order to
profile 7199 users effectively.

7.5. Experiments Overview and Limitations

C3-Sex is an automatic and software-controlled conversational agent deployed on the web that
interacts with users autonomously. Figure 7 represents the weekly temporal activity of our chatbot in
the experiments, showing its high capacity to analyze the network. On average, C3-Sex can interact
with 900 suspects weekly, a value that is already high compared to a manual intervention replicated
by a human. In particular, in the seventh week, the chatbot chatted with more than 500 users, and in
weeks 2, 3, and 5, it surpassed the incredible number of 1500 suspects. Moreover, in the second week
C3-Sex was able to maintain contact with nearly 2500 network users.

The diagram helps us to evaluate the chatbot very positively, which was able to stay online
throughout the eight weeks of the experiment, with a total of 7199 users contacted. Therefore, this tool
has is a valuable support for profiling people on a large scale and with descriptive statistics of behavior.

However, C3-Sex also has some limitations. Although it profiles suspects through a wide range
of features, it is unfeasible for the current version of the C3-Sex to infer the potential intention of the
suspect or the probability of being a pedophile. Such determination is the job of the cyber intelligence
analyst who employs C3-Sex and who must analyze the generated clusters to determine the type
of users allocated in each one. A coming step in the evolution of C3-Sex could be to use the 7199
conversations, which were categorized with an unsupervised method in Section 7 as belonging to
indifferent, interested or pervert suspects, to train a supervised model that may be able to make
an automatic categorization of the new suspects that interact with C3-Sex. On the other hand,
artificial intelligence models included in Table 3 could be trained with more data and thus achieve
a more intelligent chatbot when interacting and analyzing.
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Figure 7. Chatbot activity.

8. Conclusions and Future Work

With the aim of humbly contributing to the honorable task of prosecuting sexual crimes,
specifically online child sexual abuse, our conversational agent C3-Sex has been proposed
along with this paper. C3-Sex is composed of four models, namely: Retrieval-based,
Generative, Emotional classification, and Opinion classification. Altogether, these models constitute
a solution able to keep conversations with suspects and profile them with up to 25 features related to
the conversation’s content and the behavior in the chatroom. The proposed analytic classification task
reveals that these profiling features segregate different kinds of users and behaviors. The final goal of
C3-Sex is to profile users and expose potential holders and bidders of illegal content related to online
child sexual abuse, who can later be investigated by a Law Enforcement Agency.

As future work, we are willing to investigate and compile real chats of sex offenders to implement
a supervised model and provide a robust categorization mechanism. The latter would also allow
the validation of the tool with a specific numeric accuracy. In fact, in the next release, the chatbot
could include the percentage of the dangerousness of the other peer, having predictive functions
on-the-fly as the conversation goes on. We also plan to improve the models that compose our chatbot,
so a more human-like interaction between the chatbot and the suspects can be performed, reducing the
probability that the suspect can unveil C3-Sex. This should be achieved by generating more specific
AIML rules for the retrieval model and training the generative model with a dataset associated with
a context of sexual conversations. Additionally, in the future, we expect to address other types of sexual
crimes related to children, like grooming, sexual exploitation, sexting, sextortion, sex scam, or sex
trafficking. Some of these new types of sexual crimes would require C3-Sex to keep more complex
conversations for a longer time.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

ACE Artificial Conversational Entity
AI Artificial Intelligence
AIML Artificial Intelligence Markup Language
ECM Emotional Chatting Machine
KNN K-Nearest Neighbor
LEA Law Enforcement Agency
LSTM-NN Long Short Term Memory Neural Network
MCA Membership, Categorization, Analysis
MDS Multidimensional Scaling
NLG Natural Language Generator
NLP Natural Language Processor
P2P Peer to Peer
PCA Principal Component Analysis
SVM Support Vector Machine
VoIP Voice over IP
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Abstract: The protection and processing of sensitive data in big data systems are common problems
as the increase in data size increases the need for high processing power. Protection of the sensitive
data on a system that contains multiple connections with different privacy policies, also brings the
need to use proper cryptographic key exchange methods for each party, as extra work. Homomorphic
encryption methods can perform similar arithmetic operations on encrypted data in the same way
as a plain format of the data. Thus, these methods provide data privacy, as data are processed
in the encrypted domain, without the need for a plain form and this allows outsourcing of the
computations to cloud systems. This also brings simplicity on key exchange sessions for all sides.
In this paper, we propose novel privacy preserving clustering methods, alongside homomorphic
encryption schemes that can run on a common high performance computation platform, such as a
cloud system. As a result, the parties of this system will not need to possess high processing power
because the most power demanding tasks would be done on any cloud system provider. Our system
offers a privacy preserving distance matrix calculation for several clustering algorithms. Considering
both encrypted and plain forms of the same data for different key and data lengths, our privacy
preserving training method’s performance results are obtained for four different data clustering
algorithms, while considering six different evaluation metrics.

Keywords: cryptography; clustering; homomorphic encryption; machine learning

1. Introduction

In recent years, there is an increasing demand for outsourced cloud systems that allow tenants
to rapidly handle sensitive data that are collected from systems, including military systems, health
care systems, or banking systems. Additionally, public big data systems are needed to analyze data
without breach data privacy.

Machine learning [1] is a new era that can gather valuable information to make decisions in an
efficient way using several public cloud systems. Occasionally, cloud platforms contain data batches
with different privacy policies; however, they still have to be analyzed in a mutual way. Consider
the case of different medical institutes that want to jointly build a disease diagnosis model using a
machine learning algorithm. In this case, privacy policies and General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR) prevent these medical institutes from sharing with each other [2,3]. In this case, traditional
machine learning methods cannot be applied. Sensitive data cannot be distributed publicly every time,
due to the different privacy policies that different parties have.
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1.1. Current Solutions

How can sensitive data be distributed and computed between the different computer cluster
nodes without losing their privacy? Generally, in order to find a correct answer to this problem,
symmetric and asymmetric (with public-private key cryptography) encryption algorithms [4] are
applied to the data. The power of cryptographic algorithms consists of key pairs built on the power of
privacy and randomness.

The power of cryptographic algorithms consists of key pairs built on the privacy of cryptographic
keys and the strength of randomness.

In classical asymmetric key cryptographic methods, the secret key must be shared with the
cloud service provider in order to perform arithmetic operations on the data. In this case, the data
owner should trust to the cloud service provider. However, the need for disclosure of confidential
information arises and existing laws prevent it. In addition, many asymmetric key encryption methods
are not probabilistic, thus they are only one representation of a value. For example, with a secret key
1234567890abcde f , the result of 0 will always be B1B38CACC1F6A6BEB068BEC2C0643185. The data
sets we use today are sparse and therefore consist of a large number of 0s. If the value 0 has only one
encrypted form, it can be easily estimated by an attacker. In order to protect privacy, the encryption
methods must also be probabilistic.

When a privacy-preserving technique is implemented using classical cryptographic algorithms,
the computation nodes are required to have appropriate cryptographic key or keys from public/private
key pairs, and the keys have to be exchanged using a secure communication channel. The biggest
problem in this type of system is that the cloud server that will perform the computation has keys that
can access the private data in plain form [5].

Considering privacy issues related to data handling for machine learning algorithms, there are
two primary approaches;

First, using the characteristic features of datasets for the generalization and suppression for
anonymization. After that, the anonymized version of data can be distributed [6] to other computation
parties to execute a data analytics algorithm.

Secondly, using cryptographically secure multi-party computation algorithms to build
cryptographic protocols that can compute the same result with a plain form of data using an encrypted
version of the data. This approach is applicable mostly when the relationship between data sharing
nodes is symmetrical. A symmetrical relationship indicates that if a dataset is partitioned and
distributed to different parties, then the model that is built by a machine learning algorithm and
applied to the dataset is the same. Thus, the final result of the algorithm execution shows that all
parties learn the same model based on a shared dataset.

The main difference between these two methods consists of the fact that in the first approach (the
anonymization approach), the computation parties do not execute machine learning algorithms on the
original data, which belong to themselves, and the data owner itself does not get back an output of the
computation.

The objective of the method presented in this paper is to allow a user to create different cluster
models using homomorphic encryption algorithm without accessing the plain version of the data.
Accordingly, the data owner also would not know anything about the data clustering model. The
algorithm performance was measured in different size and the clustering performance with different
metrics is investigated using various metrics.

1.2. Contribution

Currently, the data, which need to be preserved privately, are part of a large volume and may
differ in a wide range of ranges. There are several approaches in the literature for providing privacy
for sensitive data. Classical cryptographic methods are not sufficient in each case for privacy issues
with a data system. When a process needs to run on a sensitive database with the protection of classical
cryptographic systems, there will be a need for a proper key for deciphering. After that, the needed
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process can be executed on the decrypted version of the data. Thus, the privacy of the data is violated
and there is a threat of data disclosure. Considering their competence level, it is evident that this
procedure cannot be used in every situation. Of concern to this data privacy breach problem, there is
always a need for a system that has to protect the confidentiality of this data when a computation is
executed.

In our previous work, [7], we applied partially homomorphic encryption methods to build
a probabilistic classifier using the extreme learning machine algorithm. Within the scope of this
previous study, we have examined how to create classification models using homomorphic encryption
algorithms. We created the privacy-protected version of the ELM algorithm, which constructs a
classification model by creating a linear equation.

In this research, we have designed a system that uses Paillier Cryptography for clustering data
systems without violating their privacy. This system would use the data in an efficient way while
preserving the privacy of data.

The contributions of this paper are twofold. First:

• The Paillier cryptosystem encryption-based clustering model building protocol is proposed for
preserving privacy and thus clustering model training is performed. Secondly:

• The computation of the distance metric matrix of four different clustering algorithms is distributed
to independent parties, thus minimizing the overall computational time.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the related work on using
cryptographic models and technologies for privacy preserving machine learning and data analysis.
Section 3 describes data clustering, cluster model evaluation metrics, and homomorphic encryption.
Section 4 describes our proposed privacy-preserving clustering learning model. Section 5 evaluates
the proposed learning model. Finally, Section 6 concludes this paper.

2. Related Work

In this section, we describe the general overview of literature related to privacy-preserving
machine learning models.

In [8], the authors suggested a privacy enhanced version of the Iterative Dichotomiser 3 (ID3)
algorithm by using secure two party computation. They have stated that their learning model requires
relatively less communication stages and bandwidth. In this method, the classification algorithm is
combined with a decision tree algorithm, while the privacy of data is preserved as different users work.
The results of each party are merged by using different cryptographic protocols. If there are more
than two parties involved in the computation, their protocol cannot be applied to build a classification
model. The ID3 algorithm can be used for only discrete values datasets; however, most of the today
dataset contains only continuous variables.

In [9], the authors examined the balance between learnability from data and privacy, while
developing a privacy preserving algorithm for sensitive data. They focused on the privacy preserving
version of the logistic regression classification algorithm. Limiting the sensitivity due to distortion
is calculated when a noise-adding feature is implemented to the regularized version of the logical
regression classification algorithm. A privacy-preserving version of the regularized logistic regression
algorithm is built, solving a perturbed optimization problem. Their approach uses a differential privacy
technique to build a classifier model in a privacy-preserving environment. The differential privacy
model can be applied to statistical databases only.

In [10], the authors proposed data processing methods that are aim to merge different security
requirements on different platforms. They calculated the mathematical representation of the distributed
data to its original form and tried to accurately approximate the true values of the original data from
distributed data. They added some perturbation to the original dataset using a randomizing function.

Xu K., Yue H. et al. considered the conventional methods of cryptography for different nodes that
do not share open data in respect of adequation. For this concern, the authors applied to minimize the
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data that requires being computed, by using the data locality feature of the Apache Hadoop system to
protecting the privacy [11]. Their approach is based on the map-reduce paradigm, which is a quite old,
big data analysis technique. In this work, the authors use a random matrix to preserve the privacy of
the dataset content.

In [12], the authors inspected the overheads of the privacy and transmission of partitioned
data in supervised and non-supervised contexts. They concluded that is better to transmit the
hyper-parameters of the generative learning models that are built on local data nodes to a central
database, instead of sharing the original data. Their paper showed that through reproducing artificial
samples from the original data probability distributions using Markov Chain Monte Carlo method, it is
mathematically possible to represent all the data with a mean model. In their approach, the authors
do not share a perturbated matrix, they instead produce artificial samples from the underlying
distributions using the Markov Chain Monte Carlo technique. Producing artificial data can sometimes
cause errors on the model. The resulting model may not perform adequately on the test dataset.

In [13], the authors used artificial neural networks to gather information and construct models
from various datasets. Their aim was to design a practical system that allows different parties to jointly
build an accurate neural network model without sharing their private data. The authors concluded
that their approach has a strong privacy-preserving component compared to any existing method
due to the minimal data sharing between parties, which is actually a small number of neural network
hyper-parameters. In this paper, the authors proposed a distributed version of the stochastic gradient
descent (SGD) optimization algorithm. Their classification model evaluation results are almost the
same to the original model evaluation results. However, there are many other optimization techniques
that have more efficiency over time.

In [14], the authors proposed a system that allows users an on point representative model for
sensitive data, which also protects its privacy. The system calculates the frequencies of specific values
or a group of values. In this phase, the model protects the data privacy. The authors stated that there
is no information sharing except the frequency of data values. The proposed model works only in a
specific scenario where each customer (or party) sends only one flow of communication to the central
miner, and no customer sends data to other customers.

In [15], the authors developed a system that guarantees the data from a single party data source
will not be disclosed. In order to protect the data privacy, Shamir’s secret sharing is used with the
distributed version of the decision tree learning, ID3 algorithm. The ID3 algorithm can be used for
only discrete values datasets.

In [16], the authors used a multi key-fully homomorphic encryption alongside a hybrid structure,
which combined double decryption. The authors stated that these two privacy-preserving algorithms
are acceptable to use with different types of deep learning algorithms over encrypted data. Each party
in computation chooses its key pairs and encrypts its own data. Encrypted data is sent to a cloud
system and the computation over the data is executed by these two systems.

In [17], the authors developed a privacy preserving version of the Bayes classifier learning method
for horizontally partitioned data and proposed two protocols. One of these protocols is a secure
two-party protocol and the other one is a secure multi-party protocol. The secure multi-party protocol
is used between owners of sensitive data and a semi trusted server for sending messages that have
to be classified. The two party protocol is used for sensitive data between a user and a semi-trusted
server for broadcasting the classification results made on the server. In this work it is assumed that
these two protocols are trusted and can preserve privacy. Their approach can be applied only into a
Bayesian classifier.

In [18], the authors proposed a parallel computing approach that can perform with high
performance on the computationally intensive works of data mining. In this study they considered
a system built on the idea of the existence of a cluster and a grid resource in one tier, and in an
another tier the system would simply abstract the communication for algorithm development. Their
framework is applied only for classification algorithms.
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3. Preliminaries

In this section, we briefly introduce clustering methods, homomorphic encryption, and the Paillier
Cryptosystem used for our proposed privacy-preserving cluster learning model. We also introduce the
evaluation metrics used to analyze the experimental results.

3.1. Data Clustering

Clustering can be described as combining the same instances of a dataset into the same group
depending on special features of the data. For the evaluation criteria of a clustering model, the elements
that are similar to each other should be in the same group as much as possible.

There are four different approaches for clustering algorithms: centroid-based, distribution-based,
density-based, and connectivity-based.

Centroid-Based Clustering: Centroid-based clustering [19] presents a cluster by a central vector,
which does not have to be an instance of the dataset. The required number of clusters should be
predetermined and this is the main drawback of this type of algorithm (such as the K-Means algorithm).
After deciding the number of clusters, then the central vectors for each cluster are computed by different
distance metrics from the clusters to find the nearest instance to form clusters.

Distribution-Based Clustering: In this type of algorithm, instances of training data are clustered
due to their statistical characteristics. Clusters can be defined as instances belonging most likely to the
same distribution. One well-known mixture model for this method is a Gaussian mixture [20]. A dataset
at the start is modeled with a Gaussian distribution arbitrarily and then the parameters are optimized
to fit the dataset. It is an iterative algorithm, thus the output will converge into an optimum model.

Density-Based clustering: In this type of algorithm, clusters are defined, taking into consideration
the area of high density of instances in the input dataset. Density-based clustering algorithms use
different criteria for defining the density. One of the well-known criteria is called density reachability [21].
This logic works for searching for instances in a dataset that are within a certain threshold value, and
adding those instances into the same cluster.

Connectivity-based clustering: This clustering method collects instances of an input dataset that
are more interconnected to nearby instances, than farther away instances, to build a cluster model.
In this approach, clusters are built based on their distance metrics, thus, a cluster can be defined by
the maximum distance metric needed to group instances. Different clusters will be built at different
distances, as a result, this approach can be visualized with a dendrogram, because these type of clustering
methods yield a hierarchical model. As a result, a certain cluster also can be merged with another
cluster.

There are a variety of different clustering algorithms. In our work, we analysed the K-Means,
Hierarchical, Spectral, and Birch clustering algorithms.

The K-Means algorithm builds a cluster model considering distance metrics between input instances.
The algorithm is applied generally when the data has a flat geometry, creating only a few clusters, and
the number of clusters is evenly sized.

The Hierarchical algorithm builds a cluster model, taking into consideration the pairwise distance
metrics between input instances. This algorithm is applicable generally when creating a large amount
of clusters, and when there are possible connectivity constraints to building clusters.

The Spectral algorithm builds a cluster model taking into accountthe nearest-neighbors [22].
This algorithm is applicable generally when the input data has a non-flat geometry, creating only a few
clusters and the number of clusters is even sized.

The Birch algorithm builds a cluster model taking into consideration the Euclidean distance between
input instances. This algorithm is applicable generally when the data is large and data reduction,
in respect to outlier removal, is needed.
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3.2. Evaluation Metrics

In this paper, our proposed system is evaluated in consideration of six different metrics.
Homogeneity: This metric can only be fulfilled if the members of each single class are assigned

into a distinct cluster in terms of homogeneity [23]. Thus, each cluster consists of only instances of a
single class. The class distribution within each cluster should be to only a single class. This metric gets
a value between 0 and 1. If clustering is done in the most ideal way, than the homogeneity value will
be equal to 1. The homogeneity value can be evaluated to understand the quality of the clustering of
elements belonging to the same class in the same cluster. The ratio of current homogeneity value and
the ideal value can be expressed as H(C|K), and this expression is equal to 0 when there is a perfect
clustering. The value of H(C|K) is dependent on the size of the dataset, therefore, instead of using this
value, the normalized version is used and it is;

(H(C|K))
(H(C))

. (1)

Thus, the output value with 1 is desirable, and 0 is the undesirable state, the homogeneity can be
defined as:

h =

⎧⎨
⎩1 i f H(C, K) = 0

1− H(C|K)
H(C) else

(2)

where

H(C|K) = −
|K|
∑
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|C|
∑
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ack
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ack

∑
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∑
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n
log
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n
.

(3)

Completeness is a symmetrical version of the homogeneity metric, expressing the balance of
instances belonging to the same class, inside the same cluster. If the instances belonging to the same
class are represented in the same cluster as the result of the clustering of the data, this metric, which
takes the ideal value in this situation, is regarded as 1. If the grouping is far from the ideal state,
the value of this metric will be 0. In order to satisfy this criterion, each of the clusters should be
comprised of elements that belong to only one class. The distribution of cluster labeling inside each
single class label is used to analyze the completeness metric. In ideal conditions, the value will be 0,
H(K|C) = 0. The worst case conditions occur when each class is labeled by each cluster. In this case,
the value will be 0, H(K) = 0. Completeness can be defined as:

c =

⎧⎨
⎩1 i f H(K, C) = 0

1− H(K|C)
H(K) else

(4)

where

H(K|C) = −
|C|
∑
c=1

|K|
∑
k=1

ack
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log
ack

∑
|K|
k=1 ack

H(K) = −
|K|
∑
k=1

∑
|C|
c=1 ack

n
log

∑
|C|
c=1 ack

n
.

(5)

V-Measure is a balance metric between homogeneity and completeness criteria. V-Measure
is calculated by using the harmonic mean of the homogeneity and completeness values of the
cluster model. This metric value is between 0 and 1. As described above in previous homogeneity
and completeness sections, these two metrics have working logics that are opposite to each other.
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An increase in the homogeneity value results in a decrease in the completeness value, and vice versa.
The V-Measure is shown as:

v−Measure =
(2 ∗ homogenity ∗ completeness)
(homogenity + completeness)

. (6)

Adjusted Rand Index: The Rand Index metric is a measure of similarities between two data clustering
labels, and should be calculated in order to find the Adjusted Rand Index (ARI). While the Rand Index
may vary between 0 and 1, the ARI can also have negative values. ARI metric is shown as:

ARI =
(RI − Expected RI)

(max(RI)− Expected RI)
. (7)

ARI becomes 0 when the clustering is done randomly and independent of the number of clusters;
however, if the clusters are similar or identical, then the metric value becomes 1. This metric is also
symmetrical.

(adjusted_rand_score(a, b) == adjusted_rand_score(b, a)). (8)

Adjusted Mutual Information For this metric, as with ARI, mutual information describes how much
information is shared between different clusters. Thus, adjusted mutual information can be considered as
a similarity metric. In our paper, adjusted mutual information (AMI) measures the number of mutual
instances between different clusters. This metric value becomes 1 when the clusters are completely
identical, and when the clusters are independent from each other this metric value is equal to 0. Thus,
there is no information shared between clusters. AMI is the adjusted shape of mutual information.
The mutual information value is shown as:

AMI(U, V) =
MI(U, V)− E(MI(U, V))

max(H(U), H(V))− E(MI(U, V))
. (9)

This metric is also symmetrical, as with the ARI metric.
The Silhouette Coefficient metric is calculated by using both intra-cluster distance and mean

nearest-cluster distance and is the distance between an instance and the nearest cluster that the
instance that is not a part of each of the instances in a dataset. The silhouette coefficient is shown as:

Silhouette Coe f f . =
(b− a)

max(a, b)
(10)

where b is the distance value between an instance and the nearest cluster (which the instance does
not belong to) and a is the mean value of distances within the cluster that the instance is a part of.
This metric obtains the mean value of all silhouette coefficient values for the instances in the dataset.

The Silhouette coefficient can achieve values between −1 and 1. When the Silhouette coefficient is
closer to −1, then it is more likely that the instance is in the wrong cluster. If this metric is considered
in all instances in the dataset, the more the value moves closer to −1. In this case, the clustering is not
accurate and the instances are more likely assigned to wrong clusters. On the contrary, if the metric
value gets closer to 1, then, the clustering model is more accurate. When the metric value is near 0,
then the clusters are overlapped.

3.3. Homomorphic Encryption

Homomorphic encryption allows for computing with encrypted data and achieves the same
results with the plain version of the data. The most important feature of this type of cryptographic
scheme is to preserve the privacy of the sensitive data [24] as they allow work on the encrypted
data instead of its plain form. Homomorphic encryption schemes can also be used in connecting
different kinds of services without putting at risk the exposure of sensitive data. Homomorphical
encryption systems can be divided into two different groups; partially homomorphic algorithms and
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fully homomorphic algorithms. In our research, we applied the partially additive homomorphic
Paillier Cryptosystem.

One can say that a public-key encryption scheme is additively homomorphic if, given two
encrypted messages, such as �a� and �b�, there exists a public-key summation operation ⊕ such that
�a�⊕ �b� is an encryption of the plaintext of a + b. The formal definition is that an encryption scheme
is additively homomorphic if for any private key, public key (sk, pk), the plaintext space P = ZN for
a, b ∈ ZN .

Encpk(a + b mod N) = Encpk(x)× Encpk(y)

Encpk(x · y mod N) = Encpk(x)y.
(11)

3.3.1. Paillier Cryptosystem

The Paillier cryptosystem [25] is an asymmetric, probabilistic, and public key cryptosystem. It
preserves privacy [26] depending on the complexity of the problem of computing the n-th residue
classes. A Paillier cryptosystem is a partially homomorphic system, which means that the encryption of
M1 and M2 plain datasets with a K public key gives the same result as the encryption of multiplication
of the same two datasets (M1 + M2), using the same K public key. This encryption algorithm works
by performing the two main jobs in an order. The first one is the key generation and the second one is
the encryption/decryption of the dataset.

The Paillier cryptographic system has partial homomorphic properties, which makes this
algorithm more appropriate against data exposure and it is used in several fields that have sensitive
data, such as medicine, finance, and the military. These partial homomorphic properties are:

• The addition of two encrypted messages: The result of adding two encrypted messages that are
exactly the same with the result of the plain version of adding these two messages.

• Multiplication of an encrypted message with a non-encrypted message: Multiplying an encrypted
message with a number N is same with multiplying the plain form of that message with the same
message N and encrypting it.

Let us give a set of possible plaintext messages M and a set of secret and public key pairs
K = pk× sk, where pk is the public key and sk is the secret key of the cryptosytem. Then the Paillier
homomorphic encryption cryptosystem satisfies the following property for any two plaintext messages
m1 and m2 and a constant value a:

Decsk

(
Encpk (m1)× Encpk (m1)

)
= m1 + m2 (12)

Decsk

(
Encpk (m1)

a
)
= a×m1. (13)

One of the main properties of the Paillier cryptosystem is that it is based on a probabilistic
encryption algorithm. Large-scale data sets are sparse matrices, in which most of the elements are
zero. In order to prevent the guessing of elements of the input data set, the Paillier cryptosystem has
probabilistic encryption that does not encrypt two equal plaintexts with the same encryption key into
the same ciphertext.

3.3.2. Floating Point Numbers

As the Paillier encryption systems works only on integer values, the proposed protocols are
only capable of handling integers. This is considered to be an obstacle in applying these algorithms,
as mostly of the real datasets contain continuous values. Nonetheless, in the case of an input dataset
with real numbers in the protocol, we need to map the floating point input data vectors into the discrete
domain with a conversion function (i.e., scaling).
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The number of digits in the fractional part of the data, which is defined as a floating point number,
can be very large and if these numbers are to be used, then it would definitely require more processing
power and processing time. For this reason, in this work only the first five fractional digits have been
used, and, due to this fact, the fractional digits of input data more than these digits are not used. These
may be possibly generated as a result of computational work and are rounded into five digits. Using
this approach potentially creates minimal data losses and deviations of computation. It is seen that
this effect on the calculation result depends on the grouping algorithm used, but overall it does not
affect the effectiveness of the algorithms.

4. System Model

4.1. Development Environment

In our experiments, we used Python 64-bit 3.3 to implement the mentioned algorithms to encrypt
the training datasets using Paillier cryptography. We used scikit-learn, scipy python libraries to build
privacy-preserving versions of four different clustering algorithms, which have been described in
Section 3.

Each algorithm was run on a computer with an Intel Core i7-6700HQ CPU @ 2.60GHz octa core
processor (4 real and +4 pseudo) along with 16 GB of RAM. Parallel computing has not been used in
every experiment but where an algorithm allows the use of all processor cores while running, that
property has been used.

4.2. Sequence Diagram

In this section, we explain our privacy preserving clustering training approach with several
sequence diagrams. This system not only aims to preserve privacy but also aims to analyze and handle
the data efficiently in terms of execution time and processing power. The model has two distinct
phases; the client computation and the model building.

4.2.1. Client Computation

In this research, the client has the plain version of the data. The main task of the client side is
to handle and to encrypt the sensitive data when it is needed. The client generates a public/private
Paillier key pair by establishing a key exchange session with cloud service providers, then sends its
public key and the encrypted form of the training data.

The cloud service provider also does not store the plain version of the sensitive data but has
a huge computation infrastructure to compute intensive data analysis. On the cloud servers, the
computations are executed to get an encrypted distance metric matrix using Pailler crypto-system
encrypted data that will be used by the clustering algorithms. Cloud servers perform all computations
for the tenant without violating their privacy and it sends the computation results (distance metric
matrix). The tenant, then uses the encrypted distance metric matrix in order to build a cluster model.
As illustrated in Figure 1, in this system, the tenant side does not require the plain data to use, but
instead the cluster information can be derived from the encrypted distance metric matrix.
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M4: Calculate Enc. Distance Matrix

Henc
m

M5: Send Distance Matrix (Henc
m )

Figure 1. Sequence diagram for the client side.

The pseudocode for the Client Computation phase of the proposed system is shown in Algorithm 1.
In lines 2–3, the client creates public/private crypto keys, keeps the private key internally, and sends
the public key to the cloud service provider. In lines 4–5, the client encrypts the training dataset
and sends it to the cloud service provider. At this stage, the cloud service provider has access to the
public key and to the data to perform the calculation. In lines 6–7, the cloud server performs distance
calculations on the encrypted data using the metric information given as parameters. It sends the
encrypted distance matrix back to the client.

Algorithm 1 Client initialization and distance computation.

1: Inputs:

Dataset, X , Crypto key length: l, metric type: m
2: (Keypub, Keypriv)← KeyGen(l) � Key Generation
3: res← sendCryptoKey(Keypub) � send public key to cloud service provider
4: �X �← encrypt(Keypriv,X ) � encrypt dataset
5: sendEncryptedDataSet(�X �) � send encrypted dataset to cloud service provider
6: �H�← distanceMatrix(�X �, m) � Cloud service provider computes the distance matrix of each

input instance according to metric parameter
7: res← sendDistanceMatrix(�H�) � Cloud service provider sends the encrypted distance matrix to

client

4.2.2. Model Building at the Client Side

At this stage, the client has an encrypted distance matrix. The first action of the client is to decrypt
this matrix using the private key Keypriv. Since the clustering algorithms used in this study are distance
based, the clustering model can be constructed by using the distance matrix as a parameter, explained
in detail in Algorithm 2. As illustrated in Figure 2, the client receives the encrypted distance matrix
and decrypts it using the private key.
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Figure 2. Sequence diagram for model building at the client side.

Algorithm 2 Cluster model building.

1: Inputs:

Encrypted distance matrix: �H�, Crypto keys: Keypub, Keypriv, Cluster

algorithm: C
2: H ← decryptDistanceMatrix(�H�) � Client decrypt the distance matrix
3: m← clusteringAlgorithm(C,H) � Run clustering algrithm with plain domain distance matrix
4: Outputs:

Clustering model m

5. Experimental results

In this research, the clustering methods that have been described in Section 3.1 were examined by
running each of them on 10 different datasets (from 500 to 5000 instances) using five different crypto
key lengths. The data length of each dataset is also the name of the dataset (dataset 500, dataset 1000
etc.) and the used key lengths vary between 64 bits and 1024 bits.

All algorithms were run on a Python environment and all algorithm codes have been modified to
create the same number of clusters (20 clusters) from the given data.

5.1. Plaintext Results

The experimental results for the plain domain computations are shown in Table 1. As no key is
used, there is only one column of the table for the score of each evaluation metric. In the case of plain
data computations, the same metric scores have been obtained except for the silhouette coefficient.
The change is not large enough to change the metric score, thus it can be neglected. The evaluation
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metrics obtained the maximum scores in plain data computation (except silhouette coe f f icient), as the
used data are arti f icial and not real.

According to Table 1, all clustering performance metrics are the same for all algorithms.
The K-means clustering algorithm takes more time to build a model for 1000–3000 row datasets,
Hierarchical clustering needs more time for 4000–5000 row datasets, and the Spectral algorithm needs
a lower time for training for all datasets.

Table 1. Plain domain evaluation of metric scores.
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1000

K-means 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 36.95
Hierarchical 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 14.89
Spectral 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 8.62
Birch 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 15.07

2000

K-means 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 163.58
Hierarchical 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 123.05
Spectral 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 26.47
Birch 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 96.95

3000

K-means 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 413.85
Hierarchical 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 410.76
Spectral 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 53.83
Birch 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 347.99

4000

K-means 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 789.06
Hierarchical 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 964.55
Spectral 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 98.60
Birch 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 795.86

5000

K-means 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1292.19
Hierarchical 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1592.06
Spectral 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 148.25
Birch 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1509.15

5.2. Encrypted Domain Results

The experimental results of the encrypted domain computations are shown in Tables 2–5. Based
on these results, we conclude that there is no need to use 64 bit and 128 bit keys, as, these keys did not
effect the results of this work and, for this reason, the scores of 64 and 128 bit keys are not shown on
the table.

According to Table 2, all clustering performance metrics are different for all algorithms. Generally
Birch clustering algorithm takes more time to build a model, Spectral clustering needs needs lower
time for training for all datasets. Generally Spectral clustering algorithm performance results are better
than the other algorithms.
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Table 2. Encrypted domain evaluation of metric scores for 256 bit key length.
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1000

K-Means 0.741 0.724 0.732 0.488 0.705 0.350 228.41
Hierarchical 0.708 0.661 0.684 0.422 0.638 0.272 167.56
Spectral 0.842 0.848 0.845 0.694 0.832 0.291 219.22
Birch 0.735 0.610 0.667 0.427 0.588 0.292 175.84

2000

K-Means 0.811 0.793 0.802 0.720 0.786 0.352 849.30
Hierarchical 0.722 0.706 0.714 0.504 0.696 0.306 725.57
Spectral 0.822 0.829 0.825 0.676 0.816 0.273 646.24
Birch 0.706 0.569 0.630 0.364 0.557 0.282 1275.94

3000

K-Means 0.743 0.727 0.735 0.543 0.721 0.338 2056.95
Hierarchical 0.703 0.675 0.689 0.428 0.669 0.295 2163.89
Spectral 0.837 0.837 0.835 0.710 0.830 0.277 1427.10
Birch 0.719 0.520 0.603 0.296 0.511 0.267 3687.20

4000

K-Means 0.795 0.781 0.788 0.671 0.788 0.345 3194.87
Hierarchical 0.641 0.688 0.664 0.384 0.636 0.264 3254.51
Spectral 0.777 0.780 0.779 0.579 0.774 0.281 3012.27
Birch 0.721 0.533 0.613 0.363 0.527 0.271 3222.27

5000

K-Means 0.766 0.751 0.759 0.604 0.748 0.340 6257.98
Hierarchical 0.654 0.686 0.670 0.405 0.649 0.245 5737.90
Spectral 0.793 0.799 0.796 0.625 0.791 0.288 4031.74
Birch 0.723 0.581 0.644 0.373 0.577 0.245 7191.10

According to Table 3, generally the Spectral clustering algorithm performance results are better
than the other algorithms.

Table 3. Encrypted domain evaluation of metric scores for 512 bit key length.
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1000

K-Means 0.741 0.724 0.732 0.488 0.705 0.350 725.91
Hierarchical 0.739 0.679 0.708 0.453 0.657 0.296 579.17
Spectral 0.815 0.819 0.817 0.646 0.803 0.284 770.70
Birch 0.735 0.610 0.667 0.427 0.588 0.292 580.24

2000

K-Means 0.811 0.793 0.802 0.720 0.786 0.352 2994.48
Hierarchical 0.747 0.728 0.737 0.540 0.719 0.298 2329.03
Spectral 0.833 0.840 0.836 0.707 0.828 0.270 2298.56
Birch 0.706 0.569 0.630 0.364 0.557 0.282 4679.90

3000

K-Means 0.743 0.727 0.735 0.543 0.721 0.338 5541.25
Hierarchical 0.699 0.670 0.684 0.454 0.663 0.292 6722.31
Spectral 0.817 0.821 0.819 0.678 0.813 0.269 5333.42
Birch 0.719 0.520 0.603 0.296 0.511 0.267 5497.33

4000

K-Means 0.795 0.781 0.788 0.671 0.788 0.345 10,375.71
Hierarchical 0.659 0.703 0.680 0.407 0.654 0.264 9928.27
Spectral 0.766 0.770 0.768 0.556 0.762 0.283 11,371.57
Birch 0.721 0.533 0.613 0.363 0.527 0.271 9963.32

5000

K-Means 0.766 0.751 0/59 0.604 0.748 0.340 15,636.90
Hierarchical 0.634 0.659 0.646 0.360 0.629 0.245 15,691.37
Spectral 0.806 0.813 0.809 0.648 0.804 0.280 14,343.40
Birch 0.723 0.581 0.644 0.373 0.577 0.245 16,862.45
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According to Table 4, generally, the Spectral clustering algorithms need a lower training time.
The Spectral clustering algorithm performance results are better than the other algorithms.

Table 4. Encrypted domain evaluation of metric scores for 1024 bit key length.
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1000

K-Means 0.741 0.724 0.732 0.488 0.705 0.350 4186.54
Hierarchical 0.727 0.671 0.698 0.429 0.649 0.277 3534.10
Spectral 0.823 0.822 0.822 0.644 0.810 0.295 3458.16
Birch 0.735 0.610 0.667 0.427 0.588 0.292 3977.07

2000

K-Means 0.811 0.793 0.802 0.720 0.786 0.352 15,613.31
Hierarchical 0.706 0.717 0.712 0.490 0.696 0.299 14,633.00
Spectral 0.841 0.848 0.845 0.730 0.836 0.271 13,878.68
Birch 0.706 0.569 0.630 0.364 0.557 0.282 14,160.69

3000

K-Means 0.743 0.727 0.735 0.543 0.721 0.338 34,827.04
Hierarchical 0.673 0.702 0.687 0.455 0.666 0.271 34,352.03
Spectral 0.814 0.820 0.817 0.688 0.810 0.266 31,492.53
Birch 0.719 0.520 0.603 0.296 0.511 0.267 39,601.76

4000

K-Means 0.795 0.781 0.788 0.671 0.788 0.345 56,810.99
Hierarchical 0.646 0.689 0.667 0.389 0.640 0.264 58,259.58
Spectral 0.777 0.780 0.778 0.576 0.773 0.283 56,022.39
Birch 0.721 0.533 0.613 0.363 0.527 0.271 56,957.61

5000

K-Means 0.766 0.751 0.759 0.604 0.748 0.340 93,672.79
Hierarchical 0.651 0.680 0.665 0.401 0.646 0.245 90,506.86
Spectral 0.792 0.798 0.795 0.621 0.790 0.288 96,517.34
Birch 0.723 0.581 0.644 0.373 0.577 0.245 90,333.51

According to Table 5, generally, the Spectral clustering algorithm performance results are better
than the other algorithms.
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Table 5. Encrypted domain evaluation of metric scores for 2048 bit key length.
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1000

K-Means 0.746 0.729 0.739 0.490 0.708 0.351 28,773.89
Hierarchical 0.729 0.675 0.705 0.435 0.649 0.290 24,757.46
Spectral 0.835 0.839 0.836 0.663 0.819 0.295 19,632.64
Birch 0.744 0.618 0.677 0.435 0.592 0.301 29,590.15

2000

K-Means 0.813 0.799 0.808 0.724 0.79 0.355 99,402.12
Hierarchical 0.735 0.717 0.731 0.516 0.703 0.311 104,967.10
Spectral 0.833 0.842 0.839 0.705 0.835 0.272 96,352.80
Birch 0.709 0.572 0.636 0.370 0.564 0.284 45,457.64

3000

K-Means 0.744 0.735 0.736 0.545 0.731 0.344 255,790.18
Hierarchical 0.699 0.690 0.694 0.453 0.668 0.286 220,325.90
Spectral 0.824 0.831 0.832 0.697 0.821 0.277 214,712.31
Birch 0.724 0.524 0.610 0.297 0.512 0.274 337,003.50

4000

K-Means 0.797 0.782 0.788 0.680 0.790 0.349 377,794.82
Hierarchical 0.650 0.702 0.674 0.399 0.652 0.268 406,524.12
Spectral 0.778 0.785 0.780 0.573 0.771 0.285 338,876.22
Birch 0.730 0.536 0.615 0.368 0.532 0.271 391,132.86

5000

K-Means 0.776 0.758 0.762 0.609 0.749 0.349 680,925.54
Hierarchical 0.653 0.685 0.665 0.392 0.646 0.251 636,428.78
Spectral 0.800 0.812 0.807 0.640 0.803 0.290 706,719.43
Birch 0.727 0.581 0.648 0.383 0.583 0.252 628,563.14

Figures 3–6 show the execution time of the algorithms during the encryption of plain data and
the calculation of the distance matrix of the encrypted data for each algorithm. If the amount of data
and key size increases, the time complexity of the algorithm increases.

Figure 3. Calculation time graph for the KMeans algorithm.
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Figure 4. Calculation time graph for the Hierarchical algorithm.

Figure 5. Calculation time graph for the Spectral algorithm.
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Figure 6. Calculation time graph for the Birch algorithm.

5.3. Results

As expected, based on the experimental results, the encrypted domain execution time is more
than the plain data execution. As the Paillier crypto key size increases, the execution time also changes
accordingly in the encrypted data execution. In the case of plain data, the execution time only changes
by changing the data size.

Considering all six cluster evaluation metrics and time, we proposed a practical implementation
of privacy preservation on the clustering training model using a partially homomorphic Paillier crypto
system. Our proposed method is more efficient as we obtained better scores on the evaluation metrics
and stronger key usage.

Based on the results presented in Section 5.2 and the computation results shown in Tables 2–5,
we conclude that 2048 bit crypto key is the approach that provides the best results for all evaluation
metrics. When it comes to the execution time of proposed training model it is clearly evident from the
figures that this approach is not efficient enough. Even though we have achieved the best results in
the clustering model performance with a crypto key with a 2048 bit length, it seems that the training
time takes quite a long time. The training phase of the 2048 bit length crypto key is about eight times
more of the training with the 1024 bit length crypto key. Security standards state that it is necessary
to use crypto keys with a minimum length of 2048 bits in order to ensure privacy [27]. Although the
2048 bit key length is required by security standards, we also shared the results of other key lengths in
this study. Figure 7 shows the duration of the clustering algorithm’s training phase with a 5000 row
dataset when using crypto keys from 256, 512, 1024, and 2048 bit lengths.

If we examine the resulting Tables 2–5 that show cluster evaluation metric results of plain data
clustering, we can conclude that the plain data would get perfect evaluation metric scores except
silhouette coefficient.
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Figure 7. The training times on a logarithmic scale using the 5000 row dataset. The crypto key length
with 0 refers to the plain domain execution time of the proposed method. This figure shows the
nonlinear relationship between the increase in key size and the duration of algorithm training by using
a logarithmic scale on y-axis.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

Currently, data privacy is one of the most crucial problems. Data come from many sources in
online environments, including mobile phones, computers, and Internet of Things (IoT) tools and
based on this data we can make various data analyses. As a result, we can improve the comfort of
humanity. Due to the high volume of the data generated and collected by different sources, we have to
conduct data analysis using cloud service providers, while taking into consideration that a mistrust of
these providers as a well-known fact.

In our previous study, we represented the usage of the Paillier crypto system together with the
classification algorithms. In this study, we have examined clustering algorithms, which are frequently
used techniques in the field of machine learning. Privacy-preserving clustering algorithms are an
important direction enabling knowledge discovery without requiring the disclosure of private data.

In this research, we applied four different clustering algorithms and their results are compared
based on six different cluster evaluation metrics and their execution times. Each clustering algorithm
obtained relatively similar results, but in the details they have differences.

The evaluation scores of our proposed privacy-preserving clustering models of the plain domain
and encrypted domain are almost the same. Thus, the conversion from floating point numbers to
integers creates only trivial metric differences for each clustering algorithm.

Our proposed cluster training model is a privacy-preserving method using the Paillier encryption
system for outsourced sensitive datasets. The client builds a final clustering model with aggregation
of each encrypted distance matrix calculated at each party. As a result, the final model is in the plain
domain and some information such as cluster centroids are plain. If the client wants to share the model,
then some information leakage may occur.
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As a future work, in order to prevent data disclosure from the model, the model itself should also
be encrypted using homomorphic encryption algorithms. In order to encrypt the model, the cluster
centroids should also be encrypted. To allow the client to use the encrypted clustering model, a new
model must be developed.
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Abstract: As attack techniques become more sophisticated, detecting new and advanced cyberattacks
with traditional intrusion detection techniques based on signature and anomaly is becoming
challenging. In signature-based detection, not only do attackers bypass known signatures, but
they also exploit unknown vulnerabilities. As the number of new signatures is increasing daily, it is
also challenging to scale the detection mechanisms without impacting performance. For anomaly
detection, defining normal behaviors is challenging due to today’s complex applications with dynamic
features. These complex and dynamic characteristics cause much false positives with a simple outlier
detection. In this work, we detect intrusion behaviors by looking at number of computing elements
together in time and space, whereas most of existing intrusion detection systems focus on a single
element. In order to define the spatiotemporal intrusion patterns, we look at fundamental behaviors of
cyberattacks that should appear in any possible attacks. We define these individual behaviors as basic
cyberattack action (BCA) and develop a stochastic graph model to represent combination of BCAs in
time and space. In addition, we build an intrusion detection system to demonstrate the detection
mechanism based on the graph model. We inject numerous known and possible unknown attacks
comprising BCAs and show how the system detects these attacks and how to locate the root causes
based on the spatiotemporal patterns. The characterization of attacks in spatiotemporal patterns with
expected essential behaviors would present a new effective approach to the intrusion detection.

Keywords: intrusion detection; spatiotemporal pattern; cyberattacks; cybersecurity

1. Introduction

Cyberattacks are becoming increasingly more sophisticated. For example, zero-day attacks exploit
undisclosed vulnerabilities and advanced persistent threats (APT) attacks consist of multiple phases of
attacks for a long period of time. With traditional intrusion detection systems based on signature and
anomaly, it is challenging to detect these sophisticated attacks.

Signature-based intrusion detection systems (S-IDS) depend on known signatures to detect
cyberattacks. There are two issues with S-IDSs. First, new attacks cannot be detected because new
signatures are only obtained through post-analysis of attack events [1,2]. Even variant attacks are
hard to detect as attackers work around the known signatures. Second, as the number of signatures
increases, it is challenging to scale the detection mechanisms without impacting performance [3].

Anomaly-based IDSs (A-IDS) detect cyberattacks by comparing the system behavior with
pre-defined normal behavior [2,4]. A-IDS can be effective for unknown attacks as it does not rely on
known signatures. The major issue with A-IDS is the large number of false positives generated [5].
In simple applications, it is easy to define a normal behavior of the system. However, it is challenging
to define a normal behavior in today’s complex applications running in an N-tier architecture with
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dynamic features [6]. These applications obfuscate normal behaviors and thus create much false
positives with anomaly detection based on a simple outlier detection.

Machine learning (ML) techniques are being actively employed in anomaly detection as an
alternative to these issues. ML-based anomaly detection trains historical datasets to define normal
behaviors and detect outlier events as attacks [5,7]. Although processing of massive datasets would
help to set a flexible threshold of detection, there are still issues with false positives due to overfitting
and unoptimized hyperparameters [8,9].

Most of existing S-IDS and A-IDS, including ML-based A-IDS, focus on a single computing
or network element, whereas we focus on multiple elements. We use the terms element or host
interchangeably to denote the computing or network element. Focusing on multiple elements in
time and space rather than that of a single element would provide further evidence of an attack.
Furthermore, this approach contributes to locate root causes by tracking the spatiotemporal behaviors.

In order to define the spatiotemporal attack patterns, we develop fundamental and essential
behaviors that should appear in any attacks. We carefully study intrusion datasets as well as attack
classifications including CAPEC [10] and characterize system and network features caused by intrusions.
We define these behaviors of a single element as Basic Cyberattack Actions (BCAs).

BCAs allow detection of novel and complex cyberattacks as long as the attacks show any
combination of BCA patterns. Future attacks could also consist of many combinations of BCAs. We
propose to look at number of computing and network elements together in space (i.e., networked
groups of hosts) and time rather than relying on individual BCA of a single element. Combination of
BCAs describe the spatiotemporal characterization of an attack and would provide further insight into
the attack. We also develop a stochastic graph model to represent the combination of BCAs.

In order to demonstrate our detection idea based on the spatiotemporal patterns, we develop an
IDS in our production datacenter. We inject known and possible unknown attacks comprising BCAs
and illustrate how the system detects these attacks and locates the root causes by tracking BCAs in
time and space. The performance evaluation with extensive attacks comprising complex BCAs is not
the focus of this paper and will be addressed in the forthcoming paper.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: We review related works in Section 2.
Section 3 defines BCAs based on existing attack classifications. Section 4 defines a stochastic graph
model to describe the behavior of BCA in time and space. In Section 5, we describe our BCA detection
system. In Section 6, we evaluate our system with numerous attacks. Finally, the conclusions are
presented in Section 7.

2. Related Work

S-IDSs detect signatures of known attacks. Kumar and Spafford [11] propose a pattern matching
model for S-IDS based on Colored Petri Nets. Honeycomb [12] automatically generates attack signatures
using a honeypot system and detects these signatures using pattern matching techniques. Josue et al. [13]
propose a pattern matching algorithm to filter out the audit trail. Koral et al. [14] define a set of state
transition signatures and detects an attack sequence of the transition. Zhengbing et al. [15] employ
data mining techniques to develop more accurate signatures. These systems use known signatures and
they are focused on improving the search and pattern matching speed. They do not consider unknown
attacks without matching signatures.

A-IDSs define normal behaviors and detect outlier events as attacks. Although A-IDS is able
to detect unknown attacks, it suffers from large numbers of false positives. Collaborative detection
mechanisms are proposed to reduce false positives [16–20]. They aggregate and correlate a number of
alerts generated by different IDSs. IDES [17] first proposes the IDS collaboration and EMERALD [18]
refines IDES. Cuppens and Miege [16] used an expert system to develop an aggregation and correlation
module. Valdes and Skinner [19] employed a probability-based approach for a similarity recognition.
Yu et al. [20] develop a knowledge-based alert aggregation system. They collect a number of false
alerts and process them based on correlation rules.
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Numerous studies employ ML to identify legitimate behaviors. They define normal behavior
patterns based on historical data from numerous system metrics. Bayesian network, decision Tree,
and SVM (Support Vector Machine) are widely used in intrusion detection systems based on ML
techniques. Kruegel et al. [21] propose an event classification scheme based on Bayesian network
to mitigate false alarms. Bilge et al. [22,23] detect malicious domains by employing a passive DNS
analysis based on a decision tree. Feng et al. [24], Kuang et al. [25], Thaseen and Kumar [26] apply
SVM for better performance in intrusion detection. There are numerous studies that employ deep
learning that belongs to ML. Khan et al. [27], Li et al. [28], Liu et al. [29] and Kim et al. [30] transform
intrusion datasets to images and then detect attacks based on a convolutional neural network (CNN).
Bontemps et al. [31], Staudenmeyer and Omlin [32] suggest an IDS model based on a long short-term
memory recurrent neural network (LSTM) using the KDD dataset [33]. There are further IDS studies
that perform binary and multiclass classifications based on a recurrent neural network [30,34–36].

In addition, Dokas et al. [37], Hu and Panda [38] employ data mining techniques. Stephenson [39]
combines forensics with the intrusion detection and response. Ren and Jin [40] develop a framework
for the real time intrusion forensic system.

Although numerous studies on S-IDS and A-IDS have been addressed, most of the studies focus on
a single element. Our focus is on behaviors of multiple elements in time and space rather than that of a
single element. As an existing study considering the concept of time and space, Chen et al. [41] identify
spatiotemporal patterns of cyberattacks by analyzing victims’ IP addresses collected by Honeypots.
The biggest difference from our work is that they define every packet arriving at Honeypots as attacks
and analyze characteristics of attack traffic in order to predict cyberattacks, whereas our focus is on
defining a novel method of detecting cyberattacks based on fundamental attack behaviors in time and
space. They focus on the macroscopic characteristics of attack traffic and identify deterministic and
stochastic patterns among a wide range of consecutive IP addresses. In addition, they only use IP
addresses observed from the victim side, whereas we monitor not only the states of both attackers and
victims but their spatiotemporal relationships.

3. Basic Cyberattack Action (BCA)

In order to detect an attack by looking at number of computing and network elements together,
we carefully study existing attack classifications as well as intrusion datasets. We focus on system and
network characteristics by intrusions. We finally define BCAs, fundamental behaviors of attacks. BCAs
observed from multiple elements naturally lend themselves to be described in space and time.

CAPEC [10] organizes more than 500 attack patterns employed to exploit vulnerabilities. CAPEC
contains a comprehensive list with detailed information about each pattern. By analyzing CAPEC, we
find that all attack patterns can be described with 10 essential methods of attack (MA) as shown in
Table 1. Every attack pattern in CAPEC consists of some combination of MAs. We define five types of
BCAs associated with relevant MA. In this work, we do not include MA10 as it depends on the human
trust behavior during an attack. For example, CAPEC-98 (phishing attacks) trick people into offering
access to their sensitive information. It deals with the human trust issue and it does not manifest in a
particular system behavior that can be attributed to particular BCAs.

Table 1 also shows how each MA maps to BCAs. We analyze two types of intrusion dataset and
as well as CAPEC to find out the mapping. Table 1 lists possible attacks corresponding to the mapping.
The first intrusion dataset is KDD, the most widely-used dataset in intrusion detection. KDD classifies
attacks into denial of service (DoS), remote-to-local (R2L), user to root (U2R) and Probing for IDS
evaluation in the 1998 DARPA project. Numerous attacks belonging to the four classifications has been
injected for dataset generation. The other one is CSE-CIC-IDS 2018 [42] that has been actively used in
recent intrusion studies. CSE-CIC-IDS 2018 was generated by injecting 6 types of attack, such as brute
force, DoS and botnet.

There are many proposed methods to detect MAs. In this work, we are mainly interested in BCAs
and we could use any of these methods for MA detection. Focusing on common and fundamental
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features of cyberattacks rather than specific characteristics of each attack would become increasingly
necessary to detect new and variant attacks.

Table 1. Mapping of MAs and BCAs through analyzing attacks.

ID MA CAPEC (ID) KDD CSE-CIC-IDS 2018 BCA

MA1 Flooding XML Ping of the death (147) DoS DoS, DDoS, Botnet BCA-1, BCA-4

MA2 Protocol manipulation HTTP attacks (33, 34, 105) - DoS-Slowloris,
SlowHTTPTest, Hulk BCA-1, BCA-4

MA3 Time and state Forced deadlock (25)
Race condition (27, 29) - - BCA-1

MA4 API abuse Inducing account Lockout (2) U2R - BCA-1

MA5 Injection
Buffer overflow (10, 24, 42, 46,47, 67)

Command injection (136)
SQL injection (108, 109)

- SQL Injection BCA-1

MA6 Analysis Port scanning (300-308) Probing Infiltration attack BCA-3
MA7 Spoofing Resource location spoofing (38, 132) DoS-smurf - BCA-5

MA8 Brute force Password attack (16, 55, 70) R2L BruteForce-SSH,
FTP, XSS BCA-2

MA9 Modification of resources Leverage alternate encoding (71)
Block access to libraries (96) U2R - BCA-1

MA10 Social engineering Phishing (98)
Clickjacking (103) - - -

The five types of BCA are characterized as follows:

• BCA-1. Sudden performance degradation

Most attacks target to disrupt services offered by computing and network elements [43–45].
A sudden performance degradation would describe an essential behavior of affected hosts. This
behavior can also occur in hardware and software failures. MA1 (Flooding), MA2 (Protocol manipulation),
MA3 (Time and state), MA4 (API abuse), MA5 (Injection) and MA9 (Modification of resources) would result
in sudden performance degradation. According to CAPEC, these MAs cause resource consumption,
instability, crash, unexpected state, or execution logic change. Known attacks such as DoS [43,46–48],
malware injection [43,46,49], buffer overflow [43,48], race condition [48], symbolic link [48] and a single
point of failure [46] belong to BCA-1. Detecting attacks based on a single MA may lead to many false
positives. However, BCA detection that combines several essential attack behaviors would decrease
false positives significantly.

• BCA-2. Iterative behavior

Many cyberattacks begin by obtaining an access to a target element. Most common method to
obtain an access is through the brute force method of login trials with different passwords [43,46,48].
The resulting behavior is iterative access requests and corresponding responses. MA8 (Brute force)
is based on a repetitive trial-and-error method. Known attacks such as login attempts [43] and
authentication attacks [46,48] belong to BCA-2. This pattern manifests distinctively from common
application requests and responses. Normal transactions in client-server systems do not exhibit
this iterative behavior. Therefore, these iterative actions result in an essential attack behavior of a
computing element.

• BCA-3. Propagating behavior

Many attacks do not remain in a single target element. They tend to propagate to increase
the number of infected hosts [43,50]. Attackers initially search for a vulnerable target. Once the
target is infected by an attacker, the target becomes an attacker and starts propagating its search
and infect tasks. This behavior is quite distinct from common application behavior. The resulting
behavior is the increasing number of infected hosts as the time increases and such behavior translates
to a spatiotemporal behavior of increasing infected elements. MA6 (Analysis) corresponds to the
initial search such as probing [47] and scanning [43]. Known attacks such as worm [43,48] and port
scanning [10] belong to BCA-3.
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• BCA-4. Sudden increase or decrease in ingress and egress traffic

In additional to the performance degradation, the resulting behavior of attacks can be observed in
either sudden increase or decrease of both ingress and egress traffic at the same time [51–54]. Usually
the performance degradation would decrease the egress traffic corresponding to the responses of
a server but the ingress traffic corresponding to the requests would remain the same. Decrease or
increase in ingress and egress traffic usually result from malicious operation in computing or network
elements. DDoS attacks [43,48] and flooding attacks [49] belong to BCA-4. In addition, BCA-4 could
occur in combination with BCA-1 because this type of attacks could decrease the server performance.

• BCA-5. Uncorrelated ingress and egress traffic

We observe in any servers that the ingress traffic is highly correlated to the egress traffic. As the
number of requests increases, we expect the number of responses to increase. This behavior is true
when the server is working in desired operational range. As long as the server is capable of responding
all requests immediately, we expect the number of responses to closely track the number of requests.
When the server is congested or malfunctioning, the ingress and egress traffic are not correlated. Many
attacks manifest in this uncorrelated ingress and egress traffic behavior. For example, when attackers
spoof their identities during an attack, they do not receive any responses while it sends large numbers
of requests [55]. Uncorrelated ingress and egress traffic would describe an essential behavior of a
computing element with forged identity. In the existing works, masquerade [48] belongs to BCA-5.
Figure 1 illustrates each BCA with the key behavioral features described above.

 
Figure 1. Key system behavior features of BCAs.

4. BCA Description and Composition

We now describe each BCA with associated MAs and spatiotemporal patterns. We use a stochastic
graph model to describe the behavior of BCA in time and space. We define the stochastic graph model
as follows. Table 2 shows the notation of the graph model.
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Table 2. Notation of the graph model G.

Notation Description

G(t) overall stochastic graph comprising of multiple elements at time t
Gi(t) stochastic graph related to a single element i at time t
Vi(t) a set of states of a single element i at time t
Ei(t) a set of edges between a single element i and other elements at time t
Λi(t) a set of traffic volume from a single element i to other elements at time t
λi,j(t) a stochastic random variable associated with an edge between a single element i and j

Definition 1. A stochastic graph G(t) represent the overall stochastic graph comprising of all elements i at time t.
Gi(t) represents the stochastic graph only related to element i, where i ∈ I, thus a subset graph of G(t) = {Gi(t)}.
Gi(t) is modelled by 3-tuple of graph Gi(t) = (Vi (t), Ei (t), Λi(t)). Vi (t) = {null, MA1, MA2, . . . , MA9}
represent the state of the element i. If the element detects MA3, its state is MA3, for example. Null represent that
no MA is detected and is operating normally. Ei(t) = {ei,j} where i, j ∈ I, is the set of edges that represent the
communication between the node i and j. Λi(t) = {λi,j(t)} is the set of traffic volume from node i to all j, λi,j(t),
where i, j ∈ I. λi,j(t) represents the stochastic random variable associated with ei,j. Gi(t) does not contain any
vertices not connected to element i. BCAs can now be modelled using the stochastic graph G as follows.

• BCA-1. Sudden performance degradation

Vi (t) = {MA1, MA2, MA3, MA4, MA5, MA9}, |Ei(t)| ≥ 0 and
∑
∀ jλi, j(t) ≥ 0 (1)

MA1 (Flooding), MA3 (Time and state), MA4 (API abuse), MA5 (Injection) and MA9 (Modification
of resources) degrade performance of computing elements. MA2 (Protocol manipulation) would
disrupt services offered by an application server. Host i then has suddenly degraded performance.
Ei(t) and

∑
∀ j λi, j(t) could be zero or non-zero. BCA-1 is detected when host i has sudden

performance degradation.

• BCA-2. Iterative behavior

Vi(t) = {MA8}, |Ei(t)| ≤ |Ei(t + Δ)| and

∫ t+w
t
∑
∀ j λi, j(t)

w
≈
∫ t(t + Δ)+w

(t + Δ)

∑
∀ j λi, j(t + Δ)

w
(2)

MA8 (Brute force) manifests in an iterative behavior. When host i repeats the same behavior such
as continuous login trials, the host would generate consistent traffic during the period of attack. Δ and
w denote the time period for the successive iteration and the window size for the traffic analysis
respectively. During the password attack, iterative access requests and responses between the attacker
and the target server generate consistent traffic volume. The password attack could target one or
multiple servers. Brute force attacks may target different victims and the number of neighbors the
stochastic graph would increase in time.

• BCA-3. Propagating behavior

Vi(t) = {MA6}, |Ei(t)| < |Ei(t + Δ)| and
∑
∀ jλi, j(t) ≤ ∑∀ jλi, j(t + Δ) (3)

In propagating attacks, an infected host i becomes the attacker and starts infecting another host.
Host i would infect more and more hosts as time increases. Host i keeps scanning other hosts j to
find vulnerable hosts. MA6 corresponds to the scanning behavior. The total volume does not play
significant role here. Traffic from i to all connected elements would usually increase but it is not
necessary to show BCA-3 behavior.
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• BCA-4. Sudden increase or decrease in ingress and egress traffic

Vi(t) = {MA1, MA2}, |Ei(t)| ≤ |Ei(t + Δ)| and
d2∑∀ j λi, j(t)

dt2 > α or
d2∑∀ j λi, j(t)

dt2 < β (4)

In DDoS attacks, the traffic volume of both attackers and targets would suddenly increase

exponentially. Host i under the DDoS attack results in
d2∑∀ j λi, j(t)

dt2 > α. The traffic volume increases
greater than the acceleration rate α. HTTP DoS attacks disrupt a web application server by depleting
the web resources. Ingress and egress traffic of the server i would suddenly decrease exponentially.

In this attack,
d2∑∀ j λi, j(t)

dt2 < β. The traffic volume decreases faster than rate β. MA1 (Flooding) and MA2
(Protocol manipulation) are the essential methods for the DDoS and HTTP DoS attack, respectively.
Usually multiple new hosts show up in the DDoS attack, but it is not necessarily required.

• BCA-5. Uncorrelated ingress and egress traffic

Vi(t) = {MA7}, |Ei(t)| ≥ |Ei(t + Δ)| and Λi(t) = Ri, j(
∑
∀ jλi, j(t),

∑
∀ jλ j,i(t)) < γ (5)

MA7 (spoofing) belongs to BCA-5. In IP spoofing attacks, the attacker does not receive any
responses while it sends requests. This behavior results in uncorrelated ingress and egress traffic.
When Host i spoofs its identity, Λi(t) satisfies Ri,j (

∑
∀ j λi, j(t),

∑
∀ j λ j,i(t)) < γ. Ri,j is the cross correlation

of ingress and egress traffic of i. γ is a threshold coefficient of Ri,j and 0 < γ < 1. Host i is hidden to
other elements due to its spoofed IP address. As Host i is unknown to other elements during the attack,
the number of its neighbor deceases.

5. BCA Detection System

Our system detects BCAs by monitoring spatiotemporal patterns according to the stochastic graph
model. The spatiotemporal pattern describes the change of interactions among elements in time and
space. There are many existing detection methods for MAs. We deploy any one of existing effective
MA detection mechanisms. Periodically we generate a graph Gi for element i. MAs are associated to
Gi when they are detected for element i. We match Gi against the stochastic graph models of BCAs to
detect intrusions. We demonstrate the effectiveness of spatiotemporal patterns in detecting existing
attacks as well as unknown attacks.

5.1. MA Detection

We apply existing mechanisms for MA detection in the host. Many of these mechanisms monitor
system metrics and correlate metrics to detect a particular MA in a single computing or network
element. We apply common MA detection mechanisms in the literature as shown in Table 3. Si denotes
the system metrics for MA detection mechanisms.

Our focus is not on performance of particular MA detection mechanisms but to demonstrate the
advantage of BCA and their spatiotemporal patterns. Improvement in existing MA detection would
improve our overall system. Again MA detection is limited to a single element and tends to have many
false positives and false negatives.
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Table 3. Correlation between MAs and metrics.

Type Metric MA Reference

System measurements

S1 CPU usage

MA1, MA3, MA4, MA5, MA9 [44,45]S2 Memory usage

S3 Disk usage

Network measurement

S4 inbound traffic/sec
MA1

[51–54]S5 outbound traffic/sec

S6 ratio of inbound and outbound traffic MA7

S7 Number of neighbors MA6 [50]

Application measurement

S8 Requests/sec
MA2, MA8

[53,56]S9 Responses/sec

S10 ratio of response over requests MA2

S11 Response time MA2 [44,45,57,58]

5.2. BCA Detection

Individual host i monitors any change in MA, traffic volume, or temporal and spatial relationship
among elements. Periodically its stochastic graph Gi is generated. The spatiotemporal pattern of Gi
is then compared to BCA models. When there is a match between Gi and any of BCA models, we
determine there is an intrusion and cyberattack to Host i and its associated elements.

Here is an example of BCA detection mechanism. Assume that host A generates GA(t) as shown
in Figure 2.

 
Figure 2. Generation of GA.

We then proceed to match with BCA graphs. Assume that t0 = t and t1 = t + Δ. BCA-3 matches
GA(t1) in the example as shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. BCA-3 detection of GA.

5.3. Combination of BCA Detections

The stochastic graph G contains all elements with detected MAs. Each element carries out
BCA detection through matching its own stochastic graph with BCA graphs. We then see all BCA
detected elements collectively. If any of these graphs are connected, meaning that there is a connecting
edge between these graphs, we consider the validity of given BCA detections by those elements. By
considering multiple elements together, we reduce additional false positives by finding contradicting
combination of BCAs. We also further reassure the accuracy of the detection by examining multiple
elements. Here are examples to illustrate further reduction in false positives as well as improving
detection accuracy. Figure 4 shows a worm attack.

Figure 4. Combination of BCA-3.

Assume that hosts A-G detect BCA-3 at different times, t1, t2 and t3. Each host generates Gi(t),
where i ∈ {A, B, . . . , G}, according to BCA matching as shown in Figure 4. Once a host is infected by
the worm attack, the host starts propagating the worm to other hosts continuously. Hosts A-G detect
BCA-3 as the worm propagates in space and time. Assume that only one host detects BCA-3 and others
do not detect any BCA patterns. There is no evidence of propagation and we determine that particular
single BCA-3 detection has to be false positive. Combination of multiple Gi(t) help us to reduce false
positive. On the other hand, if there are multiple connected elements detecting BCA-3, then it confirms
the propagating attack. Thus, G(t) comprising of all Gi(t) gives overall view of elements and helps to
reduce false positives in many attack scenarios.

Figure 5 shows another example of advantage of having more comprehensive G(t). Host A guesses
a B’s password using the brute force password attack. Host A sends login requests continuously until
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it finds out the correct password. During the attack, host B repeats the same behavior to authenticate
the passwords. In the password attack, the iterative behavior of either side of the host requires similar
behavior from the other host. If only A or B detects BCA-2, we cannot definitely determine it as the
brute force attack or a false positive. The combination of BCA-2 detected by A and B increases the
confidence in detecting the attack.

Figure 5. Combination of BCA-2.

5.4. Root Cause Analysis

Another advantage of using BCA graph is its ability to find possible root cause and location of the
attack. The BCA graphs contain temporal and spatial relationship among elements. It is possible to
trace the attack pattern to the originator using BCA graphs. Figure 6 shows an example of locating the
root cause.

Figure 6. Example of root cause analysis.

At t0, host A, B, C, D and E are running normally in a multi-tier application. When C detects
BCA-1 due to performance degradation, EC(t1) − EC(t0) = {eF,C}. Only eF,C shows up at t1 while other
edges appeared at t0. Host F would be the attacker who disrupts host C by injection.
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6. Experimental Evaluation

We deploy several experiments in our datacenter with a controlled VM cluster. We evaluate our
system’s performance in known attack and unknown attack detection. We also compare our system
with those only relying on existing MA detection. We demonstrate how BCAs reduce false positives in
several scenarios. We demonstrate that the spatiotemporal characterization of attack patterns helps in
accuracy and reliability of intrusion and cyberattack detection. More extensive performance evaluation
is not the focus of this paper and will be addressed in the forthcoming paper.

6.1. Experimental Setup

We implement our system and deploy in our production datacenter with a controlled VM cluster.
We run a small agent in virtual machines (VMs). Each agent runs MA detection and BCA detection
using its own stochastic graph. The agent creates its stochastic graph periodically. The agent then
match its graph to BCA graphs. When it finds the matching BCA, the agent sends an alarm along with
its graph to the management server. The management server compiles graphs from all elements to
generate and update overall stochastic graph, G. The management server then examines all connected
graphs Gi to determine the attacks and possible root causes. The infrastructure for the experiments
consists of the following components:

• Physical servers: Fedora 21, QEMU 1.6.2 hypervisor
• VM: Ubuntu 14.04 and Fedora 22, 1v CPU, 1024MB RAM
• Cloud web application: Rubbos application [59]

For the high reliability of the experimental evaluation, we deploy the Rubbos web application
running in an N-Tier architecture. During attacks, web servers and database servers keep processing
service requests from 100 clients on average per second.

6.2. Known Attacks

As shown in Table 4, we inject four known attacks selected by analyzing intrusion datasets as well
as CAPEC as described in Section 3. We use released attack scripts as well as a penetration software for
attack injection. Both Scenarios 1 and 4 detect multiple BCAs including BCA-4. Scenario 1 detects
sudden decrease in traffic while scenario 4 detects sudden increase in traffic in BCA-4 detection.

Table 4. Scenarios of known attacks.

Scenario
BCA

1 2 3 4 5

1 Slowloris attack
2 Password attack
3 SSH worm attack
4 Spoofed DDoS attack

6.2.1. Scenario 1

Slowloris attack is a DoS attack targeting an application layer. The attacker modifies HTTP headers
with wrong termination characters. The attacker then sends the packets to a web application server.
This attack disrupts the web server due to a large number of incomplete open HTTP connections.
The attacker consumes all connections on the server.

Existing HTTP DoS detection systems manually configure the web application parameters or set
appropriate firewall rules to drop the suspicious packets [60]. Our system monitors the application
metric S8 (requests/s), S9 (responses/s) and S10 (ratio of requests and response). Here we have four
hosts A, B, C and D as shown in Figure 7a. We deploy A (client), B (web server), and C (DB server)
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running a Rubbos application at t0. We inject the Slowloris attack into D using a released script [61].
Host D sends the modified HTTP requests (200 packets/s) to B.

 

 

Figure 7. (a) Network structure of Scenario 1 and the BCA status of host B. (b) Experimental results of
S10. (c) Experimental results of S8 and S9.

• BCA detection
S10 (ratio of response over requests) indicates the performance of B for processing HTTP requests.

When B is operating normally, the value of S10 fluctuates from 1 to 4, as shown in Figure 7b. S10 suddenly
decreases when the attack is injected. S10 decreases as S9 (responses/s) suddenly decreases due to the
performance degradation, as shown in Figure 7c. Host B detects MA2 (Protocol manipulation) based on
S9 and S10.

Host B detects BCA-1 and BCA-4 based on GB(t1) as shown in Table 5. B satisfies EB(t1) and ΛB(t1)
as well as VB(t1) for BCA-1 and BCA-4. Existing systems would also detect this attack by monitoring
only MA2 using S8, S9 and S10.

Table 5. Detection of BCA-1 and BCA-4 on host B at t1 in Scenario 1.

GB(t1) Detection BCA

VB(t1) VB(t1) = MA2 BCA-1, BCA-4

EB(t1) EB(t0) = {eB,A, eB,C}, EB(t1) = {eB,A, eB,C, eB,D}, |EB(t0)| = 2, |EB(t1)| = 3 and |EB(t0)| ≤ |EB(t1)|
BCA-1, BCA-2
BCA-3, BCA-4

ΛB(t1)

∑
∀ j∈{A,C,D} λB, j (t1)≥ 0 BCA-1

d2∑∀ j∈{A,C,D} λB, j(t1)

dt2 > 0 BCA-4

GB(t1) BCA-1 and BCA-4

Although our focus is not on detection methods of MAs, we analyze false positives in detecting
MA2 for the validation. Because our attack scenario has 100 clients in the cloud application, we deploy
50 clients, 100 clients, and 200 clients without attacks. Table 6 shows the false positive rate (FPR) for S8,
S9 and S10, respectively.
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Table 6. False positive rate of MA detection in Scenario 1.

Metric 50 Clients 100 Clients 150 Clients

S8 8.13% 0.81% 0%

S9 7.31% 0.81% 0%

S10 0% 0% 0%

• Root cause
According to GB(t1), only eB,D shows up at t1 as EB(t1) − EB(t0) = {eB,D}. The new element D

would be the attacker disrupting B’s service by protocol manipulation (MA2).

6.2.2. Scenario 2

We inject a password attack that tries guessing a victim’s password. In our experiment, we have
two hosts, A and B as shown in Figure 8a. We inject the attack into A using Metasploit, a penetration
software [62]. Metasploit is open-source software and allows us to inject a variety of attacks with our
custom modules. Host A sends login requests more than 4000 times for 20 s guessing B’s password.
Host B is a MySQL server.

 
Figure 8. (a) Network structure of Scenario 2 and the BCA status of host A and B. (b) Experimental
results of S8 and S9 on host A and B.

• BCA detection
Our system monitors S8 (requests/s) and S9 (responses/s). From A’s perspective, S8 shows the

number of trials of guessing the password for one second. S9 is the number of responses from the
MySQL server, B. Host A and B detect MA8 (Brute force) according to large values of S8 and S9, as
shown in Figure 8b.

Our system detects BCA-2 on both hosts from GA(t1) and GB(t2). Host A and B have a new
neighbor (EA(t1) and EB(t2)) and they generate very consistent traffic (ΛA(t1) and ΛB(t2)) during the
attack. GA(t1) and GB(t2) show that A and B satisfy all conditions for BCA-2 as shown in Table 7.
Without MA detection (VA(t1) and VB(t2)), it could be either BCA-1 or BCA-2.
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Table 7. BCA-2 detection on host A and B at t1 and t2 in Scenario 2.

Gi(t) Detection BCA

VA(t1) VA(t1) = MA8 BCA-2

EA(t1) EA(t0) = ∅, EA(t1) = {eA,B}, |EA(t0)| = 0, |EA(t1)| = 1, and |EA(t0)| ≤ |EA(t1)|
BCA-1, BCA-2
BCA-3, BCA-4

ΛA(t1)

∑
∀ j∈{B} λA, j (t1) ≥ 0 BCA-1, BCA-3

∫ t0+w
t0

λA,B(t0)

w ≈
∫ t1+w

t1
λA,B,(t1)

w
BCA-2

GA(t1) BCA-2
VB(t2) VB(t2) = MA8 BCA-2

EB(t2) EB(t0) = ∅, EB(t2) = {eB,A}, |EB(t0)| = 0, |EB(t2)| = 1, and |EB(t0)| ≤ |EB(t2)|
BCA-1, BCA-2
BCA-3, BCA-4

ΛB(t2)

∑
∀ j∈{A} λB, j (t2) ≥ 0 BCA-1

BCA-3
∫ t0+w

t0
λB,A(t0)

w ≈
∫ t2+w

t2
λB,A(t2)

w
BCA-2

GB(t2) BCA-2

Associating MA improves detection capability of our system. BCA-2 requires similar BCA-2
behavior from connected elements. The combination of BCA-2 detected by A and B in our system
increases the confidence of correct detection. Existing systems that analyze elements independently
could introduce many false positives.

For MA detection using S8 and S9, we have no false positive found. This is because number of
requests to the database server is less than 70 per second for all 50 clients, 100 clients, 150 clients in
normal state. However, FPR could increase if the application has much more clients than 150 clients.

• Root cause
According to G(t) comprising of GA(t1) and GB(t2), the new edge between A and B appears at t1

when A detects BCA-2. EA(t1) − EA(t0) = {eA,B}. A is more likely to be the attacker sending the login
requests to B, because A detects BCA-2 earlier than B.

6.2.3. Scenario 3

We inject a worm spreading over a local network. An attacker infects a target via an SSH.
The attacker usually uses known_hosts file to collect target addresses and to bypass the authentication
process. In our experiment, we deploy 10 hosts A to J which have all of other hosts’ credentials. We
first inject the worm into A using Metasploit. Host A repeats infecting other hosts. Once a target host
is infected by the worm, it becomes the attacker and starts infecting another host.

• BCA detection
Our system monitors S7 (number of neighbors) to detect the worm. S7 refers to the number of

trials to infect the worm via the SSH connection. Every host detects MA6 (Analysis) as S7 increases as
time increases as shown in Figure 9b. Our system detects MA6 when the number of neighbors (S7)
is greater than 5 (more than half of the entire hosts). Our system detects BCA-3 on every host based
on Gi(t) where i ∈ {A, B, C, . . . , J}. Table 8 shows an example of the BCA detection of GA(t1). Host A
has new neighbors (EA(t1)). Traffic volume, (ΛA(t1)), increases as the infection propagates through
elements. GA(t1) matches all conditions of BCA-3. All hosts detect BCA-3 as the time increases. Overall
G(t) consisting of multiple BCA-3 elements is consistent with the expected behavior of BCA-3 with
propagating attacks. Again the overall view of all related hosts increases the confidence of correct
detection in this scenario.
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Figure 9. (a) Network structure of Scenario 3 and the status of BCA from host A to host J. (b) Experimental
results of S7 on host A to host J.

Table 8. BCA-3 detection on host A at t1 in Scenario 3.

GA(t1) Detection BCA

VA(t1) VA(t1) = MA6 BCA-3

EA(t1) EA(t0) = ∅, EA(t1) = {eA,B, eA,G, eA,H, eA,I, eA,J}
|EA(t0)| = 0, |EA(t1)| = 5, and |EA(t0)| < |EA(t1)|

BCA-1, BCA-2, BCA-3, BCA-4

ΛA(t1)
∑
∀ j∈{B,G,H,I,J} λB, j (t1) ≥ 0 BCA-1, BCA-3

GA(t1) BCA-3

In order to analyze false positives in MA detection based on S7, we monitor clients in our
datacenter. Because the clients usually communicate with a web server, the number of neighbors is not
proportional to the number of clients. In our experiment without attacks, the number of neighbors is
less than 3 with a normal application running.

• Root cause
According to G(t), A and B first detect BCA-3 at t1, while other hosts detect BCA-3 at between t2

and t4. Either A or B could be the attacker that initiated the worm among the hosts.

6.2.4. Scenario 4

We inject a distributed SYN flooding attack with a spoofed IP address using Hping3 [63].
The attacker sends massive SYN packets to zombies with the victim’s IP address. The zombies then
send SYN-ACK packets to the victim. The massive SYN-ACK packets deplete bandwidth of the victim.
In this experiment, we deploy 6 hosts (A–F) as shown in Figure 10a. A is the attacker. Host A keeps
sending SYN packets to B-E with F’s IP address.

• BCA detection
Our system monitors S4 (inbound traffic/s), S5 (outbound traffic/s) and S6 (ratio of inbound and

outbound traffic). In this experiment, S4 and S5 are used for MA1 (Flooding) detection. S6 is used to
detect MA7 (Spoofing). Host A sends massive SYN packets but does not receive any responses during
the attack. These SYN packets increase S5 as shown in Figure 10b and S6 increases accordingly. Host
A detects MA1 and MA7 due to the high value of S5 and S6 respectively. Host F receives massive
SYN-ACK packets from four hosts (B–E). F detects MA1 due to the high value of S4, as shown in
Figure 10c. In our experiment, the four hosts (B–E) do not detect MA1 because each host does not
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meet the detection threshold (500 kb/s). The range of S4 and S5 are from 180 kb/s to 450 kb/s. The total
amount of traffic going to F exceeds the threshold, thus host F detects MA1.

Figure 10. (a) Network structure of Scenario 4 and the BCA status of host A and F. (b,c) Experimental
results of S4 and S5 on host A and F.

Our system detects BCA-4 and BCA-5 as shown in Table 9. Host A detects BCA-5 as it has a low
correlation between inbound and outbound traffic. Host A and F detect BCA-1 as their outbound
and inbound traffic suddenly increase respectively. Both A and F match all conditions for BCA-4 and
BCA-5. By combining BCA graphs, our system correctly detects not only the DDoS attack to F but also
the spoofing attack from A.

Table 9. BCA detection in Scenario 4 (BCA-5 detection on host A at t1; detection of BCA-1 and BCA-4
on host A and F at t2).

Gi(t) Detection BCA

VA(t1) VA(t1) = MA7 BCA-5

EA(t1) EA(t0) = ∅, EA(t0) = ∅, |EA(t0)| = 0, |EA(t1)| = 0, and |EA(t0)| ≥ |EA(t1)|
BCA-1, BCA-2
BCA-4, BCA-5

ΛA(t1) RA,j (
∑
∀ j={“spoofed” ip} λA, j(t1),

∑
∀ j={“spoofed” ip} λ j,A(t1)) < 0.1 BCA-5

GA(t1) BCA-5
VA(t2) VA(t2) = MA1 BCA-1, BCA-4

EA(t2) EA(t1) = ∅, EA(t2) = ∅, |EA(t1)| = 0, |EA(t2)| = 0, and |EA(t1)| ≥ |EA(t2)|
BCA-1, BCA-2
BCA-4, BCA-5

ΛA(t2)

∑
∀ j = {“spoofed” ip} λA, j(t2) ≥ 0 BCA-1

d2∑∀ j = {“spoofed” ip} λA, j(t2)

dt2 > 0 BCA-4

GA(t2) BCA-1, BCA-4
VF(t2) VF(t2) = MA1 BCA-1, BCA-4

EF(t2) EF(t0) = ∅, EF(t2) = {eF,B, eF,C, eF,D, eF,E}, |EF(t0)| = 0, |EF(t2)| = 4,
and |EF(t0)| ≤ |EF(t2)|

BCA-1, BCA-2
BCA-3, BCA-4

ΛF(t2)

∑
∀ j∈{B,C,D,E} λF, j (t2) ≥ 0 BCA-1, BCA-3

d2∑∀ j∈{B,C,D,E} λF, j(t2)

dt2 > 0 BCA-4

GF(t2) BCA-1, BCA-4

For detection of MA1 and MA7, we have no false positive found until we deploy 150 clients
with normal behaviors. In the application, the values of S4 and S5 are less than 100 kb/s and 200 kb/s
with 100 clients and 150 clients, respectively. In addition, S6 has a value of at least 0.8 or higher with
normal clients.
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• Root cause
After host A detects BCA-5 at t1, both A and F detect BCA-4 at t2. Based on GA(t1) and GA(t2), we

find host A spoofs its identity and sends massive traffic. According to GF(t2), F has new edges between
F and the 4 hosts (B–E). We can infer that A initiated DDoS attack to F using B-E’s IP addresses.

6.3. Unknown Attack

We create an unknown attack based on the bait and switch method. It consists of a bait attack and
the intended attack. The bait attack is designed to distract security managers’ attention away from
the intended attack. The ultimate goal of this attack is to distribute malicious codes. We deploy 3
malicious hosts (A, B, C), 4 clients (D, E, F, G), two web servers (H, I), and one DB server (J). Figure 11
shows seven hosts (D–J) running normally in the multi-tier application at t0.

 
Figure 11. Initial state of unknown attack.

The unknown attack consists of three attacks as follows:

Password attack (intended attack) at t1: This attack requires gaining access to the target server H.
The attacker employs a slow password attack to find host H’s password. The slow brute force attack is
harder to detect using the existing brute force detection mechanisms. We inject the slow password
attack into host B which is one of the malicious hosts. Host B repeatedly sends HTTP login requests to
host H (web server) until it finds the correct password.

Flooding attack (bait attack) at t2: The attacker employs a flooding attack to distract the security
manager’s attention from the intended attack. We inject the flooding attack to malicious host A. Host A
starts sending large number of SYN packets to I in order to disrupt the server I.

Redirection attack (intended attack) at t3: After host B gains access to host H through slow password
attack, host B controls host H. Host B changes server H’s configuration to redirect all incoming requests
to host C (malicious host) instead of intended DB server J. When C receives requests from H, C sends
malicious codes as a response to all clients.

• BCA detection
Figure 12 shows overall G(t) from our system when the unknown attack is injected.
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Figure 12. Detection of unknown attack.

Password attack (intended attack): According to VB(t1), host B does not detect MA8 (Brute force) as
shown in Table 10. Existing systems using metrics S8 (requests/s) and S9 (responses/s) would not detect
the slow brute force attack. Our system detects the pattern of BCA-2 based on (EB (t1) and (ΛB (t1) at t1.
Host B finds a new edge to the target H and generates consistent requests during the attack as shown
in Figure 13. BCA-2 requires similar BCA-2 behavior in the related host in the traditional password
attack detection. In Figure 12, host H does not detect BCA-2 unlike host B. Host H fails to detect a slow
rate of login request attack embedded among normal application requests. Our system detects host B’s
brute force behavior while existing systems fail to detect attacks on both B and H.

Table 10. BCA-2 detection on host B at t1 during a password attack.

Gi(t) Detection BCA

VB(t1) VB(t1) = null -

EB(t1) EB(t0) = ∅, EB(t1) = {eB,H}, |EB(t0)| = 0, |EB(t1)| = 1 and |EB(t0)| ≤ |EB(t1)| BCA-2

ΛB(t1)
∫ t0+w

t0
λH,B(t0)

w ≈
∫ t1+w

t1
λH,B(t1)

w
BCA-2

GB(t1) BCA-2

 
Figure 13. Iterative behavior of host B.

Flooding attack (bait attack): In the bait attack, host A and I detect MA1 (Flooding) due to high inbound
(S4) and outbound (S5) traffic at t2. According to GA(t2) and GI(t2) in Table 11, these hosts have a
new edge between them and have a sudden increase in traffic as shown in Figure 14. This flooding
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attack also results in the sudden decrease of traffic in host J as host I is disrupted by flooding attack.
The security manager is distracted by host I being attacked by host A through the flooding.

Table 11. BCA-4 detection on host A, I and J at t2 during a flooding attack.

Gi(t) Detection BCA

VA (t2) VA(t2) = MA1 BCA-4

EA(t2) EA(t0) = ∅, EA(t2) = {eA,I}, |EA(t0)| = 0, |EA(t2)| = 1 and |EA(t0)| ≤ |EA(t2)| BCA-4

ΛA(t2) d2∑∀ j∈{I} λA, j(t2)

dt2 > 0 BCA-4

GA(t2) BCA-4 (increase)
VI(t2) VI(t2) = MA1 BCA-4

EI(t2) EI(t0) = {eI,F, eI,G, eI,J}, EI(t2) = {eI,F, eI,G, eI,J, eI,A}, |EI(t0)| = 3, |EI(t2)| = 4 and |EI(t0)| ≤ |EI(t2)| BCA-4

ΛI(t2) d2∑∀ j∈{F, G, J, A} λI, j(t2)

dt2 > 0 BCA-4

GI(t2) BCA-4 (increase)
VJ(t2) VJ(t2) = null -

EJ(t2) EJ(t0) = {eJ,H, eJ,I}, EJ(t2) = {eJ,H, eJ,I}, |EJ(t0)| = 2, |EJ(t2)| = 2 and |EJ(t0)| ≤ |EJ(t2)| BCA-4

ΛJ(t2) d2∑∀ j∈{H,I} λJ, j(t2)

dt2 < 0 BCA-4

GJ(t2) BCA-4 (decrease)

 
Figure 14. Sudden increase and decrease of traffic by the flooding attack.

Redirection attack (intended attack): According to GJ(t3) in Table 12, host J detects a removed edge
between host H at t3. The removed edge triggers the detection of BCA-5. The removed edge belongs to
application elements. In normal operation, we do not expect any application element to be removed
without prior notification. Thus it further confirms the attack behavior. Host J also detects a low
correlation between inbound and outbound traffic due to the flooding and redirection attacks.
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Table 12. BCA-5 detection on host J at t3 during a redirection attack.

Gi(t) Detection BCA

VJ(t3) VJ(t3) = null -

EJ(t3) EJ(t2) = {eJ,H, eJ,I}, EJ(t3) = {eJ,I}, |EJ(t2)| = 2, |EJ(t3)| = 1 and |EJ(t2)| ≥ |EJ(t3)| BCA-5

ΛJ(t3) RJ,i (
∑
∀i = {I} λJ,i(t3),

∑
∀i = {I} λi,J(t3)) < 0.1 BCA-5

GJ(t3) BCA-5

Overall G(t) graph indicates high possibility of the redirection attack based on other connected
BCA detections. Our system correctly detects not only the bait attack but the intended attack where
existing systems fail to detect the intended attack.

7. Conclusions

We have presented a different perspective on ways to detect cyberattacks. Rather than relying on
traditional signatures and anomaly patterns, we proposed an approach based on fundamental and
essential behaviors of cyberattacks. We defined these behaviors as Basic Cyberattack Action (BCA) and
proposed five types of BCA such as a sudden performance degradation, iterative behavior, propagation
behavior, sudden increase or decrease in ingress and egress traffic, and uncorrelated ingress and
egress traffic. Individual BCA is detected by monitoring not only Methods of Attack (MAs) and traffic
volume of a single element, but also the spatiotemporal relationship among elements. In order to
represent combination of BCAs, we developed a stochastic graph model. The combination of BCAs
describes the change of interactions among elements in time and space. By considering multiple
elements together, we can reduce additional false positives by finding contradicting combination of
BCAs. We also implemented and deployed our spatiotemporal-based intrusion detection system in
our datacenter for preliminary validation of our idea. We demonstrated the effectiveness of BCAs in
numerous known and unknown attack scenarios. For known attacks, we injected a Slowloris attack,
password attack, SSH worm attack, and Smurf attack selected by analyzing intrusion datasets and
CAPEC. Our experimental results showed that our system accurately detects all the known attacks
comprising BCAs and locates possible root cause as well. Furthermore, we built an example of
unknown attack based on a bait-and-switch method that combines three types of attacks such as a
password attack, flooding attack, and redirection attack. The experimental results showed that such
unknown attack is effectively detected by our system while existing detection mechanisms fail to detect
the intended attack. Many existing systems may not be adequate for future unknown and advanced
attacks. In addition, today’s complex applications may trigger a significant number of false positives.
We believe that the characterization of attacks in spatiotemporal patterns with expected essential
behaviors of any attack presents a new effective approach to the intrusion detection. The performance
evaluation with not only extensive attacks comprising complex BCAs but a variety of applications will
be addressed in the future.
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Abstract: The sharing of cyber-threat intelligence is an essential part of multi-layered tools used to
protect systems and organisations from various threats. Structured standards, such as STIX, TAXII and
CybOX, were introduced to provide a common means of sharing cyber-threat intelligence and have
been subsequently much-heralded as the de facto industry standards. In this paper, we investigate the
landscape of the available formats and languages, along with the publicly available sources of threat
feeds, how these are implemented and their suitability for providing rich cyber-threat intelligence.
We also analyse at a sample of cyber-threat intelligence feeds, the type of data they provide and
the issues found in aggregating and sharing the data. Moreover, the type of data supported by
various formats and languages is correlated with the data needs for several use cases related to typical
security operations. The main conclusions drawn by our analysis suggest that many of the standards
have a poor level of adoption and implementation, with providers opting for custom or traditional
simple formats.

Keywords: cyber-threat intelligence; threat exchange; vulnerability alerts; incident reporting;
indicators of compromise; cyber-observables

1. Introduction

With the advent of the Internet of things (IoT), there has been an unprecedented increase of
cyber-attacks, which have evolved and become more sophisticated. Adversaries now use a vast set of
tools and tactics to attack their victims with their motivations ranging from intelligence collection to
data destruction or financial gain. Understanding the attacker has become more complicated and even
more important as this knowledge, if transformed into actionable information, can be used to adapt
networks’ defences in an automated manner to better protect the network against possible threats.
Cyber-threat intelligence (CTI) focuses on the capabilities, motivations and goals of an adversary and
how these could be achieved. Intelligence is the information and knowledge gained about an adversary
through observation and analysis; intelligence is not just data, but the outcome of an analysis and must
be actionable to meet the needs of current defensive systems that have to deal with and respond to
cyber-attacks. Amongst others, examples of CTI include indicators (system artefacts or observables
associated with an attack), security alerts, incident reports and threat intelligence, along with any other
relevant information on recommended (or vulnerable) security tool configurations [1,2].

The efficient sharing of CTI is at the core of cyber-threat detection and prevention, as it allows
building multi-layer automated tools with sophisticated and effective defensive capabilities that
continuously analyse the vast amounts of the heterogeneous CTI related to attackers’ tactics, techniques
and procedures (TTPs), indicators of ongoing incidents, etc. [3,4]. Given the numerous architectures,
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products and systems being used as sources of data for information sharing mechanisms, standardised
and structured representations of CTI are required to allow a satisfying interoperability level across
the various stakeholders [2]. Therefore, considerable efforts have been put during the last decade to
standardise the data formats and exchange protocols related to CTI, including recent efforts aiming at
promoting the CTI for “things” [5]; the initiative making security measurable (MSM) constitutes the most
prominent effort toward improving CTI sharing among the various stakeholders [6].

The analysis carried out in this paper considers prominent representatives of CTI formats and
languages that have been proposed and further studied in the literature, such as the structured threat
information expression (STIX) [7], trusted automated exchange of indicator information (TAXII) [8,9] and
cyber observable expression (CybOX) [10]. Among the paper’s goals are to explore the capabilities of
the available formats and languages and their capacity to convey various CTI types, to correlate their
features with the degree to which they are used from the vast number of CTI sources and to correlate
their capabilities with the needs of typical security use cases to which they are to be used. The above
(and other) standardised formats and languages were believed to be the answer to the problem of not
having common mechanisms for sharing cyber-threat intelligence. According to [11], STIX is the de
facto standard for describing threat intelligence. In a literature review of STIX, TAXII and CybOX,
several issues were identified that should be addressed to allow their wide adoption; these include:

• The headline standards of STIX, TAXII and CybOX have been superseded.
• The apparent acceptance and utilisation of the standards appeared lower than expected.
• Much of the body of knowledge found in the literature is outdated mainly due to the rapid change

and development of the CTI formats and use.

To address the above issues and provide a state-of-the-art view of the CTI formats, use cases and
implementations, the publicly available sources of CTI that share such data were researched along
with any related formats and languages.

The organisation of the paper is as follows. We first provide a quick overview of the literature and
the current state-of-the-art in Section 2, to have a knowledge base and an informed perspective on the
findings and issues encountered. This is followed by Sections 3–5 that investigate CTI sources and
formats and present the main result of our analysis. We conclude in Section 6.

2. Related Work

Much work has been carried out into investigating the sources, methods and platforms for sharing
CTI. The science and technology used in practice, moves at a rapid pace, which results in literature
becoming rapidly out of date with regards to the formats and languages currently in use. Irrespective
of this, it still provides a valuable and relevant background to the research, with many of the findings
still being valid regardless of the actual CTI format or platform used.

An exploratory study of software vendors and sharing perspectives was carried out in [11,12],
where [12] focused more on the relationships between CTI sharing vendors and how these affect
the sharing practices, whilst Sauerwein, et al. [11] targeted more on analysing threat intelligence
sharing platforms and protocols. The applicable key findings are that there is no common definition of
threat intelligence sharing platforms and that STIX is the de facto industry standard for describing
threat intelligence. The authors of [11] carried out a broad literature review that identified 22 threat
intelligence sharing platforms, comparing protocols and methods used for sharing CTI. According
to Brown, et al. [13], there is an ever-increasing need to obtain greater amounts of threat intelligence,
with the challenge of dealing with the large volumes of data effectively. A target-centric approach
was proposed, where CTI is filtered given an understanding of the threat landscape and what the
targets in an organisation are likely to be. The intelligence can be enriched from many sources to
provide data that are relevant and applicable, while sharing is performed in a controlled manner,
ensuring data privacy and security. The paper discusses standard and open formats for the sharing of
threat information and concludes that the adoption of STIX and TAXII by industry has led to many
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interoperable cyber information-sharing systems being developed. Given the vast quantity of CTI
sources and feeds identified, the proposed target-centric approach merits further discussion. Another
method to assess the relevancy of CTI sources according to the observables that they provide in
allowing the early detection of cyber-attacks was proposed in [14]; the main idea relied on CTI content
analysis and the “appearance-burst-disappearance” overall trend model. Likewise, content analysis
techniques were also applied in [15], but with the different goal of introducing a new taxonomy of the
CTI information conveyed by a data source: vulnerabilities, threats, countermeasures, attacks, risks
and assets. In addition, this has been correlated with the type of the CTI source (i.e., blogs, forum,
vendors, mailing lists, etc.) to gain some insight regarding the use of structured (or unstructured) CTI
formats, the support of interfaces and APIs, the frequency of updating/sharing, the trustworthiness
of the CTI and its originality. The latter is also considered in this paper, but for a much broader type
of sources than those in [15], which are mostly limited (with few exceptions) to our class of external
open-source intelligence sources that is next introduced.

The web-based research on cyber-threat intelligence that was carried out by Abu, et al. [16]
concluded that the academic material available is limited due to the immaturity and instability in
this relatively new field and therefore grey papers (as called therein) from various organisations
and vendors must be the main information source. Along the same lines, Pala and Zhuang [17]
reviewed research papers and approaches in cybersecurity information sharing and identified that
techniques trying to optimally balance between cyber-investment/cyber-risk/privacy and CTI sharing
(e.g., by using game theory) are gaining more attention. In contrast to the above approach, our research
heavily relies on the direct inspection of the actual CTI obtained from various sources, with use of
open-source tools whenever required and on the original documentation and articles by organisations
and community sources. A survey focusing on technical aspects of threat intelligence was carried out
in [18], where the types of intelligence, the benefits of sharing and the reasons for not sharing data
were given. The authors also looked at the matter of quantity versus quality of CTI and the limitations
in representing indicators of compromise (IoC), with a review of threat sharing formats and related
platforms and their flexibility in sharing CTI. The paper adds to the data quantity issues found and
highlights the need for quality and applicability of CTI. The analysis carried out in [18] assumes that
CTI is classified into strategic, operational, tactical and technical, which differs from the one utilised in
this paper and puts emphasis on CTI sharing platforms and their data enrichment, tools’ integration
and sharing capabilities.

On the other hand, Menges and Pernul [19] as well as Mavroeidis and Bromander [20] provided
detailed analyses on the CTI sharing standards and incident reporting formats, along with certain
associated threat taxonomies. More precisely, a different subset of the malware attribute enumeration
and characterisation (MAEC), the incident object description exchange format (IODEF), the vocabulary for
event recording and incident sharing (VERIS), the extended abuse reporting format (X-ARF), STIX and
OpenIOC was considered in each paper with the analysis considering different features/criteria than
those established herein. As an example, Menges and Pernul [19] was mostly concerned with general
evaluation criteria (e.g., machine/human readability, interoperability, extensibility, aggregability, etc.),
additional evaluation criteria (licensing, documentation and maintenance costs) and less with structural
evaluation criteria (indicators, attacker, attack and defender), which are much more detailed in this
paper and linked with typical security use cases. Although the latter type of criteria is rather the one
that Mavroeidis and Bromander mostly considered [20], the particular criteria established (e.g., identity,
motivation, goal, IoC, tool, target, strategy and TTP) allowed the comparative evaluation to be
performed at a very high, non-technical level; the same criteria were used in [20] to evaluate threat
taxonomies, such as CVE, CWE, CVSS, etc. Finally, Burger, et al. [21] as well as Asgarli and Burger [22]
focused on segmented landscape of CTI standards and further investigated the use of CTI ontologies
to allow for a better understanding of the security semantics and make inferences about ongoing
cyber-security threats and incidents.
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Although mainly concerned with STIX 1.x as a solution for sharing CTI, Serrano, et al. [23]
highlighted several areas of importance in the context of CTI sharing. These include the legal and
privacy implications in sharing CTI across borders and jurisdictions (also the focus in [24] and [25]),
which have recently received great attention due to the general data protection regulation (GDPR), the
requirement of a critical mass for CTI sharing sources that characterises its effectiveness, along with
the belief that the main impediment to security data sharing is the lack of a suitable platform that
addresses the issues of formats and legal boundaries for CTI data. Practices in sharing CTI were
also studied in [26], where the results obtained from an online survey were used to classify potential
barriers (and benefits) into areas such as operational, organisational, economic and policy; the quality and
accuracy of CTI; the risk of privacy violation; the redundancy/relevancy of CTI; and the infrastructure
costs were identified as the primary barriers. The lack of such a suitable platform was addressed in [27],
where the malware information sharing platform (MISP) and the technical solutions used for sharing
and synchronising threat information and taxonomies were described, as well as possible ways of
extending the system’s functionality. The MISP web interface and the use of the platform to present
statistical information on the collected threats was discussed. Next, we further examine the MISP
platform and the custom formats it uses for sharing CTI, along with the use of the traffic light protocol
(TLP) that deals with the sharing of sensitive information.

In contrast to the aforementioned works, this paper’s contributions are summarised as follows:
(a) the research methodology relies on actual CTI obtained from a very large number of sources that
are typically being used by today’s security systems and products, instead of relying on previously
published academic papers; (b) the types of sources considered are much broader, by considering
internal, external and open sources to get representative results; (c) several tools/scripts were employed
during the CTI collection process to allow for a comparison of the CTI against the original documentation
and related technical/research papers; (d) the CTI formats and languages investigated herein are
broader than those of the previous works, either by including recent ones gaining more attention
(e.g., CVRF) or classical ones (e.g., DNSBL) that, although efficient in certain use cases, are usually not
considered; and (e) the assessment criteria used are much more detailed and technical due to our goal
in determining the extent at which typical security use cases can be supported by the existing CTI
formats and languages.

3. CTI Sources

This section presents several CTI sources that have been examined, which are characterised as
being internal, externally sourced observables or feeds and externally open-source intelligence [1,28,29]. It is
important to highlight that the examination of CTIs was carried out by installing and using the tools
provided from the manufactures, as well as by reading and analysing their documentation and various
other online resources.

3.1. Internally Sourced

The CTI obtained from internal sources is comprised of observable events that have happened on
an organisation’s internal network and hosts (referred to as threat indicators in [30]). It can provide
indicators about threats having breached the security perimeter, having broken the internal access
control rules, having infected a system, or having attempted to get access to a restricted system.
Statistical data provide a baseline of the normal behaviour so that any abnormality can be highlighted
and investigated; possible sources are given in Table 1. More details about internal CTI sources are
provided below.

System logs and events. Such information is widely available on devices and applications; it can be
easily forwarded to a central facility using tools such as Syslog or Windows event forwarding (WEF). As
only certain log messages and events apply to CTI, any central logging system, e.g., a security incident
and event management (SIEM) system, should apply filters and rule-sets to extract CTI.
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Table 1. Internal sources of cyber-threat intelligence.

CTI Systems Description

System logs and events All systems System activity, principally errors and security
events

Network events Network equipment,
(switches, routers, firewalls)

devices connecting/disconnecting, ACL alert,
login/failed login, etc.

Network utilisation and
traffic profiles

Network equipment,
(switches, routers, probes)

SNMP, NetFlow, RMON, etc. to Network
management platform

Alerts from boundary
devices IDS/IPS, Firewall, WAF Alerts/events collected and analysed by SIEM or

vendor-specific management portal

AV, system alerts
Corporate AV software

installed on host systems,
(client and Server)

Corporate AV system alerts from host AV
software

Human All systems Observed anomalies or events

Forensic All systems Artefacts and intelligence gathered after an event

Network events. Network devices such as routers, switches and firewalls, support simple network
management protocol (SNMP), which can be used to send (in near real-time) event messages, known
as SNMP traps, to a central server for processing. SNMP traps can be configured for a variety of CTI
events in internal network (e.g., connections requested, login event occurring, etc.).

Network utilisation and traffic profiles. These may indicate abnormal behaviour, such as untrusted or
excessive traffic from a client or between clients. Statistics are available in many forms, from simple
counters in SNMP and Remote MONitoring (RMON) to detailed IP and protocol data from NetFlow and
similar equipped switches and probes.

Boundary security devices. In addition to the above events, proprietary boundary security devices,
such as network intrusion prevention systems (NIDS) and web application firewalls (WAF), may have their
own application-specific management console that also feeds security events to a SIEM. An example of
an alert generated by Suricata NIDS in JSON format is provided below in Listing 1.

Listing 1. Example of CTI (alert) obtained from Suricata.

{
“timestamp”: “2009-11-24T21:27:09.534255”,
“event_type”: “alert”,
“src_ip”: “192.168.2.7”,
“src_port”: 1041,
“dest_ip”: “X.X.250.50”,
“dest_port”: 80,
“proto”: “TCP”,
“alert”: {
“action”: “allowed”,
“gid”: 1,
“signature_id”:2001999,
“rev”: 9,
“signature”: “ET MALWARE BTGrab.com Spyware Downloading Ads”,
“category”: “A Network Trojan was detected”,
“severity”: 1
}
}
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Anti-virus systems. Corporate anti-virus systems report malware events back to a central console,
allowing a comprehensive coverage for the hosts within an organisation; as with boundary devices,
this may also feed security events to a SIEM.

Human. An organisation’s staff is often the quickest to recognise that something is wrong; the
ability to rapidly spot and report events is something that can be achieved through user awareness and
continuous professional security training programs.

Forensic. This CTI includes artefacts gathered from the investigation following a security incident
and can be used to bolster security defences. The analysis of infected systems and log files can provide
details about the tactics, techniques and procedures (TTPs) used during the attack.

3.2. Externally Sourced Observables

Locating, identifying and analysing the externally sourced observables or feeds formed the bulk
of the research that was conducted in this work [30]. A selection of open and free to use sources of
CTI was identified along with the formats and languages used, with an emphasis on sources using
the STIX/TAXII standard. These community, open-source IoCs and observables typically consist of
the observed malicious sources or data, e.g., IP address, domain, URL, file names and hashes. The
principal use case is to explore this information to create rule sets for firewalls, network-based and
host-based intrusion detection and prevention systems (IDPS), SIEM systems, etc., to block (or alert on
seeing) the observable or a matching indicator.

To obtain samples of CTI data, the STIX sources having been identified to use the TAXII 1.x
transport protocol were accessed with the Cabby TAXII client [31], while a simple Python script was
written using the CTI TAXII client [32] for TAXII 2.x sources. Other simpler formats, such as text, CSV,
JSON, etc., were accessed using a standard web browser or the Linux wget command to review the
fields included. The CTI feeds and their respective formats were analysed and compared. Wherever
available, the format documentation was downloaded from the source or authoring organisation to
allow for a deep understanding of the format used and to contribute to the research and analysis
of the formats and languages. Over 275 feeds were identified from the CTI sources, where the first
125 of these (all based on the STIX standard) were selected for analysis; the remaining >150 feeds
identified were stored for future analysis. Table 2 shows the quantity and format of the 125 selected
feeds obtained from each CTI source, where in case that a feed supports multiple formats, the most
complex one was chosen. The formats and languages listed in Table 2 are further examined below
(with certain indicative examples) and also discussed later in the paper.

Table 2. CTI Sources’ Formats Used.

Source
Format

Text CSV/RSS JSON/XML STIX 1.x STIX 2.x MISP IDS DNS Total

abuse.ch 4 10 0 0 1 0 7 1 23
AbuseIPDB 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
Bambenek Consulting 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
blocklist.de 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11
botvrij.eu 0 9 0 0 0 1 0 0 10
C1fApp 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
Censys 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
CINS Army (Sentinel) 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2
cybercrime-tracker 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 3
Dshield (SANS) 3 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 7
FreeTAXII 0 0 0 0 11 0 0 0 11
Green Snow 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
HAIL A TAXII 0 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 9
Limo (Anomali) 0 0 0 0 11 0 0 0 11
Malc0de database 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 3
Malware Domain List 5 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 9
MISP (CIRCL) 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1
PickUpSTIX (NC4/Soltra) 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 4
Spamhaus 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 6 10
TAXIIstand 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
ÜberTAXII 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 4
xavier.mertens.consulting 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
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Among the above sources, abuse.ch makes several CTI feeds available through projects, such
as MalwareBazaar and URLhaus, for sharing information about malware samples along with URLs
being used for malware distribution, or the SSL Blacklist that provides information to detect malicious
SSL connections and digital certificates used by botnet command and control (C&C) servers. The feeds
provided by abuse.ch are comprehensive and are used and re-transmitted by several other providers.
A typical example of the CTI shared (with the SHA1 fingerprints of the aforementioned certificates) in
a CSV format is shown below in Listing 2.

Listing 2. Example of CTI obtained from abuse.ch.

################################################################
# abuse.ch SSLBL SSL Certificate Blacklist (SHA1 Fingerprints) #
# Last updated: 2020-05-03 06:46:48 UTC #
# #
# Terms Of Use: https://sslbl.abuse.ch/blacklist/ #
# For questions please contact sslbl [at] abuse.ch #
################################################################
#
# Listingdate,SHA1,Listingreason
2020-05-03 06:46:48,081cf50a56f59be9b1f9504858a225b80f233cb2,IcedID C&C
2020-05-02 07:48:30,19cf21e6326b6125b023c53df23b74060f4e786e,IcedID C&C
2020-05-02 07:41:15,e5d49e0b12012e40498cc991ae586b3ce05bf2f6,IcedID C&C
2020-05-01 18:01:48,8644711545fc8d1ba02fd4e4424290a06815c320,Adwind C&C
2020-05-01 17:59:19,20373e4d4d11ba0e839378737ee9fc49cb164bbd,ServHelper C&C
...

Another CTI provider is the service blocklist.de that takes reports from numerous active servers
that use fail2ban and similar abuse blocking applications. The lists may be obtained through a direct
download or via an API and are single-column text files that contain IP addresses; moreover, such
information can be obtained by the DNS real-time blackhole list (RBL), which provides a simple DNS
query response mechanism to determine the state of an individual IP address, as in the example that is
shown in Listing 3.

Listing 3. Example of CTI obtained via blocklist.de with DNSRBL.

query:

host -t any 112.220.10.1.bl.blocklist.de
response:

112.220.10.1.bl.blocklist.de has address 127.0.0.21
112.220.10.1.bl.blocklist.de descriptive text “Infected System (Service: bruteforcelogin, Last-Attack:
1588509427), see http://www.blocklist.de/en/view.html?ip=1.10.220.112”

The list of IP addresses available for download by blocklist.de can also be protocol-specific
(e.g., for the SSH, FTP, IMAP and SIP), targeting at bots, or other attacks such as the above brute-force
attack against a web login; no metadata or other enrichment is provided. Similar information is also
provided by Spamhaus, which is a well-known CTI source providing lists of IP address ranges that are
involved in sending spam emails (SBL advisory), are compromised by malware and other exploits
(XBL advisory), or belong in domains having low reputation (DBL advisory) amongst others. Further
to the above, a subset of the SBL list is provided via the don’t route or peer (DROP) list that can be used
by firewalls and routers to drop malicious traffic; an example is given below in Listing 4.
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Listing 4. Example of CTI obtained from Spamhaus.

; Spamhaus DROP List 2020/04/30 - (c) 2020 The Spamhaus Project
; https://www.spamhaus.org/drop/drop.txt
; Last-Modified: Thu, 30 Apr 2020 14:23:20 GMT
; Expires: Thu, 30 Apr 2020 15:41:23 GMT
1.10.16.0/20 ; SBL256894
1.19.0.0/16 ; SBL434604
1.32.128.0/18 ; SBL286275
2.56.255.0/24 ; SBL444288
2.59.151.0/24 ; SBL444170
...

On the other hand, the CTI provided from Anomali Limo is following the STIX 2.x standard and is
delivered by means of the STAXX open source platform and Limo TAXII feed. The compliance with
the STIX 2.x format is somewhat lazy, since many of the indicators’ metadata are presented in the
description field. Several collections are available, providing details about ransomware, cyber-crime,
emerging threats (compromised or C&C servers), malware domains, phishing URLs, etc., but some of
the feeds are re-transmissions of other sources (e.g., from abuse.ch).

3.3. External Open-Source Intelligence

For this type of CTI, we concentrated on open sources of threat intelligence (OSINT) from publicly
available sources that contributed to building and understanding the threat landscape; although these
tend to be more human (and more strategic, as highlighted in [30]) than machine-readable, they are
often unstructured. Typical examples are: an announcement of a large data leak compromising user
data that could be used to access other systems, in phishing attacks or in geopolitical tensions that may
increase the risk of cyber-attack. Table 3 provides a brief list and description of the CTI sources that
were identified.

Table 3. Externally sourced intelligence.

Source Description

News feeds News articles covering ongoing threats
Vulnerability Alerts and advisories
Search automation Using search technologies to find vulnerable systems: Google dorks, Shodan, etc.
Anti-virus vendors Information, alerts, news feeds on malware activity and threats
Communications Monitoring communication channels for intelligence: Slack, IRC, Twitter, etc.
Dark web Intelligence available directly from the criminal underworld

A wealth of CTI information was available in the plentiful supply from news feeds, alerts,
antivirus (AV) vendors, etc. In most of the cases, it was also available in RSS format, which is
machine-readable; however, the news or alerts content typically contains a link redirecting to a free
format web page that does not easily lend itself to automated consumption and understanding despite
the considerable advances in the areas of natural language processing (NLP) and artificial intelligence (AI).
Typical examples of such sources include CERT-EU, Schneier on security, Krebs on security, and SANS
institute, amongst others.

Advisories and vulnerability alerts are sources having a standardised CTI format, in many cases
using the common vulnerabilities and exposures (CVE) and common weaknesses enumeration (CWE), as well
as the common vulnerability reporting framework (CVRF), which is next reviewed. This information is
typically associated with a severity measure in the format of the common vulnerability scoring system
(CVSS) and is also linked with the systems affected by the vulnerability through the common platform
enumeration (CPE), therefore greatly helping in the dissemination of threat intelligence but with some
limitations. Typical examples of such sources include the national vulnerability database (NVD), Cisco
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security advisories, Microsoft security portal, Oracle security advisories, Red Hat security advisories,
SecurityFocus, etc. In contrast to the previous type of external OSINT sources, these ones contain
(or can readily generate) actionable security information. For example, NVD’s data feeds, apart from
the incorporation of the CVSS string (giving granular information about a vulnerability’s preconditions
and impact) also includes labels to any external references, such as exploit, patch, mitigation, technical
description and product, which can direct tools automating the extraction of actionable information. An
example from NVD’s feed in JSON format is provided in Listing 5.

Listing 5. Example of CTI obtained from NVD (truncated/simplified for illustration purposes).

{
“cve” : {
“CVE_data_meta” : {
“ID” : “CVE-2020-0001”
},
“problemtype” : {
“value” : “CWE-269”
},
“references” : [ {
“url” : “https://source.android.com/security/bulletin/2020-01-01”,
“tags” : [ “Vendor Advisory” ]
} ],
/* vulnerability description */
},
“configurations” : {
“cpe_match” : [ {
“vulnerable” : true,
“cpe23Uri” : “cpe:2.3:o:google:android:10.0:*:*:*:*:*:*:*”
} ]
},
“impact” : {
“cvssV3” : {
“version” : “3.1”,
“vectorString” : “CVSS:3.1/AV:L/AC:L/PR:L/UI:N/S:U/C:H/I:H/A:H”,
“attackVector” : “LOCAL”,
“attackComplexity” : “LOW”,
“privilegesRequired” : “LOW”,
“userInteraction” : “NONE”,
“scope” : “UNCHANGED”,
“confidentialityImpact” : “HIGH”,
“integrityImpact” : “HIGH”,
“availabilityImpact” : “HIGH”,
“baseScore” : 7.8,
“baseSeverity” : “HIGH”
},
“exploitabilityScore” : 1.8,
“impactScore” : 5.9
}
}

The dark web search focused on finding intelligence, tools and services that are not available
on the surface web. Our analysis was conducted using a TOR browser running on a disposable
virtual machine to provide some insulation from malicious content. The speed and reliability of
connections to .onion sites hampered and frustrated progress. Access to several forums was granted
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by using anonymised email addresses but it was quite limited without first having gained trust in
the community.

4. CTI Formats and Languages

Many CTI formats were identified from CTI sources and the literature; these were selected for
further analysis based on their popularity in the literature or the source feeds. Where available, the
original specifications, documents, schemas, etc., were examined by installing the right tools and
applications. Samples of the formats were identified either from the CTI sources under investigation or
the literature. The formats and languages have been classified into four main categories:

• Standards that have been specifically published for representing the CTI
• Custom application-specific or vendor-specific formats
• Commonly used standards that were not designed for representing the CTI
• Legacy formats, commonly referred to in the literature, but no longer being supported or used

A brief overview of the ones selected for further analysis is provided in the following subsections.

4.1. CTI Standards

STIX is one of our principal research subjects; it is a rich and extensive XML format that was first
released in 2012 [33], with the minor revision 1.2 being released in 2015. The aim of STIX was to be a
flexible and expressive language for representing cyber information. Where existing formats were
used, e.g., MAEC [34], the objective was to integrate rather than duplicate them [7]. This provided a
highly flexible format that ultimately led to its downfall, as the nested structures present in the XML
documents became too complex and difficult to parse. STIX 1.2 was superseded by the 2.0 and in 2017
by 2.1 release. TAXII is the preferred, but not compulsory, transport mechanism for STIX [35]; there are
different versions of TAXII for each release of STIX, which are not compatible with each other.

CybOX provides STIX 1.x the means to express cyber observables, events and other properties [10].
With the advent of STIX 2.1, CybOX has been integrated and is now part of the STIX standard. The
principal differences between STIX 2.x and STIX 1.x are in the serialisation from XML to JSON that
was designed to make the protocol more lightweight and much simpler for programmers [35]. The
structure in STIX 2.x is flat rather than nested, with STIX domain objects (SDO) defined at the top level of
the document to simplify parsing and storage; the relationship between the SDOs is accommodated by
the introduction of a STIX relationship object (SRO) [36]. The CybOX objects have become cyber observable
objects in STIX 2.x (under CybOX 3.0 release [37]) along with MAEC, therefore considerably decreasing
complexity. Such changes were accompanied by a change in the management of the STIX project,
which moved from MITRE to the OASIS CTI technical committee [38]. The MAEC 5.0 standard was
designed for characterising malware using attributes such as behaviours, artefacts and relationships
between malware samples [34,39]. This latest release was updated in line with STIX 2.x to maintain
compatibility using the same cyber observable objects and JSON serialisation.

CVRF is another standard, whose format is machine-readable, aiming for the submission and
distribution of vulnerability advisories and reports [40]. The utilisation of CVRF by MITRE’s CVE
repository, the principal registry of vulnerabilities and exposures, along with active support and feeds
from vendors, such as Cisco, Oracle and Red Hat, are expected to help to establish CVRF as the de
facto standard for the distribution of vulnerabilities and security advisories.

4.2. Application and Vendor Specific Formats

CESNET operates a large network infrastructure providing service to higher education and
research establishments throughout Czech Republic; it created the intrusion detection extensible alert
(IDEA) to overcome the complexities of other CTI formats [41]. IDEA aims at the sharing of CTI data
that are varying in nature, thus it has to be flexible, extensible while staying simple. The MISP format
is the native protocol for communication between the MISP platform instances [42]; this JSON format
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is highly extensible and widely used by the MISP platform. The collective intelligence framework (CIF) is
another widely used CTI aggregation and sharing platform that provides its JSON format for sharing
CTI [43]. Finally, IDS/IPS rules are a long-lived CTI format that can be directly consumed by IDS/IPS
applications such as Snort [44] and Suricata [45].

4.3. Commonly Used Standards

These formats were never designed or intended for use as a CTI sharing medium; despite this, the
DNS block list (DNSBL), DNS real-time black hole list (DNSRBL) and Text/CSV are the oldest and most
widely used formats identified. More precisely, DNSBL and DNSRBL are not downloadable lists of
CTI host IPs [46]. Instead, they provide a rapid and efficient DNS-based request/response protocol to
determine if an IP or domain exists on a blacklist or whitelist. It is likely one of the oldest methods
used to get useful CTI information and is typically used by e-mail spam and malware filters.

Really simple syndication (RSS) is a lightweight XML format that is designed for the distribution
of news items [47]. This format has been adopted by several sources for the distribution of CTI with
detailed data available from a central repository. On the other hand, Text/CSV is the simplest and most
widely used format of all the CTI source feeds sampled, either a single column text list of IPs or URLs
(e.g., in the case of black lists), or as a rich, multi-IoC comma or tab-separated variables; they provide
all the data in the most efficient and compact manner of any format.

4.4. Legacy Formats

The analysis of the final three CTI formats that we noted from the literature was curtailed due
to the absence of current development, no active support or not being identified in any CTI source
feeds examined.

Originally created by Mandiant Inc., under openioc.org, the OpenIOC format was designed to
provide a common methodology and format for describing host-based or network-based indicators of
compromise [48]. The legacy Mandiant resources and/or tools are available on GitHub, but there is
currently no apparent activity [49]. The IODEF format was introduced by the Internet Engineering
Task Force in RFC 5070 [50]; its current version 2 is described in RFC 7970. It is an XML-based format
for exchanging CTI that is reported in the literature, but no evidence was identified about its current
support, despite the second version’s activity in 2016. Finally, the open threat partner exchange (OpenTPX)
is an open-source and well-documented JSON format designed for sharing CTI [51]; no feeds were
identified and there is no apparent evidence of updates since 2015.

5. Analysis

This section is mainly focused on externally sourced CTI feeds found in Sections 3 and 4. These
sources are discussed after a brief analysis of the other CTI sources from our research.

5.1. Internally Sourced CTI

The CTI from internal sources appears to have a quite comprehensive coverage from the HIDS,
SIEM and antivirus software provisions available; the majority of these were commercial offerings.
It appears that the use of CTI, obtained from network activity such as network traffic flows, DNS
requests, DHCP, ARP etc. (excluding NIDS), is not widely utilised and no further analysis was carried
out to determine the effectiveness of current solutions on this type of CTI.

5.2. External Open Source Intelligence

The CTI examined from external open-source intelligence (OSINT) showed a very different context
comparing to the machine-readable sources and formats. The analysis and application of this CTI
is predominantly a manual process, converting this human-readable CTI into machine actionable
formats where some of these were available, with some limitation, in machine readable formats such
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as RSS and CVRF. Advances in natural language processing and AI offer significant opportunity in
this area. The availability and structure of vulnerabilities and exposures through the CVE standard is
well known and widely used [39] but the main drawback of this system is the limited applicability of
the information available in a standard format. It should be noted that some vendors provided CVE
feeds (e.g., [52–54]) that were quite comprehensive in what the applicable software versions were. The
consistency and quality of the CTI that was identified from the dark web was found to be poor and
mired in unsavoury content, mostly due to the lack of indexing and controller access to forums and
credible resource. As much of the malicious activity originates from those who inhabit the dark web, it
cannot be ignored as a potential source of intelligence.

5.3. CTI Source Feeds, Formats and Languages

The analysis carried out on the CTI source feeds revealed several different types of formats
including single-column text feeds, multi-column, rich CSV feeds and more complex formats such as
STIX and RSS. Many of these feeds, particularly those available in the more complex formats, were
found to be retransmissions of simpler plain text feeds from other CTI sources. Examination of the
feeds for evidence of originality (instead of being retransmissions) was not always possible. It is worth
noting that some sources were found to be informative, giving details of how or where the CTI data
were obtained and, in some cases, how agents could be downloaded, etc. A selection of sources,
typically CSV or RSS feeds, provided web portal interfaces to search and examine the CTI data in
greater depth. Figure 1 gives an overview of the originality for the threat feeds examined.

Figure 1. CTI source originality.

In the retransmission of CTI data, we found that some original source data can be lost or corrupted,
which typically was attributed to the poor formatting, dates having been replaced so misrepresenting
the freshness of the data, retransmitted or aggregated data appearing as a shadow sighting and giving
false significance to the threat. We also observed a common practice of splitting the rich array of CTI
types associated with a threat into separate, un-associated types, e.g., IP, domain, etc., diminishing the
value of the original cohesive dataset.

In Figure 2, we illustrate the range of CTI types that were represented in the analysed CTI source
feeds. IP addresses were the most common type, followed by the description of the threat or malware
type and the URLs. From our analysis of the formats we knew that the rich intelligence source feeds
could provide a more comprehensive dataset than that available from a simple block list. We compared
how many of the sources using complex data formats provided rich CTI feeds. Here, we define rich as
the CTI having more than two types represented in the feed, otherwise we consider it as being sparse.
Our results are represented below.
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Figure 2. CTI types represented.

As highlighted in Figure 3, the capability of STIX to represent complex and rich CTI is somewhat
underutilised, with most samples containing only sparse CTI. We carried out further analysis of the
STIX 1.x format and compared the efficiency found in retransmitted CTI feeds. For example, a single
entry <item> in the RSS Malc0de database feed [55] consumed 307 bytes. In contrast, the STIX 1.1 feed
representing the indicators of same single entry from PickUpSTIX [56] consumed 18,153 bytes. Thus, it
is clear that the used XML came with significant overhead and complexity.

Figure 3. Rich vs. sparse CTI.

From the documentation of STIX 2.x, it is known that it can provide a more succinct representation
than its 1.x predecessors. We still found that only half of the feeds analysed contained rich CTI
data. A common approach taken was to put data in the description or title attributes rather than add
additional observable objects or indicators to the feed. We refer to this as the lazy implementation of
STIX format. We did note that the STIX feeds containing original content tend to be richer and much
better implemented than those simply retransmitting data from other sources.

Complexity was one of the prime reasons for moving from STIX 1.x to 2.x, where the need for
keeping things simple is also stated as a goal in MISP, CIF and IDEA formats. When analysing complex
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CTI represented in MISP and STIX 2.x documentation, the strength of the formats to cross reference
CTI comes to the fore. When we compare this to the implementations of simpler but still rich CTI,
e.g., containing IPs, file names, file hashes and URLs, that are indicators for a strain of malware.
However, without the need of TTPs, sequence of events, actor identities, etc., we see that the simpler
formats can better express these.

To further examine how the use of the STIX versions varied between the providers, a common
original source was chosen that was retransmitted by both STIX 1.x, 2.x sources. For our comparisons, the
abuse.ch ransomware tracker feed was used [57]. The STIX 1.1 feed was sourced from PickUpSTIX [58],
which contains better source metadata compared to with the Anomali Limo feed [59].

STIX 1.x and 2.x have similar capabilities to represent the data complexity as can be easily seen
from Table 4. It was concluded that the Limo source appears to have a somewhat lazy implementation
and further analysis was conducted on the STIX 2.x sources to reveal if this is a common practice or
not. For this, sixteen samples of TAXII collections were examined from three STIX 2.x source providers
to compare how well they utilised the capabilities of the format and structure. The observed data
or indicator objects were analysed for containing multiple IoC types in the file (e.g., IP, URL, MD5,
etc.); multiple IoC in an either observed-data.objects or indicator.pattern objects; and examples of rich
content, e.g., multiple IoC, related objects, etc.

Table 4. STIX, PickUpSTIX and Limo metadata comparison.

Data PickUpSTIX (STIX 1.1) Limo (STIX 2.x)

Terms of use Included per STIX package -

TLP TLP White per STIX package Common Marking definition TLP:
Green

Producer Description Aggregator of Malware Sites -

Producer Role Aggregator -

Producer Timestamp Timestamp -

Producer feed URL Ransomware feed URL -

Indicator Title Description and IoC URL Threat Stream ID, type, state, org,
source

Observable Title IoC IoC

Observable condition/pattern IoC IoC

Observables per Indicator or
related group of indicators

Multiple: IP, ASN, file, hash,
URL, etc.

Single IoC type per feed
(IP, Domain)

Labels Unclassified (Public) marking
Malicious activity

Threatstream severity
Threatstream confidence

Our results in Table 5 indicate that the analysed STIX 2.x samples gained only a little advantage
from using the STIX format.

Table 5. STIX 2.x Feature Use.

Source
Multiple IoC Types Per

File
Multiple IoC Types Per

Indicator
Rich CTI/Indicators

Limo (Anomali) 1 of 9 collections None 1 of 9 collections
xavier.mertens.consulting None None None

ÜberTAXII 5 of 6 collections 4 of 6 collections 3 of 6 collections

From the CTI samples identified in our research, many simpler formats such as CSV and RSS
had grouped indicators for a given threat with a common label or tag. STIX uses a combination
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of observed data structures, indicator patterns and relationships. The STIX bundle object is only a
container and does not imply any relationship between the objects contained therein; a relationship
object is required to represent this, using the UUIDs of the related objects, along with its own UUID,
markings, originator, etc. This can result in a complex document to represent a collection of CTI
related to a single threat. This is an area in which the MISP format excels; the sharing of data between
MISP instances is threat-centric. Here, a single event file contains all the CTI for a threat; UUIDs are
used to cross-reference and form relationships the same as STIX; and the attribute array structures are
similar to STIX observables. However, the relationships are embedded with no additional objects or
complexity required.

We find a similar situation with STIX markings when compared to MISP tags. In STIX, a marking
definition is typically a global object and the indicator objects reference these directly. MISP, which
has a rich tag and taxonomy implementation, embeds the tag objects directly. This is very simple
but creates the potential for inconsistency between versions of the same tag. As the name suggests,
universally unique identifiers (UUID) RFC4122 provide unique IDs [60]. Several of the CTI formats
examined use these to identify and reference CTI data, markings, relationships and more.

CVRF was found to be a rich format that can meet the need to share vulnerabilities; the addition of
a revision history within the vulnerability structure would provide a clearer versioning of individual
vulnerabilities. The biggest weaknesses observed was the limited compliance from major influencers
and the dilution of the format with multiple, equally suitable alternatives and insufficient target data
and remediations in a consistent and standardised manner. As noted above, there is good vendor
support for identifying the applicability of a vulnerability and remediations.

MAEC has good support from Sandbox providers, although there is a dilution from the use of
older versions and the widespread availability of platform-specific API formats. MAEC 5.0 leverages
STIX 2.x cyber observables, types and languages, but there is no evidence of reciprocal support with
no facility to reference or include MAEC content in STIX 2.x, as was available in STIX 1.x.

The platform or API custom formats such as MISP, IDEA, CIF, etc., had an enthusiastic use of the
formats, and they were found to be better suited to their given use case and able to represent the CTI
observables and indicators in a succinct yet comprehensive manner. The MISP format has grown from
real-world use; the MISP project sites over 6K installations of the MISP platform, illustrating the wide
support in both community and government organisations.

In Tables 6–8, the various CTI formats and languages that were researched and analysed are
compared to determine how well they are able to convey CTI for different use cases. The criteria are
applied to the representation of a single, complete cyber observable, where a single observable can
be an event, indicator or similar such single entry, line or item in a list or structure. For example,
the CTI indicating the presence of a malware compromise, source of the infection (IP, domain, URL,
file, hash, etc.), the destination or target (IP, hostname, domain, vulnerability, etc.) and threat details
(malware name, family, type, etc.). The test applies to dedicated fields or columns that are machine
readable and unambiguous, inclusion of CTI data fields in general purpose descriptions is ignored.
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Table 6. Format and Languages, Assessment Criteria.

Criteria/Feature Assessment Criteria Notes

Blocklist Provides effective and simple representation of a blocklist. This can be
an IP/domain list, or a go/no–go request/response mechanism

-

IP v4 Address An IP v4 address or network and mask e.g., CDIR format or with
netmask

� for supporting IP
ranges/multiple IP’s

IP v6 Address An IP v6 address or network and mask e.g., CDIR format or with
netmask

� for supporting IP
ranges/multiple IP’s

Hardware/product Hardware or product information, system make, model, MAC address,
etc. Expect 2

� for more, and
?� for less

Email address Represent an email address, typically a known malware ‘from’ address
or C&C address

� for multiple addresses

Hostname The hostname -

URL/URI URL -

Domain Domain (FQDN) � for details, RDNS

Attacker/Target Specify the data refers to the attacker or network source and/or the
Target or destination

� for source and destination
details

Vulnerability Details of a vulnerability, e.g., CVE or reference to similar source,
OS/SW vendor etc.

-

Malware or Threat Type Provide the name of the malware or threat � for details of role, family, type

Ransomware In addition to malware, specific ID as ransomware � for details on virus total, etc.)

File Details of a malicious file, e.g., file name, source path, destination path,
file hash, alternate names, virus total, etc. Expect 2 or 3

� for more, and
� for less

Detailed system IoCs Details of observable artefacts or indicators of system compromise,
e.g., Windows registry values, files, executables, libraries infected,
hashes. Expect 2 or 3

� for more, and
� for less

DDoS Identify the CTI as belonging to DDoS, or indicating DDoS. May
include: C&C server, botnet description, DDoS type, IP lists, ASN,
IP/Port and rate or counts, Expect 2

� for more, and
� for less

Compromised host, RAT Identify CTI as indicating or observed compromised host, Remote
Access Trojan, or similar ‘owned’ host, network, website, etc. Not a bot
net. Expect a host identifier (IP, URL) and threat/compromise.

-

Botnet Identify the CTI as belonging to a botnet, should include botnet name
along with indicators/observables, C&C servers, bots, target device/OS,
etc. Expect 2

� for more, and
� for less

Spam Identifies CTI as being concerned with Unsolicited Commercial Email,
may include domains, IP, email addresses, subject lines, etc.

-

Phishing Identifies CTI as being concerned with Unsolicited malicious email
aimed at compromising, or some malicious act. May include domains,
IP, email addresses, subject lines, file detail

-

Software Details of software, operating system, version, etc. Expect 2 (e.g., OS
and version)

� for more, and
� for less

Time Stamps Timestamps such as: data produced, first seen, last seen, window, etc.
Expect 2 or 3

� for more, and
� for less

CTI Source Accreditation of the CTI source � for references, or the
collector/agent

Complexity A measure of not being over complex, effectively doing what it says on
the tin without being over packaged

� if succinct, and
� if over complex

Rich CTI data The Format or language can represent 10 CTI attributes � for more, and
� for 8–9

Patterns Patterns to match observed data, e.g., LIKE text, Regular Expressions,
Hex bytes, etc. Expect 2

� for more, and
� for less

Identity Identify a person, user, threat actor or organization. Can include name,
location, function, etc. Expect name and function/type

� for more, and
� for less

Course of Action What to do, remediation, etc. to protect from a threat or fix a
vulnerability, expect text and references

� for more, and
� for less

Versioning The means to know that the CTI has been updated -

Author Organization, group or person who created this CTI, ref to ID is
acceptable.

-

Confidence, count Confidence, rating or simple count of observations -

Markings TLP or similar security of distribution marking, Tags, etc. -

Artefact Contain encoded CTI artefact data or link to data.
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Table 7. Formats and languages, use case and features.

Typical Use Case Criteria/Feature Formats and Languages
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� � � � � � Blocklist � � � � � �
� � � � � � � IP v4 Address � � � � � � � � � � �

� � � � � � � IP v6 Address � � � � � � � � � � �

� � � � Hardware � � � �
� � � � � � Email address � � � � � � � � � �

� � � � Hostname � � � � � �

� � � � � URL/URI � � � � � � � � � �

� � � � � � Domain � � � � � � � � � � �

� � � Attacker/Target � � � � � �

� � � � Vulnerability � � � � � �
� � � � � Malware/Threat Type � � � � � � � �

� � � � � Ransomware � � � � � �

� � � � � File � � � � � � � �

� � � Detailed system IoCs � � � � � �

� � � DDoS � � � � � � �
� � � � Compromised host � � � � � �

� � � � � Botnet � � � � �
� � Spam � � � � � �

� � � � � Phishing � � � � � �
� � � Software � � � �
� � � Time Stamps � � � � � � � � �

� CTI Source � � � � � � � �
� � � � � � � Complexity � � � � � � � � � � �

� � � � � Rich CTI data � � � � � � � � �

� � � � � Patterns � � � � �
� � � � Identity � � � �

� � � Course of Action � � � � � �

� � � � � Versioning � � � � � � � �
� � � � � Author � � � �

� � � Confidence, count � � � � � � � � �
� � � Markings � � � � � � � �

� � � � � Artifacts � � � � � �

Table 8. Typical use case and example CTI.

Typical Use Case Example CTI

Email Blocklist Simple block based on sender email address, domain or IP

Spam/Email Filter Complex block based on sender IP, domain, email address, mail content,
attachments, links, etc.

Firewall/Router ACL IP address, port, may use connection rate (DDoS) or mask/simple patterns

NIDS Complex, source/destination, addresses, URLs, file content, Malware IoC, Source
reputation, etc.

HIDS/SIEM Complex, source/destination, addresses, URLs, file content, Malware IoC, Source
reputation, system IoCs (registry, files, paths).

Malware Analysis Complex, known sources, poor reputation, email, file content, etc.

Human, SOC, DB Complex dataset to build threat picture and analyse threats.

In Table 7, the formats and languages are graded on how well the test criteria have been met as
per the following key: a blank means that the criterion or feature is neither met nor supported; the
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‘�’ symbol means that the feature is partially supported and some but not all criteria are met; the ‘�’
symbol means that the criteria are met or the feature is supported in a satisfactory manner; and the
‘�’ symbol means that the requirement criteria and feature requirements are exceeded. Table 8 below
describes some very typical example use cases and examples of the types of CTI that those use cases
may consume.

From the analysis of the various use cases, CTI formats and sampled feeds, it became clear that
some were better suited at representing CTI for a given use case, e.g., due to being simpler or richer.
This is illustrated in Table 9, where the available formats and languages are correlated against the
security use cases according to the information that is given in Table 7.

Table 9. Formats and languages suitability per use case.

Formats and Typical Use Case

Languages Email
Blocklist

Spam/Email
Filter

Firewall/Router
ACL

NIDS HIDS/SIEM Malware
Analysis

Human,
SOC, DB

STIX 1.x 0.67 0.74 0.50 0.70 0.72 0.70 0.74
STIX 2.x 0.67 0.68 0.50 0.61 0.66 0.70 0.65
MAEC 0.67 0.63 0.67 0.78 0.66 0.70 0.71
CVRF 0.00 0.26 0.00 0.26 0.45 0.48 0.45
IDEA 0.83 0.68 0.67 0.87 0.72 0.63 0.77
CIF (platform API) 0.67 0.26 0.33 0.22 0.24 0.26 0.23
MISP (platform API) 0.67 0.68 0.67 0.65 0.69 0.67 0.71
Snort/Suricata rules 0.50 0.42 0.67 0.52 0.52 0.41 0.48
DNSBL 1.00 0.37 0.67 0.30 0.28 0.26 0.29
RSS 0.83 0.58 0.50 0.48 0.41 0.30 0.42
Text CSV 0.83 0.58 0.50 0.52 0.41 0.26 0.39
Text list 1.00 0.42 0.67 0.30 0.24 0.22 0.26

For each use case, the format or language achieving the highest suitability score is shown in
boldface, with the score ranging from 0 (lowest) to 1 (highest). The expression used for computing the
suitability score s( f , u) of any format or language f against some use case u is given by

s( f , u) =
1

n(u)
#
{
a ∈ c(u) : f (a) covers u(a)

}

where the set c(u) is comprised of the criteria/features being applicable for the use case u, whose
number is n(u). f (a) and u(a) denote the level at which the criterion/feature a is supported and
required, respectively. The ordering ‘�’, ‘�’, ‘�’ of the symbols in increasing support of features allows
us to determine if the needs of a particular use case are being met. Let us take the email blocklist use case
as an example, that is we have u = “email blocklist” in the above expression. According to Table 7,
this use case requires the features

c(u) =
{
Blocklist, IPv4 address, IPv6 address, Email address, Domain, Complexity

}

and hence n(u) = 6. It is immediately seen in Table 7 that STIX 1.x protocol can adequately support only
four out six features and therefore for f = “STIX 1.x” we get s( f , u) = 4

6 = 0.67, which is also depicted
in Table 9. Regarding the two features not counted for in STIX 1.x, namely Blocklists and Complexity,
we see that the former is not supported while the latter implies that the protocol is unnecessarily over
complex in the way that the information is provided (as stated in the assessment criteria of Table 6). It
is interesting to note that the IDEA format (followed by STIX 1.x and MISP) is found to be the most
suitable for the majority of the use cases considered, whereas it is located among the next most suitable
formats and languages for the remaining ones—something that clearly justifies its design goals. On
the other hand, Table 9 shows that the use case of “Firewall/Router ACL” is the one that most formats
and languages can largely support.

The direction of the information flow is also a factor in the original design and the use of several of
the formats were examined. Table 10 shows the flow direction and the formats noted as most suitable.
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Table 10. Format suitability.

Direction Suitable Format

From sensor/detection, (probe, IDS, log, alert, honeypot,
etc.) to CTI collection or aggregation system.

IDEA, MAEC, text (device specific), CSV,
custom JSON, proprietary, etc.

Between or extraction from CTI collection or
aggregation systems.

STIX, MISP, MAEC, CVRF, CSV, custom JSON.

From CTI collection or aggregation systems to consuming
cyber protective systems or devices.

CSV, IDS rules, Text blocklist.

CTI data from sensors or detection mechanisms tend to be specific to the source type or detection
mechanism used. IDEA is a custom format designed to transport CTI from sensors to a central system.
MAEC is quite popular with honeypot providers. CTI collection and aggregation systems, or extraction
of data from them, are best suited to the formats that can provide the best fit for the data being shared
or extracted. Such examples are a simple CSV for bulk IP data; CVRF for vulnerabilities; and STIX,
MISP and custom JSON formats for a rich representation of CTI. The format used to distribute CTI to
cyber protective systems or devices needs to be one that can be directly consumed, e.g., IDS rule sets,
IP/domain lists, MD5 signatures, etc. When examining the suitability of the various formats and given
the original use case and design criteria for the formats, the results are as we expected; this does not
make any one format better than any other, it depends on the use and the requirements.

6. Conclusions

Through research and analysis, it quickly became apparent that the quantity of CTI sources
and formats is vast. As noted above, more than half of the threat intelligence feeds sampled from
these sources were either retransmitted or of unknown origin. The support for STIX is apparent in
many platforms and the consensus from the research would suggest it has industry and community
support. However, its use is not widespread and often poorly implemented. The trend is to use API or
platform-specific formats that are a better fit with the given use case.

The question of which format to use depends on the use case; the creation, coding and use of
custom JSON formats is a quick and simple way to meet requirements of a specific use case, or there
may be a preference to adhere to existing standards. Our recommendation would be to use the best fit;
the evidence from the research has shown that even the producers and key supporters of standards
still produce their own, lightweight, custom JSON formats, regardless the time scales, processes and
ratification needed by standards.

Our recommendations on the distribution and sharing of CTI is to follow the best practice, where
applicable, with the common descriptors and conventions in the language. It was found that relying
on the IDEA format (and possibly MISP or STIX) might constitute a best practice for the majority of the
security use cases considered due to its ability in meeting their CTI needs. In addition, most of the
formats are capable of supporting access control services being offered by means of a firewall or router.

Many of the issues we encountered with the quality and the distribution of CTI could be reduced
by including the origin and freshness/timestamp data in feeds, keeping threat data complete. Clearly,
the vast number of CTI sources offer an opportunity for further research into assessing and improving
the quality of CTI feeds. Where resources are constrained, e.g., in IoT devices, better association
between the threat and target surface could provide focused CTI able to more effectively protect
these devices.
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Abstract: Intrusion Detection Systems (IDSs) automatically analyze event logs and network traffic in
order to detect malicious activity and policy violations. Because IDSs have a large number of false
positives and false negatives and the technical nature of their alerts requires a lot of manual analysis,
the researchers proposed approaches that automate the analysis of alerts to detect large-scale attacks
and predict the attacker’s next steps. Unfortunately, many such approaches use unique datasets
and success metrics, making comparison difficult. This survey provides an overview of the state
of the art in detecting and projecting cyberattack scenarios, with a focus on evaluation and the
corresponding metrics. Representative papers are collected while using Google Scholar and Scopus
searches. Mutually comparable success metrics are calculated and several comparison tables are provided.
Our results show that commonly used metrics are saturated on popular datasets and cannot assess the
practical usability of the approaches. In addition, approaches with knowledge bases require constant
maintenance, while data mining and ML approaches depend on the quality of available datasets, which,
at the time of writing, are not representative enough to provide general knowledge regarding attack
scenarios, so more emphasis needs to be placed on researching the behavior of attackers.

Keywords: targeted attacks; attack scenario; intrusion detection; alert correlation; cyber situational awareness;
attack projection

1. Introduction

The disappointing truth about cyber security today is that targeted cyberattacks, which are usually
motivated by financial gain, often go undetected for weeks, even months [1], allowing for attackers
to do a lot of damage. If attacks were discovered at an early stage, the damage they cause could
be significantly reduced. At the time of writing, attacks are primarily detected using network and
host intrusion detection systems (NIDS and HIDS, respectively). Network intrusion detection systems
monitor network traffic, while host intrusion detection system monitor different data sources on a host
(logs, network traffic, system parameters). They both try to detect incidents primarily using rules that
describe what incidents are, with more and more tools appearing on the market trying to use anomaly
detection. No matter the approach, those tools generate a lot of noise, visible in high amount of detections
and false alarms, and often provide multiple detections of the same attack. Finally, they do not provide
sufficient insights regarding security-related events they detect, resulting in attacks being overlooked
by the security personnel [2]. The main problem is that attackers, while trying to achieve their goals by
going through an attack scenario, often cause a lot of low-level incidents to be detected. We define an
attack scenario as a partially ordered collection of attack steps or actions, such as information gathering,
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exploitation, malware installation, and credential misuse, which particular attackers perform in their
attempt to compromise an organization. Examples of several attack scenarios can be found in [3]. IDSs can
not detect such scenarios on their own, because they observe individual events and network connections,
and can potentially detect attack techniques, technical errors, and anomalies they contain. An attack
scenario, on the other hand, combines multiple attack techniques to reach the goals of the attacker,
and usually results in multiple IDS alerts. In order to overcome those issues, approaches appeared that try
to gain higher-level insights by combining multiple low-level incidents into larger attack scenarios that
caused them. They work with alerts that have already been generated by an IDS component. Furthermore,
when certain attack scenario is detected, it is—at least theoretically—possible to predict its future phases.
Predicting future phases of attacks is usually called attack projection.

As researchers use a plethora of different success metrics and datasets to evaluate their approaches,
it is not immediately clear how to compare their results and draw conclusions about them. In many
cases, articles avoid using previously defined metrics and only report results using their own metric,
making their results biased. The main goal of this survey is to enumerate and describe frequently used
datasets and success metrics, and provide expanded comparison tables in an attempt to reduce the bias of
published work in this research area.

Overall, this survey presents an overview of cyberattack scenarios’ detection and projection research
and its state-of-the-art, together with an overview of the underlying concepts and practical problems.
Because of this focus on high-level attack scenarios, low-level intrusion and anomaly detection methods
are outside of the scope of this survey. Unlike other related surveys, this survey makes a more thorough
effort of comparing the results of the various approaches and the available evaluation metrics, so the main
contributions of this survey are a unified comparison of results of relevant papers and the evaluation
metrics in this research area.

The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 gives some preliminaries by describing the goals
of attack scenario detection and projection in the context of cyber situational awareness. The following
section, Section 3 gives an overview of novel existing surveys in this area, which constitute related
work. In Section 4, relevant evaluation metrics for alert correlation and attack scenario detection are
discussed and compared. Section 5 presents some of the commonly used datasets, as well as some
novel datasets that show potential, with their pros and cons. After that, Section 6 describes our methods
and gives a narrative overview of selected research papers published in this area, beginning from the
early, pioneering approaches, and finishing with the state-of-the-art at the time of writing. The central
contribution of this paper is given in Section 7, where common evaluation measures are calculated and
displayed on several comparison tables. Finally, the paper gives a discussion in Section 8, and closes with
the conclusion in Section 9, followed by a list of references.

2. Preliminaries: Achieving Cyber Situational Awareness

Cyber situational awareness (CSA) is the application of the model of situational awareness (SA),
elaborated in the military domain by Endsley [4], in the context of information systems. The original SA
model consists of three levels: (i) perception, (ii) comprehension, and (iii) projection, and it considers SA
separately from decision-making and performance outcome, as shown in Figure 1. Perception focuses
on gathering elements that contribute to the current situation, upon which comprehension then builds a
meaningful representation of the situation. Finally, once the current situation has been comprehended,
projection aims to foresee the possible future developments of the situation and its elements [5].
Because humans have a very limited attention and working memory capacity, Endsley suggested that
systems should be designed to automate some SA tasks, and fuse the numerous and diverse elements
of the situation into a small and manageable number of meaningful objects [4]. This would allow
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human attention to shift towards the most relevant aspects of the situation, consequently improving
the decision-making process.

Figure 1. Endsley’s model of situational awareness.

The following three subsections describe some aspects of CSA that are closely related to the scope of
this paper: (A) attack detection, (B) attack projection, and (C) the problem of uncertainty. Attack detection
includes perception and comprehension, while attack projection includes the projection level of CSA.
The problem of uncertainty refers to uncertainty that is present in all CSA tasks that can distort CSA and
lead to misinterpretation of the current situation.

2.1. Attack Detection

The primary means of performing attack detection is via intrusion detection systems, which are in
CSA considered to be a simple sensors, belonging to the perception level of CSA [6]. The first big problem
with intrusion detection systems in practice is the high number of generated low-level alerts making their
analysis hard [2] and prone to errors [6]. IDS systems also suffer from large false positive (FP) and false
negative (FN) error rates [7,8].

The second problem is the difficulty of comprehending the alerts’ meaning and context, vital for
making decisions upon which appropriate actions are taken, which is, IDSs often fail to lead to the
detection of sophisticated attacks [9]. To make matters worse, the investigation of numerous false alerts,
as well as the resulting quarantining of suspicious computer systems, can end up being very expensive for
organizations [9]. Because IDSs generate alarms for individual events, these alarms can be grouped and
analyzed to produce high-level information that is more comprehensible for personnel [6]. For example,
one attack could result in numerous IDS alarms, and it would be beneficial to group those alarms according
to attacks they probably resulted from [5].

Tadda and Salerno [5] analyzed the application of SA principles to the cyber domain, specifically in
the detection of multi-stage attacks. They formulated the goal of CSA in cyber defense as the creation of
attack tracks. Attack tracks are hypotheses of complex multi-stage attacks containing all of the supporting
evidence extracted from the system’s data. Essentially, events and alerts are grouped and correlated
according to a potential multi-stage attack scenario they may be resulting from.

2.2. Attack Projection

The highest level of CSA is attack projection, as summarized by Yang et al. [10]. Attack projection
aims to predict the future phases of an attack by combining the observed malicious activities with the
knowledge about the system’s configuration and vulnerabilities, and the attacker’s behavior patterns.
In theory, taking a proactive approach and predicting the next moves of an attacker should be possible [11].
Problems that make attack projection hard in practice are sensor inaccuracy, attack obfuscation,
development of new attack strategies over time, and a lack of datasets required for comprehensive
evaluation [10]. Sensor inaccuracy refers to FP and FN errors, while the obfuscation and development of
new attacks stem from the attacker actively trying to conceal the attack [10].
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A recent survey of attack projection was made by Husák et al. [11]. In addition to attack projection,
they also surveyed related tasks, specifically intention recognition, intrusion prediction, and network
security situation forecasting. The task of intention recognition, as described by Ahmed and Zaman [12],
focuses on estimating the ultimate goal of an attack, and as such is closely related to attack projection.
Intrusion prediction [13] attempts to predict future intrusions based on the knowledge of past intrusions
combined with various additional data, while network security situation prediction [14] tries to forecast
the overall future tendency of the risk of the network being attacked. The tasks of intrusion prediction and
network security situation forecasting are outside of the scope of this survey.

2.3. The Problem of Uncertainty

The greatest challenge in CSA, which manifests in all CSA tasks, is managing uncertainty [15],
which can distort SA and mislead the interpretation of the situation [16]. One type of uncertainty stems
from the lacking knowledge about existing vulnerabilities and the chances of their exploitation, which also
includes the security awareness of the organization’s employees, depending on which they could be
more or less susceptible to social engineering [15]. Li et al. [15] refer to this type of uncertainty as static
uncertainty. In contrast, dynamic uncertainty occurs as a consequence of attackers actively trying to avoid
detection, and manifests itself during the intrusion, making the attack very hard to detect and trace, as well
as after the intrusion has ended during analysis and forensics. They argue that cyber defense systems
must employ approaches that can deal with the all-present uncertainty, such as e.g., Bayesian networks,
and that deterministic approaches, such as attack graphs, are not well suited for practical use in intrusion
detection and response.

3. Related Work

There are several relevant surveys regarding cyber-attack detection and prediction. In this paper,
we have chosen three recent surveys that we perceived as being of high quality, as related work. Table 1
gives an overview of those surveys with regard to their scope, classes of methods and systems they
proposed, presented insights to evaluate efficiency, and some of the open research problems that their
authors identified. We also elaborate the differences between our survey and four other surveys later in
this section. It is important to note that surveys of low-level intrusion and anomaly detection methods that
do not deal with high-level scenarios of attacks are outside the scope of this survey.

Salah et al. [17] proposed a classification of various products that implement alert correlation
capabilities, such as IDS, Security Information, and Event Management (SIEM) systems, and network
management tools, with regard to the number of different information sources that they use, type of
application, correlation method, and their architecture. Depending on the architecture, they can be either
centralized, decentralized, or hierarchical. Information sources discriminate between systems using single
and multiple source types. Correlation methods are given in Table 1. Information source types that they
reviewed are the following:

• alert database containing alerts from low-level sensors such as Network Intrusion Detection Systems
(NIDS) or Host Intrusion Detection Systems (HIDS);

• topology information, such as hosts, connectivity, etc.;
• vulnerabilities database, e.g., Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) database;
• trouble ticketing system information;
• ontology database, with domain semantics that can be used for automatic inference;
• cases database, containing rules for associating alerts with common and known problems; and,
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• knowledge representation, rules and models either put together by experts or inferred from datasets,
which are used for correlating alerts.

Finally, they proposed an alert correlation process model that consists of four phases: (i) alert
preprocessing, (ii) alert reduction, (iii) alert correlation, and (iv) alert prioritization; and made an analysis
of various products with regard to the proposed dimensions. Our survey differs from this survey in
that, while they focus on correlation systems’ architecture, we focus on success metrics and compare the
approaches’ results.

Hubballi et al. [18] focused on the approaches for reducing false positive alerts, and gave a broader
view and classification than the survey mentioned earlier. This survey also gave an overview of the use of
the various techniques in commercial SIEM systems together with their performance scores. This survey
focuses on approach classification and determining the pros and cons of various classes, and unlike our
survey, does not deal with results of their evaluation.

Husák et al. [11] has the closest scope to the scope of this paper. They analyze attack projection,
attack prediction, intention recognition, and network security situation forecasting. In contrast to
the previously listed surveys [17,18], this survey gives a summary of the results from the published
approaches, but, unlike our survey, does not examine those results and limits itself to a small set of metrics.
Additionally, Husák et al. [11] analyze several novel proposals that we omitted here, most of which are
either out of scope of our paper or use their own datasets or evafluation. The readers are encouraged to
refer to Tables 2–5 in that survey for an overview of evaluation details for papers that are not covered
here. Their survey also includes attack projection related research and concludes that it has seen much
less research than attack detection [11]. Husák states that the main research trend in this area is using
methods, such as e.g., data mining, in order to discover new attack patterns from datasets. It is also worth
mentioning that Husák in [19] already did some work consistent with that trend. Finally, one of their
conclusions was that approaches published in modern papers support real-time operation, while the older
ones did not focus on it as much.

There was also a recent survey by Navarro et al. [20], which focused on problems of reproducibility
and replicability, and the properties of datasets the approaches used. Although they covered a large
number of papers and datasets, they did not deal with evaluation metrics and results. An older survey by
Mirheidari et al. [21] examined the properties of different classes of algorithms used in alert correlation,
such as their memory requirements and ability to identify false positive detections and previously not
seen attacks, but did not examine and compare individual approaches and their evaluation methods.

We also found several surveys regarding collaborative intrusion detection systems (CIDSs), such as
[22,23], but these primarily focus on correlation and integration of alerts from distributed intrusion
detection sensors with the goal of detecting coordinated distributed attacks, rather than reconstructing
attack scenarios.

Although the surveys differ in scope and depth, a large portion of each focuses on the same set of
problems common to attack detection and projection. Various authors came to similar conclusions about
the articles published in this area, especially with regard to the open research questions. The recurring
themes are the lack of proper evaluation methods and success measures, low quality of available datasets,
bad performance in practical operation, scalability issues, as well as the detection of unknown attacks.
Problems with performance in practical application and the discovery of unknown attacks could stem from
the flaws in the way that the attacks and attackers have been researched and modeled, and further research
on attackers’ behavior could result in better models and improvements in the aforementioned areas.
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Table 1. Overview of analyzed surveys in attack detection and prediction.

Salah et al. [17]
Hubballi and

Suryanarayanan [18]
Husák et al. [11]

Year 2013 2014 2018

Scope Alert correlation
False alert minimization
(a subset of more specific
methods)

Attack projection
Attack intention recognition
Attack prediction
Network security situation

forecasting

C
la

ss
es

of
m

od
el

s
/

m
et

ho
ds

/
te

ch
ni

qu
es Similarity based methods

Attribute based
Temporal based
Sequential based
Pre-post conditions
Graphs
Codebook
Markov models
Bayesian networks
Neural networks
Others

Case based methods
Expert based

Expert rules
Pre-defined scenarios

Inferred knowledge

Signature enhancement
Stateful signatures
Vulnerability signatures
Alarm Mining

Clustering
Classification
Neural Network
Frequent pattern mining

Alarm Correlation
Multi-Step
Knowledge based
Complementary evidence

based
Causal relation based
Fusion based
Attack Graph based
Rule based

Alarm Verification
Flow analysis
Alarm Prioritization
Hybrid methods

Discrete Models
Graph models

Attack Graphs
Bayesian Networks
Markov Models

Game Theoretical models
Continuous Models

Time Series
Grey Models

Machine Learning and Data
Mining

Machine Learning
Neural Networks
SVM
(etc.)

Data Mining
Other Approaches

(e.g., similarity based
correlation)

N
ot

es
re

ga
rd

in
g

ev
al

ua
ti

on

- -

Evaluation in surveyed proposals:
Proof-of-concept
Testbed
Live data (e.g., honeynet)
Public Dataset (DARPA, etc.)
Custom Dataset
Virtual Attacks
Comparison with other algorithms

Id
en

ti
fie

d
op

en
re

se
ar

ch
pr

ob
le

m
s

Lack of standard strategies
for evaluating performance
and effectiveness

Development of scalable
system architectures

Improving FP reduction

Development of new
strategies for coping with
unseen types of attacks

Evaluation on a common
dataset

Analysis of approach
performance

Standardization of formats
and reports

Evaluation of systems’
real time operation

Adapting to changes in the
environment

Methods relying on attack
models require continuous
model maintenance

Low quality of evaluation datasets

Low prediction accuracy and
usability in practice

Evaluation of methods on a
common dataset with common
and meaningful metrics

Discovering novel attacks and
security paradigms
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This survey selects representative papers regarding attack scenario detection and projection, and it
focuses on presenting their crucial points and practical aspects. Our methods are described in Section 6.1.
Unlike the other related surveys identified in this section, this survey makes a more thorough effort of
comparing the results of the various approaches and their evaluation methods in the context of situational
awareness. This also includes the comparison of approaches over several datasets and success metrics,
which was not provided by any of the other surveys reviewed in this section. Finally, our survey contains
several recent approaches that were not included the surveys above. The details of our contributions are
further discussed in Section 7.

4. Evaluation Metrics

Metrics for cyberattack scenario detection are needed in order to compare the success of various
approaches. Because the problem is not a simple matter of TP and TN errors, like in low-level intrusion
detection, each of them measures the success in terms of achieving a goal and poses a certain research
challenge. This section gives an overview of some of the proposed metrics for cyberattack scenario
detection. Similarly to FP and FN errors in low-level intrusion detection, Tadda and Salerno [5,24]
defined success metrics in the context of systems providing high-level CSA. These metrics are divided into
confidence, purity, cost utility, timeliness, and effectiveness metrics, and share similarities with success
metrics used in data science. All of them rely on the notion of attack tracks described earlier. However,
the survey of the representative papers has shown that, out of those metrics, only the confidence metrics,
namely precision, are somewhat used in practice. This can be seen in Table 2, where the metrics usage
frequency among the surveyed articles is shown.

Table 2. Usage of evaluation metrics in the surveyed papers.

Metric Used in # Approaches References

Reduction (8) 6 [25–30]
RC (5) 4 [31–38]
RS (6) 4 [31–38]

Episode Reduction (9) 2 [39,40]
QoA (7) 1 [41]

Recall (1) 0 -
Precision (2) 0 -

Fragmentation (3) 0 -
Misassociation (4) 0 -

Confidence metrics score the detection of real attack tracks. Tadda and Salerno define four confidence
metrics: recall (1), precision (2), fragmentation (3), and mis-association (4).

Recall =
#Correct Detections

#Known Attack Tracks
(1)

Precision =
#Correct Detections

#Detected Attack Tracks
(2)

Fragmentation =
#Fragments

#Known Attack Tracks
(3)
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mis-association =
#Detections neither Correct nor Fragments

#Detected Attack Tracks
(4)

In expressions (1)–(4), known attack tracks (KAT) are the attack tracks labeled in the dataset as the
ground truth, detected attack tracks (DAT) are those detected by the system, correct detections (CD) are
detected attack tracks that are at the same time known attack tracks, and fragments (F) are detections that
should have been detected as a part of a larger attack track.

Ning et al. [34] instead used completeness (5) and soundness (6) measures for alert correlation.

RC =
#Correctly Correlated Alerts

#Related Alerts
(5)

RS =
#Correctly Correlated Alerts

#Correlated Alerts
(6)

In expressions (5) and (6), correlated alerts (CA) are alerts that the system classified as part of the
attack tracks, related alerts (RA) are alerts that belong to the real attack tracks in the dataset, and correctly
correlated alerts (CCA) are alerts classified into correct attack tracks [34].

Yu and Frinckle [41] used a metric that aims at scoring the quality of the alerts that are produced by
alert correlation systems from the viewpoint of the security analyst, called the Quality of Alers (QoA) (7).

QoA = 100%− FP + FN + RT
TA

(7)

In expression (7), FP is the number of the false positive alerts generated by the system, FN is the
number of the false negatives, RT is the number of repeated true alerts, and TA is the number of real
intrusive actions [41]. To the best of our knowledge, only Yu and Frinckle use this metric, but it nonetheless
captures important information regarding the evaluated system, and calculating it for other papers is
possible. It is worth noting that this measure is high if the number of errors produced by the system is low,
but also indicates that the number of repeated true alerts should be low.

Some authors, such as [27], aim at minimizing the number of alerts, and measure the amount of
reduction between the original number of alerts and the number of new, often high-level alerts, which result
from the alert correlation systems. Although this type of reduction measurement (8) is common among
most of the surveyed papers, some of them, such as [39,40], use another variant, called episode reduction,
abbreviated here as ER (9).

Reduction = 100%− Number of Output Alerts
Number of Input Alerts

(8)

ER = 100%− Number of Episodes With Reduction
Number of Input Episodes

(9)

In [39], episodes are mined collections of alerts that could potentially represent multi-step attack
scenarios. Episode reduction in those papers refers to filtering out meaningless episodes and benign
episodes. In addition to episode reduction, the papers [39,40] also use other episode-related metrics,
but as they are highly dependent on the methodology and circumstances, they cannot be directly used for
comparison with other papers.

Another evaluation metric used in attack projection, such as in the approach that was proposed by
Fava et al. [42], is the ratio of correct predictions of the next scenario steps. Farhadi et al. [43] went for a
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more loose approach, in which they also measured the ratio of predictions in which the real next attack
scenario step was one of the two predicted as most probable. Approaches that include an implementation,
such as e.g., Wang et al. [44], often benchmark performance in terms of latencies on expected real-time
load. In-depth comparison of attack projection metrics and evaluation results will be left for future work.

Some metrics above are representations of other metrics used in artificial intelligence, with a difference
in their semantics. RC (5), for example, is equivalent to another commonly used metric, the true positive
rate (TPR), with the main difference being that RC is specialized for alerts and attack tracks. The equivalence
becomes evident when CCA in (5) is replaced with TP, and RA with (TP+FN), which results in the TPR
formula. Precision defined in (2) is a variant of the commonly used precision metrics, which is evident
when CD in (2) is replaced with TP, and DAT with (TP+FP), resulting in the common precision metric.
RS is also equivalent to precision, which again gets obvious when CCA in (6) is replaced with TP, and CA
with (TP+FP). The difference between (2) and (6) is that (2) measures precision of attack tracks, while (6)
measures the precision of assigning alerts to attack tracks.

Because most surveyed papers contain information regarding their alert and attack counts, it is
possible to calculate completeness, soundness, and QoA metrics that can be used for comparison over a
common dataset, regardless of the metrics used in the original papers. It is also possible to compare the
reduction metrics, but these metrics lack deeper insight and should be used alongside other criteria.
Any special considerations regarding success metrics will be discussed alongside the datasets and
approaches in question in Sections 5 and 6.

5. Evaluation Datasets

Measuring the performance and effectiveness of different approaches the key is to have good datasets.
When different methods are evaluated against the same dataset then they can be easily compared while
using the same success metrics. Yet, the nature of the attacks is such that a single dataset is not sufficient
and there are a number of different datasets available each with their own advantages and disadvantages.
Different attack and normal data used in different datasets make a comparison between methods tested
on different datasets difficult and not worth doing. To make things more complicated, a number of
papers use custom datasets that are not used by anyone else. In the following subsections, we provide an
overview of some commonly used datasets across the reviewed papers, as well as some new datasets that
appeared recently.

5.1. Darpa Intrusion Detection Evaluation Datasets

The first widely used dataset for IDS evaluation is DARPA1998, published by the MIT Lincoln
laboratory in 1998. This dataset was originally used to evaluate intrusion detection systems in the Air
Force Research Laboratory (AFRL). The dataset was generated using a simulated network and contains a
mix of normal network activities and attacks. It is divided into a training set containing seven weeks of
traffic and a test set of two weeks of traffic (MIT Lincoln Laboratory, 2019). All of the attacks in the dataset
are labeled. The 300 simulated attacks that appear in the dataset are described in detail by Kendall [45]
(Kendall, 1999). In 1999, a newer and improved version of the dataset was created, called the DARPA
1999 [46].

In the aftermath of the Wisconsin Evaluation Rethink workshop in 2000, and the subsequent meetings,
the MIT Lincoln Laboratory produced a new dataset containing two DDoS attack scenarios, called the
DARPA 2000 [3]. The first scenario, LLDOS 1.0, features a novice attacker performing a DDoS attack in
several phases, beginning with the initial probing of the network from the internet, and ending with the
abuse of an existing service to perform a DDoS attack. The second scenario, LLDOS 2.0.2, features a slightly
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stealthier attacker performing the same attack using a malware. As the two datasets hold information about
attack scenarios, they are popular for evaluation of tasks, such as alert correlation and attack projection.

5.2. Def Con Ctf Datasets

Alongside annual DEF CON conference [47], a popular international capture the flag (iCTF)
cybersecurity competition is held. After each competition, the organizers publish the collected network
packet captures containing attack traffic, which researchers can use to analyze attacks and discover attack
patterns. The packet captures are published on the DEF CON CTF web site [48]. A notable property of
CTF datasets is that the vast majority of their traffic is attack traffic, as opposed to benign traffic in other
datasets [49].

5.3. Cyber Treasure Hunt Dataset

Vigna [50] organized several cybersecurity exercises in order to evaluate students, one of which was
a treasure hunt competition. The students were split into teams and tried to attack a simulated payroll
system by following provided step-by-step instructions with the goal of performing malicious money
transfers [50]. The students were required to document the details of the attacks, and network traffic was
collected, resulting in a dataset containing labeled multi-step attack scenarios [51].

5.4. Unb Datasets

Because of the significant changes in network usage patterns since the age of DARPA datasets [49],
as well as the criticism surrounding those datasets [52,53], the Canadian Institute of Cybersecurity
(CIC) created several novel IDS/IPS datasets (University of New Brunswick—Canadian Institute for
Cybersecurity, n.d.) that are still not much used. The first dataset ISCXIDS2012 was created in
2012, using simulated agents developed to mimic previously observed user behavior patterns in the
Institute. Shiravi et al. [54] provided the detailed description of this dataset, as well as the guidelines
and requirements for creating valid and realistic datasets. The main requirements can be summarized,
as follows: (i) network traffic should not be modified after the capture has finished, (ii) the data should be
labeled automatically during its creation, (iii) the capture should contain the entire network interactions
and diverse intrusions, and (iv) the simulated data must eliminate the need for later sanitization
and anonymization.

In a similar manner, after Gharib et al. [49] identified a more complete set of requirements for
realistic intrusion detection datasets, the same institute created a newer dataset in 2017, called CICIDS2017.
The details regarding this dataset are explained by Sharafaldin et al. [55].

5.5. Other Datasets

The previous datasets are either heavily used by researchers, or they show a good promise as is
the case with CICIDS2017. There is a number of other datasets used less frequently than the previous
ones, but still interesting enough to be mentioned. One example of such datasets are the DARPA Grand
Challenge Problem (GCP) datasets, which are used in four surveyed articles, but to the best of our
knowledge are not publicly available.

Some datasets are collected while using honeypots. Honeypots are network decoys that are used
to lure attackers and observe their actions [56], whose entire network traffic is, by definition, malicious.
Thus, logged honeypot traffic can be used to research attackers and attack patterns. The next source of
attack data comes from simulated attack scenarios in which a number of researchers pretended to be
attackers and perform attacks, resulting in custom datasets. In both cases, honeypots and simulated
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attacks, it is frequently the case that the authors do not publish much details of the attacks that happened
nor datasets used, hindering the reproducibility of their research.

An overview of several other notable intrusion detection datasets was given by Gharib et al. [49].
Besides the already mentioned, they reference the CAIDA, LBNL, CDX, Kyoto, Twente, UMASS, and ADFA
datasets, each with its advantages and weaknesses. A plethora of additional datasets is available
throughout the internet, e.g., packet captures [57]. In the authors’ opinion, these datasets are usually highly
specific and, in most cases, not well fit for intrusion detection evaluation and learning.

5.6. Criticism of Existing Datasets

McHugh gave an extensive critique of the DARPA datasets in 2000 [52], mainly focusing on the
suitability of its data and the simulated environment used to create it for intrusion detection evaluation.
He argues that the dataset contains biases, with the major ones stemming from the employed attack
taxonomy, which concentrates on the attacker’s viewpoint, ignoring the viewpoint of the IDS, and the
simplistic false positive based receiver operator curves (ROC) used to present results, making them
a nonrealistic general measure of success. Specifically, DARPA ‘98 was synthesized without deeper
insights regarding the causes of real-word false positive alerts and lacks realistic statistical properties [52].
Further analysis performed by Brown et al. [53] confirmed that its statistical properties significantly
differed from those expected in a real network.

Gharib et al. [49] analyzed and compared 11 commonly used datasets in 2016 using the dimensions
they proposed, and came to the conclusion that all of them had severe weaknesses when it comes to traffic
completeness. Most of them failed at either providing diverse attack examples, a sufficient variety of
protocols, adequate data labeling, a good feature set, etc. For detailed information, readers are encouraged
to examine Table 3 in their paper [49]. The authors also state that datasets should be produced in a
dynamic manner, so they can be periodically updated to reflect changes in attack and network traffic
patterns over time. Finally, they proposed a weighted ranking framework for the datasets based on the
proposed dimensions.

6. Survey of Developments in Attack Scenario Detection and Projection

This section provides an overview of the developments in attack scenario detection and projection,
beginning with early approaches in the 1990s, towards the state of the art approaches at the time of writing.
The overview only examines the most important points of the articles, as perceived by the authors of
this survey.

6.1. Methods

Surveyed articles were chosen in the following manner:

1. Three Google Scholar and Scopus searches were performed, using the following keywords:
“attack scenario detection alert correlation”, “attack scenario reconstruction alert correlation”,
and “attack scenario projection alert correlation”.

2. A table containing 300 articles was populated while using the top 100 articles returned by each
Google Scholar search.

3. We sorted the table by four criteria, each time listing the first 25 results whose titles and abstracts fell
within the scope of the survey. The first criterion was the total number of citations, in order to find
the most influential papers. The second criterion was the number of citations divided by the age of
the paper, in order to find more recent papers that gained traction. The third criterion was the rank
that the Google Scholar search yielded, used to measure the relevance of the paper. Finally, as we
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noticed the lack of newer papers on the list, we added a fourth criteria, which filtered out all papers
older than 2015, and sorted the remaining papers using their Google Scholar ranks. At this point,
the list contained 100 article mentions.

4. All 23 articles ([25,26,31–34,38,58–73]) that appeared more than once on the list were considered for
inclusion in the survey. Additionally, [35,36] were included, because, although each of them appeared
only once on the list, they were in essence representing the same approach. Porras et al. [58] was
excluded because it primarily concerns with mission impact and elimination of duplicate and false
positive alerts, and not attack scenarios. Hossain et al. [59] were excluded, because they primarily
focus on detecting low-level attacks on a single host. Pietraszek et al. [71] was excluded, because they
primarily focused on reducing false-positive IDS alerts.

5. We included additional 8 articles ([19,28,39,40,42,43,74,75]) that were cited in the surveys that were
covered in Section 3 and seemed to be relevant.

6. Additional 15 articles ([8,37,44,76–87]) were included because their results were cited by other articles
already included at this point.

7. The steps described above were repeated using Scopus searches with the same search terms. While the
first search returned the target 100 results, subsequent searches only found a handful of articles.
In this manner, additional 9 articles ([29,30,88–94]) were found and considered for inclusion in
our survey. Alhaj et al. [92] was excluded because their goal is correlating alerts into individual
attack steps, but they do not reconstruct the high-level attack scenarios, effectively performing alert
aggregation.

8. Finally, four articles were included on an individual basis. Huang et al. [95] was included,
because it considers operational planning of attacks. Yu and Frincke [41] was included, because
it introduced an expressive metrics, Quality of Alerts (7). GhasemiGol and Ghaemi-Bafghi [27],
and Albanese et al. [96] were included due to using approaches whose types were underrepresented.

The annual distribution of surveyed methods and papers is shown in Figure 2. Interestingly,
we noticed that older methods (i.e., [31–34]) were published while using a larger number of papers,
with later papers extending and updating the originally presented method, while newer methods (i.e., [73])
are usually published using one or two papers. This can be seen as the difference between the numbers
of papers and methods in Figure 2, especially noticeable between the years 2001 and 2004. It can also be
observed that scientific production in this field peaked in the early 2000s, followed by research at a slower
pace thereafter.
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Figure 2. Annual distribution of surveyed methods (blue) and papers (green).
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It should be noted that this method contains biases, as it only covers sources that are written in
English and discriminates against articles on the basis of quantitative measures rather than their actual
quality. Each article we surveyed is biased because it evaluates its approach using only a subset of datasets
and success metrics. Our main goal in this survey is to try to expand this subset and quantify their
individual bias. In Section 7, we collected the original counts of alerts from the papers and calculated
commonly used success metrics described in Section 4 in order to provide a more complete comparison of
the approaches’ results.

The approaches are split into several subsections according to their similarities. On the highest level
are three subsections: State transition analysis technique (Section 6.2), Event and/or Alert Correlation
Relying on Expert Knowledge (Section 6.3), and Event and/or Alert Correlation Relying on Data Mining
and Machine Learning (Section 6.4). The first deals with older approaches, based on explicit attack scenario
signatures, the second with approaches that do not describe explicit attack scenarios, but use some sort of
rules to build attack scenarios, and the third with approaches that use machine learning, often combined
with rules, to build attack scenarios.

6.2. State Transition Analysis Technique

Early research efforts in attack detection aimed to develop easy to understand and efficient ways of
describing attack signatures independently of the underlying audit data formats, and flexible enough
to cover the majority of possible attack scenarios. Several of these relied on describing low-level attack
scenarios while using the state transition analysis technique (STAT). STAT defines a state machine with
an initial state, transition states, a target state, and signature actions that trigger transitions between
states [8]. Once event logs are transformed into a state transition diagram, the diagram can be compared
with transition diagrams for known attacks. Approaches, such as these work directly with audit data,
such as event logs, as opposed to latter approaches working on top of alerts generated from IDSs.

Ilgun et al. [8] proposed USTAT, a HIDS that is based on STAT, with the U in the abbreviation
indicating that it is a UNIX-based STAT prototype. In USTAT, low-level attack scenarios are described
using state machines that end in compromised states. States are logical expressions parametrized by
the system’s attributes. Directed edges, called transitions, connect states that start with state being a
precondition and end with a state being post-condition. Transitions are triggered when signatures of
possibly malicious activities are detected, causing the state machine to enter a new state describing the
expected resulting changes to the environment. As audit data enters USTAT, it performs state transitions,
which are then analyzed by its inference engine. If the inference engine recognizes a described attack
sequence, USTAT acts as an IPS, taking the action that is specified by its rules. USTAT was only able to
recognize changes in known attributes in the system, ignoring any outer entities, such as users, and they
could describe and recognize only explicitly specified scenario variant patterns inside the collected audit
data. It was validated and compared to other tools while using a list of defined requirements for such tools.

Eckmann et al. [86] proposed a STAT based attack detection language called STAT language (STATL),
a STAT based attack detection language, which is independent of the underlying IDS and provides
performance enhancements over USTAT. The language compiles into rule formats for supported HIDSs
and NIDSs, such as e.g., USTAT, NetSTAT, and WinSTAT, extended with applicable USTAT plugins.
The authors validated STATL’s expressiveness by describing 48 different attack scenarios for various IDSs.
They successfully described all of those 48 attack scenarios while using STATL.

6.3. Event and/or Alert Correlation Relying on Expert Knowledge

Research soon focused on intrusion detection on a higher level. Instead of analyzing audit data and
raising low-level alerts, some researchers began combining the already generated alerts and additional
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data from various sources into plausible larger-scale attack scenarios. Huang et al. [95] made an analogy of
intrusion detection and response to military operations. In military operations, commanders need to have
some hypothesis regarding the adversary’s operational and strategic goals to decide on a proper reaction
to his actions discovered on the tactical level, such as e.g., troop movements. In cybersecurity, low-level
alerts, which could likely be FP or represent irrelevant attacks, do not provide the bigger picture and the
higher-level insight that is needed to make decisions. Nevertheless, they can be combined to uncover
possible attack strategies on the operational and strategic levels, which provide a deeper understanding of
the current system state. Additionally, sensors that are based on different rulesets and detection types,
especially if distributed over different parts of the network, offer diverse viewpoints on the information
system, and should be used in a complementary manner [63].

6.3.1. Alert Correlation Based on Alert Attributes

Huang et al. [95] proposed a collaborative server-client IDS focused on the attacker’s higher-level
strategies, mimicking military operations. The server collects alerts from the clients and hypothesizes
about the possible large-scale attack strategy. Clients are informed of the hypothesis and they build a
goal tree based on domain knowledge to check whether the detected alerts could prove it. Goal trees
hold a hierarchical representation of an actor’s goal with the combination of sub-goals the actor used to
achieve it. Finally, they send the evidence and detected low-level goals to the server, so it can adjust and
possibly form a new hypothesis. The authors identified that further work needs to be done in detecting
the attacker’s decoy attacks and adding probabilities to the goal tree.

Valdes and Skinner [25,85] proposed a probabilistic alert correlation approach based on attribute
similarity. A similarity function and a threshold are defined for each alert attribute, as well as the
situation-specific similarity expectation, correcting that similarity for some specific situations, such as
e.g., IP spoofing. Similar alerts from various sensors are grouped into meta-alerts, containing lists of
original attribute values. Evaluation was performed while using recorded live data, where the number of
generated alerts was reduced seven times, and by performing experiments over a simulated e-commerce
network, where the approach managed to reconstruct the basic steps of the attack scenario as meta-alerts.

Morin et al. [62] proposed a formal model for cyber security, called M2D2. The model introduces
relations between information system characteristics, vulnerabilities, security tools (e.g., IDS), and events.
Network topology is described using a hypergraph in which nodes represent network interfaces,
while edges, which can connect more than two nodes, represent networks. Data is mostly populated from
available databases, such as e.g., ICAT vulnerability database, but parts such as topology information must
be entered manually. The model can be used for aggregating alerts and determining causality relations
between them. An improved version, M4D4 [80], added support for various new network device types,
and describes a higher-level attack nomenclature using graphs. At the time of publishing, the authors
were working on a proof-of-concept M4D4 Prolog reasoning engine, integrated into an information system
to aid in alert correlation. Because M2D2 and M4D4 were developed to describe networks ad attacks,
the authors validated the models by describing several situations and use cases.

Morin and Debar [61] combined M2D2 [62] with the formalism of chronicles [97] in order to
describe benign and malicious scenarios as chronicles using expert rules with temporal constraints.
Benign chronicles contain false positive alerts, while malicious chronicles contain alerts and events related
to recognized attack scenarios. M2D2 correlates alerts with chronicles into high-level alerts and security
operators are presented with high-level alerts and alerts that do not belong to a chronicle, resulting in an
alert reduction. The approach was validated while using recorded logs of alerts from a real network.

Qin and Lee [68] correlate alerts into attack scenarios that are based on the Granger Causality Test
(GCT). This test aims to check whether lags between events in a time series could indicate a causality
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relationship between them. The authors construct ordered sequences of alerts, called hyper-alerts,
based on feature similarity and prioritize them using a manually configured Bayesian Network. Prioritized
hyper-alerts are presented to security analysts. When they choose to investigate a hyper-alert, the approach
searches for other causality related hyper-alerts via GCT, potentially revealing neighboring steps of the
attack scenario. The approach was evaluated while using Grand Challenge Problem (GCP) v3.1. and
DEFCON 9 datasets. On the GCP dataset, they scored reduction, completeness, and soundness of 91%,
94%, and 87%, respectively, while, on the DEFCON 9 dataset, they achieved alert reduction of 99.7%.
They identified missed IDS alerts as the main limiting factor of their approach. In [69], the authors improved
alert prioritization by including a knowledge base containing information regarding the surrounding
network assets, and added an auxiliary method of alert correlation based on a knowledge base containing
known attack plans.

Valeur et al. [26] correlated alerts and used alert verification to identify failed attacks. e.g., if an
attempt of a service exploit over a machine is detected, and that machine does not run or expose the
targeted service, then that attack was a failure. This is done actively, while using a vulnerability scanner
script executed each time an exploit alert is reported. Unfortunately, active alert verification has drawbacks
regarding system performance and can produce alerts as a side effect. Related alerts are merged into
a hierarchical tree of meta-alerts, alerts on a higher level of abstraction, according to common attribute
values and a sliding time-window. The next stage of the proposed system is attack focus recognition,
aiming to discover hosts that are often sources or destinations of attacks. Finally, high-level multistage
attack scenarios are detected by matching chains of alerts to predefined attack scenarios described while
using STATL, and displayed as graphs to the operators. Additional tools that are offered by the system
are impact analysis, which follows dependencies within the system and tries to determine the full impact
of an attack, and alert prioritization, assigning priority values to alerts. Evaluation of FP alert reduction
was performed on several datasets, including DARPA, Honeypot, DEF CON CTF, and the Treasure Hunt
dataset, as well as live data from the Rome Air Force Research Laboratory’s networks.

Barzegar and Shajari [38] converted each alert into an ontology according to its attributes. Alerts were
considered to be neighboring steps of the attack if the ontology similarity according to their proposed
measure was larger than a set treshold. The approach was evaluated using DARPA 2000 LLDOS 1.0 and
MACCDC 2012 datasets. On DARPA 2000, it correlated alerts into four groups, three corresponding to
parts of the attack scenario and one to false positive alerts. They provided completeness and soundness
measures over only a subset of this dataset, and did not address the fragmentation of the reconstructed
scenario, so we excluded those results from Section 7. The depictions of their latency results lack concrete
time units and they seem to grow at least polynomially with the number of alerts, so we do not consider
this approach to be applicable in real time.

6.3.2. Preconditions and Post-Conditions

As noted by Cheung et al. [67], low-level intrusion detection approaches relying on signatures,
such as e.g., STATL, lack the flexibility to be used in order to describe high-level scenarios in a way that
could support all their equivalent variants. They concluded that this lack of flexibility is addressed using
the precondition and post-condition approach, in which scenarios are assembled from individual attacks
by matching their preconditions and post-conditions.

Cuppens and Ortalo [81] proposed a language for describing cyberattacks, called LAMBDA.
The language represents attacks using attacker actions defined through their preconditions and
post-conditions, as well as their detection actions, describing steps needed to detect the action,
and verification actions, describing the steps needed to confirm that the attack succeeded. The later
can e.g., refer to determining that a vulnerable service is running on the target machine. In addition,
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the language defines event combination operators in order to specify ordering of events required for an
action to be recognized, including e.g., parallel and sequential ordering. Attack actions can be combined
if post-conditions of one action satisfy parts of the preconditions of the other. Cuppens and Miege [60]
later used LAMBDA in the MIRADOR project to automatically generate a set of correlation rules from the
described attacks. LAMBDA was validated by describing various attacks and situations.

Templeton and Levitt [82] introduced the model JIGSAW, which models attack scenarios while
using attack actions with required capabilities, conceptually the same as preconditions, and provided
capabilities, similar to post-conditions. Capabilities are atomic objects that describe the state of the
system, and alongside technical attributes describe the attacker’s knowledge about the system and policy
statements. They proposed use cases for the model in tasks, such as e.g., FP reduction, attack detection,
and attack projection. Finally, they identified attack generation, formal theory of attacks, and attack
nondeterminism as future research problems, and stated that models based on signatures and exploits
do not generalize well. Similarly to LAMBDA, they validated JIGSAW by describing several examples
of attacks.

Cuppens et al. [83] distance themselves from earlier works using explicit scenario specification,
and concentrate on using plans and objectives to detect attack scenarios. Action preconditions and
post-conditions are still defined while using LAMBDA, but they are not combined according to a
pre-defined scenario. Instead, actions are treated as possible stepping-stones that lead the system to
a state in which some given security properties have been compromised. The authors added a concept
of virtual alerts, as placeholders to support possible attacker’s actions that were not detected, but are
nonetheless required for the scenario. The article validates the proposed approach by describing example
attack scenarios.

Ning et al. [31,32,34] and Ning and Xu [33] developed an alert correlation model and several alert
analysis tools. The model shares similarities with JIGSAW and LAMBDA, since it describes attack scenarios
while using the same precondition and post-condition paradigm, but it also presents a concrete alert
correlation method. Alerts are mapped one-on-one to entities, called hyper-alerts, which are then correlated
using partial preconditions and post-conditions that are specified by experts. Only a partial match of the
conditions is required, because alerts corresponding to some preconditions required for later scenario
steps could be missing (e.g., FN alerts). Correlation results in connected directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) of
hyper-alerts representing possible attack scenarios. The authors later added concepts supporting attack
strategy detection, by defining a measure of similarity of the previously generated DAG with known
scenarios that are defined in the form of attack strategy graphs, and developed the toolkit TIAA for
alert analysis. Attack strategy graphs are automatically built by generalizing already seen hyper-alert
correlation graphs and extracting rules. Finally, they evaluated the method while using the DARPA 2000
dataset, and reported completeness scores between 62.5% and 94.74% and soundness scores between 92.3%
and 100%, depending on the subset of the dataset.

Cheung et al. [67] proposed the Correlated Attack Modeling Language (CAML), based on the
precondition post-condition paradigm. Unlike previous similar work, they primarily focused on
modularity, and developed the language to describe modular scenarios. The main idea is that higher-level
scenarios can be executed while using a combination of various lower-level scenarios, with the lowest level
being individual attack steps. They validated a prototype by compiling the language to P-BEST expert
rules [98], and then tested them on the DARPA Grand Challenge Problem (GCP) v2.0 dataset.

Ning et al. [66] argued that a major drawback of earlier precondition and post-condition based
approaches is that they have problems with handling missed alerts. They proposed several techniques
that combine the hyper-alert correlation graph generated while using approaches, such as Ning’s earlier
work with graphs generated by techniques relying on alert attribute similarity and audit trails to complete
the correlation graph. Two graphs are combined while using a set of proposed rules. They validated
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the proposed techniques while using the DARPA 2000 dataset, on which only one of the attacks had
miscorrelated alerts.

Saad and Traore [35,36] introduced an ontology-based technique for semantically clustering alerts
into attack scenarios. The proposed ontology contains various alert attributes and context information.
For clustering, the semantic relevance between two alerts is calculated as the normalized sum of the weights
of ontology relations occurring between them, resulting in an alert correlation graph (ACG). The ACG is
then clustered into subgraphs that represent possible attack scenarios. Finally, causality relations between
alerts of a possible attack scenario are determined using prerequisites and consequences of attacks stored in
the ontology, resulting in an attack scenario graph. Evaluation was performed on the DARPA 2000 dataset,
which resulted in soundness and completeness between 96% and 100%. As no details about counts
of various alert classes are available in the paper, it was not possible to verify or revise these scores.
The authors intended to continue improving the ontology relations, use machine learning to reduce FP
alerts, and research attack-pattern similarity. They considered the latter very challenging, because the
available datasets were very limited and outdated.

Milajerdi et al. [73] developed a system that contains a high-level host-based IDS component and an
alert correlation system that builds high-level attack scenarios. The IDS component is based on high-level
signatures that detect the attacker’s tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTPs) from system events.
Detected TTPs are then correlated into high level scenario graphs (HSGs) using prerequisites based on the
Mandiant Attack Lifecycle Model [99] and information flows between them. After additional preprocessing,
HSGs are classified using estimated overall TTP severity scores into malicious attack scenarios and benign
episodes. The approach was evaluated while using recorded traffic from a DARPA-organized red team
exercise [100] and a live red team engagement over a simulated enterprise network. In both instances,
it scored very high accuracy and recall rates in attack scenario detection. For the first experiment, both rates
were 100%.

6.3.3. Attack Graphs and Trees

Goldman et al. [84] and Geib and Goldman [75] proposed an IDS extension system,
called SCYLLARUS, for attack plan recognition and projection. The system has a hierarchical plan library in
which higher-level plans can be decomposed into a partially ordered series of lower-level plans. Top-level
plans are complete attack scenarios, executed with concrete attacker goals. The system analyses IDS alerts,
according to them, tries to determine the likelihood of a plan being executed, and provides information
about probable next targets according to that plan for taking proactive measures. They evaluated the
prototype of the first version of SCYLLARUS using a custom attack simulation dataset.

Hughes and Sheyner [74] describe attack scenario graphs, graphs that are based on vulnerabilities
and exploits representing stages of possible attack scenarios reaching a target asset, and the possible usage
of such graphs in a model for threat mitigation. Attack scenario graphs can be used in order to predict
possible future steps of attacks. They validated the model by demonstrating several usage examples.

Noel et al. [79] used attack graphs that were constructed offline to correlate events into attack
scenarios in real time. Events are matched to exploits on the attack graph, and a new weighted graph,
the event graph, is constructed with edge weights representing event distances on the original attack
graph. Event distances are used to calculate the measure of correlation of the observed sequence of
events to the scenario represented by the attack graph. The approach was validated while using several
practical experiments. The first experiment proved that the approach could filter out attacker’s actions
based on preconditions and post-conditions. The second experiment, which contained seven attack
scenarios mixed into a custom dataset, was used to tune and analyze hyper-parameters. Finally, the third
experiment, in which they mixed 10,000 attack-scenario and other event-related alerts into a custom
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dataset, analyzed the system’s performance when confronted with larger number of alerts. The authors
claimed that all 10,000 alerts were correctly identified by the system, but did not provide details regarding
the alert counts.

Wang et al. [44,65] concentrated on addressing performance issues of attack graphs in real-time
application. They proposed the queue-graph data structure, which only correlates the latest instances of
alert types, to increase alert correlation performance, and performed aggregation over indistinguishable
transitive alerts to produce a more compact graph. The approach also hypothesizes about missing alerts
and predicts possible future attack steps. Alert correlation was validated using the DARPA 2000 dataset,
but, besides a high-level overview and the claims of it being satisfactory, no additional results were
presented [44]. Real-time performance was validated using the Treasure Hunt dataset [44].

Liu et al. [37] use attack patterns, described using proposed models called attack path graphs (APGs),
in order to describe the attack phases an attacker has to make to reach his goal. The high-level attack pattern
graph starts with a probing phase, continues with the scanning and intrusion phases, and ends with the
goal phase. Alerts are correlated while using the edges of the APG for each source and target host, and an
attack graph is constructed by aggregating APGs based on the attackers and victims. The approach was
evaluated using the DARPA 2000 dataset, with a reported completeness measure of 100% and soundness
measure ranging from 98.3% to 100%. Using the original counts from the article [37], we calculated the
measures from scratch, resulting in lower scores than provided in the original paper. The revised scores
are available in Section 7 and the explanation in Section 8.

Roschke et al. [29] improved upon the work in [65] by using explicit attack graph-based
correlation and considering a larger number of alerts with the same type when building attack scenarios.
Explicit correlation aids in forensic analysis, while the consideration of multiple alert type instances enables
the detection of a larger number of similar attack scenarios. The method was evaluated over a custom
dataset containing recorded university network traffic and simulated attacks. It managed to detect the
simulated attack scenario and reduced the number of reported alerts by at least 95.58%.

Ahmadinejad et al. [91] developed a hybrid approach that combines attack graphs that were
constructed for the target network and alert feature similarity. Alerts for known attacks are correlated
using the attack graph, with hypothesized unknown attack steps inserted into the graph in situations
when the attack sequence on the graph is inconsistent, while alerts representing unknown attacks are
grouped according to their feature similarity into collections that the authors refer to as hyper-alerts.
Evaluation was performed over the DARPA 2000 dataset and several other synthetic datasets. The methods
successfully reconstructed the attack scenario while providing sufficient performance for real-time
operation. Although the results on the DARPA 2000 dataset indicate the accuracy and recall of 100%,
the authors never explicitly state this and do not provide sufficient quantitative success metrics, so we
only managed to calculate the alert reduction of 93.58%.

Albanese et al. [89] proposed a system that correlates alerts into attack scenarios while using a
generalized dependency graph (GDG) and a probabilistic temporal attack graph (PTAG). The GDG
describes the dependencies between IT resources and services provided by the organization, while the
PTAG is an attack graph that contains temporal distributions for the delays between consecutive attack
steps. The construction of these graphs requires a considerable amount of manual work. After the attack
scenarios have been constructed, the system attempts to predict the most probable next attack steps using
probabilities from the PTAG and their overall impacts on the system calculated from the GDG. Evaluation
over synthetic attack graphs has shown that the system is able to perform in real time.

A later paper by Albanese et al. [96] presented a method for identifying sequences of events or
alerts that are poorly explained by existing attack patterns in the knowledge base, and could potentially
represent novel attacks. The method conceptually resembles anomaly detection and it is applicable to both
IDS signatures and alert correlation, where high-level attack patterns are described using i.e., attack graphs.
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An evaluation on the IDS level was performed using two days of recorded traffic. However, the use case
with high-level attack scenarios was not evaluated, hence the minus (−) sign in Section 7.

6.4. Event and/or Alert Correlation Relying on Data Mining and Machine Learning

Many of the surveyed later works criticized approaches relying on pre-defined knowledge and
parameters, because they only worked well with pre-defined scenarios and could not detect previously
unknown attacks. Recent research in this area aims at employing machine learning and data mining,
often with specialized and pre-configured models, to learn new attack patterns from datasets and recorded
network traffic.

Dain and Cunningham [77,78] defined attack scenarios as ordered sequences of alerts, in which new
alerts can be added if they satisfied a similarity criteria. A new scenario was defined if an alert was not
similar to any of the existing scenarios. The approach they called the heuristic approach, as compared
the attributes of the new alert with the last alert in each scenario using a non-linear function, which was
trained on the labeled DEF CON 8 CTF dataset using the square error minimization technique in MATLAB,
and correctly joined 88.81% of alerts into scenarios on the test set. They compared this results to the
naïve approach, which only compared the IP addresses of the results, but this approach scored better
on the DEF CON 8 CTF dataset, by correctly assigning 93.91% of alerts. We can conclude that this was
probably a result of the properties of this specific dataset. Another proposed technique was based on
data mining. It considered previous three alerts in the scenario for comparison, and used some additional
features. The best results were obtained while using decision trees, which correctly joined 99.99% of alerts
to scenarios. Unfortuately, that particular dataset was rarely used, so these results cannot be directly
compared to other methods, as visible in Section 7

Zhu and Ghorbani [70] used a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) and a support vector machine (SVM),
trained together with a pre-built alert correlation matrix (ACM) extracted from the training set, in order
to learn a classifier to decide whether two alerts should be grouped in the same attack scenario or
not. Validation was performed using the DARPA 2000 dataset. They extracted attack graphs from
the predicted alert correlation scores, and concluded that both models managed to group a subset of
alerts into meaningful scenarios. Although most of the discovered attack scenario’s steps resemble that
of Ning et al. [34], the system failed to correlate the final DoS attack in the dataset due to spoofed IP
addresses [70]. No quantitative results that could be compared to other approaches were provided in
the article.

Yu and Frincke [41] described alerts as observations of hidden actions of attackers, and proposed to
model attack scenarios using Hidden Colored Petri nets (HCPN). Action preconditions and post-conditions,
as represented by input and output arcs in the HCPN, were taken from the work of Ning et al. [31–34].
HCPN colors represent actors, transitions represent actions, and places represent the system’s resources.
Based on this model, they provided an algorithm to determine the next most probable steps of the attacker.
Training and evaluation was performed on the DARPA 2000 dataset, resulting in a TP rate of next step
prediction of 93.3%. They focused on a novel measure of success they introduced, Quality of Alerts
(QoA) (7) [41], as the principal success metrics. We used the provided alert class counts and definitions
from this article to check their QoA scores and calculate completeness and soundness scores. The results
and comparison can be found in Section 7. In addition to DARPA 2000, the authors used the DARPA
Grand Chellenge Problem dataset, reaching a QoA score of 93%.

Fava et al. [42] used Variable-Length Markov Models (VLMM) in order to discover scenarios, or more
precisely the attacker’s behavior patterns, and to project the most probable next action of the attacker.
The proposed methodology assigns symbols to alerts belonging to attack tracks based on their attributes
and the chosen alphabet, and uses the generated symbol sequences in order to train VLMMs later used
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for projection. Evaluation was performed using a custom-built dataset, reaching a correct prediction rate
of 90%.

Sadoddin and Ghorbani [28] proposed a modified version of the FP_Growth algorithm, based on
structured patterns, for attack scenario pattern mining. Alerts are aggregated according to their sources
and targets, and a Frequent Structure Pattern Tree (FSP_Tree) is incrementally built and frequent patterns
are extracted. The method was evaluated while using the DARPA 2000 dataset, synthetically generated
patterns, and real alert data from the Fred-eZone. The DARPA 2000 LLDOS 1.0 attack scenario was
recognized as two scenarios, because of the IP spoofing used in the last step, and there were two more
unlabeled scenarios detected inside the background LLDOS 1.0 traffic. Only alert reduction was scored,
were the number of alerts was reduced from 922 to 29, resulting in a reduction ratio of 96,85%. In the
second experiment, synthetic patterns were used to test performance, which seemed to support real-time
application. Finally, by applying the system on real network traffic, they revealed patterns of a large
number of various bot attacks.

Ren et al. [76] used Bayesian networks to group alerts that belong to the same scenario together.
The proposed approach has an offline phase, in which features contributing to the correlation of alerts
are identified, and an online phase, in which alerts are probabilistically correlated using the previously
identified features. Before the offline phase is performed, features that represent the generalization
hierarchy of existing features, e.g., IP address ranges, are added. Probabilities can be periodically
recalculated to capture new correlation patterns. It is important to note that the correlation is not done on
basis of alerts, but on the basis of the alert’s types. Evaluation was performed while using the DARPA 2000
dataset, correctly correlating 96.5% of alert pairs into scenarios, and a honeynet dataset labeled by experts,
on which it correctly correlated 93.2% of alert pairs before recalculation, and 96.1%, after recalculation.
It was possible to calculate completeness and soundness measures using the information provided in the
article. Section 7 shows the results.

Soleimani and Ghorbani [39] proposed a correlation system relying on decision trees (DTs) to discover
malicious attack scenarios. Alerts are first aggregated into hyper-alerts, in the context of the paper,
groups of similar alerts. Hyper-alerts are then combined into episodes, sequences of hyper-alerts of
various lengths. A DT classifier is used to determine whether the detected episodes are malicious,
and adds malicious episodes into a model episode tree, a data structure used to store attack scenario
patterns. The DT classifier is initially trained on labeled data. If the DT classifies episodes as benign,
rules based on alert attributes are used to assess whether those episodes could be potential attack scenarios
and, if so, they are presented to the admin who can approve them to be used to update the classifier.
After malicious episodes have been detected, the model episode tree is used to calculate the probabilities
of potential next hyper-alerts, and a prediction of next probable attacker’s steps is made. The detection
and episode filtering was evaluated using the DARPA 2000 dataset and a recorded real worm attack from
an ISP. After characteristic attack scenarios have been learned, the scenario detection rate scored between
94.61% and 99.78%, and episode reduction for episodes of length 6 reached 99.94%.

Fredj [90] extends attack graphs with probabilities of attacks, and refers to this type of graphs as
Markov chain attack graphs (MCAG). The MCAG is constructed from a database of organization’s hosts
and network information, including firewall policies, and statistical information from a dataset or online
data containing attack traffic. Alerts are correlated using the MCAG and clustered into attack scenarios by
finding their final states, which do not have outgoing edges to other states. The probabilities allow for
predicting the next probable steps in the scenario. Evaluation was performed on the DEF CON CTF 17
dataset, where it correlated attacks by 97 attackers into 85 attack scenarios.

GhasemiGol and Ghaemi-Bafghi [27] used alerts partial entropy (APE) to identify alerts containing
common information in order to produce hyper-alerts and attack scenarios. Their central idea is that
alerts corresponding to same attacks will have more common information than alerts that correspond
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to different attacks. Alerts are clustered using the density-based spatial clustering of applications with
noise (DBSCAN) algorithm based on the measure of partial entropy. DBSCAN was originaly proposed for
spatial databases, and performs clustering on a basis of density [101]. After clustering, additional features
describing alert generalization hierarchies are added, and only a specified number of alerts containing the
largest amount of information in a cluster are chosen as its representatives. The approach was evaluated on
the DARPA 2000 dataset, where it reduced the original 34,819 alerts to seven hyper-alerts, corresponding
to major events in the scenario. Although the main semantics of the DARPA 2000 attacks were preserved,
details regarding alert classification rates are not available in the paper. Finally, they argue that the
resulting hyper-alerts could be further filtered by editing the thresholds for entropy, but that would also
cause information loss.

Ramaki et al. [40] proposed the real-time episode correlation algorithm (RTECA), which correlates
alerts into scenarios using a causal correlation matrix (CCM), estimated during the algorithm’s offline
phase using an alert dataset, and it predicts the next probable steps of the detected scenario. Alerts are
aggregated into hyper-alerts, defined as alert aggregates, based on their attack type and a given time
window. Variable-length hyper-alert sequences are then converted to directed acyclic graphs (DAGs),
called episodes, which are, during the online phase of the algorithm, classified as either critical or
benign, depending on the strength of the correlation between their hyper-alerts calculated using the CCM.
Critical episodes are reported as potential attack scenarios, while the weakly correlated benign episodes are
analyzed to learn potential new scenarios and update the CCM accordingly. CCM’s values are estimated
offline while using distinct similarity functions over some of the hyper-alert’s attributes, and statistical
properties calculated from a stored attack tree. The attack tree constitutes of correlated hyper-alerts from
all identified critical episodes, together with frequencies of those episodes used to calculate conditional
hyper-alert probabilities. These probabilities can be used to predict the most probable next steps of an
attack scenario. Evaluation was performed using the DARPA 2000 LLDOS 1.0 dataset and DARPA Grand
Challenge Problem dataset 3.1. On DARPA 2000, it successfully identified the main steps of the scenario,
with an episode reduction score of 99.95% for episodes of length 4. Evaluation on the Grand Challenge
Problem (GCP) v3.1 dataset successfully identified previously unknown attack patterns and correctly
projected between 68.5% and 99.93% of next scenario steps, with an episode reduction score of 99.95%.

A later paper by Ramaki et al. [88] presents a method relying on Bayesian attack graphs (BAGs) for
alert correlation and attack scenario projection. The BAG is an attack graph that contains conditional
probabilities for attack steps when some preceding attack steps have been observed. This probabilities are
estimated off-line using a dataset of recorded alerts. Evaluation was performed on the DARPA 2000 LLDOS
1.0 scenario, where it successfully discovered the entire attack scenario with an alert reduction of 99.34%
and projected the next steps of the attack with an accuracy between 92.3% and 99.2%. The authors claim
that the entire attack sequence was correctly reconstructed, which is equivalent to the RC (5) score of 100%.

Holgado et al. [72] used Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) with pre-defined attack stages to learn
and predict steps of attacks. After pre-processing, alerts are labeled with keywords and severity scores
obtained from the related CVE [102] records, to handle previously unknown types of alerts automatically.
The approach was trained and evaluated while using DARPA 2000 LLDOS1.0 and a custom-made dataset
containing scripted DDoS attacks. It was sucessful in identifying phases of the attack and calculated the
risk of reaching the final phase for each alert. Although the authors provided a graphical representation of
their results for DARPA 2000 that suggests a success rate of almost 100%, they did not provide enough
numerical information to calculate comparable metrics.

Husák and Kašpar [19] used sequential rule mining on alerts from the SABU alert sharing
platform [103] to learn attack sequence rules, and evaluated their usability in attack scenario projection.
The evaluation showed that the observed attack patterns change quickly, but they are nonetheless stable
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enough to be usable during several days. This paper was more focused on the properties of the dataset
than the method itself.

Ghafir et al. [87] developed a machine-learning based IDS technology, called MLAPT, whose low-level
detection modules are outside the scope of this survey. It correlates alerts of its detection modules
into larger-scale attacks using pre-defined attack steps, and pre-defined grouping and correlation rules.
Upon discovery of partial or full attack scenarios, it generates high-level alerts for the security team.
The final component of MLAPT is an attack projection module that predicts next steps of partial attack
scenarios. It relies on several ML algorithms that were trained over a dataset of attack scenarios the
system detected in a period of six months. MLAPT was evaluated while using three proprietary datasets
and simulated attack scenarios inside the campus network. It achieved a total RC of 81.8%, RS of 73.4%,
and successfully predicted the next steps, depending on the classifier in 68 to 85% of cases. In [64],
the authors improved the attack scenario projection component with a Hidden Markov Model (HMM).
The improved version was evaluated using two synthetic datasets, with a projection success rate of about
40% for projection from the first step of a scenario, increasing to 100% for projection from the middle of
a scenario.

Zhang et al. [30] used alert attributes and Markov Chains (MC) to estimate alert causal probabilities
from a dataset. Similar alerts were aggregated into hyper-alerts and then grouped according to the IP
addresses they contained. A small set of alert attributes, such as the source IP address, was used to
estimate the probability that alerts in an alert sequence are consequences of previous alerts. Using the
mined statistics and alerts that involve multiple hosts, the method creates an attack graph that represents
attack steps in the network. Evaluation was performed using the DARPA 2000 dataset. The method
successfully reconstructed large parts of both attack scenarios, and led to an alert reduction of 96%.
Unfortunately, detailed evaluation results needed to calculate other metrics are not available. Because this
approach is based on mining rules from a dataset, it is likely to give the best results when detecting
repetitive attacks, such as those that are characteristic for computer worms, and will likely not perform as
well when facing novel attack scenarios.

Zhang et al. [93] define rules and algorithms for grouping alerts into attack scenarios and reasoning
about the next steps of the attacker. Alerts are first aggregated into intrusion actions with regard to
their features. Intrusion actions are then added to sessions representing communication between pairs
of hosts. The criteria for splitting sessions are unusually large time gaps between intrusion actions.
Finally, sessions are grouped into attack scenarios if they share common intrusion actions. Historical data
is used offline to estimate correlation probabilities of sessions, and this probabilities are used to predict the
next steps of the attack. The method was evaluated on the DARPA LLDOS 1.0 scenario and the CICIDS 2017
dataset. It has shown a promising prediction accuracy larger than 90%, and it managed to reconstruct the
attack scenarios with alert reduction of 83.12% on the LLDOS 1.0 scenario. Unfortunately, the reconstructed
graphs of attack scenarios are large and difficult to analyze, and the available quantitative results were
insufficient for calculating other success metrics.

Hu et al. [94] correlate alerts into attack sequences using network-specific attack graphs constructed
with the MulVAL Toolkit [104]. The creation of the attack graph requires knowledge about the target
network and existing vulnerabilities. Generated attack sequences are then clustered using a sequence
similarity metric into attack scenarios. The method takes into account that attack steps may have been
missed by the IDS, including both unknown and failed attacks. Validation is first preformed in an
experimental setting, and later whlie using the DEF CON CTF 23 dataset. In both cases, the method
successfully reconstructed the attack scenarios. Unfortunately, quantitative information on the results was
not published.
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7. Results

The main contribution of this survey is a unified comparison of results of the surveyed papers. A basic
overview of the papers is shown in Table 3, with the following columns:

1. Model gives a basic description of the concepts which the method or tool is based on. Some of the
articles propose attack description languages, such as STATL, and are therefore labeled as Language.
Similarity stands for feature similarity and refers to models which compare alert features, often using
pre-defined formulas for similarity. Articles relying on attack graphs and attack trees are labeled as
Graph. Most papers either use a knowledge base (KB) populated by experts, or machine learning
(ML) or data mining (DM) to extract attack scenarios. In some cases, names of data mining algorithms
or machine learning models are provided. Hidden Markov model is abbreviated as HMM, Similarity
as Sim., Decision Trees as DT, and Markov chain as MCh.

2. Domain knowledge refers to the amount of domain knowledge that needs to be provided to the model
to be fully functional. Since languages can be used in all sorts of systems, based on KB, AI, or hybrid
models, the field is left empty. One star means that there is only minimal domain knowledge entry
needed, in most cases about IP ranges in the network. Three stars signify that the system needs
regular maintenance of a knowledge base to operate, while two stars are between the two extremes.

3. Level of evaluation describes whether the authors validated their approaches on datasets without
quantitative success measurement, denoted by V, evaluated them on datasets using quantitative
success metrics, denoted by E, or validated them using examples, use-cases, and/or formal proofs,
denoted by F.

4. Real-time refers to the ability of the proposed system to work in a real online environment. It is
important to note that empty fields do not necessarily mean that the system is not applicable, but that
the question of such use was not considered in the paper. The papers which support real-time
operation are marked with a plus sign in this column. Question marks denote that the paper left an
impression that it should support real-time usage, but it did not contain clear evidence for it.

The next seven columns indicate whether a particular dataset was used in the paper. Datasets that
have been used in a paper either for validation or for evaluation are marked with a plus sign or with the
version of the dataset. If the approach was evaluated over at least one of the selected datasets, and it
contains evaluation results, it is denoted by E. The asterisk in the final column for [93] signifies that they
used CICIDS 2017 rather than a custom dataset.

Analysis of the papers has shown that four datasets were used for evaluation in a consistent manner
more than once, namely DARPA 2000, Cyber Treasure Hunt, GCP 3.1, and DEF CON 9 datasets. The results
for those datasets are listed in Tables 4–6, with some additionally depicted in Figure 3. In most cases,
we used original data from the papers (alert counts, false positives, false negatives, etc.) in order to
calculate success metrics from scratch, according to the definitions in Section 4. Figures that were not given
in the paper and are purely our own work are underlined, and the results that significantly differ from the
ones stated in the papers are written in bold, with original values written in parenthesis.

Ning et al. calculated the completeness and soundness over subsets of the LLDOS 1.0 scenario, so the
results in the table are also not available in their original articles and, hence, underlined. We encountered
a similar situation with Liu et al., but our results on the dataset subset basis differed from those
that are mentioned in the paper. Finally, in cases where original information was missing from the
papers, we transcribed results directly from the papers. Such results are denoted with (P) in the table.
Ramaki et al. [88] is a special case, because we converted their claim of detecting the entire attack scenario
into the RC score of 100%.
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Table 3. Overview of the basic properties and evaluation details of the surveyed papers.
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Ilgun et al. [8] 1995 Language V +
Huang et al. [95] 1999 Language -

Cuppens and Ortalo [81] 2000 Language F
Valdes and Skinner [25] 2001 Sim. * E + +

Templeton and Levitt [82] 2001 Language F
Goldman et al. [75,84] 2001 KB, Graph *** V +

Dain and Cunningham [77] 2001 ML, DM * E + 8
Ning et al. [31–34] 2002 KB *** E + 8
Eckmann et al. [86] 2002 Language V +
Morin et al. [62,80] 2002 KB *** F

Morin and Debar [61] 2003 KB *** V ? +
Cuppens and Miege [60] 2002 KB *** V +

Cuppens et al. [83] 2002 KB *** F
Cheung et al. [67] 2003 KB *** V + 2.0

Hughes and Sheyner [74] 2003 KB, Graph *** F
Qin and Lee [68,69] 2003 Sim., KB ** E 3.1 9

Valeur et al. [26] 2004 Sim. * E + + + 9 + +
Ning et al. [66] 2004 Sim., KB ** V +
Noel et al. [79] 2004 KB, Graph *** V ? +

Wang et al. [44,65] 2005 Sim., Graph ** V + + + +
Zhu and Ghorbani [70] 2006 ML Ensemble * V ? +

Yu and Frincke [41] 2007 KB, HCPN ** E + + ?
Liu et al. [37] 2008 KB, Graph ** E ? +

Fava et al. [42] 2008 Markov models * E + +
Sadoddin and Ghorbani [28] 2009 DM: FSP_Growth * E ? + + +

Ren et al. [76] 2010 Sim., ML * E + + +
Roschke et al. [29] 2011 Graph ** E ? +

Ahmadinejad et al. [91] 2011 Graph, Sim. ** E + + +
Albanese et al. [89] 2011 KB, Graph *** E + +

Saad and Traore [35,36] 2012 KB, Graph ** E + +
Soleimani and Ghorbani [39] 2012 DM, ML: DT * E + + +

Albanese et al. [96] 2014 KB, Rules *** - +
Fredj [90] 2015 KB, Graph ** E + 17

GhasemiGol and
Ghaemi-Bafghi [27] 2015 ML * E +
Ramaki et al. [40] 2015 DM on streams ** E + + 3.1 +
Ramaki et al. [88] 2015 KB, Graph, ML ** E + +
Holgado et al. [72] 2017 KB, ML: HMM ** V + + +

Barzegar and Shajari [38] 2018 Sim. * E + +
Husák and Kašpar [11] 2018 DM: TopKRules * V ? +

Ghafir et al. [64,87] 2018 KB, ML: HMM ** E + + +
Milajerdi et al. [73] 2019 KB, Graph *** E + + +

Zhang et al. [30] 2019 ML: MCh * E + +
Zhang et al. [93] 2019 ML, Rules * E + + *

Hu et al. [94] 2020 ML, Graph ** V 23 +
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Table 4. Selected success metrics calculated on the basis of results on the DARPA 2000 dataset.

Papers Year
Scenario LLDOS 1.0

RS (6) RC (5) QoA (7)

Saad and Traore [35,36] 2012 (P) 99.70% (P) 100.00%
Ramaki et al. [88] 2015 (P) 100.00%
Ren et al. [76] 2010 87.14% 96.83%
Ning et al. [31–34] 2002 94.06% 94.06% 85.91%
Yu and Frinckle [41] 2007 100.00% 93.75% 93.75%
Liu et al. [37] 2008 (100%) 86.27% (99.02%) 87.13%

Table 5. Alert reduction calculated on the basis of results on the DARPA 2000 dataset.

Papers Year
LLDOS 1.0 Reduction on

LLDOS 1.0 and
LLDOS 2.0.2Reduction (8) Episode Reduction (9)

GhasemiGol and Ghaemi-Bafghi [27] 2015 99.98%
Ramaki et al. [88] 2015 99.34%
Yu and Frincke [41] 2007 98.35%
Sadoddin and Ghorbani [28] 2009 (96%) 96.85%
Zhang et al. [30] 2019 96.21% (P) 96%
Ning et al., Ning and Xu [31–34] 2002 94.43% 95.64%
Ahmadinejad et al. [91] 2011 93.58%
Zhang et al. [93] 2019 83.12%
Valeur et al. [26] 2004 53.00%
Ramaki et al. [40] 2015 (P) 99.95%
Soleimani and Ghorbani [39] 2012 (P) 99.94%

Table 6. Alert reduction results on Cyber Treasure Hunt (CTH), GCP 3.1, and DEF CON 9 datasets.

Papers Year CTH GCP 3.1 DEF CON 9

Saad and Traore [35,36] 2012 99.999%
Ramaki et al. [40] 2015 92.00%
Qin and Lee [68,69] 2003 91.37% 99.66%
Valeur et al. [26] 2004 99.962% 96.81%

2002 2004 2006 2008 2010 2012 2014 2016 2018 2020

85%

90%

95%

100%

RS
RC

Reduction
Ep. Reduction

Figure 3. Scores achieved (percentages) on the DARPA 2000 LLDOS 1.0 scenario over years.
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8. Discussion

We calculated new metrics for 9 articles, and verified others where possible, as can be seen in
Tables 4–6. Soundness and completeness measures were not consistent for Liu et al. [37], where our
calculations yielded lower values than reported in the original paper. We found that they may have made
a typing error when presenting their correlation results. While calculating, they may have copied the
number of correctly correlated results from the inside network in LLDOS 1.0 (44 in the paper), to the
correctly correlated alert count from the DMZ portion of the scenario. If we assume that the latter number
was actually 57 and not 44, the calculated results from the paper written in parenthesis are the correct
values. In contrast, the calculation of episode reduction for Sadoddin and Ghorbani resulted in a slightly
larger value than that presented in the paper, because the authors, possibly intentionally, made a rounding
error. Because the reduction metrics shown in Tables 5 and 6 depend heavily on the characteristics of initial
alerts raised by the IDS, the fact that many authors use different IDS systems with different configurations
makes them an imprecise comparison criteria.

In Table 4, we chose to sort the papers according to calculated scores for completeness, RC, because it
reflects the absence of false negative errors, which are, in practice, much more dangerous than false positive
errors. We expect that approaches exhibiting false negative errors in a controlled and sterile setting, such as
a dataset, where the adversary is essentially a simple automaton, will be fairly easy to fool with novel and
modified attack patterns when facing intelligent adversaries in real environments. Interestingly, if newer
methods perform worse than older methods on some old datasets, they could still potentially perform
better on contemporary attacks that are not represented in theese old datasets.

Knowledge-based approaches and approaches that learn attack patterns from datasets, are both types
of signature recognition systems. As such, they must be constantly manually updated with new high-level
attack patterns described by rules and/or new datasets in order to correlate alerts correctly. As a step in
this direction, the authors of UNB datasets continuously publish new and updated datasets, as described
in Section 5.4. Unfortunately, this procedure makes the comparison of attack detection approaches difficult,
since older approaches would have to be re-evaluated each time that a new dataset is published in order
to be comparable. A possible solution is to evaluate new approaches while using a larger number of
datasets, including both older popular datasets and novel ones. To compensate for the inconsistent use of
metrics, approaches should aim to publish detailed information on the correlation results, so that different
evaluation metrics can be calculated independently if necessary. As shown in Tables 4 and 5, 4 approaches
did not provide the underlying counts of the alerts and only published their final results.

Another problem in detecting high-level attacks is missed alarms, i.e., situations where IDS did
not trigger alarms for an attack. This usually happens, because the IDS does not have the appropriate
signatures. Ning et al. [66] addressed this by using domain knowledge to create hypotheses for missed
alerts and later validated these hypotheses while using raw audit data, while Wang et al. [44] handled this
using alarm similarity. As some of the surveyed papers suggest, one possible solution to this problem
would be to integrate different data sources, such as anomaly detector alarms and event logs, and another
would be to incorporate more knowledge about attackers and their high-level targets into the approach.
As for the first solution, Sommer and Paxson [105] argue that a serious disadvantage of anomaly detectors
based on machine learning is that ML is not suitable for meaningful outlier detection. To expand on
this, the fact that an event is an outlier has little to do with the fact that it is malicious, and most of the
outliers can be traced back to software and policy changes and benign network errors, resulting in a large
proportion of anomalies being false positives. The second solution deals with the attacker’s operations,
tactics, and objectives, and may provide better quality, but it relies on large amounts of domain knowledge
about attackers and continuous manual work. To quote all too often quoted Sun Tzu: “If you know others
and know yourself, you will not be imperiled in a hundred battles”. An example of a high-level model
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that is based on attacker tactics is the MITRE ATT&CK framework [106], which we encourage all readers
to review.

Most of the metrics collected in this survey measure the technical characteristics of the approaches,
rather than their impact on productivity in a security operations center (SOC). The only metric in the
surveyed literature that focuses on user experience is QoA (7), along with its weighted variant described
in [41]. Together with the CSA metrics that were proposed in [5], it is largely ignored in the surveyed
papers. Most commercial systems today rely on human operators, combine subscription-based domain
knowledge with anomaly detection to find attacks, and provide analytical capabilities for further manual
validation and investigation.

Finally, approaches since 2004 mostly support real-time operation, and would be sufficent for detecting
scripted attack scenarios of computer worms and low-profile attackers. Some limited projection of attacks
is also possible. However, they are far from detecting and projecting attack scenarios of high-profile
intelligent adversaries, such as Advanced Persistent Threats (APTs), and a lot of research in applications of
AI is needed to cope with them.

9. Conclusions

This paper gave an overview of notable advances in high-level attack scenario detection and
projection. It explained the context, reasoning, and practical problems that encouraged research in
this area, and followed the evolution of proposals from the pioneering approaches to the state-of-the-art
at the time of writing. Approaches relying on manually defined domain knowledge require constant
maintenance and are, in most cases, not very flexible, while data mining and ML approaches highly
depend on the quality of the available datasets. In this survey, emphasis was put on comparing the
papers by calculating comparable measures of success on two most commonly used datasets, namely the
DARPA 2000 dataset and the Treasure Hunt dataset. We suggest that future approaches evaluate on a
larger number of datasets, including both the popular older ones, and novel ones, and focus more on the
value they provide to the security personell. At the time of writing, the available datasets do not seem
representative enough to enable the extraction of knowledge regarding attackers and attack scenarios aside
from bot attacks. The tasks of attack scenario detection and projection have proven to be very challenging,
and they require further research.
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Abstract: The current state of security and availability of the Internet is far from being commensurate
with its importance. The number and strength of DDoS attacks conducted at the network layer have
been steadily increasing. However, the single path (SP) routing used in today’s Internet lacks a
mitigation scheme to rapidly recover from network attacks or link failure. In case of a link failure
occurs, it can take several minutes until failover. In contrast, multi-path routing can take advantage
of multiple alternative paths and rapidly switch to another working path. According to the level
of available path control, we classfy the multi-path routing into two types, first-hop multi-path
(FMP) and multi-hop multi-path (MMP) routing. Although FMP routing supported by networks,
such as SD-WAN, shows marginal improvements over the current SP routing of the Internet, MMP
routing supported by a global Internet architecture provides strong improvement under network
attacks and link failure. MMP routing enables changing to alternate paths to mitigate the network
problem in other hops, which cannot be controlled by FMP routing. To show this comparison with
practical outcome, we evaluate network performance in terms of latency and loss rate to show that
MMP routing can mitigate Internet hazards and provide high availability on global networks by
18 participating ASes in six countries. Our evaluation of global networks shows that, if network
attacks or failures occur in other autonomous systems (ASes) that FMP routing cannot avoid, it
is feasible to deal with such problems by switching to alternative paths by using MMP routing.
When the global evaluation is under a transit-link DDoS attack, the loss rates of FMP that pass the
transit-link are affected significantly by a transit-link DDoS attack, but the other alternative MMP
paths show stable status under the DDoS attack with proper operation.

Keywords: network security; multi-path routing; high availability; Internet-scale evaluation

1. Introduction

1.1. Motivations

The Internet was not designed to maintain high availability in the face of malicious ac-
tivities. Recent patches to improve Internet security and availability have been constrained
by the current Internet architecture design. As network-based attacks on availability con-
tinue to increase each year [1], an improvised Internet architecture should offer availability
and security based on its design, provide incentives for deployment, and consider eco-
nomic, political, and legal issues at the design stage [2].

Currently, the Internet provides single path (SP) routing, which lacks a rapid mitiga-
tion mechanism to counter Internet hazards, such as network congestion, link failures, or
DDoS attacks. Under network congestion or DDoS attacks, the performance of the Internet,
such as latency or loss rate, is highly affected, and, in the case of a link failure, it can take
several minutes until failover [3]. Fault recovery of the border gateway protocol (BGP)
at times takes several minutes before the routes converge to a consistent form [4]. Path
outages even lead to significant disruptions in communication, which may last tens of
minutes or longer [5–7]. However, if such a network congestion or network failure occurs
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from a link that an autonomous system (AS) cannot handle, sophisticated operations or
cooperation among AS administrators will be required. Detailed routing information is
maintained only within a single AS. The information shared with other providers and
ASes is heavily filtered and summarized using BGP running at the border routers between
ASes [8].

1.2. Multi-Path Routing Approaches

Many approaches have been proposed to solve the problem from network attacks and
failures using concepts of multiple paths. A link failure can occur in several ways, such as
through natural hazards or by a DDoS attack. In multihoming [9], a network is connected
to multiple providers and uses its own range of addresses. If one of the links fails, the
protocol recognizes the failure and reconfigures its routing tables. Although multihoming
provides a way to connect multiple providers, it is not a multi-path routing but rather an SP
routing because we cannot select the connection to the providers for every communication
instantly. Resilient overlay networks (RON) [10] are a remedy for potential problems, such
as BGP’s fault or path outages, because BGP hides information about traffic conditions and
topological details in the interests of scalability and policy enforcement. RON can often
find paths between its nodes, even while wide-area Internet routing protocols, such as BGP,
cannot. This RON approach is an overlay network that selects different waypoints, but it
cannot select the actual network path. Multi-path TCP (MPTCP) is the de-facto standard
multi-path transport protocol [11]. MPTCT can only make use of a single path per local
network interface and, therefore, does not permit path choice as in MMP.

Software Defined WANs (SD-WAN) is a multi-path approach that can mitigate these
problems by providing multiple routing paths from the first hop. However, if network
congestion or a link failure occurs in other hops through a hazard or adversary that a
victim AS cannot control, the SD-WAN will be unable to deal with the problem as it the
SD-WAN has no control over other such hops, which can be described as the first type of
multi-path routing, first-hop multi-path (FMP) routing. Figure 1 contrasts fully disjoint
and partially disjoint paths. In Figure 1a, source AS Src has two links—one to next AS
A1, and the other to AS A2. The AS following A1 and A2 is AS B. Source AS Src has two
paths to destination AS Dst. However, the two paths use the same links between AS B
to AS Dst. These paths can be disconnected by only one link, that is, link B-C or C-Dst.
Figure 1b shows the non-overlapping paths from Src to Dst. As we can see, we cannot
guarantee that the given paths are non-overlapped if the paths are established only by
source AS’s link selection. The second type of multi-path routing is multi-hop multi-path
(MMP) routing, which can take advantage of controlling the paths available between a
source and a destination. MMP can change to an alternative path to mitigate the problem,
if hazards or attacks occur in other hops that a victim AS cannot control. However, to
implement MMP on the current Internet architecture, a redesign of the Internet architecture
is required.

A

A

Src DstB C

A

A

Src Dst

B C

CB

(a) Multipath #1: partially disjoint (b) Multipath #2: fully disjoint

1 1

2 2 2 2

1 1

Figure 1. Source AS Src has two links to next hop ASes A1 or A2 but (a) shows partially disjoint
paths that the multi-paths between Src and Dst uses same links from AS B to AS Dst, which can
be disconnected by a single link failure, whereas (b) shows fully disjoint paths that cannot be
disconnected by a single link failure.
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1.3. Objectives

We classify multi-path routing to be of two types—FMP and MMP—based on path
control and verify that the effectiveness of multi-path with real networks deployed globally,
especially MMP routing, shows more resilience than FMP used currently. MMP routing
enables changing to alternate paths to mitigate the network problem in other hops, which
cannot be controlled by FMP routing. In this study, we evaluated the network performance
in terms of latency and loss rate [12].

These results indicate that MMP can mitigate a DDoS attack of a transit-link and
provide high availability on a global network using scalability, control, and isolation
on next-generation networks (SCION) [13,14]. SCIONLab [15,16] is a global research
network used to test SCION. We can join the SCION network using our own computation
resources and set up and run our own ASes. An AS will actively participate in routing in a
SCIONLab network and enable realistic experimentation using the unique properties of the
SCION architecture. We conducted an evaluation of multi-path selection on the MMP and
compared it with FMP. For a global evaluation, we used a SCIONlab network with nodes
from six countries, that is, the United States, Switzerland, Germany, the Republic of Korea,
Singapore, and Japan, and considered 18 SCION ASes. For a multi-path test, we assume
that there is an attacker attempting to consume the entire bandwidth for communication.
To compare MMP with FMP, a situation is assumed in which heavy traffic occurs among
the ASes affecting both links configured for SD-WAN, but which cannot be controlled by it.

1.4. Contributions

The contributions of our study are threefold:

1. We classify multi-path routing to be of two types—FMP and MMP—based on path
control. Because SP routing lacks rapid mitigation mechanisms to counter Internet
hazards, FMP routing can mitigate these problems by selecting a connection link to the
first hop beyond its control. However, it cannot deal with a problem in another hop.
To mitigate this, MMP routing can take advantage of controlling all paths available
between a source and a destination.

2. We verify that the effectiveness of multi-path with real networks deployed globally,
especially MMP routing, shows more resilience than FMP used currently. Using the
global network, we show that FMP mitigates certain cases of network problems, but
MMP gains impressively lower loss rate by comparison.

3. When the global evaluation is under a transit-link DDoS attack, the loss rates of FMP
that pass the transit-link are affected significantly by a transit-link DDoS attack, but
the other alternative MMP paths show stable status under the DDoS attack with
proper operation under 1% loss rates. Meanwhile, the impact to loss rate of FMP is
over 40% by a bandwidth of 700 Mbps.

2. Background and Related Work

2.1. Link Failure and Transit-Link DDoS Attack

A link failure can occur in several ways, such as through natural hazards or a DDoS at-
tack. Rerouting is one solution for such a case. Unlike a traditional DDoS attack, Comelt [17]
or CrossFire [18] have shown that, by attacking only the core links, an adversary can ef-
fectively degrade the victim’s network connectivity or cause it to fail using only a small
number of resources. Such DDoS attacks are difficult for a victim to detect because their
targets are usually several hops away from the victim’s AS and are typically not control-
lable by the victim. However, if a DDoS attack or a link failure occurs from a link that a
victim AS has no control over, rerouting from a traditional Internet environment would be
a challenge.

2.2. Multihoming

In multihoming [9], a network is connected to multiple providers and uses its own
range of addresses. The edge routers of the network communicate with the providers using
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a dynamic routing protocol, typically BGP. BGP announces its own network address range
to all providers. If one of the links fails, the protocol recognizes the failure and re-configures
its routing tables. Multihoming requires the use of an address space that is accepted by
all providers and causes an increase in the global routing table. Although multihoming
provides a way to connect multiple providers, it is not a multi-path routing but rather
an SP routing because we cannot immediately select the connection to the providers for
every communication.

2.3. Multi-Path Routing

Multi-path TCP (MPTCP) is the de-facto standard multi-path transport protocol [11].
MPTCT can only make use of a single path per local network interface and, thus, does
not permit path choise as in MMP. The partial-reliability extension of the stream control
transmission protocol (PR-SCTP) offers a primitive the possibility to define a lifetime
parameter [19,20]. Liu et al. [21] used linear programming to evaluate multi-path routing
from a traffic engineering perspective. Although PR-SCTP offers multihoming capabilities,
additional IP addresses are used as a backup in the case of a failure; thus, PR-SCTP is
not a fully multi-path protocol and does not address the problem that we describe in this
paper [22].

In Reference [23], the authors consider the problem of routing data over multiple
disjoint paths and propose a framework for multi-path routing in mobile ad hoc networking
(MANET). In Reference [24], they develop an analytical framework for evaluating multi-
path routing, and Reference [25] shows the Secure Message Transmission (SMT) protocol,
which safeguards the data transmission against arbitrary malicious behavior of other nodes
in MANET. Recently, flying ad hoc networks (FANETs) are rapidly proliferating and leading
the emergence of the Internet of Drones and its applications. Reference [26] proposes a
jamming-resilient multi-path routing protocol, also called JarmRout so that intentional
jamming and disruption or isolated and localized failures do not interrupt the overall
network performance of FANETs. The JarmRout is designed based on a combination
of three major schemes, which are link quality scheme, traffic load scheme, and spatial
distance scheme, to select maximally spatial node-disjoint multiple paths with high link
quality and light traffic load to deliver the data packets from an source to destination nodes.
In our paper, we focus on multi-path for the global network, not the local network.

2.4. Cognitive Packet Network

The Cognitive Packet Network (CPN) is a Quality of Service (QoS)-driven routing
protocol, in which each flow specifies the QoS metric (e.g., delay, loss, jitter, or other
composite metrics) that it wishes to optimize [27]. The work describes an experimental
system that implements multi-path routing. In Reference [28], the authors show how such
multi-path routing schemes can be used to mitigate and block network attacks, and in
Reference [29] the dynamic recovery and QoS robustness of multi-path routing schemes is
demonstrated in the presence of attacks. Reference [30] addresses one of the challenges
of multi-path policies in that they create transients in multi-hop systems. In the recent
papers by Reference [31,32], the use of multi-path routing to mitigate and recover from
attacks with the help of software defined networking (SDN) controllers is discussed, and
demonstrated with experimental results. The work in Reference [33] details how SDN
controllers can be exploited together with their dynamic ability to vary paths for given
connections, to optimize the access to Fog services. The SDN system in the test-bed was
extended using the “cognitive packet routing algorithm” [34]. In our paper, we condider
and discuss SD-WAN as WAN of SDN on multi-path for the global network.

2.5. SD-WAN: Software Defined WANs

SDN continues to attract both industry and research communities as a modern
paradigm for the management and operation of computer networks. SDN is changing how
computer networks are managed by providing a centralized network management. SDN
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separates the control plane of the network with different devices providing a centralized
view of the network from the data plane [35]. Conceptually, SDN supports large-scale
network control with simple operations and is a new method for preventing network-based
attacks [36].

SD-WAN is the combination of a group of network technologies (overlay, performance
routing, and firewalling) that uses software to make a WAN more intelligent, flexible, and
easier to manage. The key benefits of a SD-WAN are flexibility and intelligence. SD-WAN
is an overlay that enables the use of different underlays, i.e., the Internet, MPLS, VPLS, and
LTE. For customers building a SD-WAN over the Internet, they can choose their best partner
in a location-by-location manner. This also means that customers can mix the underlays
and inherit their key benefits, such as the reliability of MPLS and the low cost of Internet
access. SD-WAN solutions have been designed from scratch with the application being
the key object to manipulate. Thus, monitoring, prioritization, and routing use applicative
parameters in their policies and are fully orchestrated. SD-WAN policies, parameters, and
topologies are centrally managed in real-time.

The quality of SD-WAN depends on the underlays: for multinational customers
looking for savings on their access budget, and thus considering the low-cost last-mile
of the Internet, the user experience may be impacted. Because SD-WAN cannot control
what happens between selected Internet service providers (ISPs), customers may even lose
connections between sites for minutes or even hours. Furthermore, SD-WAN solutions
are not interoperable, and customers are vendor-locked. SD-WAN is a growth relay for
equipment vendors, system integrators, and service providers and is a way for the cloud
service providers to get closer to their customers. Typically, SD-WANs are operated using
intra-domain routing protocols.

2.6. Resilient Overlay Networks

RON [10] is a remedy for potential problems, such as BGP’s fault or path outages,
because BGP hides information about traffic conditions and topological details in the
interests of scalability and policy enforcement. Distributed applications layer a “resilient
overlay network” over the underlying Internet routing substrate. The nodes comprising
a RON reside in a variety of routing domains and cooperate with each other to forward
data on behalf of any pair of communicating nodes in the RON. Because ASes are inde-
pendently administrated and configured, and routing domains rarely share interior links,
they generally fail independently of each other. As a result, if the underlying topology
has physical path redundancy, RON can often find paths between its nodes, even when
wide-area routing Internet protocols, such as BGP, cannot. This RON approach is an overlay
network which selects different way-points, but it cannot select the actual network path.

2.7. BGP Poisoning

BGP poisoning is a rerouting technique used in BGP. By using BGP poisoning, an AS
can change the routing path that it has no control over. Instead of multi-path routing, BGP
poisoning can be another solution for hazards or attacks occurring in an AS that the admin-
istrator has no control. For example, Nyx uses BGP poisoning as a countermeasure for a
link failure, and LIFEGUARD uses BGP poisoning to recover from a routing failure [37,38].
However, BGP poisoning is not a standard technique. BGP poisoning can also be used as
an offensive method, such as BGP hijacking [39].

2.8. SCION Multi-Path Routing Architecture

SCION is the first clean-slate Internet architecture designed to provide route control,
failure isolation, and explicit trust information for end-to-end communication. SCION
organizes existing ASes into groups of independent routing planes, called isolation domains
(ISD), which interconnect to provide global connectivity. Isolation domains provide natural
isolation of the routing failures and misconfigurations, give endpoints strong control for
both inbound and outbound traffic, provide meaningful and enforceable trust, and enable
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scalable routing updates with a high path freshness. As a result, the SCION architecture
provides strong resilience and security properties as an intrinsic consequence of its design.
In addition to high security, SCION also provides a scalable routing infrastructure, and
efficient packet forwarding.

As a path-based architecture, SCION end hosts learn about available network path seg-
ments, and combine them into end-to-end paths that are carried in the packet headers. Path
construction embedded cryptographic mechanisms are constrained to the route policies
of the ISPs and receivers, offering a path choice to all parties, i.e., senders, receivers, and
ISPs. This approach enables path-aware communication, an emerging trend in networking.
These features also enable multi-path communication, which is an important approach
for high availability, rapid failover in the case of network failures, increased end-to-end
bandwidth, dynamic traffic optimization, and resilience to DDoS attacks [14]. SCION
enables a native network-wide multi-path routing, allowing traffic differentiation based
on latency and the bandwidth requirements, i.e., latency-critical traffic can be sent over
the satellites, and the remaining traffic can be forwarded on a terrestrial network, thus
improving the cost-effectiveness of the system [40].

3. Problem Statement

Network congestion occurs owing to traffic-based bandwidth consumption. Conges-
tion is caused by malicious attackers or flash crowds [10] of innocent users. Under network
congestion, that is, when the performance of the Internet, including the latency or loss rate,
is highly affected by a hazard or when a link failure occurs, it can take several minutes or
more until failover [3]. Fault recovery of BGP at times takes several minutes before the
routes converge to a consistent form [4]. Path outages even lead to significant disruptions
in communication lasting tens of minutes or longer [5–7].

3.1. Single Path or Multi-Path Routing

Multihoming, SD-WAN and SCION appear to be multi-path approaches when viewed
we simply look at them as a topology because it is feasible to make multiple connections to
other ASes using them. However, if we consider them in terms of routing, each approach
operates differently. For clarity, we define here the meanings of SP, FMP, and MMP,
including their major differences from the routing mechanism of multihoming, SD-WAN,
and SCION.

3.1.1. Single Path (SP)

SP routing is provided by the current Internet architecture. It lacks rapid mitigation
mechanisms to counter Internet hazards, such as network congestion or link failures. For
example, multihoming is connected to multiple providers, and the edge routers of the
network communicate with the providers using a dynamic routing protocol. If one of the
links fails, the protocol re-configures its routing tables for a new single path.

3.1.2. First-Hop Multi-Path (FMP)

FMP routing can mitigate these problems by selecting a connection link to the first
hop. However, if network congestion or a link failure occurs in another hop, it cannot deal
with the problem because the SD-WAN does not have the authority to control the path
in the other hops. For example, SD-WAN is an overlay with the ability to use different
underlays, that is, the Internet, MPLS, VPLS, and LTE. Because SD-WAN cannot control all
that is happening between the selected internet service providers (ISPs), customers may
even lose connections to sites for minutes or even hours.

3.1.3. Multi-Hop Multi-Path (MMP)

MMP routing can control all paths available between a source and a destination.
This is a crucial approach to high availability, rapid failover in the case of network fail-
ures, increased end-to-end bandwidth, dynamic traffic optimization, and resilience to
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DDoS attacks. SCION enables native network-wide multi-path routing, allowing traffic
differentiation based on latency and bandwidth requirements.

3.2. Types of Multi-Path Routing: FMP and MMP

Although FMP and MMP are not directly comparable, SD-WAN offers application-
aware properties (DPI, encryption, and firewalling) that can also be used with SCION.
However, SCION offers a super-set of SD-WAN properties at the underlay level: enhanced
path selection, trust in the network, and real end-to-end control (not only the first hop).
As the core difference, MMP is a public global Internet infrastructure with end-to-end
control, whereas FMP providers typically build private networks within the first hop (see
Figure 2). An MMP customer can obtain a connection from any ISP offering MMP, whereas
an FMP customer is typically locked to one provider (Though there exist certain alliances,
it is definitely not an open network). Typically, SD-WANs are operated using intra-domain
routing protocols.

FMP

Path Control

MMP

A

B

Src Dst DstSrc

C

D A

B C

D

Path Control

Figure 2. Source AS Src can choose a link between/among first hops to mitigate a link conges-
tion/failure; however, FMP cannot choose a path after the first hops even if there are network
hazards before the destination Dst. MMP can control all ASes between Src and Dst, allowing a path
to be chosen by considering the link status.

It is, therefore, possible to distinguish FMP for one customer controlled using SD-
WAN from MMP for any customer in a network dynamically controlled through a public
infrastructure, such as SCION. SCION has a much more powerful multi-path routing. For
instance, consider the case of a customer with an AS who has a regular Internet connection
and an SD-WAN connection. The SD-WAN system can then send a packet over one of two
connections. However, a single SCION Internet connection can enable 10 or more paths
(depending on the topology) between the source and destination. The path pn list without
the routing loop in Figure 2 is shown below.

• p0: Src→ A→ B→ C → Dst
• p1: Src→ A→ B→ C → D → Dst
• p2: Src→ A→ C → Dst
• p3: Src→ A→ C → D → Dst
• p4: Src→ A→ D → Dst
• p5: Src→ A→ D → C → Dst
• p6: Src→ B→ A→ C → Dst
• p7: Src→ B→ A→ C → D → Dst
• p8: Src→ B→ A→ D → Dst
• p9: Src→ B→ A→ D → C → Dst
• p10: Src→ B→ C → Dst
• p11: Src→ B→ C → D → Dst
• p12: Src→ B→ C → A→ D → Dst
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3.3. Path Establishment against Link Failures on SCION

Since SCION forwarding paths are static, they collapse when one of the links fails.
Link failures are handled by a three-pronged approach that typically masks link failures
without any outage to the application and rapidly re-establishes fresh working paths [13]:

• Beaconing periodically establishes new working paths.
• SCION control message protocol (SCMP) (SCION-equivalent of ICMP) is used for

path-segment revocation. Failed links result in the rapid erasure of affected path
segments from path servers.

• SCION end hosts use multi-path communication by default, thus masking link failures
to an application with another working path. As multi-path communication can
increase availability (even in environments with very limited path choice [10]), SCION
beacon servers actively attempt to create disjoint paths, SCION path servers make an
effort to select and announce disjoint paths, and end hosts compose path segments to
achieve maximum resilience to path failure. Consequently, we expect that most link
failures in SCION will be unnoticed by the application, unlike the frequent (although
mostly brief) outages in the currently available Internet [38,41].

4. Evaluation

Figure 3 shows a part of the world map (Background world map designed by Lay-
erace/Freepik.) with the nodes used to measure the effectiveness of FMP and MMP on
SCIONLab, which deploys SCION on research networks. The core ASes are placed at
Carnegie Mellon University in the United States, Magdeburg in Germany, SWISSCOM
(SCMN) in Switzerland, NUS in Singapore, and KISTI Daejeon in Korea. We evaluate
network performance in terms of latency and loss rate [12].

Figure 3. The nodes used for the evaluation with the 6 participating countries including 18 participat-
ing SCION ASes. Some dots have several nodes. The nodes Ohio and Japan are deployed on Amazon
Web Services (AWS).

To evaluate latency and loss rate, we employ the SCION ICMP (SCMP) testing tool and
SCION bandwidth testing tool provided by SCIONLab [15]. We generate normal/heavy
traffic adopting the routing policies of SP, FMP, and MMP on the SCION protocol. The
results of the evaluation show proper operation for each routing policy. Under the attack
using the heavy traffic, the background ongoing traffic of the network is very small com-
pared to the heavy traffic, and it is enough to be ignored to see the results. This evaluation
does not cover the whole cases of the multi-path but it shows the point of comparison for
the main characteristics among SP, FMP, and MMP routing.

Initially, for comparison with SP, FMP, and MMP, we select six SCION ASes between
Korea and Switzerland. Next, to test the effectiveness of MMP at the Internet-scale during
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a transit-link DDoS attack, we test using a larger topology with 6 countries and 18 SCION
ASes participating in it. During this test, we select four core ASes (the United States,
Germany, Switzerland and Korea) from four different countries and set the transit-link
between the core ASes as direct path selected countries as shown in Figure 4. We then use
these transit-links and measure the loss rate of the paths between the countries.

DFN

EU core

Magdeburg

GEANT

US core

Columbia

CMU

Switzerland
core

SWITCH

ETHZ
Singapore

Korea
core

KISTI
Seoul

KAIST

KU

US Ohio
(AWS)

Japan (AWS)

EU client

Switzerland
client

US client

Korea client

Figure 4. Global topology using SCIONLab for a real-world network evaluation. The core ASes are
placed at Carnegie Mellon University (CMU) in the United States (US), Magdeburg in Germany,
SWISSCOM (SCMN) in Switzerland, NUS in Singapore, and KISTI Daejeon in Korea. The links
between the core ASes are operated as a transit-link for communication. All links are adopted as
multi-path to show the effectiveness of MMP. The ETHZ node includes two ASes.

As shown in Figure 5, six ASes are involved between the source Src and destination
Dst for real Internet evaluation between Switzerland and Korea. A, B, C, D, E, and F ASes
indicate KU, KISTI Seoul, KAIST, KISTI Daejeon (KR core AS), CMU (US core AS), and
SCMN (Switzerland core AS), respectively. There are two links between F and Dst. After
then, we use given global networks to show effectiveness of multi-path routing under
high latency.

4.1. Assumptions

We assume that a normal user from the source node Src is communicating with the
destination node Dst. We assume that the usual latency or loss rate of the default routing
path is lower than other alternative paths. For a multi-path test, we assume that an attacker
consumes the bandwidth of the path that the victim is currently using, making it difficult
for the victim to communicate by degrading the network performance, such as through
latency increase or packet loss. In this case, we assume that the attacker knows the path
setting of the router because in a legacy router protocol, the path setting is pre-configured
with a single path. In addition, we assume that an attacker is a passive attacker that cannot
recognize when the victim has changed its path.

4.2. Comparison between SP, FMP and MMP Routing

An evaluation of utilization of multiple available MMP paths is also applied to com-
pare the performance using two and four paths, which are written as a multi-path above.
In Figure 5, the path p0 = {Src→ A→ B→ D → F ↗ Dst} between Src and Dst shows
under heavy traffic of the communication.

• p0 = {Src→ A→ B→ D → F ↗ Dst}: A low-latency path that will be under heavy
traffic of communication.
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• p(SP) = {Src→ A→ B→ D → E→ F ↗ Dst}: A high-latency path that will initially
be used as a single path.

• p(FMP) = {Src→ A→ C → D → F ↘ Dst}: A low-latency path that will be partially
affected by an attack.

• p(MMP) = {Src → A → C → D → E → F ↘ Dst}: A high-latency path that will
mostly be unaffected by an attack.

As aforementioned, FMP cannot deal with network congestion or a link failure if the
problem occurs in other hops that FMP cannot control. However, because MMP can take
advantage of a path that an FMP, such as SD-WAN, cannot control, MMP can mitigate the
problem if such a situation occurs. Figure 5 shows the topology uses for an evaluation
towards comparison between FMP and MMP under such a situation. We assume that AS A,
which controls the source, uses SD-WAN, and, because an SD-WAN configuration through
cooperation with other ASes is difficult, we also assume that the SD-WAN does not control
the path passing other AS hops. We use p(SP), p(FMP), and p(MMP) as the path of SP,
FMP, and MMP routing.

Src A

B

C

D

E

F Dst

SP

FMP

MMP

Figure 5. Topology used for comparison between MMP and FMP. The solid bold line indicates heavy
traffic. The scenario is a case in which the traffic congestion affects both paths of FMP and MMP,
whereas the alternative path found by MMP does not.

If traffic congestion occurs in path {A → B → D}, path {D → F}, and path {F ↗
Dst}, then both links configured for SP and FMP will suffer a degradation in network
performance even though SD-WAN switches its link from a SP path p(SP) to an FMP
path p(FMP), or vice versa. However, when it comes to p(MMP), it can be used as an
alternative option because MMP can control the path outside the source AS. Because path
{A→ C → D}, path {D → E→ F}, and path {F ↘ Dst} are unaffected by traffic congestion,
using this p(MMP), we can mitigate the network performance degradation.

Figure 6 and Table 1 show the results of the network performance of each path p(x)
when x is SP, FMP or MMP, under traffic congestion. If traffic congestion occurs on the p(x)
mentioned previously, p(SP) and p(FMP), which are options for SD-WAN, will suffer
from degraded network performance with an average increase in latency of approximately
46% (SP: 270 ms to 396 ms) and 31% (FMP: 318 ms to 419 ms), and a loss rate of 4.7% and 4%,
respectively. However, for the p(MMP), which is an alternative path that can be configured
using MMP, the network suffers from almost no network performance degradation.

Table 1. Average latency and loss rate with FMP paths and MMP path during attack.

Path Loss Rate Avg. Latency

p(SP) 4.7% 396.66 ms
p(FMP) 4% 419.19 ms
p(MMP) 0% 318.73 ms
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Figure 6. Latency comparison of FMP and MMP when traffic congestion occurs during 4–7 s. Both
paths of SP and FMP are affected, whereas the alternative path that MMP found is unaffected.

4.3. Single Path and Concurrent Multi-Path

An evaluation of utilization of multiple available MMP paths is also applied to com-
pare the performance using two and four paths, which are written as a multi-path above.
In Figure 7, the node Src uses the path p0 = {Src → A → B → D → F ↗ Dst} for
communication as an SP routing. For two paths, we used p0 and p3, and, for four paths,
we used p0 to p3 as explained below:

• p0 = {Src→ A→ B→ D → F ↗ Dst}: A low-latency path that will initially be used by
Src as a single path. An attacker will directly attack this path during communication.

• p1 = {Src → A → C → D → F ↘ Dst}: A low-latency path that will be partially
affected by an attack.

• p2 = {Src→ A→ C → D → E→ F ↗ Dst}: A high-latency path that will be partially
affected by an attack.

• p3 = {Src→ A→ C → D → E→ F ↘ Dst}: A high-latency path that will mostly be
unaffected by an attack.

Src

A

B

C

D

E

F Dst

Original path

Atk

Attack path

Figure 7. Topology used for MMP evaluation. Dotted curved line shows the user’s communication
path and the bold dotted line shows the attacker’s attack path.

Figure 8 and Table 2 show the results of the comparison when using two paths and
four paths for MMP. The paths are selected uniformly at random for the case of ‘2 paths
(random)’ and ‘4 paths (random)’. We sent SCMP packets for 1 s each during a 10 s
period (for a total of 10 packets), which consumed the bandwidth for 3 s (from seconds
4 to 7). Because the network status changes owing to the bandwidth consumption of an
attacker, selecting stable paths will ensure a much more stable communication with high
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availability than selecting paths at the same ratio. Here, ‘4 paths (weighted)’ represents
selecting 4-times more stable paths than the paths being attacked, and ‘4 paths (random)’
corresponds to randomly selecting all four paths.

The loss rate and average latency of a single path are greater than those obtained using
‘MMP: 2 paths (random)’ and ‘MMP: 4 paths (random)’. Moreover, when using ‘MMP:
4 paths (random)’, the performance is less affected by an attack with only an approximate
10% increase in the average latency than when using ‘MMP: 2 paths (random)’ during
a bandwidth consumption attack (4–7 s), which shows an increased average latency of
approximately 20%. In addition, although the latency showed an improvement, the loss
rate shows almost no change because other paths (p1 and p2) used for ‘MMP: 4 paths
(random)’ evaluation already encountered a loss rate even when no attack takes place.
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Figure 8. Latency comparison of SP and MMP routing. ‘MMP 4 paths’ (weighted/random) demon-
strates selecting stable paths 4 times more than others and equally selecting all 4 paths by an attack
(4–7 s).

Table 2. Experimental results of an SP and MMP for the measurement of loss rates and latency during
the attack.

Path Loss Rate Avg. Latency

SP: 1 path 7.5% 422.22 ms
MMP: 2 paths (random) 3% 362.77 ms
MMP: 4 paths (random) 3% 330.09 ms

MMP: 4 paths (weighted) 0.5% 313.07 ms

As observed in Figure 8, ‘MMP: 4 paths (weighted)’ using four times more stable
paths mitigate the effect of an attack (during seconds 4 to 7) compared with ‘MMP: 4 paths
(random)’ at the same ratio, because a weighted path selection shows an average increased
latency of approximately only 4% and a loss rate of 0.5%, whereas a random path selection
shows an increased average latency and loss rate of 10% and 2.5%, respectively.

However, there is a limitation on weighted multi-path, that is, we assume that the
attacker is a passive attacker, and that the user knows which path is being attacked. As a
future study, we would like to conduct research on utilizing an optimized path selection
algorithm by using the network status of each path and the AS information on the paths to
deal with an active attacker who recognizes that the user has changed paths.
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4.4. Effectiveness of MMP on Transit-Link DDoS Attack under Large Scale

To measure the effectiveness of MMP under higher latency when using MMP probably
increases additional latency by selecting the appropriate paths, we used a larger topology
shown in Figure 4 with 6 countries and 18 SCION ASes participating in it. We then used
the Google Cloud Platform Computing Engine (GCE) virtual machine as a test client. The
following routes Rsrc−dst using the pair of core ASes are used for an evaluation:

• Rk−s = {Korea client – Korea core – Switzerland core – Switzerland client},
• Rk−u = {Korea client – Korea core – US core – US client},
• Rk−g = {Korea client – Korea core – Germany core – Germany client},
• Rs−u = {Switzerland client – Switzerland core – US core – US client},
• Rs−g = {Switzerland client – Switzerland core – Germany core – Germany client},
• Ru−g = {US client – US core – Germany core – Germany client}.

We measured the loss rate of an FMP path and three MMP paths for each Rsrc−dst
described above. After the Rsrc−dst is selected, 30,000 SCMP packets with an interval of
0.001 s were sent from one client to another. The test was completed with six Rsrc−dst.

Table 3 shows a summary of the test results. From each route Rsrc−dst, the FMP
path p0 passes the transit-link directly connected between the selected core source and
destination ASes, and MMP paths p1, p2, and p3 are alternative paths not passing the
transit-link. The numbers in each table show the loss rates of FMP/MMP paths p0−3 under
a transit-link DDoS attack. From all routes Rsrc−dst, FMP path p0 that passes the transit-link
is affected by 14–32% (average of 19%) significantly by a transit-link DDoS attack, but
the other alternative MMP paths show no difference under a DDoS attack and operates
properly with MMP routing. Figure 9 shows the average loss rate under bandwidth-based
attack. The loss rate of FMP is dramatically increased by the traffic congestion and has 42%
when the attack bandwidth is 700 Mbps. However, MMP is stable within 1% loss rate and
manages the path to mitigate the congestion.

Table 3. Average loss rate during transit-link DDoS attack. FMP p0 for each route Rsrc−dst is an FMP
path communicating through the transit-link between source and destination. MMP p1, p2, and p3

are alternative paths not passing the transit-link.

Path Rk−s Rk−u Rk−g Rs−u Rs−g Ru−g

FMP: p0 16% 14% 16% 32% 19% 17%
MMP: p1 1% 1% 0% 0% 0% 1%
MMP: p2 1% 1% 1% 0% 0% 1%
MMP: p3 0% 1% 1% 0% 0% 1%
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Figure 9. Effect of traffic on FMP. The loss rate is dramatically increased by the traffic congestion on
FMP, but MMP manages the path to mitigate the congestion.
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5. Research Limitations and Future Work

We measured the latency and the loss rate of SP, FMP, and MMP on a global network
using SCION. The results show that MMP routing has a low latency and loss rate compared
to FMP routing and more MMP paths show lower latency and loss late. Under the traffic
congestion, the loss rate of MMP is stable. However, we can think about the limitation of
the operation. If all users of the global network use all possible multi-paths, we could not
guarantee the performance of MMP as shown above.

Our suggested future work is to optimize the important factor of MMP operations,
such as how many multi-path uses or how many hops of multi-path is the minimum
quality for MMP routing. QoS-driven routing is also a possible option for MMP routing
policy using QoS metrics, such as latency, loss late, bandwidth, jitter, or other composite
metrics. We could make the weight of each multi-path, and some paths could show high
latency but stability to communicate.

6. Conclusions

We evaluated multi-path routing on MMP and compared MMP with SP and FMP
on a global network. The experimental results show that when using MMP routing, the
network performance is affected less by a bandwidth consumption attack than when using
SP or FMP routing. In addition, when making a choice among paths under a multi-path
situation, selecting more paths with a better network status than paths under an attack
causes less effect on the performance of the network under attack.

We verified that the effectiveness of multi-path with real networks deployed globally,
especially MMP routing, shows more resilience than FMP used currently. Using the global
network, we show that FMP mitigates certain cases of network problems, but MMP gains
impressively lower loss rate by comparison.
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Abstract: The current advancement of robotics, especially in Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS), leads
to a prominent combination between the mining industry and connected-embedded technologies.
This progress has arisen in the form of state-of-the-art automated giant vehicles with Autonomous
Haulage Systems (AHS) that can transport ore without human intervention. Like CPS, AHS enable
autonomous and/or remote control of physical systems (e.g., mining trucks). Thus, similar to CPS,
AHS are also susceptible to cyber attacks such as Wi-Fi De-Auth and GPS attacks. With the use
of the AHS, several mining activities have been strengthened due to increasing the efficiency of
operations. Such activities require ensuring accurate data collection from which precise information
about the state of the mine should be generated in a timely and consistent manner. Consequently, the
presence of secure and reliable communications is crucial in making AHS mines safer, productive,
and sustainable. This paper aims to identify and discuss the relation between safety of AHS in
the mining environment and both cybersecurity and communication as well as highlighting their
challenges and open issues. We survey the literature that addressed this aim and discuss its pros
and cons and then highlight some open issues. We conclude that addressing cybersecurity issues
of AHS can ensure the safety of operations in the mining environment as well as providing reliable
communication, which will lead to better safety. Additionally, it was found that new communication
technologies, such 5G and LTE, could be adopted in AHS-based systems for mining, but further
research is needed to considered related cybersecurity issues and attacks.

Keywords: cybersecurity; autonomous haulage systems; operating technology; mining industry;
cyber-physical systems; communication; safety

1. Introduction

Since the launch of Industry 4.0, smart machinery and intelligent services have been
unveiled, including quality-controlled systems [1]. Industry 4.0 redirected organizations’
perspective on technology along with its role in developing a viable business model
that increases their profits. Industry 4.0 aims to integrate Operating Technology (OT)
and Information Technology (IT) ecosystems to cope with current business requirements,
such as information sharing and controlling. In the heart of Industry 4.0, Cyber-Physical
Systems (CPS) were shown to be a revolutionary development. CPS are “engineered
systems that integrate information technologies, real-time control subsystems, physical
components and human operators to influence physical processes by means of cooperative
and (semi)automated control functions” [2]. CPS combine real-time communications and
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computer processes with physical world applications to enable autonomous and/or remote
control of physical systems [3].

Mining is an industry that inherits the full advantage of Industry 4.0 by using cutting-
edge driverless vehicles called Autonomous Haulage Systems (AHS) or Autonomous
Haulage Trucks (AHT). These trucks can carry up to four hundred tons of ore and accu-
rately transport it without human interaction. AHS is the state-of-the-art in the mining
industry for autonomous vehicles. Since their first system development endeavor in Chile
in 2005, AHS have attracted attention in the last decade from haulage truck manufacturers
such as Caterpillar and Komatsu. The successful reputations of existing autonomous
mines around the world notably increased the demand for AHS in surface mining dur-
ing the last few years. Komatsu America has reported that its FrontRunner system has
achieved a new milestone record of more than two billion tons of material that was trans-
ported autonomously at CODELCO’s Gabriela Mistral in Chile since the opening of its
first autonomous copper mine in 2008 [4]. Generally, Autonomous Trucks (ATs) have
been designed to reduce the vulnerability to the risk of equipment contact with auxiliary
equipment or Equipped Manual Vehicles (EMVs).

According to the definition of CPS above, the AHS could be seen as a kind of CPS.
The AHS equipment exceedingly relies on wireless communications, including object
avoidance/detection systems, Global Positioning Systems (GPS), e.g., GNSS, and artificial
intelligence. Inside the AHS intelligence system (i.e., FrontRunner for Komatsu and
Command for Caterpillar), all data obtained are compiled so that the software can make
a suitable decision. Calculating the maximum speed allowed to a nearby equipment
or the estimated time for an AT to break are possible decisions. Thus, determining the
exact location of every AT and EMV is mandatory for the trucks to prevent accidents,
which increases safety and decreases the maintenance or replacement cost [5]. ATs have
demonstrated notable fuel consumption performance as a result of their driving consistency.
They can operate on a 24/7 schedule with no idling time as there is no shift change and no
breaks required. Manual truck operators can affect 35% of fuel economy whereas ATs can
improve fuel usage by 4% with 25–50% reduced idle time [5].

With the use of the AHS, several mining activities have been strengthened due to
increasing the efficiency of operations. Such activities require ensuring accurate data
collection from which precise information about the state of the mine should be generated
in a timely and consistent manner. Consequently, the presence of secure and reliable
communications is crucial in making AHS mines safer, productive, and sustainable. The
availability and security issues of communication of AHS the mine environment will be
discussed below.

The availability of communication is an essential service in AHS systems. To the best
of our knowledge, the current AHS mines rely entirely on wireless communication [6],
which employs standard 802.11 Wi-Fi technology operating in the unlicensed spectrum. In
the meantime, technologies (e.g., Wi-Fi) were deemed unfit for industrial communications
due to the lure of Industry 4.0, and the flexibility offered by these technologies made
Wi-Fi attractive for AHS solutions. Specifically, ATs require seamless connectivity to the
network at all times [7]. The geographical challenges and the nature of CPS (AHS) running
in the mine make wireless communications the only possible way to keep track and
ATs connected. Yet, these wireless technologies lead to a set of challenges—for example,
frequency interference, channel utilization, and signal jamming. Furthermore, some special
design concerns should be considered, such as signal propagation and dynamic topology
as the mine keeps growing, so as to obtain efficient and stable contact.

With the integration of OT and IT as in the case of AHS, information sharing becomes
more susceptible to disclosure, intrusion, and other cybersecurity issues and attacks. As
shown above, AHS can be considered as a CPS system, and thus the former can be inte-
grated with OT using mechanisms that are vulnerable to malicious attacks such as Wi-Fi
De-Auth attacks [8], GPS attacks [9], and camera attacks [9,10]. Thus, safety remains an
area of concern as being targeted by traditional cyber-attacks due to the similarities in
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infrastructure with the conventional IT environment. The authors of [11] emphasize that
a lack of security can lead to equipment damage, loss of production, severe injuries, and
fatalities, thus greatly endangering safety.

In this paper, within the mining environment, we aim to identify and discuss the
relation between safety of AHS in the mining environment and both cybersecurity and
communication. We argue that addressing cybersecurity issues of AHS can ensure the
safety of operations in the mining environment, and that providing reliable communication
leads to a better safety. Specifically, we surveyed the literature aiming to study the relation
between (1) cybersecurity and safety and (2) communication and safety of AHS in the
mining environment. In this paper, the term safety refers to the control of any hazards in
order to avoid human injury and mechanical risk. The survey’s main objective is to identify
the pros and cons of the published work at this point as well as to highlight some open
issues for further investigation regarding this field of study.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the literature review related
to safety accompanied by cybersecurity and communication. In Section 3, future directions
and open issues related to cybersecurity, communication, and safety in AHS are discussed.
Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 4.

2. Literature Review

In the literature review, we investigate AHS mines from three different angles, which
are communication challenges, cybersecurity, and safety. We argue that the AHS envi-
ronment is a subset of the industrial environment that faces similar challenges to other
OT systems with some particularities to the mining environment (e.g., the terrain) and
the associated elements with specific challenges that we try to resolve in this study. We
also contend that business decision making is significantly affected by information shared
between the industrial and IT environments, which invokes the problem of information
accessing or sharing with untrusted networks, e.g., the Internet. We study the standard
communication technologies that arise in the industrial environment and their drawbacks
as well as the possibility to re-enforce them in order to make them more secure. Further-
more, we argue that if communication in the AHS environment is not secure and reliable,
the safety of equipment can be impacted since safety is dependent on the availability of
communication. Finally, we conclude that safety by association is a security service in the
industrial environment, whereas a cyberattack can lead to disastrous consequences.

2.1. Relation between Cybersecurity and Safety in AHS

Security problems have increased and mutated with Industry 4.0; the security issues
in the age of Industry 4.0 are discussed in [12]. In addition, the authors clarify how
evolving innovations have brought new security risks to the industrial climate. In addition,
the convergence of these technologies has provided a gap for new attack surfaces, such
that applying unlicensed wireless communication to mining activities moved current
hazards and challenges of the underlying technology to the OT ecosystem and introduced
a potential for new attacks on the field equipment (AHS trucks).

CPS are dense heterogeneous systems that encompass various sensors and actuators
connected to a pool of computing nodes [13]. Hence, a CPS machine works on perceiving
and analyzing the surrounding physical environment. Accordingly, it acts appropriately
based on the sensed data using intelligence decisions in an autonomous manner. As a
result, ATs are classified as CPS networks, making them susceptible to the same type of
OT attacks. These attacks might threaten communications, storage, actuators, computing
nodes and perceiving sensors [14].

ATs are endpoints (e.g., sensors, actuators) connected to networks and communicating
through a command center with different tiers of security. The authors of [15] address
how the unawareness manipulation of logical and physical controls of devices is the most
devastating effect of taking control of the endpoints, such as field equipment. A successful
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attack on a CPS (e.g., MITM) could be catastrophic [14]. As a result, such attacks may lead
to a loss of quality of services, data integrity/quality, as well as human life.

Since there are no predefined standards that constitute the precise handling of complex
industrial environments, it is feasible to use the existing variety of standards and re-direct
them for a specific purpose [12]. Yet, the integration of cybersecurity issues in an industry
based on ad hoc structures is a naïve approach that can lead to misleading results. This
is because a generic attack study may ignore the main security clues of the CPS, which
aim to achieve a balance among usability, risk, cost, and convenience [13]. CPS could
also be operating in a safe and controlled environment that is secured by other means.
Furthermore, as attacks are generalized, defense perimeter modeling and Root of Trust
(RoT) mechanisms are often overlooked [13].

Cybersecurity issues have posed a serious problem and complex threats to organiza-
tions looking to make the transition to engage in the Industry 4.0 model, according to [16].
The authors established three vulnerability factors in a cyber-physical infrastructure that
may be exploited by cyber-attacks: physical, network, and computation. The potential
of interfering with wireless network communication in the mining community through a
subsequent survey is addressed in [12]. A successful wining attack can have a significant
negative impact on service protection and availability (for example, one of the security
CIA services). A solution called “security by design” is proposed by the authors of [14,15],
which take into consideration several criteria of cybersecurity architecture. Feasibility,
robustness, extensibility, as well as authentication, authorization, network enforced policy,
and secure analytics are counted as security measures [15].

Another area of contention is the exchange of knowledge over dynamic networks in
both industrial and non-industrial atmospheres (i.e., IT) given that the two atmospheres
are geographically or logically isolated. In the age of Industry 4.0, data sharing between
the OT and IT environments is essential for making the optimal business decisions (i.e.,
usually higher management is located in a different facility than current operations) [17].
However, this raises the vulnerability of such sensitive infrastructure, which can be exposed
to untrustworthy networks and attacks. The dynamic nature of the CPS portion, such as a
complex environment, necessitates a unique approach (i.e., considering cybersecurity and
safety). Most data exchange methods, according to [17], are incapable of grasping high-
dynamic scenarios in which several parties (i.e., vendors) cooperate to achieve a shared
purpose, particularly where privacy is factored in. The same authors suggested a solution
based on establishing a dynamic trust zone in which decisions are automatically made
through identifying flows, evaluating them, and deciding whether to allow the flow or
not [17]. Yet, this strategy increases concern about data protection and confidentiality in a
multivendor setting. An additional RoT model is introduced in [13], where a heterogeneous
and static environment is built to manage confidentiality problems such as key delivery
instead of handling each individual variable. This is considered the most effective way to
avoid confidentiality issues.

The protection of GPS positions against malicious attacks is one of the main concerns
in AHS. Haulage trucks depend on GPS-derived positional coordinates, which are sup-
plemented by a detailed map. In an essential feature in automated AVs, these driverless
devices select the shortest routes to reach new locations even without prior knowledge,
which gives rise to vulnerability from malware attacks. Ren et al. [9] demonstrated a
number of realistic GPS attacks that were presented under two categories: spoofing and
jamming. One of the most frequent GPS attacks is to deviate the correct location of the
victims to an incorrect position (i.e., spoofing) by fabricating a spurious signal. Nulling,
another advanced attacking mechanism, aims to cancel GPS signals by encrypting negative
signals that could be used to launch stealthy attacks. Authors in [18] suggested a recent
attack strategy that utilizes selected fake locations to direct the AHT into a predefined area,
using Google Maps, for example. Unfortunately, the inefficient protection of GPS data can
lead to catastrophic truck collisions, which is another safety concern in the AHS.
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Furthermore, since the distinction between industrial and IT networks is becoming
blurred, a need for a coordinated approach becomes evident. As shown in [19], applying a
defense-in-depth strategy to the industrial fields is emphasized since we now have the ca-
pability of mounting new threats that were not inherent in OT. These tactics aim to improve
the overall system’s CIA security triad (i.e., confidentiality, integrity, and availability). This
can be accomplished by enabling the implementation of solutions such as RoT introduced
in [13], which was previously addressed. Meanwhile, when applying security strategies,
antiviruses, patch management technology support, and security compliance, these strate-
gies should take into consideration the distinctions between IT and OT environments. Such
strategies are deemed to be effective when we put the environment we are working under
into perspective. In our situation, for example, we physically secure the autonomous truck
in the beginning, and then the wireless communications on the truck. Afterwards, we
ensure secure tower communications and finally the network backbone.

Autopilots rely extensively on computer vision and Artificial Intelligence (AI) tech-
niques since a vehicle perceives visual data very differently than a person does. Cameras
are critical in autonomous trucks for a variety of tasks, including lane detection, obstacle
detection, parking, and sign recognition [9,10], which raises another security risk. A blurred
camera’s performance breaks a safety standard, increasing the likelihood of fatal accidents
triggered by camera attacks. A typical attack involves the use of a laser matrix to blind
cameras at a close range of less than half a meter, for a few seconds, inflicting irreversible
damage and thereby ruining the autonomous procedures. Optical features are the camera’s
weak point, as physical attacks can hinder the existence of a completely secure camera
system. Nonetheless, Petit et al. [20] suggest that removable near-infrared cut filters and
photochromic lenses provide adequate protection from various angles. A recent study
addresses the use of machine learning to detect and mitigate remote attacks via a dedicated
anti-hacking device [21]. Notably, these attacks sometimes may not require any physical
access to the truck, such as attacks with lasers, and their consequences can be critical. Yet,
some of these assaults do not require physical access to the truck and their effects may be
serious.

Concerning autonomous mining, Labbe [6] notes that existing AHS standards and
literature have always placed a premium on the system’s protection aspect, but never on
its cybersecurity components. In addition, the proposed study [6] claims that developing
a generic threat model for AHS systems is important, which would be applicable to any
OEM and mining facility. In that, Labbe [6] introduces an under development solution
called MM-ISAC, that would align with safety requirements such as ISO17757:2017 and
security standards such as ISO/IEC 27000:2016, ISA99. Although this initiative is still in its
early stages, we anticipate that the MM-ISAC will collaborate closely with vendors to refine
the system specification across all affected areas, including infrastructure, communications,
and cybersecurity, in order to come up with a sound threats model.

Finally, Abdo et al. [22] argue that safety and cybersecurity should be seen in tandem.
Currently used risk assessment approaches treat safety and cyber threats as two distinct
entities, while in the Industry 4.0 era, a safety risk is also a cybersecurity risk. Consider
an AHT and a manual haulage truck; both provide certain safety measures to safeguard
and protect the equipment and operators. However, the only safety concern regarding a
manual truck is if the operator tampers physically with the truck. On the contrary, an AHT
poses the same safety concerns plus a residual risk of it being a CPS connected to an open
network (i.e., Wifi). Hence, the cybersecurity risks is a critical factor that might affect the
safety of the mine. The bowtie and attack tree analysis are utilized by [22], combining safety
and security in risk analysis to generate an exhaustive representation of risk scenarios.
Unfortunately, this method would necessitate the collection of qualitative and quantitative
data to calculate the probability of safety risks. These data are private and often proprietary
to manufacturers as well as not always accessible for analysis, making this study difficult
to conduct further studies to confirm or improve the results. Al-Ali et al. [17] propose
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creating a trust zone to handle sharing such information, but this entails the acceptance of
all parties. Table 1 summarizes some proposed solutions and their challenges.

Table 1. Summary of literature on cybersecurity and safety.

Papers Used
Techniques/Technologies

Security and Safety
Challenges Addressed

Advantages Disadvantages

[6]
Combination of existing
standards, e.g., ISO 27000,
ISA99

Existing solutions are
focused on safety aspects of
AHS applications only

Utilizing well-established
standards in different
environments

Proposed solution is still
immature and has yet to be
evaluated in AHS
environment

[12]

Combine pre-existing
standards to address the
complexity of OT
environment

Same forms of attacks that
occur in the IT world can be
observed in the industrial
arena. Lack of standardized
approach

Some standards are mature
and proven to be effective

Standards do not take into
consideration the wireless
environment within AHS
setups. Adopting some
practices could be risky as
they are not environment
specific

[13,14] AHTs is a CPS

textbfFocus on specific
application rather than
standardized specifications
that were designed to
support general purposed
devices

CPS can benefit from a wide
range of existing
applications in other areas

Manipulating the CPS
without systems’ owner
knowledge, e.g., MITM
attack. Loss of integrity that
could result in loss of lives

[15] Security by design
Physical, network, and
computation are three fields
that may be exploited

Enforce, Authentication,
Authorization, Network
Enforced Policy, and Secure
Analytics as measures to
reinforce security

Approaching cybersecurity
problems in an industrial ad
hoc manner can lead to
misleading findings because
generalized attack studies
lack the specifics of security
objectives

[17] OT–IT data sharing
Address how to
access/share data between
different environments

Dynamic trust zone where
decisions are dynamically
made by defining and
analyzing flows, then
intelligently determine
whether the flow is
permitted

Raises concerns about data
privacy and confidentiality,
especially in a multivendor
environment

[9]
Superior signals
extraction to identify
targeted GPS attacks

The GPS data must be
protected to avoid
GPS-based collisions and
ATs deviation from the
target positions

Practical techniques can
figure out vital
characteristics of the
network such as signal
strength

Secure GPS strategies are
not considered in intended
AHS and need to be
investigated further,
especially in terms of
spoofing and jamming

[21]

Defense Strategies
(removable
near-infrared-cut filters,
and photochromic lenses)

Camera attacks (a blurred
camera’s outputs break a
safety standard and increase
fatal accidents as well)

Photochromic lenses and
removable near-infrared cut
filters offer sufficient
protection from a variety of
angles

There are no concrete
solutions for camera
protection in ATs. Camera
attacks can cause inaccurate
detections of obstacles,
lanes, or traffic signs

[22] Bowtie analysis and attack
tree analysis

Cybersecurity impacts
safety of mining equipment

Produce an exhaustive
representation of risk
scenarios. To measure the
risk of safety threats,
quantitative and qualitative
data are required

Data are usually privately
owned by manufacturers
and are not always available
for analysis, which would
pose a challenge to conduct
such a study

2.2. Relation between Communications and Safety in AHS

AHS systems have prospered in surface mining with outstanding results, which
increased the demand to adopt autonomous mining. Manufacturers have placed the
greatest emphasis on safety, which is seen as the essence of mining operations. From
collisions to high weather temperatures to difficult ground conditions, robotic autonomy
has aided in operating in such harsh environments. This can be done either by improving
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the efficiency or by allowing robots to operate in areas that humans find inoperable.
Marshall et al. [11] discuss how robotics have contributed to mining and other domains
regarding the following areas:

• Assist workers in hazardous environments that pose health risks, such as excessive
heat, dust, poisonous smoke, or hydrogen sulfide (H2S).

• Fulfill labor shortages.
• Provide an opportunity to increase health and safety.
• Outperform humans in terms of performance.

Reliable communication has a significant role in the prosperity of AHS systems. ATs
can communicate via various communications with the command center to collect data
from neighbors, control telemetry, and monitor the health and safety of components. Using
a secure communication system, the command center can guide trucks as well as manage
them to enable tracking the mining operations. It is important to note that the mining
environment is the same as any other industrial environment. That is, mining operations
would effectively benefit from technological advancement in communications, but they
also suffer from the same vulnerabilities with some particularities pertaining to the mining
environment. In particular, AHS in mining relies heavily on wireless communications that
were considered unfit for industrial operation at some point. However, as stated in [8],
with the industrial revolution 4.0 and the integration of CPS and IoT systems in mining (i.e.,
in the industry in general), communication technologies have become essential for daily
operation. Indeed, an autonomous truck must maintain continuous communication with
central control. Otherwise, communication failure, even for a single piece of equipment,
means the whole fleet will stop running. Technically, this is called “mine shutdown” due
to communication loss. According to [6], AHS relies entirely on wireless technology for
secure production and supervisory control. As a result, a stable network infrastructure
(wired and wireless) is critical to AHS operations.

Since the advent of Industry 4.0, Wi-Fi technology has been an integral part of in-
dustrial operation [8]. Wireless Networks (WNs) have also opened new opportunities for
business, such as easy deployment with lower cost. Despite the essential role of WNs in
linking field devices and mobile assets, they face some difficulties that could affect both
credibility and availability of operations. Labbe [6] demonstrates that AHS communica-
tions are susceptible to known attacks such as Wi-Fi De-Auth, which is a DoS assault on
key operations. The authors in [7] show how existing wireless standards are insufficient
to meet the demands of Industry 4.0. Sisinni et al. [23] argue that the advent of IoT and
CPS in the industrial environment have caused existing Wi-Fi standards to lose traction as
they are not capable of handling dense and large-scale deployments. Signal interference,
topology control in the mining environment, and signal jamming are some of the issues
inherited from 802.11 standards [8].

In addition, Kiziroglou et al. [24] address the relevance of wireless sensor networks
(WSNs) and their capacity to improve safety as well as availability in a mining environment.
The authors also highlight current challenges and how the mining industry should take
advantage of WSNs. For that reason, WSNs could assist in the following areas of mining
operations:

• Localization services, especially for AHS vehicles that require high precision and low
latency.

• Data collection and analysis to minimize downtime that is a critical factor in extending
the lifetime of an operation along with aiding in optimizing operations and achieving
proactive maintenance.

• Health and safety are paramount in mining industry; sensing technology may assist
in gathering data from the field to monitor both employee and equipment health,
especially in areas where toxic gases are present (e.g., H2S). Furthermore, proximity
sensors are designed to prevent and detect obstacles along with dangerous condi-
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tions while trucks are driving in an autonomous mode, which is essential in mining
operations.

Despite the advantages of WSNs implementation (e.g., low cost, flexible design, and
real-time monitoring), they still suffer from some significant drawbacks that restrict their ap-
plication to specific areas [25]. For instance, WSNs protocols rely on the 802.15.4 standards
with lower energy consumption as a primary aim. Thus, the majority of these protocols
are designed for low-data-rate proximity applications, which makes them ideal in smaller
environments (i.e., mining environments would require a high data rate and significant
proximity). Although some 802.14.5 protocols, such as WilressHART, are built to support
security in the industrial environment, ensuring confidentiality might be challenging. That
is, WSNs sensors consume lower energy that limits their ability to encrypt with more secure
algorithms.

Private LTE (pLTE) is a viable alternative solution to traditional 802.11 technology
(Wi-Fi) that could provide robust communication and evade WSNs limitations [26]. In [26],
the authors demonstrate how pLTE addresses performance attributes. Additionally, they
highlight how the global LTE ecosystem enables private enterprises to deploy and operate
LTE networks independently of licensed service providers. Furthermore, the provision of
an open-access spectrum (e.g., 3.5 GHz in the United States and 5 GHz worldwide [27])
enables organizations to deploy pLTE networks. In addition, pLTE networks guarantee
adequate coverage, particularly in remote areas such as mines. It also has the potential to
uplink/downlink traffic capacity, especially where video streaming is used. Subsequently,
organizations with private LTE have increased control over network traffic, Quality of
Service (QoS), and security, and the network can be customized to optimize reliability and
latency in challenging environments, such as mining.

Additionally, pLTE would reduce maintenance costs since Long-Term Evolution
(LTE) infrastructure does not need as many towers as traditional Wi-Fi due to its higher
spectral efficiency. It also could alleviate contention issues associated with other existing
networks. In terms of security, pLTE leverages well-established cellular network security
infrastructure, e.g., Classic SIM-based and non-SIM options security. Due to the above,
pLTE seems to be the savior solution, although it comes with a high price tag and the
assumption that there is already an infrastructure ready to be deployed. Furthermore, pLTE
solutions might be subject to approval and discretion by local governments, especially
when it comes to the licensed spectrum.

Nowadays, several ongoing advancements proceed in the field of autonomous vehicle
technologies. Specified standards developed by the IEEE team (i.e., IEEE 802.11p) for
vehicular networks are known as Wireless Access for Vehicular Environment (WAVE).
Furthermore, Dedicated Short Range Communications (DSRC) is one among these tech-
nologies that is deployed for short- to medium-range communications, especially for
vehicular networks. The DSRC/WAVE technology has been utilized for distinct vehicu-
lar applications including infotainment, resource efficiency, and safety applications [28].
Regarding mining truck autonomy, Abdellah and Paul [29] survey the performance of dif-
ferent routing protocols when used for cooperative collision warning in mines. This study
could serve as guidance for the design of new traffic control systems that prioritize safety
applications. In addition, faster data packet dissemination is emphasized for cooperative
collision notification in underground mining such as deploying 5G technology. In addition,
the authors in [29] address the compatibility of vehicular networks (i.e., AHS in our case)
with communication standards such as IEEE 802.11x, WiMax, and DSRC/WAVE standards.
Table 2 summarizes the most recent technologies, their characteristics and limitations in
AHS environments.
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Table 2. Summary of literature on cybersecurity and safety.

Papers Used
Techniques/Technologies

Security and Safety
Challenges Addressed

Advantages Disadvantages

[8]
Wi-Fi technology is
essential in AHS mining
and Industry 4.0

AHS trucks require constant
communication with central
command and with each
other

Presented new advantages
for the business, such as low
cost and easy deployment

Vulnerabilities such as Wi-Fi
De-Auth, which is DoS
attacks on critical
operations. The authors of
[7] explain how the current
wireless standards alone are
not adequate to address
Industry 4.0 requirements

[24] WSNs to increase safety

Monitor safety of
equipment and operators
when applicable in mining
environment

Collect real-time data in the
field and send the data to
command centers to
monitor persons and
equipment in high-risk
areas. A proximity sensor is
designed to identify and
avoid hazards while trucks
are in autonomous mode,
particularly in mining
operations

WSN protocols are based on
the 802.15.4 standard with a
low energy usage objective.
802.14.5 protocols support
security in the industrial
environment, e.g.,
WilressHART, while
ensuring confidentiality
might be a challenge due to
the limited battery life of
sensor nodes that affects
their ability to encrypt with
more secure algorithms

[26]
Use of pLTE as medium of
communication in the
mine

Lack of topology and
coverage issues

Private organizations can
(in some countries) deploy
and operate LTE networks
without relying on licensed
service providers.
Additionally, pLTE
networks allow
organizations to guarantee
coverage, especially in
mines, and the potential to
increase the capacity of
uplink/downlink traffic for
better video streaming

The lack of ASH-based
research addressing
potential new
threats/attacks and their
impact on the safety of
mines

[29] DSRC for autonomous
mining vehicles

Applying several routing
protocols under
DSRC/WAVE standards for
autonomous vehicles in
underground mines

The first to address the
usage of DSRC/Wave in the
underground mine topology
with the Rayleigh fading
channel for emergency
message dissemination
protocols. It also provides a
cooperative collision
warning in underground
mining environment

The lack of research into
potential attacks and
communication protection
in underground mining
using DSRC technology

3. Open Issues

Since our primary design goal is functionality, it is not unexpected nor rare to discover
security flaws in applications that were designed to perform a particular task. However,
lack of security can be detected once these applications are placed in open networks. Hence,
we quickly realize the significant degradation effect in functionality because security was
not a part of the initial design as mentioned earlier by Kim et al. [14]. Autonomous mines
(i.e., mines in general) are not an exception to this phenomenon in which manufacturers
strived to develop smart machinery that can be remotely operated and controlled as well as
autonomously perform the work. Nevertheless, the cybersecurity aspect of this equipment
is being implemented as an afterthought. In such a context, the aim of the cyberattacks may
be to sabotage or slow down the ATs due to a competitive company in the market. Through
this survey, we lightened how securing communication in an industrial environment is
highly dependent on general practices and guidelines, as stated in [6].
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According to the literature and discussion above, more real cases should be considered
for study to understand the impact of the GPS attacks on AHS in the mining industry.
Aspects including the signal strength, direction of arrival, and signal clock can be consid-
ered so as to identify fake signals as well prevent GPS attacks. A successful GPS attack
can deviate the ATs from the target’s true positions. A catastrophic collision of two or
more trucks can also occur, resulting in the loss of people and resources. On the other
hand, camera attacks are discussed in several studies, such as [9,21,30,31]. These papers
have highlighted ideas about protection from camera attacks, without presenting practical
solutions or countermeasures to camera attacks. Camera attacks are extremely dangerous
since ATs may be unable to detect obstacles or recognize traffic signs in the mine resulting
in ATs collisions. Thus, more investigations and solutions are still needed to observe the
effect of camera attacks on the safe operations of the AHS environments.

The discussion in Section 2.1 revealed that most of the cybersecurity challenges that
exist recently in mining are due to the absence of standardization and oriented solutions.
The availability, productivity, and safety of operations are subjected to the security of
communications when we project these challenges onto real-world applications, e.g.,
AHS. Wireless communication technologies such as LTE and 5G would achieve a rapid
transformation of the AHS in the mining environment [32]. Thus, incorporating these
technologies into the mining operations will give rise to opportunities for new attack
vectors in the industrial environment. This leads us to the earlier claim that there is a
current necessity for a well-studied procedure or guideline to tackle specific issues in the
mine. As an example, what is the ultimate channel utilization and power transmit (Tx)
within the mine? How can rouge access points be prohibited from injecting traffic into
the mining network in the presence of mine challenges with signal processing? Is the
IEEE802.11 wireless protocol a viable mining solution (i.e., especially for AHS) or should
different solutions be suggested, e.g., pLTE, 4G, and 5G systems?

Furthermore, there is a strong relationship between cybersecurity and communication
technologies in the mining industry. DSRC-WAVE technology is also considered a suitable
vehicular communication technology (i.e., vehicle to everything (V2X)) for autonomous
vehicles in the mining industry, according to Abdullah et al. [29]. This technology enables
a variety of applications for autonomous vehicles, including safety and resource efficiency
applications [28]. As a result, the investigation of DSRC communication technology in the
mining industry, especially the AHS, is still an open issue. For example, an unauthorized
emergency message disseminated among the autonomous trucks can cause disruption
in the mining operation. The integrity of the propagated message is not maintained,
which could lead to wrong decisions related to the mining operations. Although these
communication technologies will outperform current technologies in terms of bandwidth
and latency, they would be exposed to different variant of cybersecurity attacks, such the
case of jamming attacks [33].

5G, pLTE, and DSRC-WAVE, as any previous wireless communication technologies,
are vulnerable to common attacks such as jamming attacks, which produce deliberate
interference in order to obstruct genuine users’ communication. Such types of attacks (i.e.,
jamming attacks) pose a serious risk to public safety, and hence mining safety too. Therefore,
the mining industry, when developing AHS systems adopting any of these technologies,
should develop a comprehensive security strategy for enabling these technologies in
automated mines using AHS-based systems.

All of these issues inspired us to pose even more in-depth questions and investigate
different directions. For instance, in areas where both AHS and manual mining might be
simultaneously used, what are the cybersecurity ramifications of having them both on the
same network? Up until the writing of this paper, there were no industry standards or
regulations that impose any specifications. Instead, organizations are repurposing other
industry standards to fit within the mining environment, as previously mentioned. Overall,
this study seeks to bridge the gap between existing standards and mining applications in
cybersecurity, specifically network infrastructure. Yet, we believe a comprehensive solution
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would take into consideration security during the design phase as well as build solutions
purposely to accommodate the mining environment and its applications, such as the AHS
system.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, a type of Cyber-physical Systems (CPS), i.e., an AHS in the mining
environment, was discussed in terms of cybersecurity, reliable communication, and safety.
AHS-based trucks have been shown to be very useful in the mining industry. However, the
safety of using such trucks has not been thoroughly investigated. The literature was then
surveyed to identify and discuss the relation between safety of AHS in the mining environ-
ment and both cybersecurity and communication. The relation between cybersecurity and
safety in AHS systems was discussed and it was found that compromising cybersecurity
would threaten the safety of mining operations leading to loses in people and equipment.
In addition, we have shown that the reliability of wireless communication is mandatory
for the safety of AHS operations. Through this survey, there are several open issues and
challenges that may entail further studies and investigations. It was discussed that new
technologies such 5G, pLTE and DSRC-WAVE could be good alternatives for the currently
used IEEE 802.11. Although these communication technologies would outperform current
technologies in terms of bandwidth and latency, they would be exposed to traditional or
new cybersecurity threats or attacks, which still need to be considered while designing
AHS systems and studied in the mining environment.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

CPS Cyber-physical Systems
AHS Autonomous Haulage System
OT Operating Technology
ATs Autonomous Trucks
EMV Equipped Manual Vehicle
ICS Industrial Control Systems
AHT Autonomous Haulage Trucks
RoT Root of Trust
IT Information Technology
AI Artificial Intelligence
H2S Hydrogen Sulfide
GPS Global Positioning System
WNs Wireless Networks
WSNs Wireless Sensor Networks
LTE Long-Term Evolution
DSRC Dedicated Short Range Communications
WAVE Wireless Access for the Vehicular Environment
pLTE private LTE
QoS Quality of Service
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